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ABSTRACT
The availability and capabilities of present-day technology suggest that legged robots
should be able to physically outperform their biological counterparts. This thesis re-
volves around the philosophy that the observed opposite is caused by over-complexity
in legged robot design, which is believed to substantially suppress design for high-
performance. In this dissertation a design philosophy is elaborated with a focus on
simple but high performance design. This philosophy is governed by various key points,
including holistic design, technology-inspired design, machine and behaviour co-
design and design at the performance envelope. This design philosophy also focuses on
improving progress in robot design, which is inevitably complicated by the aspire for
high performance. It includes an approach of iterative design by trial-and-error, which
is believed to accelerate robot design through experience.
This thesis mainly focuses on the case study of Skippy, a fully autonomous monope-
dal balancing and hopping robot. Skippy is maximally simple in having only two
actuators, which is the minimum number of actuators required to control a robot in 3D.
Despite its simplicity, it is challenged with a versatile set of high-performance activities,
ranging from balancing to reaching record jump heights, to surviving crashes from
several meters and getting up unaided after a crash, while being built from off-the-shelf
technology.
This thesis has contributed to the detailed mechanical design of Skippy and its
optimisations that abide the design philosophy, and has resulted in a robust and realistic
design that is able to reach a record jump height of 3.8 m.
Skippy is also an example of iterative design through trial-and-error, which has
lead to the successful design and creation of the balancing-only precursor Tippy.
High-performance balancing has been successfully demonstrated on Tippy, using a re-
cently developed balancing algorithm that combines the objective of tracking a desired
position command with balancing, as required for preparing hopping motions.
This thesis has furthermore contributed to several ideas and theories on Skippy’s
road of completion, which are also useful for designing other high-performance robots.
These contributions include (1) the introduction of an actuator design criterion to max-
imize the physical balance recovery of a simple balancing machine, (2) a generalization
of the centre of percussion for placement of components that are sensitive to shock and
(3) algebraic modelling of a non-linear high-gravimetric energy density compression
spring with a regressive stress-strain profile.
The activities performed and the results achieved have been proven to be valuable,
however they have also delayed the actual creation of Skippy itself. A possible explana-
tion for this happening is that Skippy’s requirements and objectives were too ambitious,
for which many complications were encountered in the decision-making progress of the
xi
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iterative design strategy, involving trade-offs between exercising trial-and-error, elabo-
rate simulation studies and the development of above-mentioned new theories. Never-
theless, from (1) the resulting realistic design of Skippy, (2) the successful creation and
demonstrations of Tippy and (3) the contributed theories for high-performance robot
design, it can be concluded that the adopted design philosophy has been generally suc-
cessful.
Through the case study design project of the hopping and balancing robot Skippy,
it is shown that proper design for high physical performance (1) can indeed lead to a
robot design that is capable of physically outperforming humans and animals and (2) is
already very challenging for a robot that is intended to be very simple.
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1
INTRODUCTION
Today’s experimental legged robots show lower levels of physical performance than what
one would expect, given the capabilities of the technologies available to make them. This
notion can be supported by comparing the various building blocks that are available in
both technology and biology. For example, we have structural materials that are stronger
and lighter than bone, and actuators with better efficiency, bandwidth and power-to-
weight ratios than biological muscle. Nevertheless, many animals jump higher, run faster
and are more robust than any legged robot ever built.
Many theories can be devised as to why this is the state of affairs, but one possible
explanation is that the legged robots of today are too complex to properly design for
them to exhibit truly high-performance behaviour for the relatively small teams of
researchers who make them.
This hypothesis has been put forward by Dr. Featherstone, whose incentive it then
was to establish a project to design, build and control a simple 3D hopping and balancing
robot, called Skippy. This robot is supposed to exhibit a level of physical performance
substantially superior to today’s legged robots, partly due to its inherent simplicity. The
project’s main purpose is testing the hypothesis and is referred to as the Skippy Project.
“The objective is to explore the limits of what is physically possible with today’s technology,
by means of a robot that is simple, robust and fairly cheap.” — Featherstone (2014)
INTRODUCING SKIPPY
Skippy is maximally simple in having only two actuators, the minimum number of
actuators required to control a 3D robot. Yet it is challenged with a wide variety of
required high performance activities. Its physically most demanding task is reaching
a target height of 4 m through methods of hopping. It is a design requirement that
Skippy be able to reach this height without relying on more than half of the energy being
recycled from the previous hop. This implies that it should be able to reach its target
height after landing from a previous hop that is not higher than half the target height.
Reaching a jump height of 4 m pushes the limits of what should theoretically be possible
1
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with off-the-shelf technology. While performing its hops, it should also be able to make
athletic manoeuvres, such as somersaults and twists.
Moreover, Skippy is a monopedal robot with a single-point contact foot, and as
such, in order for it to start hopping, it has to be able to actively balance and control
its posture. The balancing and hopping requirements challenge controller design, but
also mechanical design, because the physical requirements of a good hopping machine
and a good balancing machine are fundamentally different from each other: jumping
is governed by generating vertical momentum, whereas balancing is governed by the
ability to generate horizontal momentum (Featherstone, 2016b). Lastly, Skippy is to
operate in full autonomy (i.e. without any tether, umbilical, harness, safety net or human
hand), which implies that it should be sufficiently mechanically robust to survive its
crashes (from its highest jump height) and that it should be able to autonomously stand
up after such a crash, whether the crash was intended or by mistake.
1.1. OBJECTIVES
The ultimate objective of the Skippy Project is to contribute to the improvement in the
physical performance of legged robots in general by showing how such improvements
can be obtained through a combination of better design and better control.
In particular, this thesis focuses on the case study of Skippy’s design, rather than
on its control. This design case study of Skippy should be exemplary to the design of
other robots that exhibit high level of physical performance. Since finalizing Skippy (i.e.
including making it fully autonomous) does not fit within the scope of a single thesis
project, an objective for this thesis has been imposed that focusses on high physical
performance and not on closed-loop control. This objective states that Skippy should
demonstrate reaching its highest jumping height by being dropped from controlled
initial conditions, as this can be accomplished with motion commands that are mainly
feed forward.
1.2. APPROACH
The Skippy Project is ambitious. It knows many unknowns and possible pitfalls on
its road of completion. We seek to push the boundaries in both high performance
balancing and hopping, two warring objectives that are sufficiently challenging even
when considered in isolation.
Skippy has only a point foot, which means that it is always unstable and that it must
always balance itself whilst performing other tasks. This includes the preparation of
jumping motions. As such, the ability to balance is crucial for the ability to jump or hop.
Various research on improving balance control and performance has been done, but this
research has not yet been implemented in reality. For this purpose, and for the first half
of the thesis program, a project has been established to design and build a balancing-
only robot that precedes Skippy, called Tippy. In essence, the balancing objective is
addressed firstly in isolation. This project has a secondary purpose of serving as a design
challenge and exercise, essentially employing the method of design by trial-and-error,
which makes part of our design philosophy: having a fully operational machine ready at
an early stage aids to encapsulate issues ahead of time which can be useful for improving
1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS
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or even critical for finalising Skippy’s design.
The Skippy design project initiates after the Tippy project is completed to sufficient
extent, which includes having obtained some experimental results. This allows us to
reflect on the mechanical, electrical and software design and on balance performance
in practice.
Unlike tackling the balancing objective by designing and building Tippy, the hop-
ping objective is not tackled in isolation by building a separate hopping-only machine
prototype. Since a monopedal hopping machine requires the ability to balance, but not
the other way round, such a machine would require more impeding mobility constraints
than Tippy (e.g. a rail to limit its motion to 1D). Building such a machine was expected
not to have added benefits. Instead it was decided to rely on realistic simulation studies,
which mainly concern power modulation with a focus on the feasibility of performing
Skippy’s highest hop. Then, with the help of automated optimisations, a Skippy design
should be finalised. The goal of optimisations is not to find an optimal design, but to ex-
plore Skippy’s behaviour and come to a design that is good enough to fulfil the objective.
We believe that this is done best by focusing on the single most physically demanding
item in Skippy’s repertoire of behaviours, which is why the design and related optimisa-
tion are centred on achieving the highest hop.
1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS
The general contribution of this thesis is a design study of the provisional case study of
Skippy, which is exemplary for a design philosophy that is aimed to improve the design
of robots that are to exhibit a high degree of physical performance, and to improve their
design progress. As postulated by Dr. Featherstone, the design philosophy has its main
focus on reducing complexity in robotics, which is believed to be a main factor in limiting
robot physical performance below their potential, as indicated by the capabilities of
present-day technology. In chapter 2 this design philosophy is further elaborated by the
definition of various key points, which are intended to be incentives for making and
accelerating high performance robot designs. The key points are the following, each of
which are explained in detail in section 2.4.2:
• Robot designs should be holistic.
• Robot designs should be targeted on behaviour at the performance envelope.
• Robots should be a product of machine and behaviour co-design.
• Technology inspired design has priority over bio-inspired design.1
• Progress is made through trial-and-error by making prototypes.
• Robots should have a reduced requirement for risk management.
• Robots should be designed to be physically robust.
• Robots should not be designed to be bigger than necessary.
• Robots should be designed to be fully autonomous, so that they do not require an
umbilical, tether or harness.
1This is not to say that bio-inspired design is poor design.
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• Robots should be designed to be good enough rather than optimal.
The thesis has contributed to demonstrating the potentials and challenging aspects of
this design philosophy. In particular, it has contributed to the developments of the two
robots Tippy and Skippy.
• Tippy has been designed and built to be a good balancer, and has demonstrated
high performance balancing using a recently developed balance theory. The plat-
form can be used to implement many 2D and 3D balancing algorithms, as it has
a customizable structure and simple electronics. It can also be used as an educa-
tional platform, much like the Acrobot (Hauser & Murray, 1990) or the reaction
wheel pendulum (RWP) (Block, Astrom, & Spong, 2007).
• Skippy’s mechanical design is governed by solutions and strategies for lightweight,
physically robust and affordable robot design. In combination with its optimisa-
tion studies, the result is a realistic robot design that can reach a jump height of
3.8 m in simulation when somersaulting or 2.3 m when jumping straight up. Its
usefulness as a design exercise for creating high-performance robots is further ex-
plained in chapter 9.
In addition, various contributions have emerged from the Skippy Project that can
find direct applications in other high performance machine designs. In the past, these
have included for example balancing theories (Azad, 2014; Azad & Featherstone, 2016)
and the ring screw invention (Featherstone, 2016a). This thesis has the following such
contributions:
• An analysis of balance performance and the introduction of a new actuator cri-
terion on the balance performance of simple balancing machines (chapter 4). A
criterion of this kind can be used to design robots that need to be good at balanc-
ing, and to analyse the physical balance performance of already existing balance
machines.
• A generalization of the concept of the Centre of Percussion (CoPc), which can be
calculated for any rigid body in a robot for any particular impact scenario (e.g.
a foot strike) (section 6.10). The CoPc serves the purpose of placing components
that are shock-sensitive, such as the inertial measurement unit (IMU), and could
be useful for many types of robots that are subject to repeatedly receiving high
impact loads (such as jumping robots).
• Formulae for modelling the force-deflection profile and failure prediction of
curved compression leaf springs (chapter 7). This type of spring is generic and us-
able for any application that requires regressive spring profiles, which is generally
desirable for systems that require (1) high control bandwidth for small loads and
(2) high energy storing capabilities for high loads. In contrast to previous work,
which focusses mainly on generalizing numerical models, this work presents an
efficient algebraic approximation that is well suited for use in higher levels of
robot design optimisations.
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1.4. OUTLINE
This rest of the thesis can roughly be divided in three parts.
Chapters 2 and 3 focus on work that is fundamental to this thesis, as they reflect
on previous work and ideas, including the design philosophy, that are relevant for the
development of Skippy. Chapter 2 focuses on more general background and theories
regarding high performance in legged robot design, and explains the design philosophy,
whereas chapter 3 focuses on research related to Skippy itself.
Chapters 4 and 5 focus on balancing and Tippy. Chapter 4 introduces a new actuator
design criterion and analyses physical balance performance of a simple balancing ma-
chine. Theories on balance control and performance are applied to the real robot Tippy,
of which the design and experimental results are discussed in chapter 5.
Chapters 6 to 8 all focus on the design of Skippy. Chapter 6 lays a basis for Skippy’s
design, by reflecting on the simplified design from previous studies, the design of Tippy
and new design studies. The design of Skippy is a multi-faceted project. One of the
emerged sub-projects stands out and is treated in a separate chapter, namely chapter 7
on modelling of Skippy’s non-linear ankle spring. Skippy’s final design is the product of
various iterations between computer aided design (CAD) and simplified optimisation
studies. The final optimisations and the resulting design are presented and discussed in
chapter 8.
Discussions, conclusions and considerations on future developments can be found
in chapter 9.

2
DESIGNING FOR HIGH PHYSICAL
PERFORMANCE
This chapter focuses on high physical performance in robots. Based on findings in the
literature, definitions of high performance are retrieved, comparisons are done between
other robots and Skippy, and a design philosophy is devised. The philosophy is the result
of reflecting on employed design approaches observed in legged robot design, for robots
that ought to exhibit a high level of physical performance, such as running or jumping.
The design philosophy is a detailed elaboration of an earlier idea of Dr. Featherstone. The
Skippy project serves as a case study for the design philosophy.
2.1. COMMON MEASURES FOR PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE
We pursue the design of a legged robot that exhibits high physical performance. In order
to compare the performance of robots and to devise a design strategy, it is a requisite
to firstly define physical performance. Various criteria and measures are used in the
robotics community to define physical performance. De Boer (2012) proposed that a
robot’s performance can be evaluated by the criteria energy efficiency, robustness and
versatility. Most of the works in legged robotics focus either on energy efficiency or
versatility. This is an interesting observation because one could argue that it is more
important for a robot to perform its task reliably (robustly), and that performing the
task efficiently or being able to perform additional tasks (versatility) is of secondary
importance.
In legged locomotion, the typical measure for energy efficiency is one or another
form of the cost of transport (CoT), which relates energy consumption to velocity. The
CoT has its roots in biology, where it was observed that animals’ gait selection be
correlated with minimizing the metabolic cost of transport (Alexander, 1990). Popular
particular uses of the CoT in robotics are the mechanical cost of transport (MCoT)
(Collins, 2005) and the total cost of transport (TCoT) (Bhounsule, Cortell, & Ruina, 2012).
In contrast to MCoT, TCoT also considers exchange of energy prior to the generation
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of mechanical work, such as Joule heating in the windings of electric motors. Typically,
both the MCoT and TCoT also normalize for robot weight. Another variation of the CoT
is the cost of hopping (X. Yu & Iida, 2013), specifically dedicated for vertical hopping
machines, which replaces velocity in the denominator for the product of jump height
and gravitational acceleration.
If physical performance was only quantified by the CoT, then the Cornell Ranger
(Bhounsule et al., 2012) would be the best performing robot built to date.1 However, this
robot is neither versatile nor robust.
Versatility refers to the ability of changing gait and actions. It describes a set of skills
and is as such not quantifiable by using an interval or a rational scale. Instead, some
degree of versatility can be imposed as a requirement on a machine. For legged robots,
such a requirement could be the ability to be fully navigational in 3D, including the
ability to start and stop moving without the necessity of human intervention. A design
criterion that combines this requirement with that of for instance reducing the CoT
would be more comprehensive for defining high physical performance than considering
the CoT alone. A comparison between high performance robots would then no longer
consider robots that have no skill other than being efficient in one particular gait, such
as most of the passive-dynamic-based walkers (Bhounsule et al., 2012), including also
the aforementioned Cornell Ranger. However, a design criterion of this kind still leaves
robustness out of the equation.
Robustness here refers to the ability of a system to recover from an unexpected
disturbance, also known as disturbance rejection. As such, it refers to behavioural
rather than physical robustness, the latter of which describes a robot’s ability to survive
impacts (such as those resulting from an unintended crash after failing to recover from
an unexpected disturbance). Albeit quantifiable, it is difficult to measure behavioural
robustness, and the appropriate measure depends on the application. For a balancing-
only machine (i.e. a machine that cannot make steps), such as an acrobot (Hauser &
Murray, 1990) or Segway (Segway, 2019), behavioural robustness can be quantified by a
measure as simple as a maximum offset angle from which the robot can still recover to a
balanced configuration. This subject is further treated in chapter 4. However, measuring
behavioural robustness becomes more cumbersome for legged robots that can step.
Research has been done on capturability, which describes the ability to recover from
a disturbance by making one or multiple steps (Koolen, de Boer, Rebula, Goswami, &
Pratt, 2012). For limit cycle behaviour (e.g. walking, running) in particular, measures
such as the gait sensitivity norm have been devised (Hobbelen & Wisse, 2007) to quantify
behavioural robustness. However, their calculation is not straightforward, and as such
they are not commonly adapted as a design criterion. An additional complication is that
there appears to be a conflict of interest between energy efficiency and robustness and
versatility (De Boer, 2012). By having separate and unrelated measures for both energy
efficiency and robustness, it is unclear where to set the priority in design studies.
Other common measures that are used for measuring physical performance are
jump height or forward velocity (Haldane, Plecnik, Yim, & Fearing, 2016a; Kenneally,
2016). Primarily, these are measures for (explosive) energy output rather than for energy
1To the authors knowledge, no robot has surpassed the CoT of the Cornell Ranger.
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efficiency, as they do not weigh in energy cost, and—as such—are in essence simpler
measures than CoT. Recovery from unexpected disturbances is also governed by ener-
getic bursts, suggesting that a measure such as jump height is a better candidate for
tackling robustness than a CoT measure. In turn, a CoT measure tackles energy effi-
ciency better than jump height. Nevertheless, record jump heights cannot be achieved
by relying only on actuator work, but also require efficient recycling of energy in the
system. This implies that the measure of jump height also addresses energy efficiency to
some extent.
Since Skippy is to be designed to be a good hopping machine, jump height is the most
prominent measure, and forms the basis for core design decisions of the robot. Compar-
isons between other robots and Skippy are also based on jump height, in section 2.3. To
make proper comparisons, some considerations have to be taken into account, such as
the time in between jumps and robot size.
2.2. JUMP HEIGHT
Jump height knows various definitions. This section establishes its definition employed
throughout the thesis and furthermore relates it to robot size and hopping time.
2.2.1. DEFINING JUMP HEIGHT
We define jump height h as the vertical distance that the robot’s centre of mass (CoM)
travels between the instance of take-off and the apex, i.e. the highest point the CoM
reaches during the flight phase. This measure can be calculated directly from take off
velocity using kinetic and potential energy. However, in some works jump height is
defined as the largest vertical distance between the lowest point of the robot during
the flight phase and the ground. The latter is easier to observe with the eye, and it has
the obvious practical application of measuring the ability to jump over high obstacles.
However, unlike the former definition, it always requires information of the actual flight
phase: it is essentially a combined measure of (the former defined) jump height and the
ability of retracting the legs. If such information is not available, it can be approximated
by summing the stroke length s to the jump height. The stroke length is the distance the
robot’s CoM travels from its lowest point, called nadir, to take-off. The sum of h and s
will be referred to as total jump height htot. See table 2.1 for a complete overview of all
terms and their definitions.
2.2.2. JUMP HEIGHT AND SIZE
The performance of jump height can be related to body size. Most works consider jump
height as a measure that is independent from robot mass or size (Haldane et al., 2016a),
which would imply that a 1 kg jumper (whether that be a robot or animal) that jumps 1 m
high is as impressive as a 100 kg jumper that jumps to the same height. The reasoning
here is twofold. Firstly, it makes sense from a practical perspective, as all robots will
eventually have to be operational in the same (real world) environment. Secondly, a
physical perspective shows that jump height does not scale under the core assumptions
that (1) mechanical work done by actuators or muscles is proportional to their mass
and (2) actuator force is the limiting factor in determining the jump height. A short
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Term Definition
touch down The point at which the robot makes contact with the
ground (resulting from a previous jump or drop).
nadir The lowest point that the robot’s CoM reaches.
take-off The point at which the robot releases the ground (initiating
the jump).
apex The highest point that the robot’s CoM reaches.
The vertical distance that the robot’s CoM travels from ...
jump height h take-off to apex;
stroke length s nadir to take-off;
total jump height htot nadir to apex (i.e. htot = h+ s).
Table 2.1: Terminology for vertical jumping, as used throughout this thesis.
explanation on the scaling theory follows below, in addition to explanations of other
theories found in literature on scaling of jump height. Corresponding derivations for
scaling can be found in appendix A.
SCALING WITH S0 (NO SCALING)
If a robot and its actuator scale with size S and, as such, their mass with S3, then
the amount of energy required to reach the same total jump height also scales with
S3, assuming that we can neglect any form of energy loss due to air resistance or
slipping. The actuator or muscle force is assumed to scale with S2, which is based on
the assumption that actuator and muscle force is proportional to their cross-sectional
area (perpendicular to the axis of actuation) (Hill, 1950; Wensing et al., 2017). The stroke
length of the robot also scales with S, which implies that the total work output scales
with S × S2 = S3. It follows that the total hopping height scales with S3/S3 = S0 (i.e.
it does not scale). Note that—following the definitions in table 2.1—this implies that
the sum of the jump height and stroke length do not scale, and thus that jump height
reduces as the jumper increases in size. The effect is not noticeable for small jumpers.
Notably, this effect is often unmentioned in literature. However, it is worth noticing that
this possibly supports the theory why the largest elephants (6 Mg) and legged robots,
such as Tradinno (Zollner Elektronik AG, 2013) (11 Mg), cannot jump at all. To the best
of the author’s knowledge, the heaviest robot that has demonstrated jumping behaviour
is LS3 (Legged Squad Support System, 590 kg) (Boston Dynamics, 2012), which reaches
a jump height of several centimetres while trotting, depicted in fig. 2.1b.
SCALING WITH S2/3
Some works on jumping of small animals and robots reason that jump height ought to
scale with S2/3 with relation to body size (equivalent to S2/9 with relation to body mass)
instead of S0 for small robots and animals (Armour, Paskins, Bowyer, Vincent, & Megill,
2007; M. Gabriel, 1984). For example, it would imply that a jumper that is 8 times as big
(ca. 512 as heavy) jumps 4 times as high. This S2/3 scaling follows from assuming actuator
power to being the limiting factor rather than actuator work or force, which would be the
case for jumpers of sufficiently small size. In particular, this power scaling assumes that
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(a) Tradinno (11 Mg) (b) LS3 (590 kg) (c) Cheetah 2 (33 kg) (d) Minitaur (5 kg)
Figure 2.1: Four autonomous quadrupeds of different size: Tradinno (Zollner Elektronik AG, 2013), LS3 (Legged
Squad Support System) (Boston Dynamics, 2012), Cheetah 2 (Park, Park, & Kim, 2015), and Minitaur (Ghost
Robotics, 2016). Of these robots, the two smallest have shown the highest and approximately equal physical
performance in terms of jump height (h ≈ 0.5m) and vertical jumping agility (ν≈ 1.2ms−1). LS3 has demon-
strated only small jumps of several centimetres, while trotting (depicted above, in flight phase). Tradinno has
not demonstrated any type of jumping behaviour. This pattern is in line with S0 scaling (section 2.2.2) com-
pensated for by change of stroke length.
the product of force and velocity is limited, rather than being velocity-limited in addition
to being force-limited. A full explanation and derivation can be found in appendix A.
However, it is doubtful whether measuring jumping performance is done best by
compensating jump height h for robot size according to S2/3, as jumpers are only power-
limited if they are of sufficiently small size. Notably, the S2/3 scaling for small jumpers
is used as a possible explanation why small jumping animals (weighing less than ca.
1×10−1 g)—such as locusts—employ a different type of jumping mechanism to perform
high jumps. These mechanisms are based on principles of pre-harvesting energy to
generate short but high peak power bursts, and is further treated in section 2.2.3.
SCALING WITH S OR S3
A few other works normalize jump height for robot size (S) or even to robot mass (S3) to
use it as measure (Kovacˇ, Fuchs, Guignard, Zufferey, & Floreano, 2008; Kovacˇ, Schlegel,
Zufferey, & Floreano, 2009; Nguyen & Park, 2012). No scientific justification or derivation
was found for these measures, and instead seem to unjustified favour small robots. As
such, these measures are not considered in this thesis.
2.2.3. JUMP HEIGHT AND TIME
Roughly speaking, jumping robots employ one of two following operating principles:
single-leap and continuous-hopping. Single-leap robots generally jump higher, but their
performance is commonly conceived to be lower. By also taking the time required to
jump into account, a fairer comparison can be made regarding the performance.
SINGLE-LEAP ROBOTS
Single-leap robots release pre-stored or pre-harvested energy explosively to achieve their
highest hop. An example of a robot with pre-stored energy is Boston Dynamic’s Sandflea
(Boston Dynamics, 2012), depicted in fig. 2.2a, which carries a CO2 or propane cylinder
and piston as a secondary on-board energy source specifically dedicated for jumping.
Other single-leap robots pre-harvest potential energy by using a catapult mechanism,
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(a) SandFlea (b) EPFL Jumper (c) Salto-1P
Figure 2.2: Jumping robots SandFlea (Boston Dynamics, 2012), EPFL Jumper (Kovacˇ et al., 2009) and Salto-
1P (Haldane, Yim, & Fearing, 2017). All of these robots can perform multiple jumps without physical human
intervention, but only Salto-1P is a continuous-hopping robot.
which charges an elastic element at a relatively slow rate, and then releases it in a
short burst. This principle is bio-inspired; it can be found in nature in for instance
grasshoppers and locusts (Armour et al., 2007). The principle is an extreme example
of power modulation, where energy is temporarily stored and subsequently released
with a higher power output than actuators can provide on their own. Single-leap robots
that make use of such a mechanism have been reported to jump up to heights of
approximately 3.4 m (Haldane et al., 2016a).
CONTINUOUS-HOPPING ROBOTS
Continuous-hopping robots have more powerful actuators or use an elastic element
to recycle a portion of the kinetic energy of the previous hop into the next one, or
both, in order to jump high. Skippy is also a continuous-hopping robot, and has both
a powerful actuator and elastic elements for power modulation. Prior to initiation of
this thesis project, continuous-hopping robots had been able to reach jump heights
of approximately 0.6 m (Haldane et al., 2016a), which is significantly lower than that of
single-leap hopping robots.
VERTICAL JUMPING AGILITY
The jump height of single-leap robots has outreached that of continuous-hopping
robots. However, single-leap robots do not require making controlled jumps, as they do
not need to make a proper landing. The requirement of pre-harvesting energy to jump
furthermore does not make them capable of responding to an unexpected disturbance.
In addition, they are typically slower and do not recycle energy from previous jumps.
As such, their physical performance is generally conceived to be lower than that of
continuous-hopping robots.
Recently, a measure called the vertical jumping agility has been introduced, which
considers both the jump height and the time required to make a jump (Haldane, Plecnik,
Yim, & Fearing, 2016b). It is calculated as ν = h/(ts + ta), where ts is the stance time
and ta the apogee time or half the flight time (time in flight from take-off until reaching
apex). Note that the definition does not include gravity; instead it assumes an Earth-like
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gravitational environment. A higher value corresponds to a better jumping performance.
In effect, this measure penalizes single-leap robots for the longer stance time that is
required to prepare a jump. More general, the measure is useful to compare robots (and
animals) that cannot be easily classified as either single-leap or continuous-hopping
robots.
The vertical jumping agility measures an average of displacement over time, with
the unit of velocity (ms−1), which are also the physical units of power-to-weight ratio
and velocity. As such, it suggests that it is comparable to the performance measure of
steady forward velocity. However, the core difference is that jumping is governed by
high fluctuations of velocity (which changes sign), whereas horizontal movement can
be achieved by maintaining a constant velocity. This implies that a robot with a certain
value for vertical jumping agility requires more power regulation and higher peak power
output than a robot that has an equal value for steady forward velocity.
Note that gravity imposes a limit on the flight time, which increases as the jump
height increases. In fact, h and ta are directly related through h = g t 2a /2, with g the
gravitational acceleration. As such, we can write
ν= h
ts+
√
2h/g
. (2.1)
In an ideal scenario where the stance time ts is zero, we find ν∝
p
h, which states that
the maximum vertical jumping agility scales with the square root of the jump height.
Note furthermore that the vertical jumping agility should not be confused with the
vertical specific agility (Kenneally, 2016), which is the measure of jump height corrected
for by gravity, calculated as hg . Since the comparisons presented below only consider
terrestrial robots, this measure will not be used.
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Notable work on continuous-hopping robots is Raibert’s early work in the 1980s (Raibert,
1986), which demonstrated several legged robots that could hop, run and make somer-
saults in 3D, while using simple designs and control systems. The robots are all tethered,
and the highest hops of these robots reach several decimetres. Despite not very high,
many of the robots achieved high horizontal velocities and were fully navigational in 3D.
Their capabilities were deemed a large improvement in robotic physical performance for
their time, and only few machines have been able to equal or surpass their performance
since.
By the beginning of this thesis project, the robot that was reported to have the highest
vertical jumping agility is Salto, with ν= 1.7ms−1 and h = 1m (in 0.58 s) (Haldane et al.,
2016b). The initial versions of Salto lacked measures to stabilize it in 3D, and as such, was
not able to demonstrate long repetitive jumping behaviour. More recent developments
on Salto have demonstrated this instead. These include the development of Salto’s
successor Salto-1P (Haldane et al., 2017), depicted in fig. 2.2c, which has demonstrated
long repetitive and precise jumping in 3D (Yim & Fearing, 2018). This has been made
possible by the addition of thrusters. Salto-1P also has an improved jump performance of
ν= 1.83ms−1 and h = 1.25m. However, the results from Yim and Fearing (2018) indicate
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that Salto-1P is still not fully autonomous, as it relies on a motion capture system for
doing some of its experiments.
Albeit not designed as a hopping robot, the second most agile reported robot is
the quadruped Minitaur (Kenneally, 2016), shown in fig. 2.1d, with ν = 1.2ms−1 and
h = 0.5m. Minitaur has demonstrated full autonomy in 3D. Other examples of robot with
high physical performance are MIT’s series of Cheetah robots (Park, Park, & Kim, 2015;
Park, Wensing, & Kim, 2015; Seok et al., 2015), of which Cheetah 2 is shown in fig. 2.1c. It
has demonstrated a vertical jumping agility of ν = 1.1ms−1 with h = 0.5m and running
gaits with high steady forward velocities of 4.5 ms−1.2
A few examples of single-leap robots are the EPFL Jumper (Kovacˇ et al., 2009),
Glumper (Armour et al., 2007) and TAUB (Zaitsev, Gvirsman, Ben Hanan, Ayali, & Kosa,
2015), which are able to jump up to heights of 1.4 m, 1.6 m and 3.4 m, respectively. TAUB
in particular is not fully navigational in 3D, as it requires human intervention to reset
it after jumping. The EPFL Jumper and Glumper also have the ability to recover and
reorient themselves after landing. The EPFL jumper in particular uses a light-weight
roll cage that enables it to passively realign itself after a fall, and double-functions as
protection, as shown in fig. 2.2b. A few robots combine jumping with another type
of locomotion, such as the jumping-crawling robot JumpRoACH (Jung, Casarez, Jung,
Fearing, & Cho, 2016) and the jumping-gliding robot MultiMo-Bat (Woodward & Sitti,
2014), both able to jump up to heights of approximately 3 m. Of these robots, the most
agile robot is the EPFL jumper, with a vertical jumping agility of ν= 0.34ms−1.
For comparison, a visual representation of the vertical jumping agility of various
of the above mentioned jumpers is shown in fig. 2.3, which shows the height that
each jumper would reach after consecutive jumping for a duration of 4 s. The graph
is amended from fig. 1 in (Haldane et al., 2016b) with data of Salto-1P and the above
mentioned hypothetical data of Skippy. It also includes data of a bushbaby (galago
senegalensis), a high performance animal jumper.
COMPARISONS TO SKIPPY
Ballpark figures for Skippy assume a jump height of 4 m following an estimated stance
time of ca. 0.2 s, as further explained in section 3.1. These numbers would imply a
vertical jumping agility of ν= 3.6ms−1. However, it is expected that Skippy cannot make
a lengthy sequence of 4 m hops. Nevertheless, even if it jumped half as high with double
the stance time (this assumes an identical stroke length), so that h = 2m and ts = 0.4m,
the vertical jumping agility would be ν= 1.9ms−1, which is still slightly higher than that
of Salto.
If we analyse jumping performance by also correcting jump height for robot size
based on limited actuator power (see section 2.2.2), then Salto becomes more com-
petitive. By comparing Salto’s mass (100 g) with the anticipated mass of Skippy (2 kg)
(Driessen, 2015), it is suggested that the jump height of Salto would have to be multi-
plied with 202/9 ≈ 2 to compare it with that of Skippy. However, it remains doubtful that
power should be considered the main limiting factor for robots up to sizes as (relatively)
large as Skippy (ca. 2 kg).
2The original Cheetah (Seok et al., 2015) has demonstrated even higher steady forward velocities of up to
6 ms−1, but it is tethered.
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h:
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ν= h
ts+ ta
0.34 ms−1
EPFL
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1.3 m
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0.78 s
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Skippy
(4 m)
4.0 m
1.1 s
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Skippy
(2 m)
2.0 m
1.0 s
Figure 2.3: Visual representation of the vertical jumping agility ν of various jumpers. The graph has been
copied from Haldane et al. (2016b), and has been amended with data of Salto-1P (Haldane et al., 2017) and
hypothetical data of Skippy if it were jumping 4 m and 2 m high. The number of arrows correspond to the
number of repeated jumps over an interval of 4 s, and the length of each arrow is proportional to the jump
height h of one jump.
Regarded as a velocity,ν= 3.6ms−1 is lower than the steady forward velocity 4.5ms−1
of Cheetah 2 (Seok et al., 2015). However, as explained in section 2.2.3, the two are dif-
ficult to compare due to high fluctuations of velocity required for jumping. In compari-
son, Skippy must reach a vertical lift-off (peak) velocity of 6.3 ms−1 or 8.9 ms−1 in order
to make a 2 m or 4 m high hop respectively.
2.4. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Following the analysis on defining high physical performance and the comparisons
of several high performance legged robots, this section elaborates more on the design
philosophy to realise physically high performance robots by reflecting on state-of-the-art
robots. The presented study arose from the observation that robots significantly under-
perform compared to their biological counter-parts (i.e. humans and other animals),
despite decades of research. A possible reason could be lack of powerful building blocks
in technology, such as high power density actuators. This has been the motivation for
some researchers to focus the design strategy on creating more powerful actuators, such
as on liquid cooled actuation (Kim, Campbell, Ahn, Sentis, & Paine, 2017; Paine & Sentis,
2015). Also SCHAFT, the robot that won the 2013 DARPA trials, makes use of liquid
cooled actuation (Guizzo & Ackerman, 2014). However, other researchers claim that lack
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of power density is not the main issue (Gaponov, Palli, May, & Ryu, 2016; Seok et al.,
2015). After all, a simple comparison between datasheets shows that electric motors
are available with a higher power-to-weight than biological muscles, with a factor of
at least 10 (Gaponov et al., 2016), and that artificial materials exist that are stronger
and harder than bone. The main difference between electric actuators and muscles is
that the former has a much lower torque density, which calls for the requirement of
transmission mechanisms. In particular, Gaponov et al. (2016) claims that transmissions
are the main issue. However, whereas this may partly address the issue, it cannot be
the full explanation: a (zero backlash) transmission with a mass approximately equal
to that of its motor and an efficiency of 70% (Harmonic Drive AG, 2014) would reduce
the actuator’s power density with approximately a factor of 3, so that the power density
is still in favour of the artificial actuator compared to that of the muscle. This suggests
that there must be also other reasons that explain lack of robot physical performance.
Instead of blaming slow progress and the lack of robot performance on the unavail-
ability of high performance parts, an explanation can also be sought in the currently
employed approaches for robot design, which are likely suboptimal. This is investigated
by analysing designs and performance of existing robots, with the purpose of establish-
ing a design philosophy that is intended to aid in designing robots that exhibit higher
level of physical performance and that is to be employed on the case study of Skippy.3
The author would like to exemplify that the presented design philosophy is hypothet-
ical, and not based on scientific evidence. The philosophy comprises a list of key points
that are believed to positively influence high performance robot design. In an attempt to
substantiate the claims of the key points, several robot designs from literature are men-
tioned. It is not the intention of the author to compromise the valuable contributions of
these designs. On the contrary, over the years impressive and pioneering work has been
carried out on very different robot designs and approaches, and as a result, insight can
be gained into how further improvements can be made possible.
2.4.1. COMPLEXITY
The main message of the design philosophy is that progress in robotic research should
focus on making simple high-performance designs, and then proceed to more complex
designs, rather than attempting to make already complex machines exhibit high perfor-
mance. A robot’s desired versatility can be used as an argument for complex designs.
However, difficulty of robot design is easily underestimated, and the end result is a robot
that is slow and not robust nor energy efficient: despite being designed to perform many
different tasks, it is not able to execute any of them with satisfaction.
A robot’s complexity is not easily defined, but a reasonable indication can be pro-
vided by counting the number of actuated degrees of freedom (DoFs) and sensors. No-
tably, most of the robots that have exhibited high levels of performance, have a low num-
ber of actuators, and are typically the results of extensive iterative design of versions with
fewer or simpler actuators. These high performance robots include the previously men-
tioned high-performance Salto-1P, Cheetahs, Minitaur and SpotMini, which do not have
3Acknowledgements — The basis of said design philosophy has firstly been postulated by Dr. Featherstone. In
this chapter of the thesis this idea is further devised through said comparisons between existing robots and
the introduction of key points.
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more than 12 actuated DoFs each. Remarkably, they are also relatively small and fully
autonomous. In particular, Cheetah’s team claims that part of their success is due to em-
ploying a method of proprioceptive sensing in combination with high fidelity actuation
(Wensing et al., 2017). This method requires fewer sensors as it relies on current sens-
ing and modelling actuator characteristics. In interesting contrast, a reflection on the
robots competing in the DARPA challenge concludes that robots—which were already
quite complex—need more sensors (Atkeson et al., 2016). The robots that compete in
this challenge are typically complex in having many actuated degrees of freedom, and
significantly under-perform compared to the aforementioned robots. Yet, they are the
products of big and professional teams and high budgets, so the blame cannot be put
on the lack of resources or experience. A few examples of other expensive robots that
have not demonstrated high physical performance, and are yet the result of long and
expensive projects, are Valkyrie (129 kg, 32 DoFs excluding hands, 44 DoFs including
hands) (Radford et al., 2015), Hydra (130 kg, 31 DoFs excluding hands, 41 DoFs including
hands) (Kaminaga et al., 2016; Ko, Kaminaga, & Nakamura, 2018) and WAREC-1 (155 kg,
28 DoFs) (Hashimoto et al., 2017), shown in fig. 2.4.
(a) Valkyrie (44 DoFs) (b) Hydra (130 kg, 41 DoFs) (c) WAREC-1 (155 kg, 28 DoFs)
Figure 2.4: Examples of expensive and complex field robots that have not yet demonstrated autonomy or high
physical performance: Valkyrie (Radford et al., 2015), Hydra (Ko et al., 2018) and WAREC (Hashimoto et al.,
2017).
“Reducing complexity” is easier said than done. To further underpin the design
philosophy, several key points have been devised, typically related to complexity in one
way or another. The key points are results from direct comparisons in literature, and
are aimed to aid in creating high performance designs whilst avoiding or dealing with
complexity.
2.4.2. KEY POINTS
An overly complex design of a machine is typically (1) non-holistic, (2) poorly targeted,
and (3) decoupled from its designed behaviour, which leads to unsupported decisions
and loss of transparency. A popular answer to support decision making is favouring
(4) bio-inspired design over technology-inspired design, but this has in turn shown
proneness to being a trigger for even more complicated designs.
The few more complex robots that have also shown high degrees of physical perfor-
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mance all have a rich history of (5) iterative design governed by trial-and-error. Whereas
iterative design studies can be tedious, expensive and unresolving, they have also proven
to be productive for robots that are (6) designed with good risk management, (7) fully au-
tonomous, (8) physically robust, (9) small, and (10) not optimal.
The ten key points are summarized below and each are treated separately in the
remainder of this section:
• Robot designs should be holistic.
• Robot designs should be targeted on behaviour at the performance envelope.
• Robots should be a product of machine and behaviour co-design.
• Technology inspired design has priority over bio-inspired design.
• Progress is made through trial-and-error by making prototypes.
• Robots should have a reduced requirement for risk management.
• Robots should be designed to be physically robust.
• Robots should not be designed to be bigger than necessary.
• Robots should be designed to be fully autonomous, so that they do not require an
umbilical, tether or harness.
• Robots should be designed to be good enough rather than optimal.
HOLISTIC DESIGN
In a holistic design all individual parts are intimately interconnected and explicable
only by reference to the whole. It can be observed in designs of complex systems that
decisions on a lower level of the design are done separately, rushed over, or simply
neglected, whereas these choices can have major influence on the final performance.
On the lowest level, these decision could concern material choice and spring profiles.
For instance, the most popular choice for mechanical springs are steel helical springs,
which have a linear profile and a low gravimetric energy density. The choice behind
choosing a linear profile is typically not explained, but it is in many cases suboptimal,
as further explained in chapter 7.
On a higher level, these decisions concern copying of (i.e. using identical) actuators,
or entire legs, despite having different load profiles. The crawling quadrupedal WAREC-
1 uses only three different actuator units in a 28-DoF robot, consisting of 4 identical
7-DoF series arms (Hashimoto et al., 2017). The humanoid M2V2 (J. Pratt & Krupp, 2008)
and the crawling quadruped RoboSimian (Hebert et al., 2015),shown in fig. 2.5b, use
only one type of actuator for their respective 12 and 28 actuated DoFs, whereas the
various actuated joints have different loading profiles. A study on limb optimisation of
quadrupeds moreover suggests that the front and hind legs are to be shaped differently
(Ha, Coros, Alspach, Kim, & Yamane, 2016) Nevertheless, it is common practice to copy
the front and hind legs in quadrupeds, even if the robot is not symmetric about its frontal
plane, such as in HyQ(2Max) (Semini, 2010; Semini et al., 2017) and the centaur-like
robot CENTAURO (Project Centauro, 2014), the latter of which is depicted in fig. 2.5b.
More generally, we find examples of sub-assembly designs that were designed in-
dependently from or prior to the design of their final application (i.e. a legged robot),
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(a) ATRIAS: an example
of holistic design.
(b) CENTAURO and RoboSimian: examples of non-holistic designs.
Figure 2.5: Examples of holistic and non-holistic design. ATRIAS’ (Hubicki et al., 2018) entire design is based on
a SLIP-like model, and is therefore holistic. Non-holistic design is observed in CENTAURO (Project Centauro,
2014) and RoboSimian (Hebert et al., 2015): CENTAURO uses identical pre-designed front as hind legs, despite
the asymmetric upper-body design, and RoboSimian uses the same actuator for all its 28 joints, despite the
different loading profiles.
such as found in the design of TORO (Englsberger et al., 2015; Ott et al., 2010), which is
built from units of Kuka arms. Popular also is the design of series elastic actuators (SEAs)
(Paine & Sentis, 2012; Robinson, Pratt, Paluska, & Pratt, 1999) and variable stiffness actu-
ators (VSAs) (Groothuis, Rusticelli, Zucchelli, Stramigioli, & Carloni, 2014; Tonietti, Schi-
avi, & Bicchi, 2005) prior to knowing their use. Especially VSAs are known to be compli-
cated and have very detailed characteristics, since they require at least two actuators per
DoF (Vanderborght et al., 2013; Vanderborght, Van Ham, Lefeber, Sugar, & Hollander,
2009), and as such commonly end up not being used at all.
Two examples of holistic design of high-performance robots are ATRIAS (Hubicki et
al., 2018, 2016), shown in fig. 2.5a, and Cheetah (Seok et al., 2015). The entirety of ATRIAS’
design is tailored to closely represent a model similar to a spring-loaded inverted pen-
dulum (SLIP) (in particular, ATRIAS stands for ‘Assume The Robot Is A Sphere’) (Blick-
han, 1989; Schwind & Koditschek, 1997; Seyfarth, Geyer, Günther, & Blickhan, 2002).
Cheetah’s entire design, including its legs (Wensing et al., 2017), are based on mimick-
ing a cheetah. Efficient bipedal robots based on passive-dynamic walkers (Collins, 2005;
De Boer, 2012) are also examples of holistic design. All of these robots exploit the ma-
chine’s natural dynamics to increase performance. However, their designs typically have
an overfocus on energy efficiency, at the cost of sacrificing on overall performance by
lacking versatility and robustness.
DESIGN TARGET AT THE PERFORMANCE ENVELOPE
A robot design should be tailored to the most extreme behaviour it is expected to deliver,
so that its natural dynamics at its performance envelope coincide with that behaviour.
The performance envelope of a design refers to its capabilities as physically limited by
physical quantities, such as maximum speed, load, power, current and temperature. A
robot is said to operate in saturation while one or multiple of its physical quantities are
at their respective physical limits. The closer physical quantities are at their limits and
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the longer the robot operates in saturation during its most extreme behaviour, the closer
it is to achieving physical maximum performance.
It is not necessary to aim for limiting all physical quantities at the same time; those
that limit peak behaviour typically depend on the type of application. For example, the
performance of a high jumper (short peak behaviour) is likely limited by peak power,
velocity, current and torque, whereas the main performance delimiter of a marathon
runner (long peak behaviour) is likely temperature (or otherwise nominal current).
Nevertheless, if other physical quantities stay far below their respective maxima, it is
an indication that the design is unbalanced (i.e. some of its parts are over- or under-
engineered, introducing a weakest link), further limiting the performance.
Nevertheless, robot design is typically neither directly focussed on maximizing phys-
ical quantities (i.e. on exploiting the performance envelope), nor on extreme behaviour.
Instead, target performance in design is focussed on other imposed requirements such
as stiffness, energy efficiency are minimizing joint torque. The latter in fact suggests the
opposite of exploiting the performance envelope and is related to desires and conven-
tions of controllers and low-lever software, which actively avoid saturation and further
limit physical performance.
Target performance Suboptimal design decisions can be the result of a missing or il-
logical choice of target performance that (1) is not directly linked to maximizing phys-
ical quantities (i.e. exploiting the performance envelope) and (2) does not address the
most extreme behaviour the machine is expected to deliver, or any behaviour at all. Ex-
emplary for the latter is the use of popular performance measures without providing a
justification. For example, up until the revolutionary refutation of the notion “the stiffer
the better” by G. A. Pratt, Williamson, Dillworth, Pratt, and Wright (1995), most legged
robots were designed to have an as-stiff-as-possible actuator train, despite having to in-
teract with humans and the environment. Examples of such robots include Honda’s line
of robots (Hirose & Ogawa, 2007).
A popular choice in present-day robot design is the focus on energy efficiency.
Whereas energy efficiency does not directly address physicial quantities, it is is a de-
sired property for robots that are to exhibit long-lasting behaviours (e.g. marathon
runners), and thus a reasonable starting point as a target performance.4 Nevertheless,
the requirement of energy efficiency is in some cases over-ambitiously applied at the
expense of performance, especially for cases where the desired most extreme behaviour
is described by bursts (e.g. sprints or jumps).
There are many examples of robot design where the core focus is energy efficiency
(Fujimoto, 2004; Guenther & Iida, 2017; Haeufle, Taylor, Schmitt, & Geyer, 2012; Hurst &
Rizzi, 2008; Papadopoulos & Cherouvim, 2004; X. Yu & Iida, 2013). Examples also include
the aforementioned passive dynamic-based walkers. The cheetah-inspired robot Chee-
tah (Seok et al., 2015) is also designed for improved energy efficiency (by reducing the
TCoT), which might be surprising, as the cheetah is an animal known for its high peak
4However, the proposed design philosophy would not take energy efficiency as a target performance. For
example, the most likely physical limitation of a marathon running robot is maximum temperature. If it were
designed properly so that it can finish the marathon and set records without overheating, then consequently
it must have been energy efficient.
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velocity (requiring peak power output) rather than for its continuous/steady velocity (re-
quiring high efficiency).
Another used design target is joint torque reduction, which has found its way to
kinematics optimisations (Ha et al., 2016). A design criterion of this kind does exactly
the opposite of exploiting the performance envelope and is thus not practical as a design
criterion for maximizing physical performance. Criteria such as joint torque reduction
stem from control theory, which further limit physical performance, explained in more
detail below.
Avoiding saturation If the robot is really at its performance envelope, then at least one
actuator is saturated; but conventional control systems require that the actuators are
never saturated, as many controllers fail when reaching joint or torque limits (as there
is no room for over-compensation). This has lead to various strategies to monitor and
constrain joint torques to values (substantially) below their saturation limits (Orsolino
et al., 2018). Whereas these strategies might be promising to solve control issues, they do
not contribute to achieving maximum performance. In addition, many of the saturation
limits as defined in low-level software are typically lower than the actual saturation
limits, due the implementation of multiple layers of (safety) margins, further distancing
the robot from operating at its performance envelope. For example, these include no-go
zones around end stops and conservative power and velocity limits. This issue overlaps
with the issues of risk management, discussed further below.
MACHINE AND BEHAVIOUR CO-DESIGN
Machine and behaviour co-design implies that only the final action is specified, not the
action sequence to achieve it. Both the system and action sequence are then to be found
coherently, such as through optimisations.
Machine and behaviour co-design is associated with design freedom as it aims
to reduce presumptions on the design prior to its completion. The increased design
scope inevitably makes design substantially more challenging, especially for more
complex robots. As such, it is more common to either (1) design a system for a desired
behaviour (machine-to-behaviour design), (2) find the system’s behaviour for a given
system (behaviour-to-machine design), or (3) to have the design of both the machine
and behaviour be decoupled (decoupled design). The associated reduced design scope
facilitates the design task, but inevitably sacrifices on physical performance.
Behaviour-to-machine and decoupled design Behaviour-to-machine and decoupled
design also imply that the machine’s design is non-holistic. The application of forward
dynamics optimisations and optimal control on pre-designed systems are examples of
behaviour-to-machine design rather than of machine and behaviour co-design, as they
focus on finding the action sequence for a given machine (Stelzer & von Stryk, 2005).
Decoupled design implies that neither the machine’s natural behaviour nor the
machine itself have been designed to fit the other, which is associated with imposing
artificial constraints and dynamics on pre-designed machines. A motivation to do so is
simplification of the control issue, at the expense of physical performance. An extreme
example in legged locomotion is the use of controllers that aim for static ability, where
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the robot is artificially constrained to move quasi-statically while keeping its CoM above
the support polygon. Other motivations are desire for theoretically-sound control (e.g.
mathematically provable stability), which has lead to the development of for instance
virtual constraints controllers (Chevallereau et al., 2003; Poulakakis & Grizzle, 2007,
2009).
Machine-to-behaviour design ATRIAS and Cheetah, previously mentioned examples
of holistic design, are both cases where the machine is designed to obtain a predefined
behaviour, and are thus examples of machine-to-behaviour design. In ATRIAS and its
precursor MABEL (Sreenath, Park, & Grizzle, 2013), the machine is designed to resemble
the behaviour of a SLIP-like model. Whereas this is a reasonable basis because the
SLIP model does well what it’s supposed to do (i.e. natural walking or running), a real
machine’s dynamics cannot coincide exactly with that of a SLIP model. In order for it to
be a better example of machine and behaviour co-design, the model and its behaviour
would have to be updated coherently with the machine’s design, towards the common
objective of walking or running.
In Cheetah, the machine’s design is based on that of a cheetah and its behaviour,
whereas the machine and the animal cannot possess the exact same characteristics due
to differences in building blocks of technology and nature, which implies that also the
natural behaviour of the machine will be different from that of the animal. This is further
explained in the next key point on bio-inspired design.
Co-design Legged robot designs in which both the machine (e.g. limb lengths, mass
distributions) and behaviour are coherently optimised have become increasingly pop-
ular only recently (Digumarti, Gehring, Coros, Hwangbo, & Siegwart, 2014; Ha et al.,
2016; Spielberg, Araki, Sung, Tedrake, & Rus, 2017). A possible reason for this is the in-
creased availability of optimisation software and computational power that are required
for the complexity of the optimisation problems. Evolutionary robotics is an umbrella
term that encompasses the field of robotic research that focuses on iterative optimi-
sation approaches where an optimal behaviour, machine design or both (co-design) is
found. A literature study has recently been published on this topic by Prabhu, Seals, Ky-
berd, and Wetherall (2018).
Ha et al. (2016) demonstrated performing optimisations of a 12-DoF quadruped
in under a few hours on a household desktop computer. The model used here is still
simplified, for being planar and using simple actuation characteristics; it nonetheless
demonstrates the feasibility of the technique. Applying such (global) optimisations on
more complex robot designs (e.g. 40-DoF humanoids) might still be intractable (and
are as such a reason to be avoided) due to significantly increased (1) computational
complexity and (2) difficulty of defining optimisation constraints.
Early work on Skippy’s design (Driessen, 2015) is furthermore an example that ma-
chine and behaviour co-design not need be an outcome of optimisations necessarily,
and that it is possible to find a feasible solution for a high performance design by having
a general understanding of dynamics and power modulation. Canaday, Zapolsky, and
Drumwright (2017) furthermore present a method of automated iterative machine and
behaviour co-design, which does not rely on demanding optimisation problems. The
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outcome is a machine that is good in what it is supposed to do, but it is not necessar-
ily globally optimal. This is perfectly acceptable: it should not be an endeavour for the
system to be globally optimal, especially not if it would hinder progress of design by trial-
and-error. Additional explanations are provided under the last key point.
TECHNOLOGY-INSPIRED PRIORITISES BIO-INSPIRED
A common solution to the many choices that have to be made in a complex design, is
to apply biological methods and systems found in nature to the design of robots, also
known as bio-inspired design or bionics. Since nature has undergone millions of years
of iterative optimisation (i.e. evolution), this is not a bad starting point per se. After
all, various high performance robots such as Cheetah, are the products of bio-inspired
designs. Also Spring Turkey and Spring Flamingo (J. E. Pratt, Chew, Torres, Dilworth, &
Pratt, 2001) are bio-inspired and have exhibited a high level of performance for their
time, despite being planar robots. Nature is very useful as a source of inspiration, and we
can learn a lot from her.
However, technology has different building blocks from nature (Egan, Sinko, Leduc,
& Keten, 2015), implying that not every principle from nature is ideally suited to engi-
neering (Ha et al., 2016). For instance, nature has excelled in making muscles scalable
and in having the nervous system synergize hundreds of (small) muscles and senses. On
the contrary, electric motors are not very scalable (bigger motors have a higher power
density and efficiency), require transmission mechanisms, are less physically robust and
each requires its own control loop. Yet, they generally have a higher power-to-weight ra-
tio than biological muscle, and have other advantages in offer that nature has not, such
as unconstrained rotation and higher bandwidth. In addition, the products of nature
have evolved for more extreme environments than the relatively highly controlled envi-
ronments of most robots, characterized by survival and indefinite richness (Pfeifer, Lun-
garella, & Iida, 2007). Animals have the additional complex requirement that they must
be self-reproducible and evolvable and growable from a single cell, which machines do
not. These factors can contribute to the temptation of designing robots to be more com-
plex than necessary.
Number of actuators As related to nature’s ability to easily scale and synergize many
muscles, we find that many joints in animals are over-actuated, comprising multiple
muscles that form antagonistic pairs and that enable bi-articulation. Note that the
presence of antagonistic pairs is a necessity since muscles are—unlike most artificial
actuators—asymmetric, being able to exert force only in one direction. Antagonistic
pairs also allow for stiffness modulation through co-contraction, which has been an
inspiration for robotics researchers to design previously mentioned VSA’s (Vanderborght
et al., 2013). These comprise at least two actuators per actuated degree of freedom,
and as such are governed by complex designs. The resulting designs are prone to per-
formance reduction due to (1) poor scalability of artificial actuators (2) complicated
non-holistic design (more parameters to tune) (3) complicated control (more actuators)
or (4) introduced fragility due to extra parts.
A popular family of robots with many actuated DoFs are humanoids, which—per
definition—are bio-inspired. An example of a humanoid that is built to mimic a hu-
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man in both morphology and actuation is Robot Athlete (Niiyama & Kuniyoshi, 2010;
Niiyama, Nishikawa, & Kuniyoshi, 2010), which makes use of bi-articulated and antago-
nistically paired artificial pneumatic (McKibenn-type) muscles (6 actuators per 2 joints).
While being powered through an umbilical and protected by an external harness, to the
author’s knowledge, the robot has not yet demonstrated a stable running gait in 3D. Hu-
manoids with similar actuation include the bipedal robot introduced in (Kaneko, Ogata,
Sakaino, & Tsuji, 2015) and Kojiro (Mizuuchi et al., 2008), both of which have not demon-
strated autonomous locomotion.
Actuator characteristics Torque-velocity profiles and heating characteristics of arti-
ficial actuators are different from that of biological muscle. As such, the expected ideal
behaviour of a machine is different from that of an animal, even if the animal had similar
kinematics and dynamics. This was also observed by Seok et al. (2015), who report that
differences caused by behaviour in Cheetah (the robot) and the cheetah (the animal)
could be significantly influenced by the differences in characteristics of an electric mo-
tor and biological muscle. In addition, most joints in animals that appear to be revolute,
such as knees and elbows, have significantly different kinematics; and many even exhibit
load-dependent variation in kinematic properties, as caused by the relatively soft tissues
(e.g. cartilage) found in animals compared to the hard (e.g. chrome steel) bearings found
in machines.
Unconstrained rotation An example where technology has excelled in compared to
nature is unconstrained (infinite) rotation, which has lead to the invention of wheels
and vehicles that reach maximum velocities exceeding that of any animal. Wheels have
found their way to legged robotics too. (X-)RHex (Altendorfer et al., 2001; Galloway et
al., 2010) and Quince (Nagatani et al., 2011) are examples of technology-inspired yet
simple designs that combine legged with wheeled or tracked locomotion, which have
both demonstrated the ability to cross rough terrain and climb stairs. A recent example of
a high performance legged robot with wheels is Boston Dynamic’s technology-inspired
Handle (Boston Dynamics, 2017). Other examples of legged robots with wheels are
CENTAURO (Project Centauro, 2014) and a wheeled version of ANYmal (Bjelonic et al.,
2019).
Infinite rotation has also enabled the invention of thrusters, reaction wheels and
control moment gyroscopes. Thruster are used in Salto-1P for stabilisation and in-flight
control (Haldane et al., 2017). Reaction wheels and control moment gyroscopes find
many applications for stabilisation. For instance, reaction wheels can be found in the
balancing robots Cubli (Gajamohan, Merz, Thommen, & D’Andrea, 2012; Muehlebach
& D’Andrea, 2017) and Murata Boy (muRata, 2015), and control robot gyroscopes in
walking assist devices (Matsuzaki & Fujimoto, 2013; Vallery, Bögel, O´Brien, & Riener,
2012).
DESIGN BY TRIAL-AND-ERROR
A majority of projects that rapidly lead to successful high performance robots have a rich
history of rapid iterative design through trial-and-error and prototyping. An argument
against design by trial-and-error is that it costs additional resources and time to build
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and test prototypes. However, it appears that the experience gained from this strategy
pays off for the inherent complexity of legged robotics, as the teams behind a majority of
robots that are ranked highest in physical performance have employed it. In addition, it
should be recalled that also simulation studies have a cost (labour, time and computing
equipment).
These include the projects on UC Berkeley’s Salto, OSU’s ATRIAS and Cassie, MIT’s
Cheetah and all of Boston Dynamic’s robots. Salto’s team has a history on experiment-
ing with structural building blocks for small robots (smart composite micro-structures),
then proceeded to building a leg mechanism to jump vertically with zero angular mo-
mentum at take-off (Haldane et al., 2016a; Plecnik, Haldane, Yim, & Fearing, 2016), prior
to building various versions of Salto, each with added functionality (Haldane et al., 2017).
Salto is proof that iterative design not necessarily be more expensive. The high perfor-
mance bipedal Cassie (Agility Robotics, 2018) is a commercialized spinoff of ATRIAS (Hu-
bicki et al., 2018, 2016), which has undergone various iterative design cycles (Grimes &
Hurst, 2012; Hubicki et al., 2018, 2016). ATRIAS was furthermore preceded by several
other walkers and hoppers, including MABEL (Grizzle, Hurst, Morris, Park, & Sreenath,
2009) and RABBIT (Chevallereau et al., 2003). Boston Dynamics’ robots all have a history
of design by trial-and-error, and refer to the design strategy as “make it, break it, fix it”,
claiming it to be a key factor in their success.
Also Honda’s ASIMO has a rich history of iterative design, which has spanned more
than two decades and has resulted in at least 12 bipedal walkers. To date, ASIMO is
considered to be among the most versatile robots. However, it lacks speed, robustness
and energy efficiency, for which its physical performance is not considered to be ranked
high. Possible explanations for its lack of performance, despite years of research, are
its completely stiff drive train, as explained previously, but also its inherent complexity,
totalling 30 actuated DoFs.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Projects on robots that do not require risk management and have a reduced penalty of
damage have generally shown faster progress. Two examples of extremities are the design
of robots for space exploration (Bogue, 2012) and Lego Mindstorms (Radford et al., 2015).
Space projects require much more resources to assure the functionality of technology,
rather than to develop it, because the penalty of damage (i.e. a failed space mission) is in
the millions or billions of Euro.
Salto is exemplary of a project that shows fast and cheap progress with little risk
involved. The small robots are not prone to damaging themselves or the environment
when falling, and it is built from cheap components, so that if it breaks, then the broken
parts are easily replaced. This enables unconcerned and swift execution of experiments.
The desire for risk-free robotic platforms for speeding up robotics research has gained
increased popularity, and lead to the development of for instance the affordable and
rugged quadruped Stoch (Dholakiya et al., 2019).
Projects on robots that require measures to reduce risk have shown slower progress,
such as those on the quadrupedal HyQ (Semini, 2010; Semini et al., 2017) and humanoid
Petman (Nelson et al., 2012). These robots are built from more expensive components,
use more dangerous actuators and are larger. The robots are hydraulically actuated,
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(a) Protection on Elios (cage) and Leo (sponge) (b) Exposed actuators on FROG and Wabian-2R
Figure 2.6: Physical protection on robots (Elios (Flyability, 2018) and Leo (Schuitema, 2012)) that have been
designed to crash, and lack thereof on robots (FROG (Wang & Yang, 2011) and Wabian-2R (Ogura et al., 2006))
that are not designed to crash, consequently requiring more risk management.
which require safety measures. The robots are also larger, and therefore more powerful,
which enable them to inflict damage to their surroundings (including humans) and
themselves. Experiments are therefore to be executed in a more controlled environ-
ment, which requires additional resources. The experiments would also be executed
more cautiously, such as by keeping a low locomotion speed and by avoiding risky ma-
noeuvres, essentially preventing the robot from operating at its performance envelope,
as discussed before.
The requirement for risk management can be reduced by making robots more phys-
ically robust, and by keeping them small, which are the next two discussed key points.
PHYSICAL ROBUSTNESS
By physical robustness is meant the ability to withstand impacts, whether desired (e.g.
by making a step) or undesired (e.g. from a fall), as opposed to behavioural robustness,
which refers to the ability to respond to undesired disturbance (as described in sec-
tion 2.1). From a certain perspective, physical and behavioural robustness are similar,
as they both have the goal of letting a robot perform its task after being disturbed: a
robot that falls over but is able to get back up unaided and undamaged could continue
performing its original task. As such, a robot that is physically robust can be considered
to have a higher physical performance than a robot that is not.
Physical protection is mainly popular on robots that are designed to crash or fall fre-
quently, such as protective cages on flying robots (Briod, Klaptocz, Zufferey, & Floreano,
2012; Briod, Kornatowski, Zufferey, & Floreano, 2014; Flyability, 2018; Klaptocz, Briod,
Daler, Zufferey, & Floreano, 2013) or the sponge bumpers on the humanoid Leo that
learns by falling (Schuitema, 2012), as shown in fig. 2.6a. However, physical robustness
does not seem to be commonly addressed as a design requirement on robots that are
not intended to crash or fall, whereas they are still able to. In addition to lacking physical
protection, it is frequently observed that vulnerable components are placed on the ex-
terior of a robot’s skeleton (exposed to the environment). For example, the autonomous
quadrupedal FROG (Shao, Huang, Wang, Cai, & Wang, 2014; Wang & Yang, 2011) and
Wabian-2R (Ogura et al., 2006) have their motors and transmissions, respectively, pro-
trude from their hulls, as shown in fig. 2.6b.
Making a robot physically robust avoids the necessity of a harness, and contributes
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more progressively to gaining experience in robot design (by paying attention to how it
could break) and experimentation (by having reduced risk management). The next key
points elaborates more on the use of a harness. Robot projects that allow their robots to
fall have demonstrated fast and steady progress in both robot design for performance
and physical robustness. Examples are the Salto project and Boston Dynamics’ projects.
DESIGN NOT BIGGER THAN NECESSARY
Most of the successful robots are smaller than average and smaller than their precursors.
Examples of robots that are smaller than their precursors and yet exhibit higher or
similar performance include SpotMini (precursor: Spot), ASIMO (precursors: P2, P3, et
al.) and Cheetah 3 (precursors: Cheetah, Cheetah 2). Benefits of small design are higher
physical robustness and better risk management, which subsequently lead to faster
progress. Other high performance lightweight quadrupeds that have been developed
in a short amount of time include mini Cheetah (Bosworth, Kim, & Hogan, 2015),
Minitaur (Ghost Robotics, 2016; Kenneally, 2016), Laikago (Unitree) (Unitree, 2017) and
ANYmal (Hutter et al., 2016). Salto is another example of a robot that exhibits high
performance and that is lightweight. Small robots furthermore seem to be constructable
from cheaper materials, of which Salto and Stoch (Dholakiya et al., 2019) are examples,
and subsequently facilitate design by trial-and-error.
An argument that is used for making robots bigger is that they have to be operational
in the same urban environment as humans. Most of the robots from the DARPA chal-
lenge, which are designed for a human environment, are heavy too. They are typically
designed to have a size similar to that of a human, but end up being heavier because
metal has a higher density than biological tissue. For example, DARPA contestors JAXON
(Kojima et al., 2015) and WALK-MAN (Negrello et al., 2016) weigh 127 kg and 135 kg re-
spectively. The search and rescue robot WAREC-1 weighs 155 kg and is 169 cm tall when
standing upright (Hashimoto et al., 2017). However, Boston Dynamic’s SpotMini has
proven that it too can navigate in human environments (Boston Dynamics, 2018), de-
spite being much smaller. Minitaur, weighing 5 kg has shown that it can climb stairs and
open doors.
Another argument that is used for making robots bigger than necessary is the greater
availability of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) industrial components, which have the
typical disadvantage that they must abide various types of (safety) regulations, for which
they are typically over-designed and heavier than necessary. However, limited availabil-
ity of smaller components should not necessarily be an issue, as in most cases the design
leaves many parameters that can be chosen so as to tailor the design to the available
COTS components. In addition, the increased popularity of robotics and manufactur-
ing technologies has opened new doors for robot design. For instance, some companies
have specialized in motor units for robots, and the rise of commercial 3D printing and
milling services and machines allows for the creation of custom yet affordable shapes.
FULL AUTONOMY
Autonomy here refers to the lack of external physical support, such as an umbilical to
power the robot or a harness to prevent it from damaging itself or the environment. The
harness is introduced for risk management and damage control, but its required use
is an indication that the robot is inadequately designed by lacking physical robustness
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or forming a danger to the environment in the first place, for which it is seen as a
monument to a wrong type of technical solution.
A distinction can furthermore be made between robots designed to be fully au-
tonomous, but use a harness for (some) experiments, and those that were not designed
to be fully autonomous in the first place. The latter is an example of acquiring oneself
a luxury that is unavailable in the final application. Various projects have shown to
struggle to upgrade their subsequent designs to being fully autonomous, once having
grown attached and accustomed to having the support of an umbilical or harness: mak-
ing the step to their removal has shown to be bigger of a challenge than anticipated. A
few examples of robots and their successors that have not demonstrated operationality
without their harness or umbilical are (Kaminaga et al., 2016), Athlete Robot (Niiyama et
al., 2010), TaeMu (Hyon, Suewaka, Torii, & Oku, 2017), Kojiro (Mizuuchi et al., 2008) and
HyQ (successor: HyQ2Max) (Semini, 2010; Semini et al., 2017).
Additional reasons to avoid an umbilical or harness are described below.
• An umbilical or harness hinders the robot from performing its motions, and thus
physically prevents the robot from being used to its fullest potential. The resulting
behaviour is thus also not going to be representative for a fully autonomous
successor.
• A robot that lacks protective parts (to assure physical robustness) or an on-board
power supply is governed by a dynamic model that is not representative for a fully
autonomous successor.
• If the robot is not permitted to fall, and thus also not to break, then no experience
will be gained in finding its weak spots, to be taken over to successive designs.
GOOD ENOUGH PRIORITISES OPTIMALITY
Optimization is popular in most industrial fields, such as in car industry, in which for
instance crashworthiness research focuses on weight-optimising frames to dissipate
as much as possible energy for a maximum peak deceleration during crashes (Patel,
Kang, Renaud, & Tovar, 2009; Pedersen, 2003). This type of research is justified by the
fact that millions of cars are produced every month, and that it might save human
lives. Instead, most of the legged robots are experimental and only produced once
or a few times, especially if they are part of a design by trial-and-error program. To
improve the effectiveness of trial-and-error research, and to reduce the necessity for risk
management by reducing cost, it is advised to strive for a design that is good enough
rather than for one that is optimal, especially in early design cycles. High performance
robots such as Salto, ANYmal and Cheetah are not designed to be optimal, and the
designers of Cheetah have openly claimed this approach to be part of their quick success.
Also Boston Dynamics only recently started to experiment with complex optimised
parts on newer versions of Atlas by integrating multiple functions and by performing
automated topology optimisations.
The purpose of optimisation studies in an early stage of the design, such as those
described under the key point of machine and behaviour co-design, is to expand the
horizon of feasible solutions and to obtain an understanding of desired properties that
fit the behaviour, rather than to find an optimal design. Another pitfall of optimisation,
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especially at an early stage and for complex machines, is that it is prone to overlook-
ing scenarios and introducing ill-defined constraints, subsequently leading to weak or
infeasible solutions.

3
SKIPPY: STATE-OF-THE-ART
This chapter describes activities and decisions that are relevant for the development of
Skippy but that are not the author’s own work or have been executed prior to initiation of
the thesis project.
OUTLINE
This section summarizes a recently developed balance control theory that is described
in more detail in Featherstone (2015a, 2017), and that has its roots in (Azad, 2014;
Azad & Featherstone, 2016). Preliminary design decisions and principles of Skippy are
summarized in section 3.1. The proposed design is used as a basis to perform accurate
simulation studies towards hopping 4 m high. The study leads to a control strategy and
more detailed design choices of the robot, and is summarized in section 3.2. Other work
focuses on balancing instead of hopping. The theory behind a newly proposed balance
controller is summarized in section 3.3.
3.1. PRELIMINARY DESIGN
This section presents relevant design decisions and related design principles that were
made prior to the study presented in this thesis.
3.1.1. DESIGN DECISIONS
Design decisions can roughly be enveloped by three core subjects: the mechanism, mass
distribution and the use of series springs.
SKIPPY ’S MECHANISM
Figure 3.1a shows the tentative design of Skippy’s mechanism, as described in Driessen
(2015). It is, essentially, a planar double pendulum with a crossbar at its head, with the
Acknowledgements — Section 3.3 includes excerpts from Driessen, Gkikakis, Featherstone, and Singh (2019),
some of which are from the writings of Dr. Featherstone.
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Figure 3.1: Skippy’s tentative design in 2015 and the simplified representation of the hip’s 4-bar linkage used
for simulation.
second (hip) joint replaced for a 4-bar linkage mechanism. The torso and leg together
make a planar hopping and balancing machine, and the crossbar stabilizes and steers it
in 3D. The feasibility of hopping and full 3D balancing was established in (Azad, 2014;
Azad & Featherstone, 2013, 2014a).
The 4-bar linkage enables the hip joint to have approximately double the angular
range of the input lever, e.g. a range of ca. 180° for a lever range of 90°. The linkage
mechanism furthermore allows for a beneficial non-constant transmission ratio.
MASS DISTRIBUTION
The robot’s mass distribution is a compromise between the conflicting needs of hopping
and balancing. For good hopping performance, the CoM must be as close as possible to
the head; but for good balancing performance (as measured by velocity gain (Feather-
stone, 2016b)) the torso needs a large radius of gyration. The compromise is to place
most of the mass near the head, but to have a small concentration of mass at the hip
(i.e., the 4-bar linkage), and to make the middle portion of the torso as light as possible.
This is achieved by placing both the main motor and crossbar actuator close to the head.
The main motor then drives the hip lever through a ball screw and the main spring.
SERIES SPRINGS
The presence of the main spring makes the actuator an SEA. The main spring is neces-
sary for three reasons:
1. to recycle energy from one hop to the next,
2. to allow the main motor to do positive work during the entire stance phase, and
3. to allow the hip joint to reach the necessary speed for lift-off.
The robot has a secondary series elastic element: the ankle spring, which is driving the
unactuated ankle joint. This spring also stores some energy, but the main purpose of the
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Figure 3.2: A few frames of a simplified depiction of Skippy during its stance phase while preparing its highest
hop. The function of the ankle joint during steering is also displayed by inclusion of approximate indications
of the CoM’s location and the GRF’s direction and magnitude: build-up of positive angular momentum during
the landing and thrust phase can be (partly) compensated for during the steering phase. The activity of the
springs and nut are shown too, as their displacements are drawn approximately to scale.
spring-loaded ankle is to allow the robot to control its angular momentum at lift-off.
3.1.2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Skippy’s design principles find their roots in an analysis of the required behaviour during
the stance phase towards making the highest hop, based on which some ballpark figures
are derived.
STANCE PHASE
The stance phase preceding Skippy’s highest hop is depicted in fig. 3.2. This figure shows
several frames of interest of Skippy’s stance phase; the time step in between each of the
frames is not constant. The stance phase is divided into a landing phase and launch
phase. The beginning of the launch phase is defined by the nadir, at which Skippy’s CoM
is at its lowest point. The launch phase is divided into a thrust phase, during which the
main motor is in saturation and the hip torque is high, followed by a steering phase,
during which the main motor can be either in saturation or not, and the hip torque is
lower.
The presence of the series elastic main spring allows the motor to do positive work
during the landing phase and at the nadir, while the system is being slowed down. This
implies that the spring reaches maximum elongation after the nadir, which is visually
indicated in frame 3 of fig. 3.2.
The beginning of the thrust phase is depicted in frame 2, at which the ankle joint
is (nearly) at its flexion end stop. It is held there by the high hip torque. This continues
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until the end of the thrust phase, depicted in frame 4, at which point the reduced hip
torque during the steering phase allows the ankle to extend. The timing and rate of
extension is influenced by the activity of the motor. Throughout the thrust phase, the
ground reaction force (GRF) passes slightly to the right of the CoM, implying a build-
up of positive angular momentum. This build-up of positive momentum is (partly)
compensated for by the change of motion as the ankle joint extends, as it causes the
GRF to change direction so that it passes to the left of the CoM. This offers the control
system the possibility to bring the robot’s net angular momentum to zero, or to a desired
non-zero value, before take-off, depicted in frame 5.
BALLPARK FIGURES
Skippy’s target mass is 2 kg and it is approximately 60 cm in length when flexed (as in
fig. 3.1 (Driessen, 2015). At this mass, it requires 80 J of kinetic energy at lift-off to make
a 4 m hop. As mentioned in chapter 1, it is a design requirement that Skippy be able to
reach this height without relying on more than half of the energy being recycled from the
previous hop.This implies that the hip actuator must be able to supply at least 40 J of new
kinetic energy during the stance phase. Assuming a stroke length of 0.45 m (the vertical
component of CoM travel from its lowest point to lift-off), the stance phase will last
approximately 0.2 s. This implies 9g average vertical acceleration, 200 N average vertical
GRF, and 200 W average power output from the hip actuator.
The limiting factor on the performance of this design is the maximum speed of the
ball screw. The study in Driessen (2015) uses a 8 mm diameter, 2 mm pitch ball screw
with a thrust rating of 3 kN from the Steinmeyer catalog (Steinmeyer, 2015), paired with
a Maxon’s direct current (DC) brushed RE35 90 W 24 V motor. The Steinmeyer ball screws
can be operated at 6000 rpm,1 which equates to a nut speed of 0.2 ms−1. At this speed,
the nut must pull at 1000 N in order to deliver 200 W, and – assuming 90% efficiency –
the necessary driving torque would be 0.35 Nm−1. Two more limits are the 30 V available
from the battery pack and the 50 A current limit of the motor drivers. Within these limits,
the motor can deliver 0.58 Nm at 6000 rpm, and the maximum available output power
is 383 W at 4889 rpm. The motor will overheat if Skippy makes a lengthy sequence of 4 m
hops.
3.2. PRELIMINARY HOPPING STUDIES
Planar simulation studies have been done on the launch phase leading to a controllable
4 m high hop (Driessen, 2015). The study results in a proposed control strategy and
tentative values for critical system parameters (e.g. those defining the spring profiles)
that enable Skippy to reach a 4 m high hop controllably.
The essence of the design process in the study is as follows: the robot is made to
operate at its performance limit by saturating the motor, the resulting motion is observed
and compared with the desired motion, and the robot is redesigned so as to reduce the
difference. The end result is a robot whose natural dynamics at its performance envelope
coincides with the most demanding behaviour it is designed to deliver; and the role of
feedback control is merely to fine-tune the behaviour rather than to try and impose an
1The operable speed of 6000 rpm was recommended by colleagues in the robotics community. The catalog
recommends a top speed of only 4500 rpm.
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artificial dynamics on the robot. The design process is therefore holistic, as it considers
the behaviour of the whole robot. It is also an example of machine and behaviour co-
design, because only the final outcome (a 4 m hop) is specified in advance, not the action
sequence to achieve it, and the objective is to discover both the robot and its behaviour.
MODEL AND OBJECTIVE
The simulations assume realistic limitations of the system, including limited nut velocity
of the ball screw, motor saturation (where both voltage and current are limited) and
mechanical friction. To facilitate the study, two simplifications have been made to
Skippy’s mechanism:
1. The crossbar is removed and its inertia added to the torso; and
2. the 4-bar linkage at the hip is replaced by a pair of revolute joints geared 1 : 1, as
shown in fig. 3.1b, which approximates the kinematics of the 4-bar linkage.
Using this simplified mechanism, the chosen motor and ball screw, the proposed robot
size and an estimate of the mass distribution, only a few model parameters are left to be
determined. These model parameters include the lever length ll and angle φl, as shown
in fig. 3.1b. The objective is then to find suitable values for these model parameters, and
a suitable control strategy, such that an accurate simulation shows that the robot has
reached a sufficient velocity at lift-off to make a 4 m hop.
3.2.1. STRATEGY
To achieve a 4 m hop, the main challenge is to move energy very quickly from the battery
to the mechanism. The strategy is therefore to focus on maximizing energy flow. This is
accomplished as follows.
1. Maximum energy flows from the battery to the main motor when the full battery
voltage is applied to the motor. The motor is then said to be operating in satura-
tion.
2. The motor’s mechanical load must be designed such that when the motor is in
saturation it is operating at a speed close to its maximum-power speed.
3. The mechanism, the springs and their initial conditions must be designed so as to
convert as much as possible of the incoming mechanical power and stored elastic
energy into vertical motion of the CoM.
In addition, since the study also has an interest in controllability, there is one more
requirement:
4. The steering phase must be able to reach a range of possible angular momenta at
lift-off, which must include zero.
The control strategy for the hop is then as follows. During the thrust phase the motor
is kept in saturation. During the steering phase, bang-bang control is applied on the
input voltage, on the grounds that it is simple and it works. However, it is not claimed that
this is optimal. Simulation studies confirmed that it is possible to use only one motor
for generating vertical momentum (thrusting) and controlling rotational momentum
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(steering). Steering for maximum positive angular momentum required the motor to
be kept in saturation also during the steering phase, for which the robot consequently
jumps higher than for jumping with zero angular momentum at lift-off.
3.3. EARLY BALANCING STUDIES
The theory concerns balancing of a machine on one or multiple unactuated revolute
base joints (implying that the system is under-actuated and intrinsically unstable), while
also tracking an arbitrary position command. The base joints represent a point contact
in 2D or 3D, a line contact in 3D, or—in practice—a small or narrow area. In practice,
the theory is applicable to humanoids with point feet, but also to those with flat feet
standing on their feet’s edges or on a convex surface such as a hump. The theory is also
applicable to quadrupeds balancing on two of their four feet, which could be of practical
use for quasi-static creeping gaits on—for example—the edge of a wall or the ridge of a
steep mountain.
The theory has furthermore been amended by the implementations of the method
of leaning in anticipation and a balance offset observer, the former of which is already
introduced in Featherstone (2017). The method of leaning in anticipation is largely
responsible for the high balancing performance. It is based on a simple low-pass filter
running backwards in time, and offers a solution to the inevitable non-minimum-phase
behaviour that is intrinsic to the physics of balancing: an unanticipated disturbance or
desired motion in one direction will always require an initial response in the opposite
direction to recover balance.
The balance offset observer is a new theoretical contribution. It implements a
method to observe and compensate for the discrepancy between the estimated and true
balanced configurations. This extension improves the accuracy of the control system
and reduces its reliance on having an accurate model of the robot and accurate sensor
signals.
In this section the controller is explained for the special case of a single-actuated 2R
(2 revolute joints) balancing mechanism, as this is a mechanism similar to Skippy in the
sagittal plane. Skippy in the frontal plane – also referred to as swivel plane – is a sub-case
of this already special case, which is further explained in chapter 4. An extension to more
general planar mechanisms and 3D can be found in Featherstone (2017).
3.3.1. COMPARISON TO OTHER WORK
Robotic balancing is not a new topic, and has already been solved before. The claimed
contribution of the recently developed control theory is that it is simpler, more gener-
alizable and that it leads to a higher level of balance performance, enabling the robot
to make faster and larger movements than earlier balance controllers. The theory is
claimed to be simpler because it is based on controlling a plant that (1) considers only
the exact physical problem of balancing, and as such extracts from the robot’s dynamics
only the non-linear characteristics of the robot that are important for balancing, and (2)
embeds those characteristics in only two gains. It is more generalizable because it only
requires numeric—rather than (manipulated) symbolic—values of the coefficients of the
equation of motion (EoM) (e.g. those from the joint-space inertia matrix and joint-space
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vector of force terms), which implies that the theory is scalable to more complex mech-
anisms, i.e. those that have more degrees of freedom and that have closed-chain link-
ages (kinematic loops). In simulation, the theory has shown to outperform previously
published balance control solutions, including those described in Azad (2014); Azad and
Featherstone (2016); Berkemeier and Fearing (1999); Grizzle, Moog, and Chevallereau
(2005); Spong (1995), which can be seen in figure 12 of Featherstone (2017). The higher
performance here is also due to the introduction of the aforementioned method of lean-
ing in anticipation, which makes the robot lean in anticipation of motion commands.
Few other works have demonstrated high-performance balancing on real robots.
However, in many cases these works have simpler control objectives and systems. For
example, in Cubli (Muehlebach & D’Andrea, 2017) and Murata Boy (muRata, 2015), the
objective of maintaining balancing is combined with controlling a velocity variable,
which is less demanding than making the robot track a generalized position variable
command signal. The difference is that between controlling a third- and fourth-order
plant. Note that these systems furthermore describe the special case of a reaction wheel
balancer, where the CoM of the second body coincides with the second joint. This is also
the system treated in chapter 4 and section 5.6.
3.3.2. MODEL
The controller requires the numeric values of the coefficients of the equation of motion
(EoM). These are the numeric values of the elements in the joint space inertia matrix H
and the joint-space vector of force termsC , if the EoM are written as
τ=Hq¨ +C (3.1)
where q¨ and τ are the generalized joint acceleration and force vector respectively. For
the special case of a planar 2R mechanism where only the second joint is actuated, the
EoM can be written as [
0
τ2
]
=
[
H11 H12
H21 H22
][
q¨1
q¨2
]
+
[
C1
C2
]
. (3.2)
The planar 2R mechanism is depicted in fig. 3.3. It consists of two rigid bodies and two
revolute joints, of which only the second joint is actuated. Body 1 is connected to the
ground via (the unactuated) joint 1, which is equivalent to assuming the system is a robot
with point feet that neither slip nor loose contact with the ground. Body 2 is connected
to body 1 via (the actuated) joint 2. In the field of control theory the system is known as
the Acrobot (Hauser & Murray, 1990).
[cx cy ] are the coordinates of the robot’s centre of mass with respect to the ground.
The robot is in a balanced position if cx = 0 and if it is stationary, i.e. if q˙1 = 0 and q˙2 = 0.
The robot is also subject to the position command signal q2 = qc(t ). This implies that
the robot cannot remain in a balanced position while tracking the command signal, and
that the command signal cannot be tracked to perfection if the robot is not permitted to
lose its balance. The new balance method revolves around tracking qc(t ) while keeping
the robot about its balanced position as a side effect.
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Figure 3.3: The mechanism of a 2R planar balancing machine, where only the second joint is actuated, like the
Acrobot.
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Figure 3.4: Control plant
3.3.3. CONTROL LAW
The plant shown in fig. 3.4 forms the basis of the new balance theory. By controlling the
actuated joint position q2 via this plant, then as a side effect the robot will also maintain
its balance. L, L˙ and L¨ are state variables and
...
L is the input, and are the robot’s angular
momentum about the support point and its first three derivatives. It can be derived that
L =H11q˙1+H12q˙2 (3.3)
L˙ =−mg cx (3.4)
L¨ =−mg c˙x (3.5)
...
L =−mg c¨x , (3.6)
with m and g the robot mass and gravitational acceleration respectively. The two gains
are
Y1 = 1
mg T 2c Gv
and Y2 = −1
mgGv
. (3.7)
Tc is the robot’s natural time constant of toppling (Featherstone, 2015a, 2017), treating
the whole robot as a rigid body, defined by
T 2c =
H11
mcy g
. (3.8)
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Gv is the robot’s linear velocity gain as defined in Featherstone (2015b, 2016b). Velocity
gains are ratios that measure the degree to which an actuated joint’s motion influences
the motion of the robot’s CoM. For our 2R robot shown in fig. 3.3, we have
Gv = ∆c˙x
∆q˙2
. (3.9)
where the change in horizontal velocity of the center of mass ∆c˙x and change in velocity
of the actuated joint∆q˙2 are caused by an impulse at the actuated joint. Note that also Gv
can be written as function of numeric values of the coefficients of the EoM, as described
in Featherstone (2017) by solving the impulsive equations of motion.
Note that both Tc and Gv are not constant, but they can be easily calculated from
the robot’s (impulsive) equations of motion, and they are easily measured properties of
a robot mechanism because of their physical meanings. They are nearly constant for
Skippy in the swivel plane, as further discussed in section 5.5.1.
Following the steps in Featherstone (2017), the simplified plant can be controlled
using the control law ...
L = kdd L¨+kd L˙+kM L+kq (q2−u) , (3.10)
in which the feedback gains are given by
kdd =−a3 kd =−a2+a0Y2/Y1
kM =−a1 kq =−a0/Y1
(3.11)
and
a0 =λ1λ2λ3λ4
a1 =−λ1λ2λ3−λ1λ2λ4−λ1λ3λ4−λ2λ3λ4
a2 =λ1λ2+λ1λ3+λ1λ4+λ2λ3+λ2λ4+λ3λ4
a3 =−λ1−λ2−λ3−λ4 ,
(3.12)
where λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are the closed-loop poles of the system. Suitable choices of poles
and zeros or their relations are given below.
The input signal u, is given by
u = qc+α1q˙c+α2q¨c , (3.13)
where qc, q˙c and q¨c are the commanded values of q2, q˙2 and q¨2, respectively, and α1
and α2 are feed-forward gains. These allow the inclusion of up to two additional zeros in
the closed-loop response of the system. For the case of two zeros, these gains are set as
follows:
no zeros: α1 =α2 = 0
zero at µ1 only: α1 =−1/µ1, α2 = 0
zeros at µ1 and µ2: α1 =−(µ1+µ2)/(µ1µ2)
α2 = 1/(µ1µ2) .
in which the zeros are located at µ1 and µ2.
The output of the balance controller has to be either a torque τa or an acceleration
command q¨a for joint 2. Either can be computed from
...
L using eq. (3.6), the EoM in
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eq. (3.2), and an expression describing c¨x as function of the generalized joint position
variables and their respective derivatives or forces. A method to obtain the latter numer-
ically for a general system is explained in Featherstone (2017), which involves expanding
the EoM to include a fictitious prismatic joint between joint 1 and the base in the x di-
rection, so that its joint force equals the horizontal ground reaction force (GRF) mc¨x .
3.3.4. TRANSFER FUNCTION
It can be shown that the closed-loop transfer function of the plant under the action of
the control law in eq. (3.10) is
q2(s)=
a0(1−T 2c s2)(1+α1s+α2s2)
s4+a3s3+a2s2+a1s+a0
qc(s) . (3.14)
As such, there are four poles in total, all of which determined by the feedback gains,
two zeros determined by the mechanism, and up to two more zeros determined by the
feed-forward gains. The simulation studies in Featherstone (2017) show that it is a good
idea to keep the feedback gains low; so a good choice of poles and zeros is as follows:
set λ1 = −1/Tc so as to cancel the mechanism-dependent zero at −1/Tc; choose slow
frequencies for λ2 and λ3 so as to keep the feedback gains low; set µ1 = λ2 and µ2 = λ3,
so that the two optional zeros cancel these two poles.response of the closed-loop system.
One possibility is choosing λ2 = λ3 = µ1 = µ2 = −1/Tc, so that the transfer function
simplifies to
q2(s)= 1−Tcs
1− s/λ4
qc(s) . (3.15)
This is also the choice of poles and zeros for the experiments reported in chapter 5. λ4
determines the response speed of the closed-loop system, which is typically desirably
maximized, for which it is chosen as high as possible in magnitude and limited mainly
by physical capabilities of the robot.
3.3.5. LEANING IN ANTICIPATION
The one remaining zero in eq. (3.15) is problematic: it is the zero that is responsible
for the non-minimum-phase behaviour of the system, and it cannot be cancelled by a
pole because the corresponding pole is unstable. However, there is a technique that will
solve this problem: pass the command signal through a first-order low-pass filter with
time constant Tc, but which is running backwards in time from a point sufficiently far in
the future. This works because the transfer function 1/(1+Tcs) in reverse time behaves
like 1/(1−Tcs) in forward time. This scheme requires knowledge of what the command
signal is expected to be at a time approximately one or two seconds ahead of the current
instant, but such information is often available. A filter whose output depends on future
values of its input is called an acausal filter.
Let qf be the result of passing qc through the acausal filter. If we use qf in place of qc
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as the input to the balance controller then
q2(s)= 1−Tcs
1− s/λ4
qf(s)
= 1−Tcs
1− s/λ4
1
1−Tcs
qc(s)
= 1
1− s/λ4
qc(s) . (3.16)
The observed effect of this filter is that the non-minimum-phase behaviour disappears,
and the robot leans in anticipation of future commanded motions.
3.3.6. BALANCE OFFSET OBSERVER
The theory described above assumes that the robot is balanced when q1 = 0. However,
simulation studies have shown that balance controllers in general are quite sensitive to
errors in their estimate of a balanced configuration (Azad, 2014; Azad & Featherstone,
2016). In practice these errors are introduced by IMU drift or an offset bias in the base
encoder (measuring q1). Therefore, we introduce here a simple method for observing
and compensating for this error.
First, we retain the idea that the robot is balanced when q1 = 0, but introduce two
new quantities, qˆ1 and qo, which satisfy
q1 = qˆ1−qo . (3.17)
qˆ1 is the measured value of q1, and qo is the unknown balance offset error, which is
assumed to be a slowly varying quantity.
In particular, it is assumed that qo varies sufficiently slowly that q˙o is too small to
significantly affect the measured (or calculated) value of q˙1 that is used in eq. (3.3)
to calculate L. We now have two ways to calculate L˙, one using eq. (3.4) and one by
differentiating eq. (3.3). From eq. (3.3) we have
L˙ = dL
dt
= d
dt
(H11q˙1+H12q˙2) . (3.18)
where d/dt denotes numerical differentiation.
Equation (3.4) and cx can generally be expressed as a function of both q1 and q2 (all
position state variables). If we assume that these expressions can be manipulated to a
form so that q1 can be written as function of L˙ and q2, so that
q1 = f(L˙, q2) , (3.19)
then eqs. (3.17–3.19) can be combined to provide the following formula for estimating
qo:
qo = LPF
(
qˆ1− f
(dL
dt
, q2
))
, (3.20)
where ‘LPF’ stands for a low-pass filter. Having obtained an estimate of qo, it can be
incorporated in the balance controller by replacing q1 with qˆ1−qo in eqs. (3.4–3.6).

4
MAXIMIZING BALANCING
PERFORMANCE
To analyse a machine’s physical ability to balance, one could consider its behaviour at the
performance envelope, as determined by saturating its actuators, which does not require
the involvement of closed-loop controllers that are responsible for actually balancing the
machine. This chapter performs such an analysis on a simplified model of a balancing
robot, corresponding also to that of Tippy and Skippy in their frontal plane. The results are
a formula that predicts the largest balance disturbance from which the robot can recover
and an actuator design criterion that can be used to maximize this largest disturbance.
The study assumes that the robot does not make a step, and that the robot can be
approximated by the model of a reaction wheel pendulum, which has a single major joint
that it uses to recover from the balance disturbance. The presented theories are used to
design for Tippy and Skippy to be good physical balancers.
4.1. INTRODUCTION
The importance for Skippy to balance has been addressed in chapter 1, which has been
a motivation to develop the new balancing control theory that is summarized in sec-
tion 3.3 and subsequently to initiate the project of developing the balancing-only precur-
sor Tippy, as further treated in chapter 5. However, in order to properly experimentally
validate the claimed high performance of a balancing control algorithm, it is a prerequi-
site that also the robot can physically exhibit high levels of balancing performance. After
all, the observed performance is a product of the balancing capabilities of both the con-
trol algorithm and the machine. However, despite the popularity of balancing in legged
robot research, most work focuses on the control aspect, and little on the machine’s as-
pects. The machine itself contains information about its ability to balance, without hav-
Acknowledgements — Parts of this chapter have been published in IEEE/RSJ International Conference on
Intelligent Robots and Systems 2018 (Driessen, Featherstone, & Gkikakis, 2018), and includes excerpts from
that paper.
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ing to be tied to a specific balance control algorithm. If this information is quantifiable
in one or multiple performance measures, then it can be useful for the design and com-
parison of high performance balancing machines.
In particular, the physical performance of the system can be analysed by considering
the robot’s behaviour at the performance envelope. This would require one or more of
its actuators to operate in saturation, and furthermore depends on the action taken to
recover from a balance disturbance. A legged robot can either make one or multiple
steps, or it can use its body’s inertias to recover without making a step, providing the
balance disturbance is not too big. This work focuses on the latter, which is also the
appropriate scenario for Tippy, as it is hinged to the ground.
An algebraic formula is found that predicts the largest balance disturbance from
which the robot can still recover, as function of the robot’s and its actuator’s physical
parameters, by assuming a simplified robot model that consists of one actuator acting
in saturation. In addition, an actuator design criterion that maximizes this largest per-
missible balance disturbance is derived from this formula. The criterion essentially says
that the robot’s time constant of toppling should be equal to the actuator’s time constant
under load. Balance disturbance here is initially defined as a maximum offset angle from
which the robot can still recover to a balanced configuration, but it is also generalized to
being a combination of a position and velocity offset.
To keep the problem tractable and allow for analytic derivations, a simplified robot
model is used to represent the legged robot, but the actuator model is realistic. The
model is governed by having a single major revolute actuated joint, such as a hip joint,
which is the joint used for recovering from the balance disturbance, and the second body
that is connected to this joint has its mass centralized at that joint. It is also assumed
that most of the effective motion for recovering from the balance disturbance is done
before hitting an end stop, as the actuated joint is not assumed to have joint rotation
limits. In addition, it is assumed that the robot has point feet, like in section 3.3, and
that the balance recovery movement is planar, so that a 2D analysis remains valid in 3D.
The resulting dynamic model is known as a reaction wheel pendulum (RWP), which is
also that of Tippy and Skippy in their frontal plane (using their crossbar to balance), and
effectively that of several other robots, such as Cubli (Gajamohan et al., 2012).
The realistic actuator model is a DC motor with a non-perfect transmission mecha-
nism, which is the most commonly used actuator in legged robots. Effects such as maxi-
mum voltage, back-EMF and friction are taken into account. Taking the realistic aspects
of actuator dynamics and saturation into account to find a machine’s physical capabil-
ities of balance recovery, and to consider the full time trajectory in doing so, is a major
novel aspect of this work.
OUTLINE
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First the background to this research is
given in section 4.2, and then the model of the RWP including its actuator is defined in
section 4.3. A formula for predicting the maximum recoverable balance error is derived
in sections 4.4 and 4.5, as well as the conditions for this formula to have maximum
value, which result in the design criterion. Section 4.6 then compares the formula’s
predictions with accurate dynamic simulations, as its derivations involve significant
4.2. BACKGROUND
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assumptions. These comparison shows that the formula (and therefore also the actuator
design criterion) is accurate under a broad range of conditions, but not universally so.
Section 4.7 generalizes the maximum recoverable balance error from a position offset to
a combined position and velocity offset.
4.2. BACKGROUND
Design criteria result from performance requirements, which can be quantified by per-
formance measures. Various performance measures for balancing have been introduced
previously. Some measures are designed specifically to be an input for control systems,
such as the instantaneous capture point (Koolen et al., 2016), zero rate of change of an-
gular momentum point (ZRAM)(Goswami & Kallem, 2004) and the extrapolated center
of mass (XCoM)(Hof, 2008). These are instantaneous measures that return a non-zero
value if the robot is falling over; higher absolute values typically indicate the robot is
falling over faster and that it is more difficult to retain balance without making a step. As
such, controllers can be used to drive the measures to 0 in order to retain balance. The
XCoM considers the robot as a composite rigid body, where bodies of the robot are not
moving with respect to each other and where actuation does not come into play. As such,
it does not provide information on the robot’s capability to actively recover from an un-
balanced configuration. The ZRAM uses the robot’s Center of Mass (CoM) position and
the ground reaction force (GRF) as input, which are both instantaneous variables, and
the GRF is not straightforward to obtain. As such, the ZRAM has little use for describing
overall balancing performance.
More recently the velocity gain has been introduced, as described in section 3.3.3.
The velocity gain describes a machine’s ability to alter its state of balance (Featherstone,
2015b, 2016b). In general, the velocity gain is defined as the ratio between an instanta-
neous change in a velocity coordinate of the CoM and an instantaneous change in the
velocity of an actuated joint, both changes being caused by an impulse applied at the
actuated joint. In particular, section 3.3.3 has defined a linear velocity gain Gv (eq. (3.9)),
where the velocity coordinate of the CoM is the horizontal (translational) velocity of the
CoM. The angular velocity gain Gω is similar, which instead considers the rotational ve-
locity of the CoM about the support joint. For the machine shown in fig. 4.1, the angular
velocity gain is
Gω = ∆q˙1
∆q˙2
, (4.1)
and for this machine it is related to the linear velocity gain as follows:
Gω =− Gv
c cos q1
(4.2)
In general, both Gv and Gω are a function of the machine’s position state, but Gω is
constant for the particular machine discussed in this work.
Unlike the XCoM or ZRAM, velocity gain does not measure a robot’s state of imbal-
ance, but rather its ability to correct that imbalance. If Gv = 0 in some particular config-
uration then it means that the robot is physically incapable of maintaining its balance.
This makes velocity gain a better measure of a robot’s ability to balance. Its chief disad-
vantage is that it is an instantaneous measure, and therefore does not take into account
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the effect of gravity, or changes in configuration, over the finite time interval needed to
make a balance recovery movement. Nor does it take into account actuator torque limits
and their dependence on speed. These deficiencies are addressed in this chapter.
Apart from theories that focus on control or dynamics, but not on actuation, other
work is based on actuators in isolation, which serve the purpose of improving mechan-
ical design while decoupling the particular objective of (for instance) balancing. Classi-
cal approaches focus on choosing the gear ratio to match the effective actuator inertia
to that of the load (Chen & Tsai, 1993; Pasch & Seering, 1984). For the family of direct
drive robots, it is assumed that motor maximum continuous torque output is the main
limiting factor (Kenneally, 2016), for which specific torque Ksp = Kτ
p
R
−1
m−1m = Kmm−1m
or thermal specific torque Kthsp =Ksp
√
Rth
−1
is used as measure. Kτ, mm, Rth, R and Km
are the torque constant, motor mass, thermal resistance, winding resistance and motor
constant respectively. Thermal resistance Rth measures the motor’s capability to dissi-
pate heat. It is often omitted in performance measures because it is difficult to deter-
mine and largely dependent on the motor environment (e.g. the heat sink, fan, or other
cooling system). Naturally, these measures provide no use as overall performance mea-
sure as they only focus on actuation, but have nonetheless been proven useful for motor
and transmission selection and design.
4.3. MODEL
A model has to be used with both dynamic and actuator properties in order to find a
criterion or measure that does take into account both system dynamics and actuator
properties towards the single goal of improving balancing performance. To do so, a
simple system known as the reaction-wheel pendulum (RWP) with actuator limits is
investigated.
An RWP is a planar multibody system with two revolute joints and two bodies, see
fig. 4.1, where only the second joint is actuated; the unactuated first joint resembles
a point foot. It is essentially a 2R planar double pendulum like the system defined
in section 3.3.2 (fig. 3.3) with the special property that the CoM of the second body
coincides with the second joint.
USE OF THE RWP
The RWP is a balancing system popular in control education (Aguilar-Avelar, Rodríguez-
Calderón, Puga-Guzmán, & Moreno-Valenzuela, 2017; Andrievsky, 2011; Block et al.,
2007; Meyer, Delson, & De Callafon, 2009). Most work focuses on control, although
some previous work has partial focus on mechanics, where it is shown through numer-
ical simulation that there is an optimal transmission ratio between the electric motor
and reaction wheel (Meyer et al., 2009). The RWP has also been adopted as basis for
centroidal momentum models, which are used to model simplified dynamics of more
complicated legged robots (Lee & Goswami, 2007). A common model in robotics is the
spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP), of which some extended models include also
upper body inertia (Cherouvim & Papadopoulos, 2005), effectively corresponding to a
reaction wheel on a pendulum similar to the RWP. Other extended SLIP models, such as
that of the virtual pivot point (Maus, Lipfert, Gross, Rummel, & Seyfarth, 2010), include
also an offset of the upper body CoM with respect to the second joint.
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Figure 4.1: The reaction wheel pendulum (RWP). Only the second joint is actuated. Note that the robot’s CoM
does not have to coincide with the line that passes through both joints, and that the second body does not have
to take the shape of a wheel, as long as its CoM coincides with the second joint.
Reaction wheels, sometimes referred to as actuated flywheels, are moreover used in
control moment gyroscopes, which provide – other than the reaction moment – also gy-
roscopic torques, and have found applications in human assisting exoskeletons (Chiu
& Goswami, 2014; Matsuzaki & Fujimoto, 2013; Vallery et al., 2012). The RWP also has
direct applications for robots that use reaction wheels like the Cubli (Gajamohan et al.,
2012) and the balancing and hopping robot Skippy (Driessen, 2015) and its preceding
balancing-only version named Tippy. Tippy is a spatial balancing machine, and is dis-
cussed in more detail in chapter 5. With the ability to lock some of its joints, the system
resembles a planar RWP in one of its vertical planes. This robot is used to experimentally
validate the results of this chapter in section 4.6.
MODEL DEFINITION
The two bodies of the RWP are named pendulum and reaction wheel, and are numbered
1 and 2 respectively. The ground is considered as body 0. Joint i connects body i to body
i −1. The two joint positions are described by joint variables of the vector q = [q1 q2]T,
where q1 is the angle between the vertical and pendulum and q2 the angle between the
pendulum and reaction wheel, as shown in fig. 4.1.
Since the CoM of the wheel coincides with the second joint, the position of joint
2 does not influence the robot’s CoM coordinates and the location of joint 2 on the
pendulum is not important. As such – compared to the robot in fig. 3.3 – q1 is redefined
to be measured from the line that passes through the robot’s CoM rather than through
the second joint. This is also illustrated in fig. 4.1. The robot is balanced when q1 = 0.
The equation of motion (EoM) for this robot is
H11q¨1+H12q¨2 =mcg sin(q1)
H21q¨1+H22q¨2 = τ , (4.3)
where q¨i are the joint acceleration variables, Hi j are the elements of the joint-space
inertia matrix, τ is the joint torque acting at joint 2, and g is the acceleration due to
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gravity (a positive number). For this particular robot, it can be shown that
H11 = I0 =mc2+ I1+ I2 (4.4)
and
H12 =H21 =H22 = I2 =−GωH11 (4.5)
with I0 the robot’s composite rigid body inertia about the support joint, I1 and I2 the
rotational inertia of bodies 1 and 2 about their CoM respectively, m =m1+m2 the whole
robot mass and c the distance between joint 1 and the robot’s CoM. Note that this system
has only three parameters that influence its behaviour (taking g as a constant): I0, mc
and I2, where mc corresponds to the first moment of mass of the robot about joint 1,
and I0 to the robot’s rotational inertia about joint 1 assuming that joint 2 is locked.
The motor that actuates the second joint is an electric motor. The motor rotor torque
τr, motor rotor angular velocity ωr, and applied voltage U can be related as follows,
neglecting armature inductance:
τr =U Kτ
R
− J0Kτ signωr−
K 2τ
R
ωr
with Kτ the torque constant, R the winding resistance and J0 the no-load current. The
second term describes the friction torque and is assumed to be constant, except for a
sign dependence on rotor velocity1.
By introducing a transmission with ratio n =ωr/q˙2 and constant forward efficiency η
(corresponding to coulomb kinetic friction), where 0< η< 1, and by assuming that rotor
and transmission inertia are negligible2, then
τ= ηn
(
U
Kτ
R
− J0Kτ sign q˙2−
K 2τ
R
nq˙2
)
.
4.4. STRATEGY
This section introduces a quantification for balancing performance and explains the
required system behaviour to maximize balancing performance.
In this section balancing performance is measured as the maximum offset angle
q1 =φmax at rest (q˙(0)= 0) from which the robot can return to a balanced configuration
q1 = 0. In section 4.7 the measure is generalized to allow for a non-zero initial velocity.
It is required to understand how the applied motor torque τ influences q1. A positive
torque τ produces a positive acceleration at joint 2 and a negative acceleration at joint 1;
so the balance recovery requires τ to be positive in order to bring q1 down from φmax
to zero. Torque is positively correlated with the applied voltage. Recovery from φmax
requires the applied voltage to the motor to equal the maximum voltage that can be
supplied by the batteries U =Umax, at which point the motor is said to be operating in
saturation.
The joint torque is linearly related to the joint velocity if the motor operates in
saturation and if the joint velocity does not change sign. This linear torque profile can be
1Details of the friction torque for ωr = 0 are not further treated.
2See section 4.6 for the numbers.
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defined by two parameters (rather than using the six parameters Kτ, R, Umax, J0, η, n);
for instance using P¯m and K¯m, or using τ¯s and K¯m:
τ= 2K¯m
√
P¯m− K¯ 2mq˙2 = τ¯s− K¯ 2mq˙2 (4.6)
with
K¯m = npηKm = npη Kτp
R
(4.7)
P¯m = ηPm = η (Umax− J0R)
2
4R
(4.8)
τ¯s = 2K¯m
√
P¯m = nητs = nηKτ
(
Umax
R
− J0
)
. (4.9)
Km is the motor constant, Pm the motor maximum power output and τs the stall torque
minus the friction torque. A bar (¯) on top of symbols is used to denote ‘effective’ versions
of those parameters. Effective here implies that the transmission ratio and friction effects
are taken into account (i.e. the parameters apply to transmission output rather than to
motor output).
Equation (4.6) can be incorporated in the EoM, which can then be analysed to find
both experimental and algebraic relations between various of the physical parameters
and the balancing performance. Incorporating eq. (4.6) in eq. (4.3) and linearizing at
q1 = 0 gives [
I0 I2
I2 I2
]
q¨ =
[
mcg q1
τ¯s− K¯ 2mq˙2
]
(4.10)
which describes the system with five parameters (I0, I2, mc, τ¯s and K¯m). An algebraic
solution can be found. However, this solution occupies several pages and is not usable
for further analyses, i.e. finding φmax.
Instead, a strategy is utilized that involves solving a simplified EoM in two steps with
specific assumptions.
If q˙1 ¿ q˙2, the possibility is introduced to first estimate reaction wheel dynamics,
which can then be used to estimate pendulum dynamics. Two possible approaches are
as follows. It can be assumed that either
I pendulum dynamics do not influence reaction wheel dynamics, or
II only gravity does not influence reaction wheel dynamics.
Derivations for both approaches are made and then compared with simulation studies.
4.5. DERIVATIONS
For the first approach (I), the equation of motion of the reaction wheel are formulated
assuming that joint 1 does not move, resulting in
I2q¨2+ K¯ 2mq˙2 = τ¯s (4.11)
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which is a first-order dynamical system. For the second approach (II), the EoM are solved
in the absence of gravity to obtain the reaction wheel dynamics, i.e.[
I0 I2
I2 I2
]
q¨ =
[
0
τ¯s− K¯ 2mq˙2
]
which can be rewritten to
Iaq¨2+ K¯ 2mq˙2 = τ¯s (4.12)
where Ia is to the apparent inertia of joint 2, and is given by Ia = (I0− I2)I2/I0. Note that
the only difference between eq. (4.12) compared to eq. (4.11) is that I2 is replaced with
Ia.
The remainder of this section shows only derivations for the first approach. For the
second approach, eq. (4.13) and eqs. (4.15–4.24) require replacement of I2 with Ia.
The solution of eq. (4.11) is
q˙2 = τ¯s
K¯ 2m
(
1− e−t/T¯m
)
with T¯m = I2
K¯ 2m
. (4.13)
T¯m is the actuator time constant under load, and therefore also the effective motor
(mechanical) time constant. From simulation studies it was found that this result indeed
predicts dynamic behaviour of the reaction wheel accurately.
Since eq. (4.13) turns out to be a reasonable approximation of reaction wheel dy-
namic behaviour, it can be used to approximate the behaviour of the pendulum by in-
serting the solution for q˙2 in the first equation of the EoM. However, the first equation in
eq. (4.10) contains q¨2 and no q˙2. The approximation of q˙2 can be differentiated, but this
possibly introduces additional error. To avoid this, the EoM can be written to contain q˙2
instead of q¨2 in the first equation:[
I˘0 0
I2 I2
]
q¨ =
[
mcg q1− τ¯s+ K¯ 2mq˙2
τ¯s− K¯ 2mq˙2
]
(4.14)
with I˘0 = mc2 + I1. I˘0 is the robot’s articulated-body inertia about joint 1, which is the
apparent inertia at joint 1 assuming that τ = 0. By inserting the solution for q˙2 from
eq. (4.13) in the first equation of the EoM in eq. (4.14) we obtain
I˘0q¨1 = K¯ 2m
[
τ¯s
K¯ 2m
(
1− e−t/T¯m
)]
+mcg q1− τ¯s . (4.15)
Reordering gives
I˘0 q¨1−mcg q1 =−τ¯s e−t/T¯m . (4.16)
The solution for this differential equation with initial conditions q1(0)=φ and q˙1(0)= 0
is:
q1(t )= A
(
e−t/T¯m −cosh(t/T˘c)+ T˘c
T¯m
sinh(t/T˘c)
)
+ φcosh(t/T˘c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
particular solution
(4.17)
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with the time constant of toppling
T˘c =
√
I˘0
mcg
(4.18)
and
A = τ¯sT¯
2
m
mcg T¯ 2m− I˘0
= τ¯sT˘
2
c T¯
2
m
I˘0(T¯ 2m− T˘ 2c )
.
Note that the above definition of the time constant of toppling T˘c differs from
that of
√
I0/(mcg ) or Tc =
√
I0/(mcy g ) in eq. (3.8) and Featherstone (2015a, 2017). T˘c
represents that of an articulated-body inertia, whereas Tc represents that of a rigid-body
inertia (assuming the whole robot to be a single body). In addition, eq. (3.8) defines Tc
to be valid in any configuration, whereas the definition in eq. (4.18) corresponds only to
that of the balanced configuration, for which cy = c.
The hyperbolic sine and cosine terms in eq. (4.17) consist of both exponential decay
and growth terms, of which the presence of the latter conform with system instability.
Note how all growth terms have an identical time constant (T˘c), and how the term of the
particular solution is directly scaled to the offset angle φ, from which the following can
be concluded. The system will fall back (q1 →∞) if the offset angle φ is chosen too big
such that the system does not reach its equilibrium point, indicating that the robot is
unable to recover. It will fall forward (q1 →−∞) ifφ is chosen sufficiently small such that
it overshoots the equilibrium point, indicating that the robot is able to recover. φ can
also be selected such that all exponential growth terms cancel out, for which the system
theoretically comes to a halt at the equilibrium point q1 = 0. This value of φ corresponds
to the theoretical maximum offset angle φmax|I from which the robot can still recover.
Therefore, by definingφmax|I to be the value ofφ for which all of the growth terms cancel,
we find that
φmax|I = A
(
1− T˘c
T¯m
)
= τ¯sT¯mT˘
2
c
I˘0
(
T¯m+ T˘c
) (4.19)
= 2nηKm
p
PmI2T˘ 2c
I˘0
(
I2+ T˘cn2ηK 2m
) . (4.20)
The solution for q1 in eq. (4.17) then simplifies to
q1(t ) |φmax|I = A
(
e−t/T¯m − T˘c
T¯m
e−t/T˘c
)
. (4.21)
Equation (4.19) is the formula for the maximum recovery angle computed according
to approach I. For any given mechanism and motor, there exists an optimal transmission
ratio, nopt|I, at which φmax|I reaches its maximum value, referred to as φopt|I. The values
of these two quantities can be found by solving dφmax|I/dn = 0 for n > 0. In computing
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dφmax|I/dn, remember that T¯m, τ¯s and K¯m are dependent on n (see eq. (4.20)). We find:
dφmax|I
dn
= 2I2ηKm
p
PmT˘ 2c
(
I2−n2ηK 2mT˘c
)
I˘0
(
T˘cn2ηK 2m+ I2
)2
= τ¯sT¯mT˘
2
c
(
T¯m− T˘c
)
I˘0
(
T¯m+ T˘c
)2
n
.
By solving dφmax|I/dn = 0 for n > 0 we find the one solution
T¯m = T˘c (4.22)
nopt|I = 1
Km
√
I2
T˘cη
= 1
Kτ
√
I2R
T˘cη
. (4.23)
It suggests that the time constant of toppling (T˘c) be equal to the effective motor time con-
stant (T¯m) to optimise the balancing performance. By substituting n = nopt|I in eq. (4.20)
we find the optimal offset angle
φopt|I =
T˘c
√
T˘cI2P¯m
I˘0
(4.24)
= I
1/2
2 P¯
1/2
m
(mcg )3/4 I˘ 1/40
. (4.25)
For the second approach (II), using apparent inertia Ia, we find the following solutions
equivalent to eqs. (4.19), (4.23) and (4.24):
φmax|II =
τ¯sT¯maT˘ 2c
I˘0
(
T¯ma+ T˘c
) with T¯ma = Ia
K¯ 2m
(4.26)
nopt|II = 1
Kτ
√
IaR
T˘cη
(4.27)
φopt|II =
T˘c
√
T˘cIaP¯m
I˘0
= I
1/2
a P¯
1/2
m
(mcg )3/4 I˘ 1/40
. (4.28)
For any given actuator, there is a specific value of φ such that the output torque
exactly balances the gravity torque. This value equals
φbal =
τ¯sT˘ 2c
I˘0
= τ¯s
mcg
(4.29)
and corresponds to solving eq. (4.19) for T¯m À Tc, e.g. for n → 0.
Since φbal > φmax, and since calculating φbal requires fewer arguments than
eq. (4.19), eq. (4.29) provides a useful tool for finding an upper limit on the maximal
recovery angle.
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The relations that were found for both approaches can be compared with results from
simulation studies. They can also be compared with other theories, such as the velocity
gain.
4.6.1. SIMULATION SETUP
Simulation studies are done in Matlab for approximately 50 different fixed values each
of I2 and n, which provide enough points for calculating accurate cubic splines. Other
system parameters are fixed at values listed in table 4.1. These parameters correspond to
a particular configuration of Tippy that is used for a series of experiments in chapter 5,
and is calculated from CAD data. In Tippy I2 = 12.23gm2 and n = 30. Rotor dynamics are
neglected.3
The maximum offset angle φmax|s is found using a bisection search for each set
of system parameters I2 and n. The search is done within an interval of q1(0) = φ of
which it is known that it contains φmax and finishes when the interval size is less than
1×10−6 rad. At every iteration of the bisection search, a simulation is performed using
Matlab’s equation solver ode45 with q1(0) set to the mid point of the current interval.
The simulation stops as soon as it is clear whether q1 reaches zero or not. The bisection
search is then repeated for all combinations of parameters I2 and n. For each value of
I2, the corresponding values for φopt|s and nopt|s are found by finding the maximum of a
cubic spline through data points ofφmax|s for different values of n. Numerical integration
is executed with a relative tolerance of 1×10−6.
Actuator properties
Kτ 18.4×10−3 NmA−1 DCX22S-14W-24V (Maxon Motor, 2017)
R 3.69Ω DCX22S-14W-24V (Maxon Motor, 2017)
J0 35.9×10−3 A DCX22S-14W-24V (Maxon Motor, 2017)
Umax 30.0 V 8 LiPo cells4
η 0.7 CSF-8-1U-CC-F (Harmonic Drive AG, 2014)
n (varied) in Tippy n = 30
Dynamic properties
I˘0 0.217 kgm2
mc 0.716 kgm
g 9.81 ms−2
I2 (varied) in Tippy I2 = 12.23gm2
Table 4.1: Model Parameters, based on Tippy’s CAD model, corresponding to the kinematic configuration that
is used for experiments in chapter 5.
3Tippy’s rotor inertia equals Irot = 8.75×10−4 gm2. Its reflected inertia on the reaction wheel is significantly
lower than that of the crossbar itself: n2Irot ¿ I2.
4The nominal voltage of eight LiPo cells is specified as 29.6 V (3.7 V per cell), but is found to be slightly higher
than this in practice, up to a maximum (fully charged) voltage of 33.6 V (4.2 V per cell). During most of their
discharge cycle, the total battery voltage would range from ca. 30 V to 32 V, the former of which is the assumed
voltage for simulations in this chapter.
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(a) Plotted with linear scales. The asymptote φbal is
plotted in grey.
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(b) Plotted with a logarithmic x-axis, where n is nor-
malized with nopt|I for every value of I2. This figure
illustrates the symmetry of φmax about φopt.
Figure 4.2: φmax plotted in colour as a function of the transmission ratio n for various reaction wheel inertias
I2. Values of I2 are written in colour next to corresponding plots, in gm
2. φopt is plotted in black. Simulation
results are solid (φmax|s, φopt|s), algebraic results are dashed (φmax|I and φopt|I) and dash-dotted (φmax|II).
Algebraic predictions are accurate for low values of I2 and n.
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Figure 4.3: Results of algebraic method I (φopt|I) match very well with those of the exact simulations (φopt|s)
and slightly poorer—but still well—with those of simulations with a linearised component of the gravity force
(φopt|sl). Results of algebraic method II (φopt|II) match much poorer with both φopt|s and φopt|sl.
4.6.2. SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 4.2a plots the maximum offset angle as a function of n for various reaction wheel
inertias I2 in colour. Differently coloured lines correspond to different values of I2, where
the value of I2 is increased quadratically. The optimal offset angle is plotted in black.
φbal (eq. (4.29)) is plotted in grey. Solid lines correspond to simulation studies (φmax|s,
φopt|s). Dashed and dashed-dotted lines correspond to the algebraic approaches I and II
respectively.
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Figure 4.2a clearly shows that both approaches (I and II) provide good estimates of
the maximum offset angle, but that the first approach (using reaction wheel inertia) out-
performs the second one (using apparent inertia), i.e. φmax|I provides a better estimate
than φmax|II. A possible explanation is the following. The apparent inertia is less than
the actual inertia, so it predicts a faster acceleration. In the absence of gravity, this pre-
diction is exact. However, gravity acts to retard the acceleration, with the result that the
acceleration predicted by using the actual inertia of the reaction wheel is closer to the
acceleration computed in the simulation.
The observation thatφmax|I matchesφmax|s so well is at least partly due to a numerical
coincidence. Differences between algebra and simulation result from (1) the linearised
component of the gravity force and (2) simplifications of the effect of pendulum dynam-
ics on the reaction wheel dynamics. These errors both tend to partly cancel each other
out, which becomes evident if simulation studies are repeated with a linearised com-
ponent of the gravity force such that the difference between algebra and simulations
is only due to (2) simplifications of the effect of pendulum dynamics on the reaction
wheel dynamics. Figure 4.3 plots variously obtained values of φopt as a function of I2. It
also plots φmax|sl, which are values obtained through simulation with linearised EoM at
q1 = 0 (eq. (4.10)) but otherwise similar toφmax|s. It shows thatφmax|I matches better with
φmax|s than φmax|sl, which supports the theory that (1) and (2) partly cancel each other
out. Nevertheless, φopt|I provides a much more accurate prediction of both φmax|s and
φmax|sl than φopt|II, which strengthens the conclusion that the first approach provides
more accurate results than the second.
φbal in fig. 4.2a, plotted as function of n, clearly illustrates an upper limit on the
maximal recovery angle φmax. The other curves are also asymptotic to it.
Figure 4.2b shows the same plots as fig. 4.2a but with a relative logarithmic x-axis,
where n is scaled by nopt|I for every value of I2. It shows how the maximum offset angle as
a function of n is symmetric about its optimum. For all practical purposes, it is useful to
know how the system behaves around the optimum, because the transmission ratio (and
possibly other system parameters) cannot always be chosen freely. It follows directly
from eqs. (4.19) and (4.24) that
φmax|I = 2z
z2+1φopt|I with z =
(
n
nopt|I
)±1
.
For example, if n is double (z = 2) or half (z = 0.5) the optimum nopt|I then φmax|I is still
80% the optimum φopt|I.
4.6.3. VELOCITY GAIN
The angular velocity gain of the RWP equals
Gω = ∆q˙1
∆q˙2
=− I2
I0
=− Ia
I˘0
. (4.30)
Note that the numerator I2 respectively Ia also appears in the numerator of eqs. (4.25)
and (4.28). Also I˘0 (similar to I0) appears in the denominator of both equations. However,
the powers are different (i.e. I 1a versus I
1/2
a and I˘
1
0 versus I˘
1/4
0 ). This indicates that the
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velocity gain is positively correlated with the maximal recovery angle, but not linearly
so. Moreover, eqs. (4.25), (4.28) and (4.30) confirm that the velocity gain is missing
significant effects, as it does not include an actuator term in the numerator (P¯ 1/2m in
eqs. (4.25) and (4.28)) and a gravitational term in the denominator ((mcg )3/4 in eqs. (4.25)
and (4.28)).
4.7. EFFECTIVE OFFSET ANGLE
The balancing performance has previously been defined as the maximum offset angle
from which the robot can recover, according to which eq. (4.16) has been solved with
the initial conditions q1(0)=φ and zero velocity (q˙1(0)= 0). If instead the case of a non-
zero initial velocity q˙1(0) = ψ and zero offset angle (q1(0) = 0) in considered, then the
corresponding solution is
q1(t )= A
(
e−t/T¯m −cosh(t/T˘c)+ T˘c
T¯m
sinh(t/T˘c)
)
+ψT˘c sinh(t/T˘c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
particular solution
. (4.31)
This solution differs from the original solution only in the particular solution: cosh is
replaced by sinh and φ by ψT˘c. Identical to the approach followed in section 4.5, i.e. by
solving for the exponential growth terms to cancel out, it follows that
ψmax|I =
φmax|I
T˘c
. (4.32)
The initial balance error could be defined by a combination of an initial offset angle
q1(0)=φ and initial velocity q˙1(0)=ψ. Their combined contribution to the balance error
can be quantified by taking the sum
φ′ =φ+ψT˘c . (4.33)
φ′ is referred to as the effective offset angle. Note that the principle of φ′ is similar to that
of the extrapolated center of mass (XCoM) ξ (Hof, 2008), where
ξ= x+ vx
ω0
with x the horizontal position of the robot’s CoM with respect to the support point
(joint 1), vx the horizontal velocity of the CoM and ω0 = T˘−1c the inverse of the time
constant of toppling. The difference between φ′ and ξ is the use of angular instead of
linear coordinates.
A particular combination of φ and ψ is of frequent occurrence in practice, namely
that resulting from unactuated toppling of the robot from a near-balanced configuration
(i.e. from q1(0) ≈ q˙1(0) ≈ 0), which would for example occur if the robot is delayed
in observing itself loosing its balance. For this behaviour q˙1 ≈ q1/T˘c. If φ = φc and
ψ=φc/T˘c are chosen, thenφc corresponds to the offset angle resulting from unactuated
toppling from a near-balanced configuration, for which follows from eq. (4.33) that
φ′ = 2φc. This implies that the maximum angle to recover from unactuated toppling is
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approximately half the maximum recovery angle from a static offset, i.e. φc = φmax/2.
Arguably, the former is of more practical importance than the latter, for which one could
alternatively consider using φmax/2 instead of φmax to describe a robot’s physical ability
to balance.
Like the derivation of eq. (4.19), eqs. (4.32) and (4.33) are derived from simplified
dynamic equations that differ from the true dynamics. As such, it is required to verify
their accuracy. To check for the accuracy of eq. (4.32), simulations were done leading to
the results shown in fig. 4.4a, equivalent to the simulations done for eq. (4.19) leading to
the results shown in fig. 4.2a. In order to compare the two graphs, fig. 4.2a plots the value
of ψmax scaled with Tc. The results shown in fig. 4.4a are very similar to those shown in
fig. 4.2a, which indicates that also eq. (4.19) is accurate.
The validity of eq. (4.33) was checked for the case I2 = 12.23gm2 and n = 30, by taking
six evenly-spaced values for q1(0) ranging from 0 to φmax and, for each of these initial
offsets, finding (by simulation) the accurate value ofψ. The results are plotted in fig. 4.4b.
Observe that the accurate values of ψ are very close to those predicted by the formula.
For example, when q1(0) = 0.2φmax the simulation obtains ψTc = 0.805φmax, which is
very close to the 0.8φmax predicted by the formula. Further evidence that eq. (4.33) does
indeed represent an effective offset can be seen from the fact that all of the curves in
fig. 4.4b converge to the same exponential decay.
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(a) Maximum initial velocity q˙1(0) = ψmax, scaled by
T˘c for comparison with the previous studies that use a
maximum offset angle q1(0)=φmax instead.
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(b) Pendulum trajectory as a function of time for var-
ious initial conditions q1(0) = φ and q˙1(0) = ψ, with
q1(t ) drawn solid and q˙1(t ) dashed.
Figure 4.4: Results for an initial non-zero velocity are very similar to those for an initial non-zero position. The
effective offset angle remains approximately constant, i.e. φ′ =φ+ψTc ≈ const.
4.8. CONCLUSION
This chapter has focused on the problem of designing for a robot to physically be a good
balancer, by analysing its ability to recover from a balance offset to a balanced config-
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uration by operating the actuators in saturation, for which the study is an example and
enabler for designing at the performance envelope. The study assumes a simple balance
robot model known as the reaction wheel pendulum with a realistic actuator model,
resembling that of a DC motor with transmission mechanism. The model also resem-
bles that of Skippy and Tippy in their frontal planes. The contributions are (1) a formula
that describes the robot’s largest balance offset angle from which it can still recover as
function of its physical parameters (eq. (4.19)), (2) a design criterion to maximize this
angle (eq. (4.22)) and (3) a generalisation of this angle as a performance measure to a
combined position and velocity offset (eq. (4.33)), similar to the extrapolated centre of
mass. The novelty is that this work takes both realistic actuator properties into account
and a time trajectory of the full balance recovery motion, including the effect of gravity,
whereas previous work on performance measures do not consider actuator character-
istics, or are instantaneous, or both. The algebraic formulations of the resulting rela-
tions have been the result of model simplifications, but accurate numeric simulations
have demonstrated their accuracy. The functions provide insight into how various phys-
ical parameters influence balance performance. In particular, the design criterion states
that the robot’s time constant of toppling should be equal to the actuator’s time con-
stant under load, which can be used as guideline for balance robot design initiation or
optimisation.
5
TIPPY: A BALANCING-ONLY
PROTOTYPE
This chapter introduces, describes and analyses a new balancing machine called Tippy.
Tippy is designed and built to precede the balancing and hopping machine Skippy for
the purpose of (1) investigating its balancing performance, (2) testing new balancing
algorithms for 2D and 3D balancing and (3) being a design exercise for Skippy. The design
criterion from chapter 4 has been used to design and confirm Tippy to be a good balancer,
and the balancing theory that has been introduced in section 3.3 has been successfully
demonstrated on a simplified planar configuration. Important lessons were put forth from
Tippy’s design and performance that are useful for revisions of Skippy’s design.
5.1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2 has highlighted the importance of balancing for Skippy and legged robots in
general, which has inspired research on a new balancing control theory (section 3.3) and
physical balancing performance (chapter 4). However, the new theories have not been
brought to practice. Despite having been tested in realistic simulation environments that
include electric motor models (chapter 4) or motor saturation, time delays, sensor noise,
sensor bias and model errors (Featherstone, 2017), unknown caveats could remain. The
new objective is to discover the possibilities and limitations of balancing performance
on a real system. Since a simple system to fulfil that purpose was not available, such a
system would have to be designed and built. In addition, the exercise of designing that
system could be useful for designing Skippy.
Acknowledgements — Parts of this chapter have been published in IEEE/RSJ International Conference on
Intelligent Robots and Systems 2018 (Driessen et al., 2018) and IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation 2019 (Driessen et al., 2019), and includes excerpts from those papers. In particular, fellow PhD
students Antonios E. Gkikakis and B. Roodra P. Singh have been largely responsible for implementing the
balance controller, the control hierarchy, the motor velocity servo and velocity estimators, as described in
section 5.5.2, and have contributed to performing the experiments described in section 5.6.2. In addition,
Antonios E. Gkikakis has assisted in setting up the recovery angle experiments described in section 5.6.1.
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A desire for implementing the balancing theories in practice, and for learning from
that implementation for the design of Skippy, has resulted in a purpose-built 3D balanc-
ing machine called Tippy, depicted in fig. 5.1. In particular, Tippy serves the following
goals:
1. Investigating the balancing performance of itself and – since it shares a similar
structure – also of Skippy.
2. Performing balancing experiments for the purpose of discovering whether the new
balancing theory described in section 3.3 performs as well in practice as it does in
simulation.
3. Being a mechanical and electronic design exercise for Skippy.
Figure 5.1: Photos of Tippy. The right photo shows Tippy’s frontal plane, in which it resembles an RWP.
OUTLINE
This chapter focuses both on the design of Tippy and on the experiments that have been
carried out in collaboration with colleagues. Tippy’s design requirements are established
in section 5.2, based on which critical decisions are described in section 5.3 to come to
a more tangible design. Tippy’s design is then described in more detail in section 5.4.
Experimental preparations and results are then described in sections 5.5 and 5.6 respec-
tively.
5.2. REQUIREMENTS
Design requirements for Tippy largely stem from (1) the experiments that it should be
used for and (2) its desired resemblance to Skippy. Experiments on Tippy include recov-
ery experiments to test the theory described in chapter 4 and balancing experiments us-
ing the balancing controller described in section 3.3 and Featherstone (2015a, 2017). The
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balancing theory is applicable to simple and complicated 2D and 3D balancers, none of
which have yet been experimented with. Moreover, all previous simulation studies as-
sume that all joint angles can be directly measured, which in practice is not typically the
case, also not for Skippy: there is no possibility to mount an encoder between the foot
and the ground. The system must instead rely on an IMU in order to be fully observable,
which likely introduces drift and more delay than a joint encoder. In order to make safe
and steady progress, the following experiments are to be carried out in succession:
1. 2D balancing in a plane in which Tippy represents a RWP, as introduced in chap-
ter 4 and depicted in fig. 4.1, using two joint encoders (fully observed). The advan-
tage of the RWP is that it can be described by fewer model parameters, which fa-
cilitates system identification, and that it has no joint limits at the actuated joint,
which makes the system overall safer to use. The RWP is also the main example
treated in Featherstone (2017).
2. 2D balancing in the same plane, but instead using an IMU to replace the encoder
in the support joint.
3. 2D balancing in a plane in which Tippy represents an Acrobot, as introduced in
section 3.3 and depicted in fig. 3.3.
4. 3D balancing, according to the theory described in Featherstone (2017).
A list of design requirements can be established by incorporating this expanded list of
planned experiments with the goals.
1. Tippy’s morphology, size and mass distribution closely have to resemble that of
Skippy.
2. It is to be physically capable of high-performance balancing, so that a poor perfor-
mance can be blamed on the controller.
3. It should be easy to operate and safe to itself and users, in order to quickly progress
with experiments.
In addition, Tippy is to be a highly configurable robot. It should include the ability to
4. lock several of its joints to become a 2D RWP and in another way to become an
Acrobot;
5. change several kinematic and inertial parameters to become a better or worse
balancer, and
6. be usable with and without IMU.
5.3. CRITICAL DESIGN DECISIONS
In line with the design requirements, Tippy is designed to have a shape and size similar
to that of Skippy. Design decisions of Tippy can be best explained by comparing it with
Skippy. Like Skippy, its morphology is essentially an Acrobot with a crossbar on top,
depicted in fig. 5.2. The two actuated joints are the bend and swivel joint, which are both
actuated by two low-backlash actuators that use brushed DC motors identical to those
used in early Skippy simulation studies (section 3.2). However, in contrast to Skippy,
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Figure 5.2: A schematic body diagram of Tippy, showing the kinematic tree with joint numbers and names and
structural planes. Not to scale. The axes of the second (roll) and third (pitch) joint intersect in reality, but are
drawn apart and connected with a dotted line to illustrate their order in the kinematic tree.
Tippy (1) has simplified actuation mechanisms, (2) is fixed to the ground via a 3-DoF
series of joints, called the base joint, and (3) is built to be easily customizable. Each of
the three topics are elucidated below.
5.3.1. SIMPLIFIED ACTUATION
Skippy’s actuation mechanisms include series elasticity and a linkage mechanism with a
non-constant transmission ratio. Whereas these features are crucial for the jumping per-
formance, they are less so for balancing. In addition, the efficiency of the transmission
ratio is less important, as the focus is not on maximizing power throughput. As a first
step to implementing the new balancing theory on a real system, it was decided to apply
the following simplifications to the actuation mechanisms:
• Tippy does not have an ankle joint and thus no ankle spring: its leg is stiff. As
explained in section 3.1, the ankle spring is mainly responsible for controlling lift-
off momentum, which is not relevant for balancing.
• Tippy’s bend joint is stiff and it is revolute, featuring a strain wave gear and motor
directly at the joint, whereas the joint in Skippy features a four-bar linkage, ball-
screw and a non-linear series elastic spring. A strain wave gear is chosen for the
desire of zero backlash and because of in-house availability. The transmission
ratio of the strain wave gear in Tippy is approximately equal to the (non-constant)
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transmission ratio of the combined four-bar linkage and ball screw in Skippy.
Note that the omission of series elastic springs (both in the bend joint and ankle) should
make balancing easier, as a higher stiffness increases the control bandwidth. However,
no significant performance change is expected, since both the ankle and main spring of
Skippy are designed to be very stiff at the relatively low loads required for balancing.
5.3.2. BASE JOINT
The base joint consists of three revolute joints in series, with all of their three axes
coinciding at one point, so that it essentially represents a spherical joint. The base joint
allows for
• measuring Tippy’s orientation with respect to the ground with encoders in 3D;
• locking/fixing different DoFs independently from each other, such that the robot
can be used for planar experiments in both the sagittal and frontal plane, and
• having greater control over the robot’s range of motion, by defining the range with
mechanical end stops for each of the DoF’s independently. This addresses possible
safety issues (i.e. prevention of damaging the environment or itself), and revokes
the necessity to cover Tippy with shock-absorbing bumpers.
JOINT ORDER
The order of the three revolute joints in the base is yaw, roll and pitch, which rotate the
robot in its transverse, frontal and sagittal plane respectively, as illustrated by fig. 5.2. The
planes are defined to be local to the coordinate frame of the roll joint. This implies that
the frontal plane is always vertical, but that the sagittal plane can be tilted with respect
to the vertical.
All of the three base joints can be locked independently. RWP experiments are carried
out in the frontal plane, by actuating the swivel joint and fixing the yaw, pitch and bend
joint. Acrobot experiments are carried out in the sagittal plane, by actuating the bend
joint and fixing the yaw, roll and swivel joint.
The choice behind the order of joints can be explained as follows. The roll joint is
aligned before the pitch joint as this allows for performing 2D low-gravity experiments
in the sagittal plane, by locking the roll joint under an angle (e.g. a roll angle of 60° with
respect to the vertical would imply half the gravity). In addition, a successive alignment
of the bend and pitch joint allows for many possibilities for aligning the swivel joint
horizontally for RWP experiments, by choosing the right combination of locked joint
angles for the pitch and bend joint. Lastly, the yaw joint is the first joint because it is the
only base joint with infinite joint range, and it is only used for 3D experiments.
5.3.3. CUSTOMIZABILITY
Tippy is designed to be customizable and versatile such that it can be used for many
different experiments. This includes not only the ability to lock various of the joints,
but also the ability to easily change body lengths (leg and torso) and joint ranges (the
base joint and bend joint), and the ability to add mass. The structural design style of
Tippy is inspired by the model construction system Meccano, featuring cheap off-the-
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shelf beams with flat surfaces, modified to have many mounting holes at fixed distances.
This introduces flexibility for placement of additional mass and changing body lengths
and mounting angles.
In addition, Tippy need not be optimised for weight reduction, as it does not need to
be able to jump and survive crashes from its jumps. As such, most of Tippy’s components
are selected or designed with economic shapes and sufficient margin regarding size and
strength. Two parts of the robots that require extra attention are the base joint and bend
joint:
• The base joint is ideally a real spherical joint (‘point’ joint). As such, the effect
on robot dynamics caused by motion of the various bodies interconnecting the
base joint should be kept to a minimum. This implies that base joint should be as
compact as possible, and that it should not approach a kinematic singularity.
• The motor of the bend joint is located at the joint, whereas in Skippy it was placed
close to the swivel bar. This has an effect on the weight distribution, which is now
more favourable for balancing but less for jumping. Since Tippy is a balancing-
only robot, this is not a major issue. However, owing to the desire for Tippy to
resemble Skippy, the mass of Tippy’s bend joint should be kept to a minimum,
and it should be possible to add dead weights to Tippy close to the swivel bar.
5.4. DETAILED DESIGN DESCRIPTION
This section describes Tippy’s design in more detail, including both its mechanical and
electrical design. An introduction of Tippy’s kinematic structure has already been given
in section 5.3, and is explained in more detail in section 5.4.1.
5.4.1. KINEMATIC STRUCTURE
Tippy is designed to have various easily changeable kinematic properties. Tippy’s kine-
matic structure is defined in such a way to facilitate recalculating its dynamic model if its
kinematic properties are changed. For this purpose, the kinematic structure is defined to
consist of main bodies and sub-bodies.
Tippy’s main bodies are its six rigid bodies (including the base to which it is mounted
to the ground), all connected in one serial chain via the five joints that are depicted in
fig. 5.2. Joints and bodies are numbered and named, listed in table 5.1. The five joint
positions are described by joint variables and are elements of the vector q :
q = [q1 q2 q3 q4 q5]
Joint i connects main body i and i −1. Joint 1 connects to a fixed ground, which can be
treated as body 0.
The main bodies are divided into sub-bodies. Sub-bodies are also numbered and
named, listed in table 5.1 and shown in fig. 5.4. All sub-bodies individually have fixed
dynamic properties, but their kinematic relations are defined by physically tunable1
kinematic parameters a to e, which are listed in table 5.2 and depicted in fig. 5.3 for
1By tunable is meant the ability to easily change parameters in between – but not during – individual
experiments and simulations
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an arbitrary selection of a to e, which shows Tippy to scale in its sagittal plane. In this
figure q = 0, and it also shows coordinate systems of each of the bodies (i ) and sub-
bodies (i j ). The coordinate frame of a body’s first sub-body (i1) coincides with that of
the corresponding body (i ).
The sub-bodies correspond to the (sub-)assembly structure of Tippy’s CAD model,
from which inertial properties can be easily extracted. The dynamic and kinematic prop-
erties of each main body are essentially a function of inertial properties of sub-bodies
and the (tunable) kinematic relations. Having properties of all sub-bodies readily avail-
able facilitates recalculation of kinematics and dynamic properties when the system is
physically altered by changing any of the tunable kinematic parameters. These functions
take the shape of series of coordinate transforms, and can be found in Tippy’s Mechani-
cal Reference manual (Driessen, 2017).
A 5-DoF rigid-body dynamic model can be constructed from the main bodies. Two
extra bodies can be added to the model to include drive axle inertia of the bend and
swivel actuators, which is required to perform accurate 3D simulations. In addition,
these bodies can be used to include transmission models that take finite stiffness and
backlash into account.
i joint (axis) body j sub-body
0 – base 1 table
2 yaw base
1 yaw (z) roundabout 1 roundabout
2 roll (y) cross axle 1 cross axle
3 pitch (x) leg 1 output clevis
2 lower leg extensor
3 upper leg extensor
4 hip adapter
4 bend (x) torso 1 hip housing
2 torso extensor
3 head housing
5 swivel (y) crossbar 1 crossbar
Table 5.1: Tippy’s joints and corresponding bodies, and sub-bodies.
5.4.2. WORK SPACE
The work space of Tippy is limited by the finite range of motion of joints, and can be
further limited by fixing joints. The joints’ ranges of motion are determined by end stops,
and joints can be fixed by installing joint locks. Ideally, the range of motion is set in such
a way that the robot cannot collide with itself or the environment. Depending on the
experiment (swivel, bend, 3D), this can be achieved by choosing various combinations
of end stop positions and joint locks.
END STOPS
Joints 2 to 4 (roll, pitch and bend) have end stops, and thus a finite range of motion,
whereas joints 1 and 5 (yaw and swivel) provide infinite rotation in both directions
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KP acceptable values notes
a [−37.5 37.5] ° These values hold for currently installed pitch
stop brackets, but they can be changed to other
values by laser-cutting new brackets.
b [36 48 60 . . . 156] mm The leg can be made longer by replacing the leg
beam.
c [−45 −22.5 0 . . . 45] °
d [−45 −22.5 0 . . . 45] ° It is recommended that c+d ≥−45° such that the
leg and torso cannot hit each other (assuming
the bend end stop to be at −30°).
e [0 10 20 30] °
Table 5.2: Kinematic parameters.
(cables do not cross these joints either). The range of motion of all five joints are defined
in table 5.3, and can furthermore be viewed in fig. 5.5.
The joint range of both the pitch and roll joint is symmetric about zero, and both
do not allow either joints to approach their singular positions at ±90°. The base joint is
designed so that the total joint range of pitch can exceed 90° without internal collisions,
so that Tippy’s leg can be completely horizontal (crouched) and vertical (stretched). This
is realised by mounting the leg asymmetrically to the pitch joint, by choosing a non-zero
value for a, as listed in table 5.2 and shown in fig. 5.3, where a = 37.5° for Tippy’s default
mounting brackets.
i joint qi ,min (°) qi ,max (°) notes
1 yaw −∞ ∞
2 roll −22.5 22.5 Can be increased or decreased by print-
ing different end stops.
3 pitch −52.5 52.5 Can be increased or decreased by print-
ing different end stops.
4 bend −30 240 The range of motion can be decreased in
steps of 30° on both sides by displacing
the end stops, up to a minimum range of
motion of 90°
5 swivel −∞ ∞
Table 5.3: Range of motion of all joints.
JOINT LOCKS
Joints 1 to 4 (yaw, roll, pitch and bend) can be locked in a number of positions, effectively
decreasing the number of DoF’s to allow for various types of planar experiments. Joint
5 (swivel) does not have a joint lock, because the crossbar is symmetric and the trans-
mission offers sufficient friction to consider it locked if not actuated. See table 5.4 for
information regarding joint locks positions.
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a = 37.5
b = 120
60
192
55
d = -22.5
66.5
350
17
52.5°
30°
e = 30
c = -22.5
SCALE  0.200
1-3
32
33
34
4
42
43,5
Figure 5.3: Right view of Tippy, scale 1:6.25. Fixed dimensions displayed in blue and tunable dimensions in
green with parameters a to e, with lengths in mm and angles in °. All joint angles are zero (q = 0). Right-handed
yz coordinate frames of (sub-)bodies in red, with x pointing out of the drawing.
Fixing a joint lock is done using several M3 screws. The mechanical reference man-
ual contains more information regarding the involved parts and assembly instructions
(Driessen, 2017).
SWIVEL CONFIGURATION
For planar swivel experiments, joints 1, 2 and 4 (yaw, pitch and bend) are locked. To
obtain a true planar set-up, the swivel axis should be horizontal, which can be achieved
by choosing a particular set of kinematic parameters and joint locks for which the
following relation holds:
ql3+a+ c+ql4+d +e = 0 (5.1)
5.4.3. ACTUATORS
Both the bend and swivel joint are actuated by the motors that were previously selected
in the study conducted by Driessen (2015) for Skippy. Each motor is connected to a strain
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(a) Table (01) (b) Yaw base (02) (c) Roundabout (11)
(d) Cross axle (21) (e) Output clevis (31) (f) Lower leg extensor (32)
(g) Upper leg extensor (33) (h) Hip adapter (34) (i) Hip housing (41)
(j) Torso extensor (42) (k) Head housing (43) (l) Crossbar (51)
Figure 5.4: All sub-bodies and their numbers (i j ). The bodies are not all to the same scale.
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30°
22.5°
(a) Roll range
52.5°
(a = 37.5 )
52.5°
30°
(b) Pitch range
(c = -22.5 )
(d = -22.5 )
30°
30°
240°
(c) Bend range
Figure 5.5: Joint ranges as defined by end stops.
joint KP acceptable values notes
yaw ql1 (0) The value does not matter. Aluminium
part.
roll ql2 0 and more The roll and pitch lock use exactly the
same method of locking the joint.
pitch ql3 The part used for locking either joint is
printed and can be printed for any and
multiple locking angles.
bend ql4 [−30 −15 0 . . . 240] ° Aluminium part.
Table 5.4: Joint locks positions.
wave gear from Harmonic Drive and each is driven by a Pololu motor driver.
BEND JOINT ACTUATION
The bend joint is actuated by Maxon’s brushed RE35-24V motor (Maxon Motor, 2017)
and Harmonic Drive’s CSD-14-2A strain wave gear (Harmonic Drive AG, 2014), as de-
picted in fig. 5.6. The strain wave gear has a reduction gear ratio of 100:1, which corre-
sponds approximately to the average reduction ratio by the linkage mechanism and ball
screw. It is computed as the product of the following two transmission ratios:
• The reduction ratio for a ball screw with a pitch of p is 2pi/p radm−1.
• The average reduction ratio of the four bar linkage including the lever with a length
of ll is approximately
p
2ll/pimrad
−1, corresponding to the simplified mechanism
shown in fig. 3.1b with a lever range of 90°.
The desired transmission ratio can thus be approximated by
n = 2
p
2ll
p
.
For a lever length of ll = 7cm and a pitch of p = 2mm this implies n = 99, which is
closest to the available gear reduction ratio of 100:1 for strain wave gears. The CSD series
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has been chosen as it is the short series, which helps to reduce protrusion of Tippy from
its sagittal plane (as caused by the long RE35 motor). Furthermore, in order to reduce
Tippy’s mass at the bend joint, it has been decided to use a component set rather than a
complete housed gear unit and to choose a relatively small size (size 14).
• A component set consists of only the core components of a strain wave gear, con-
sisting of the flex spline, circular spline and wave generator. Using a component
set requires a custom gear unit housing, which can be designed to save significant
weight. The component set of a strain wave gear size 14 weighs in at 60 g, whereas
the lightest COTS housed gear unit of similar size (CSF-14) has a mass of 290 g. The
custom housed gear unit depicted in figs. 5.4i and 5.6 (exluding the motor, mounts
and end stops) has approximately the same mass, but is designed so that the en-
coder, end stops and torso can be mounted directly on or in the housing, leading
to an overall weight reduction of at least 0.1 kg. The output bearings of the housing
are furthermore stronger than that typically found in a COTS gear unit, as required
for withstanding torsional loads that could result from crashes at the swivel end
stop in the base joint. The designing of a custom housing furthermore serves as an
exercise for designing Skippy, which is planned to have a custom housing for the
strain wave gear of the swivel actuator.
• Size 14 can withstand momentary peak torques of 31 Nm. This is significantly
lower than the stall torque of the RE35 motor, which – for an expected gear
efficiency of η = 0.7 and voltage of U = 30V – is 105 Nm at the output shaft of
the strain wave gear. However, recall that the choice behind the motor stems from
the required jumping performance of Skippy; it is significantly overpowered for
balancing and as such need not be used to its fullest capability on Tippy.2
The output bearings are 7302B angular contact ball bearings, mounted back-to-back,
which have a 6.7 kN static load rating and an effective moment arm of 18.7 mm. The
corresponding torsional load rating is approximately 250 Nm, which is sufficiently high
to endure crashes on the swivel end stops.3
SWIVEL JOINT ACTUATION
The swivel joint is actuated by Maxon’s brushed DCX-22-S-GB-24V motor (Maxon Motor,
2017) and Harmonic Drive’s CSF-8-1U-CC-F strain wave gear with a gear reduction ratio
of 30:1 (Harmonic Drive AG, 2014). The choice behind designing the swivel joint to have
a gear reduction ratio of 30:1 (the lowest available), together with the crossbar to have a
(default) inertia of 12.23gm2, is based on maximizing the balancing performance, using
eq. (4.23). The crossbar inertia also approximately resembles that of having the batteries
placed at the tip of Skippy’s crossbar, at a radius of 0.25 m, as in fig. 3.1a. Using eq. (4.23)
requires knowledge of various of Tippy’s inertial and kinematic parameters. However,
2If instead the strain wave gear would be chosen based on stall capabilities of the motor, a size 25 would have
to be chosen instead, which is capable of withstanding momentary peak torques of 152 Nm), but it is 4 times
heavier than a size 14.
3In a worst case crash scenario, Tippy is fully stretched and the motor accelerates the robot to a velocity higher
than it would obtain from unactuated toppling. It can be calculated that, for end stop compression of several
millimetres, the moment in the output bearing of the hip is as large as approximately 100 Nm.
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encoder
limit switch
torso mount
bearing clamp
RE35
output bearing (7302B)
strain wave gear (circular spline)
Figure 5.6: Tippy’s bend joint actuator assembly, comprising a custom housing for the strain wave gear, strong
output bearing, encoder and customizable mounting options for the leg, torso and bend joint end stops with
limit switches. This assembly depicts the hip adapter (fig. 5.4h) and hip housing (fig. 5.4i) sub-bodies.
these are a function of Tippy’s configuration and furthermore assume the crossbar axis
to be aligned horizontally.
To maximize Tippy’s balancing performance and to reduce impacts at end stops dur-
ing swivel experiments, Tippy has been configured to be close to the ground (reducing
c). Selection of the transmission ratio and crossbar inertia are justified accordingly using
eq. (4.23).
Tippy’s kinematic parameters are assumed to take their default values a = 37.5°,
c =−22.5°, d =−22.5° and e = 30°, as depicted in fig. 5.3. The bend and pitch joint angles
are then assumed to be ql3 =−7.5° and ql4 =−15° respectively: the former chosen as low
as feasible so that the leg and torso do not collide, and the latter chosen so as to align the
crossbar with the horizontal, using eq. (5.1).
This configuration is assumed for simulation studies in section 4.6 and used for
swivel experiments in section 5.6. It is also the configuration of Tippy depicted in figs. 5.1
and 5.7.
The gear reduction ratio and crossbar inertia are designed to be n = 30 and I2 =
12.23gm2. n = 30 is the lowest gear reduction available gear ratio for the selected
series of strain wave gears. For n = 30, I2 = 12.23gm2 and the parameters listed in
table 4.1, the calculated maximum balance recovery angle is 13.9°. The transmission
ratio corresponds close to the optimal nopt = 32.9, see also the green line in fig. 4.2a.
This recovery angle is quite large, despite the relatively light motor, which takes up only
2.3 % of the robot’s total mass: the motor weighs 0.066 kg and Tippy (bodies 2 to 5) weighs
2.88 kg according to CAD data.
In contrast to the use of a component set and custom housing like in the bend joint,
this unit is purchased as a complete gear unit housing, as there is no strict weight limit
on Tippy’s head. In fact, as discussed in section 5.3, to more closely resemble the weight
distribution of Skippy, it is desired this part of Tippy to be slightly heavier to compensate
for the heavy bend joint.
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5.4.4. BRACE
In early stages of swivel balancing experiments it was discovered that the robot’s low
structural stiffness limits the balance performance. This is an issue especially for swivel
experiments, where the leg, torso and various base joints are locked together, creating
a single (big) rigid body that has a high natural frequency. In response, a brace has
been developed and installed on Tippy to stiffen the robot for swivel experiments. The
brace consists of a beam (of identical sizing as beams of leg extensors) and an adapter.
The beam is directly mounted on the output clevis of the base joint and the adapter is
clamped on the torso close to the crossbar, as depicted in fig. 5.7.
The experiments reported in section 5.6 are done on Tippy including the brace.
The brace adds 217 g to the robot’s mass, increasing the robot’s mass from 2.88 kg to
3.10 kg (+7.5 %) according to CAD data. Corresponding updated parameters are mc =
0.747kgm and I˘0 = 0.223kgm2 (previously mc = 0.761kgm and I˘0 = 0.223kgm2, see
table 4.1). Since these are only marginal changes, they do not significantly affect the
robot’s performance.
brace adapter
brace beam
Figure 5.7: Tippy depicted with its brace, consisting of a brace mount and beam, designed and installed to
improve its structural stiffness for swivel balancing experiments (in the frontal plane).
5.4.5. ELECTRONICS
Tippy is not tethered, and all computations are performed real-time on board. Also the
electronics are intended to be a design exercise for Skippy, and as such should be capable
of handling the high power required for jumping, even if this is not required for balanc-
ing. The strategy behind choosing Tippy’s electronics is furthermore to keep everything
as simple as possible, whilst excelling in real-time computations. This is achieved by us-
ing a single microcontroller unit (MCU) that takes care of both lower and higher levels of
control. Having a single MCU allows for the use of simple synchronized communication
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protocols and interrupt routines, and high-frequency sampling, subsequently reducing
noise and delays.
All computations are performed on Texas Instrument’s C2000 Delfino MCU F28377S
LaunchPad Development Board, which is specialised in real-time computations and
offers sufficient peripherals to directly connect all electronics, including all encoders and
motor drivers. Other electronics include step-down voltage regulators, a custom printed
circtuir board (PCB), called TP-PCB (Tippy PCB), a user control interface and a Raspberry
PI Zero. Figure 5.8 shows a schematic diagram that connects all of the electronics, and
additional explanations for each of the electronics follow below.
Texas Instrument C2000 Delfino MCU F28377S
Launchpad Development Board
Raspberry
PI Zero
User
Interface
E-switch
P-switch
LiPo 8 cells (29.6 V, max 33.6 V) cell monitor
Motor
Driver 1
Motor
Driver 2
TP-PCB
Limit Switch 1
Limit Switch 2
to 3.3 V to 5 V
IMU ENX1 ENX2 iCH1 iCH2 iCH3 iCH4 iCH5
SPI
SCI QEP QEP SPI
data wires
low power wires
high power wires
Figure 5.8: Electronic connectivity diagram of Tippy. Texas Instrument’s C2000 Delfino MCU F28377S Launch-
Pad Development Board plays a dominant role in Tippy’s electronics, as it takes care of both low level (e.g.
motor servos) and higher level routines (e.g. the balancing controller).
BATTERIES
Tippy is equipped with two 4-cell LiPo batteries from LiPoTech4 that power the robot
with a nominal 8× 3.7 = 29.6V. The batteries have a capacity of 1300 mAh and a peak
discharge rate of 60C , implying a maximum drawing current of 78 A. The experienced
voltage is measured to be slightly higher than its nominal value for healthy cells, and
peaks at 8× 4.2 = 33.6V when fully charged. For most experiments the battery voltage
has been drained to 30.0 V.
The batteries power the motor drivers and step-down voltage regulators, which in
turn power all other electronics. In addition, the batteries are connected to standalone
cell monitoring circuitry, which provides visual feedback on per-cell voltage and issues
audible warnings if a cell’s voltage drops below a certain critical level of 3.5 V.
4http://www.lipotech.net/newstore/batterie-lipo-4s-148v/772-ltv30-1300mah-148v-volt
-xt60.html
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STEP-DOWN VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Two Pololu step-down voltage regulators are used to power low-power electronics, one
each of 3.3 V (D24V25F3) and 5 V (D24V25F5), each rated up to a maximum output
current of 2.5 A. All electronics, including the two step-down voltage regulators, share
the same ground.
Originally the plan was to have only one 3.3 V step-down voltage regulator on Tippy,
which would power the Launchpad and Raspberry Pi. All electronics working on 5 V
would then be powered by the Launchpad. However, it was found later that the Rasp-
berry Pi works better on 5 V and that the Launchpad is not able to supply sufficient cur-
rent to power all 5 V electronics. The step-down voltage regulators now power most of
the lower-power electronics directly, except for the encoders and IMU, which are still
powered by the Launchpad, as can be seen in fig. 5.8.
DRIVERS
Each motor is driven by a G2 24v21 brushed motor driver from Pololu (2016). Drivers are
used for power amplification, and do not perform low-level feedback control – in con-
trast to motor controllers, which typically have built-in position, velocity or acceleration
servos. The use of drivers allows for full transparency, as it enables the MCU to directly
control the motor through amplification of pulse-width modulation (PWM) signals.
The drivers each can handle up to an input voltage of 40 V and current of 50 A. These
drivers are more powerful than required for balancing, but have been selected based on
requirements for Skippy. For safety reasons, the maximum current has been limited to
approximately 10 A per driver, by physical placement of a resistor of 20 kΩ according to
the instructions on Pololu (2016). This current limits the maximum output torque of the
joint to 25 Nm, for n = 100 and η= 0.7 (like in section 5.4.3), so that the maximum torque
remains below the specified peak torque of the strain wave gear of 31 Nm.
The drivers also have an inverted sleep pin, which is used to disable each motor
if desired, either through (1) limit switches in the bend joint, (2) commands from the
MCU or (3) physical toggle switches on Tippy’s user interface. This threefold feature of
disabling the motor has been designed mainly for safety, and its required circuitry is put
on TP-PCB.
TP-PCB
5 TP-PCB is the only custom-built electronic board present on Tippy. It contains the
following simple circuits:
• A programmable RGB (red-green-blue) LED (light emitting diode) and two pro-
grammable ordinary LEDs. They are used for visual status feedback, and protrude
from Tippy’s body at its user interface.
• Circuitry for two programmable push buttons on the user interface.
• Circuitry for the aforementioned safety features for disabling the motor.
• Various low power outlets and fuses.
5Acknowledgements — The electronic circuit design of TP-PCB has been done by the author and has been
implemented in electronic CAD software by Marco Migliorini.
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USER INTERFACE
Tippy’s user interface contains the two aforementioned toggle switches and two pro-
grammable push buttons. It also contains a power switch (P-switch), used to prevent
any power leakage if the robot is not in use, and an emergency switch (E-switch), used
to disable the motors by cutting their power. Both the power and emergency switch are
rated for 10 A.
ABSOLUTE ENCODERS
All five joints in the robot are equipped with iC-Haus’ iC-MU150 18-bit magnetic ab-
solute encoders (iC-Haus, 2018). The encoders themselves are sold as chips, and their
boards are an IIT in-house design. The encoders are sampled at a frequency of 5 kHz. At
least 3 least-significant bits were found to correspond to noise (effectively rendering the
encoder 15-bit or lower). For the actuated joints, these encoders are placed at the output
shaft of the actuator (after the strain wave gears).
All five absolute encoders are daisy chained and connected to the MCU through
a single serial peripheral interface (SPI) module. Originally it was planned to split the
daisy chain between two SPI modules, but the other SPI module was later claimed for
connecting the Raspberry Pi Zero. The cables interconnecting the encoders use Molex’
Pico Clasp connectors.
RELATIVE ENCODERS
In addition to absolute encoders at the actuated joints, both actuators are equipped with
a relative encoder placed directly on the respective motor’s output shaft. The motor shaft
positions are read by Maxon’s ENX 16 12-bit incremental encoder (Maxon Motor, 2017),
sampled at a frequency of 20kHz. Despite having fewer bits than the iC-Haus encoders,
they are mounted before the transmissions, effectively increasing their resolution. For
the swivel joint, the resolution approximately corresponds to that of a 17-bit encoder at
the joint, because 12+ log2(30) ≈ 17. The relative encoders are connected to the MCU
through dedicated QEP (quadrature encoder pulse) modules.
The absolute iC-Haus and relative ENX encoders have a different purpose.
• Absolute encoder readings are not affected by finite stiffness or backlash from the
transmission for measuring moving inertia in the system, for which they are more
suitable to be used by the balance controller.
• The relative encoders show less noise than the absolute encoders and can be
sampled at higher frequencies. Moreover, since they are directly connected to the
motor shaft, they are more suitable for motor servos (programmed on the MCU)
that directly control the motor position or velocity.
In addition, the readings from both encoders can be combined for the implementation
of a transmission model with finite stiffness, which adds an extra DoF to the correspond-
ing actuator.
RASPBERRY PI ZERO
A Raspberry Pi Zero is used for data logging and highest-level communication. The MCU
has limited storage (1 MiB flash, 164 KiB RAM), which is not intended nor sufficient for
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storing raw data structures from balancing experiments.6 The Raspberry Pi Zero offers a
simple solution for data storage as it comes with an SD-card slot. Moreover, it includes
a WiFi module, which can be used to remotely start and stop experiments and request
logs.
IMU
Tippy is equipped with a Vectornav VN-100 IMU (Vectornav, 2009). It is selected for
its low drift and high survivability for high-deceleration impacts, which are important
properties for Skippy.
The UART (universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter) interface of the IMU is con-
nected to the MCU through a dedicated SCI (serial communications interface) module.
UART/SCI is not as fast as SPI, but it is used nonetheless because (1) the COTS rugged
version of the IMU is not available with SPI and (2) both of the SPI modules that are phys-
ically present on the MCU’s Development Board are already in use (one for the absolute
encoders and one for the Raspberry Pi Zero).
5.5. SWIVEL EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section explains the particular experimental set-up that is used for swivel experi-
ments, both in hardware and software, other than general properties of the robot that
are already explained in section 5.4. For this set-up, Tippy is locked according to the de-
scription in section 5.4.3. The joint positions of the unactuated roll and actuated swivel
joint are redefined to be q1 and q2, corresponding to the models used in section 3.3.2
and chapter 4.7
5.5.1. CONTROL LAW SIMPLIFICATIONS
The control theory described in section 3.3 is used for balancing Tippy in the swivel
plane. Tippy is a RWP in the swivel plane, which is a special case of the 2R robot described
in section 3.3. This allows for further simplification of the balancing theory. In addition,
practical implementation allows for further simplifications like applying small-angle
approximations.
CONSTANT Gω AND Tc
As mentioned in section 4.2 the angular velocity gain Gω of an RWP is constant. It is
calculated according to eq. (4.1), and related to the linear velocity gain Gv according to
eq. (4.2).
The natural time constant of toppling defined in eq. (3.8) is valid for any configu-
ration, but it is not constant. By altering the definition for Tc to be valid only for the
balanced configuration, requiring the substitution cy = c, i.e.
Tc = H11
mcg
, (5.2)
6For reference, logging 50 floating-point numbers of 4 bytes each at a sampling rate of 1 kHz requires
0.2 MiBs−1 of storage. For an experiment that lasts 1 min this equates to 12 MiB.
7In section 5.4.1 the roll and swivel joint were defined as q3 and q5 respectively.
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it becomes constant for the RWP, like T˘c in eq. (4.18).8
SUBSTITUTION
The EoM of the RWP are defined in eqs. (4.3–4.5). By substituting these EoM and our
definitions of Gω and Tc in the controller state variables, defined in eqs. (3.3–3.6), we
obtain
L =H11q˙1+H12q˙2 =mcg T 2c (q˙1−Gωq˙2) (5.3)
L˙ =−mg cx =mcg sin(q1) (5.4)
L¨ =−mg c˙x =mcg cos(q1)q˙1 (5.5)
...
L =−mg c¨x =mcg (cos(q1)q¨1− sin(q1)q˙21 ) , (5.6)
and for the controller gains Y1 and Y2, defined in eq. (3.7), we find
Y1 = −1
mcg T 2c Gω
and Y2 = 1
mcgGω cos(q1)
. (5.7)
Note how the constant mcg appears in all of the above equations. The equations can be
shortened by making the substitution M = L/(mcg ), which represents a scaled angular
momentum variable. In addition, by applying the small-angle approximation to q1 and
by ignoring the term containing q˙21 , the equations can be further simplified. For the
particular case of the RWP these simplifications imply that Y1 and Y2 become constant,
so that the plant becomes linear. The simplifications have been implemented only for
reasons of convenience; it should be noted that they are not required in order for the
control system to work in practice. The result is
M = T 2c (q˙1−Gωq˙2) , (5.8)
M˙ = q1 , M¨ = q˙1 ,
...
M = q¨1 , (5.9)
Y1 = −1
T 2c Gω
and Y2 = 1
Gω
. (5.10)
By applying these simplifications, the control law in eq. (3.10) becomes
...
M = kdd M¨ +kd M˙ +kM M +kq (q2−u) . (5.11)
The simplifications also simplify the balance offset observer (introduced in sec-
tion 3.3.6), for the fact that L˙ is no longer a function of q2. By substitution of L for M ,
eqs. (3.18–3.20) respectively become
M˙ = dM
dt
= d
dt
(T 2c (q˙1−Gωq˙2)) (5.12)
M˙ = qˆ1−qo (5.13)
qo = LPF
(
qˆ1− dM
dt
)
. (5.14)
8Note that Tc and T˘c are still different from each other. The difference resembles that between a composite
rigid-body inertia and an articulated-body inertia.
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CONTROLLER OUTPUT
As mentioned in section 3.3.3, the output of the balance controller has to be either a
torque or an acceleration command for joint 2. It can be computed from
...
M = q¨1 and the
EoM in eq. (4.3):
q¨a = (mcg sin(q1)−H11
...
M)/H12 (5.15)
τa =H21
...
M +H22q¨a , (5.16)
where τa is the command sent to the low-level servo if joint 2 is force-controlled, and
q¨a if it is acceleration-controlled.
REDUCED NUMBER OF MODEL PARAMETERS
Observe that the RWP needs to know only three model parameters: Tc, Gω and the
value of the product mc. Furthermore, simulation studies have shown that the balancing
performance is insensitive to errors in the value of mc, so only Tc and Gω need to be
known with any degree of accuracy.
5.5.2. IMPLEMENTATIONS
This section describes various of the decisions and procedures on the implementation
and implemented modules to make the balance controller work on real Tippy.
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
The parameters that fully define the dynamic model defined by the EoM are g =
9.805ms−2, mc = 0.7471kgm, Gω =−0.050 and Tc = 0.18s.
• Tc was obtained experimentally and was found to be very close to the value
0.1790 s calculated from CAD data, which can be calculated from body inertias
using eq. (5.2).
• The velocity gain Gω was initially calculated from CAD data using eq. (4.1),
equalling Gω = −0.0521, but it was found experimentally that this value was
slightly overestimated. The corresponding behaviour of an overestimated Gω is
reported in Featherstone (2017), and mainly leads to overshoot of q2 for com-
manded motion.
• The first moment of mass mc can also be obtained experimentally. However,
since (1) simulation results have shown that errors in mc as large as 10% do
not significantly affect the performance, (2) measuring it accurately requires a
significant amount of time and (3) CAD data had proven to provide reasonably
accurate values for other parameters previously, it was decided to assign the
value mc = 0.7471kgm to it obtained from CAD (corresponding to that of Tippy
including the brace, as described in section 5.4.4).
SENSING
The IMU is not used for the balancing experiments presented below. This implies that
the robot has no direct feedback about the absolute vertical (q1 = qˆ1 + qo), and must
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instead rely on the magnetic encoder measuring q1 and the balance offset observer.
The joint angle readings qˆ1 and qˆ2 (used for the balance controller) are measured by
the absolute iC-Haus encoders and the motor shaft reading qˆm ≈ 30 qˆ2 (used for the
motor servo) is measured by Maxon’s ENX 16 encoder, sampled at 5 kHz and 20 kHz
respectively, as described in section 5.4.5.
CONTROL HIERARCHY
The controller consists of a two-layered system: the balance controller and a lower level
motor servo for tracking the controller’s output. The balance controller, including the
balance offset observer, is executed at 1 kHz. The output of the balance controller is the
acceleration command q¨a of the reaction wheel (eq. (5.15)). This output is integrated to
obtain a velocity command, and multiplied by 30 to account for the gear reduction of
the strain wave gear. It is then passed over to the motor velocity servo, which runs at a
frequency of 5 kHz.
MOTOR VELOCITY SERVO
The motor velocity servo is a proportional controller based on the velocity estimate
from the Maxon ENX 16 encoder. The proportional gain equals 0.003. The output is the
normalized duty cycle of the PWM output from the microcontroller to the motor driver,
which is a number between -1 and +1.
VELOCITY ESTIMATION
Both the balance controller and motor servo require velocity as input. Velocity estima-
tion of both absolute and incremental encoders is done using a simple numerical differ-
entiation combined with a second-order Butterworth filter having a cut-off frequency of
3500rad/s for the incremental encoder and 500rad/s for the absolute encoders. The fil-
ter was converted from continuous to discrete time using the bilinear (i.e., Tustin) trans-
form.
BALANCE OFFSET OBSERVER
The LPF of the balance offset observer is implemented as a second-order Butterworth
filter with a cut-off frequency of 1rad/s.
INPUT SIGNAL GENERATION
It follows from eq. (3.13) and section 3.3.5 that the input signal is calculated as u =
qf+α1q˙f+α2q¨f. The controller thus requires the modified command signal for leaning
in anticipation qf and its two derivatives q˙f and q¨f.
9
In theory, qf, q˙f and q¨f can be calculated analytically from a well defined command
signal qc, its derivatives q˙c and q¨c and a first-order LPF in reverse time. However, in real-
ity, execution of these analytic calculations is not practical for performing experiments
with any arbitrary command signal. To prevent loss of practicality, additional calcula-
tions have been implemented so that the operator is required to feed only qc as a piece-
wise continuously differentiable function in discrete time, with a sampling time of 1 ms.
9‘Required’ here refers to achieving an optimal tracking performance. It is permitted to set q˙f and q¨f to zero for
the penalty of reduced tracking performance, but it generally does not lead to the system losing its balance.
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First, the acausal filter for leaning in anticipation is implemented by preprocessing
the command signal qc by (1) reversing it in time, (2) passing it through the (stable) filter
1/(1+Tcs) (in discrete time) and (3) reversing it again, to obtain qf. q˙f and q¨f are then
directly approximated by numerical differentiation using a one-dimensional five-point
stencil.
Since two derivatives are calculated, qf – and thus qc – ideally is a continuously dif-
ferentiable function, i.e. of continuity class C 1 or higher. If instead qc is piecewise con-
tinuously differentiable, by having points with class C 0 continuity (e.g. a ramp function)
or no continuity (e.g. a step function), then corresponding impulses in the derivatives
are ignored by being set to zero. For C 0 continuity this is required only for the second
derivative, but for non-continuity this is required for both derivatives. For improved per-
formance, it is recommended to avoid at least the latter, and have a continuity of at least
C 0, which can be achieved by replacing steps for steep ramps, following the suggestion
from Featherstone (2017).
CLOSED-LOOP SPEED
The choice of the fastest pole λ4 influences the speed of the response of the closed-
loop system, as explained in section 3.3.4. In the experiments reported below, we chose
λ2 = λ3 = µ1 = µ2 = −1/Tc and λ4 = −10. In simulation our system could work with
a value of λ4 = −20. However, in practice such a fast pole would lead to structural
vibrations due to the low structural stiffness of the robot’s body and the imperfect servo.
With these choices, the transfer function from eq. (5.17) becomes
q2(s)= 1
1+0.1s qc(s) (5.17)
5.6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents results on swivel position balancing and on finding the maximum
offset angle of Tippy, using the experimental set-up described in section 5.5.
5.6.1. MAXIMUM RECOVERY ANGLE EXPERIMENTS
The maximum recovery angle φmax (eq. (4.19)) was found using the same bisection
search strategy as was used in the simulation study in section 4.6.
Tippy is first commanded to statically balance with the command signal set to zero
(qc = qf = 0) for the first 10 s. The purpose of this is finding qo , using the balance offset
observer, so that Tippy is truly balanced when q1 = 0. It is then commanded to stop
balancing after a few seconds and is caught by a human to prevent it from tipping over.
It is then slowly (quasi-statically) lowered from its balanced configuration with a string
until it reaches the preprogrammed angle q1(0) = φ, from which it tries to reach q1 = 0
by commanding the motor to operate in saturation. The experiment is then repeated for
different values of q1(0) until φmax is found within a margin of 0.1°.
Upon finding φmax, the experiments are repeated several times and for both tipping
directions. In between experiments pauses of several minutes are introduced to prevent
significant heating of the strain wave gear and motor, which could influence experimen-
tal results. Prior to starting the experiments, the batteries were drained to match a volt-
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age of approximately U = 31V. This corresponds to the experienced average nominal
battery voltage for the used 8 LiPo cells.
It was found repetitively that φmax = 14.2°: Tippy was able to recover from 14.2° but
not from 14.3°. This result agrees well with the theory and simulation, for which we found
φmax|I = 13.9°.10 Encoder readings and discrepancies between real and estimated values
of physical parameters could explain the difference between measured and simulated
performance. Physical parameters with inexact estimates plausibly include those de-
scribing actuator properties and input voltage. The least accurate physical parameter
is likely the transmission efficiency η= 0.7, as the theory assumes it is constant, whereas
that of the strain wave gear is in reality a function of temperature, torque and velocity.
It was estimated to have a constant value η = 0.7 from look-up tables of the datasheet
(Harmonic Drive AG, 2014) for initial conditions of high torque, low velocity and room
temperature (ca. 20 ◦C). It is possible that the temperature in the strain wave gear was
higher, which would have increased the efficiency. The maximum offset angle would be
calculated as φmax|I = 14.2° for η= 0.73.
5.6.2. BALANCING EXPERIMENTS
This section presents experimental results aimed at evaluating the tracking performance
of the control system, and compares them with the theoretical result and previous work.
The experiment begins when the balance controller is activated. The command
signal is set to zero for the first 10s; then follows the motion command described below;
and then the command signal remains at zero until the robot is switched off.
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Figure 5.9: Tippy’s command profiles, preprocessed with the acausal filter and numerically differentiated using
a 5-point stencil. Impulses that would result from differentiating non-continuous intervals do not appear in
any of the command profile’s derivatives.
10The value φmax|I = 13.9° calculated for Tippy including the brace and U = 31V corresponds to that of Tippy
excluding the brace and U = 30V, as assumed in chapter 4 (table 4.1).
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Figure 5.10: Tippy accurately follows a motion command while remaining balanced.
MOTION COMMAND TRACKING
A predefined motion command signal qc with a duration of tend = 10s is used to perform
the balancing experiments. The command signal is taken from Featherstone (2017), with
the exception that steps are replaced with steep ramps, following the explanation in
section 5.5.2 and suggestion from Featherstone (2017). The absence of steps allows for
faster tracking and elimination of overshoot when defining two finite zeros µ1 and µ2
in the control system. The ramps that replace the steps have a duration of 0.25 s. The
command signal now consists of various ramps and sinusoids, as displayed in fig. 5.9.
The amplitude of the signal has been scaled by a factor of 3/4pirad relative to the
command signal in figure 5 of Featherstone (2017) because the inertia of Tippy’s reaction
wheel is lower than that of the hypothetical robot from Featherstone (2017). This scaling
allows for leaning in anticipation to be observed more clearly.
As described in section 5.5.2, leaning in anticipation has been implemented by
preprocessing the command signal for the full duration with the acausal filter; i.e. we
have qf(tend − t ) = LPF
(
qc(tend − t )
)
, where LPF is a first-order low pass filter with cut-
off frequency 1/Tc. The preprocessed command signal and its derivatives are plotted in
fig. 5.9.
The tracking of the command signal is displayed in fig. 5.10, proceeding from t = 10s
to t = 20s. The theoretical motion response qt corresponds to passing qc through a first
order low-pass filter with transfer function 1/(1+0.1s), which is also plotted in fig. 5.10.
It can be observed that q2 follows qt very closely, which demonstrates that the
performance of the balance controller in practice is very close to its performance in
theory. qt, in turn, follows qc with a delay of 0.1s, which is a consequence of placing the
fast pole at −10. In Featherstone (2017), the fast pole was set at −20; but the robot used
in those simulations was rigid, whereas Tippy’s mechanism has significant flexibility that
limits the maximum bandwidth that can be achieved. Nevertheless,−10 is still a fast pole
for a robot the size of Tippy.
q2 even seems to lead qt during parts of the trajectory, which is likely due to the
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mechanism’s flexibility and imperfections of the velocity observers and motor servo.
Figure 5.10 also plots q1, scaled up by a factor of 10. The effect of leaning in antic-
ipation can be observed in the change of q1 preceding motion trajectories. It can also
be observed that leaning in anticipation leads to elimination of non-minimum phase
behaviour, as q2 does not move in the opposite direction of the commanded motion.
The duty cycle of the motor reached up to 95% while tracking the commanded
motion. Faster poles, a more aggressive motion command or omission of leaning in
anticipation are likely to lead to saturation (where the duty cycle equals 100%), and will
significantly reduce tracking performance. Note however that the selected (brushed) DC
motor is relatively weak for the robot’s size (2.1% of the total mass including the brace).
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Figure 5.11: This graph shows two different phenomena. First, for 0 < t < 4s, it can be observed that the
balance offset observer successfully corrects for the balance offset error. Second, for 6 < t < 10s, hunting can
be observed when the robot attempts to maintain statical balance, as caused by non-modelled stiction in the
strain wave gear.
BALANCE OFFSET CORRECTION
In the experiment, the motion command is preceded by 10 s of balancing at qc = 0 in
order for the balance offset observer to converge to the correct value of qo. Experimen-
tal results from these first ten seconds are displayed in fig. 5.11, from which the effect of
the offset observer can be well observed during the first few seconds. It shows conver-
gence of q1 to zero with a settling time of approximately 3 s, corresponding well to the
selected cut-off frequency of 1 rads−1 of the observer (for which a settling time within
5% corresponds to 3 s).
The initial movement that is visible in fig. 5.11 is due to corrective actions of the
balance controller to the initial errors in the values of q1 and q2. These errors are
caused by a human who holds the robot approximately upright with non-zero q2,
prior to starting the experiment. Corrections from the balance offset observer do not
significantly affect the actions of the controller, because the controller acts much faster.
A properly working balance offset observer furthermore suggests that q2 should
converge to its commanded value qc = 0, which it almost does. The reason it does not
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completely is due to stiction in the strain wave gear, which leads to hunting, explained
in the subsequent subsection.
HUNTING
While the robot is supposed to be stationary (qc = const) for a prolonged time, it enters
a small limit cycle. This is caused by non-linear friction (stiction) in the transmission
mechanism and our simplified servo, which fails to model this friction, and subsequently
leads to hunting around the commanded position: very slow, small movements are hard
to achieve, so the joint tends to under-respond until there is enough of a balance error to
need a bigger corrective motion. It is believed that optimisation of the servo will reduce
this phenomenon.
In the presented experiment, hunting can be observed from t = 6s to t = 10s,
as can be seen in fig. 5.11, during which it is commanded to qc = 0. The observed
hunting frequency approximately equals 1 Hz and the amplitude of q2 does not exceed
2°. However, hunting likely does not significantly affect the balancing performance as it
does not influence commanded non-zero velocities.
5.7. REFLECTION
Tippy has been designed to be a good balancer. Its high physical balancing capability has
been confirmed by the experiments conducted in section 5.6.1. The balance experiments
have furthermore proven that the balance control theory can be successfully applied
in reality, and that its performance closely matches that of the theoretical one, as can
be seen in fig. 5.10. However, there are a few indications that clearly limit Tippy’s
performance, such as caused by selection of the fastest pole at λ4 = −10 instead of
a higher in magnitude value. In addition, most of the planned experiments for Tippy
(i.e. those listed in section 5.2) have not yet been executed. The main reason for this
are delays, but also because priority of the project had shifted to the design of Skippy,
which is the core focus of this thesis project. The results that have been obtained from
Tippy are sufficient to proceed to the design of a first version of Skippy, but the proposed
experiments in section 5.2 will still have to be carried out to (1) fully demonstrate the
capabilities of the newly proposed controller by Featherstone (2017) in 3D and (2) design
a future version of Skippy that is the result of a multi-objective optimisation for both
balancing and jumping in 3D.
A reflection can be made on the causes of delays and on Tippy’s weakest links, which
have limited its performance.
DEFECT ELECTRONICS
Most of the delays were introduced by electronics, in particular by the daisy chain of
iC-Haus encoders. A combination of (1) an unshielded encoder board design that uses
fragile connectors and provides no status feedback, and (2) a long daisy chain, have lead
to many and long physical debugging sessions. The connectors used are MOLEX Pico-
Clasp™11 connectors, which regularly broke or had (temporal) loose contacts, likely
caused by cable bending and shocks. As a result, it is a tedious task to track down the
11https://www.molex.com/molex/products/family?key=picoclasp
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defect in the daisy chain of the five encoders. Moreover, the boards do not have reverse-
voltage protection, which once lead to a few boards being destroyed due to a short
circuit, causing a few months of delays. In some other cases, the encoders issued random
readings that would disturb the balance controller. Remarkably, these random readings
were also experienced by other robotic teams within IIT, and no certain cause was ever
found.
Most other issues related to electronics in Tippy also stem from cabling. The TI’s
Launchpad is a development kit, intended to be a prototype board and so it only has
pin headers. These connectors are large and protrude from Tippy’s torso, introducing
a feeble spot, and are furthermore not meant to be used in a dynamic environment,
resulting in them easily coming loose.
LOOSENING PARTS
Shock and vibration have in some cases lead to loosening of parts, though in most
cases this was quickly solved by applying threadlocking adhesives. In one particular
case, the swivel motor shaft loosened, as caused by a loose grub screw of the strain
wave gear’s mounting hub, despite having been fixed with a threadlocking adhesive. This
was not discovered initially as the motor shaft had a flat that prevented free rotation,
yet introduced backlash, subsequently deteriorating the balancing performance. Shaft
loosening is a known problem with mounting hubs and grub screws. However, since the
strain wave gear is not available with other shaft mounts, the solution here is either or a
combination of (1) using round motor shafts and glue (2) using a larger strain wave gear
that can handle higher peak input torques (3) do not use strain wave gears.
STRAIN WAVE GEARS
Other than the loosened shaft, the strain wave gear itself has been proven difficult
to model. A few attempts have been done to implement a more realistic model of
its behaviour to improve the motor servo, focussing in particular on zero crossing
behaviour. Despite the device showing practically no backlash, it does show significant
effects of stiction. The stiction seems—just like efficiency—to be a function of other
variables, such as temperature (Harmonic Drive AG, 2014).
None of the attempts were successful and as such it was decided to settle on the pro-
portional motor servo described in section 5.5, subsequently leading to the aforemen-
tioned hunting.
Other difficulties in modelling the strain wave gear are caused by its finite stiffness
and dependencies of temperature, velocity and torque on the efficiency.
STRUCTURAL VIBRATIONS
The swivel balance performance is partly limited by the choice of the fastest pole.
Increasing the pole to a higher (in magnitude) value than −10 appeared to render the
system unstable, and strong indications have shown that finite structural stiffness of the
machine are the main cause, as physical placement of an additional structural beam to
increase the stiffness has allowed for increasing the pole.
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TIPPY ’S MASS
Other than learning from causes of delays and performance change, a reflection can be
made on Tippy’s mass, which—excluding the base joint and brace—totals 2.76 kg. This
figure provides comparative material for estimating Skippy’s mass, which was initially
budgeted to be 2 kg, as mentioned in section 3.1. Tippy is not optimised for mass, and
its customizability makes it heavier, yet it is slightly smaller, it does not contain a foot,
protective bumpers, and a linkage mechanism to drive the bend joint. Taking these
considerations into account, it is expected that Skippy will have approximately the same
mass, implying that Skippy’s initial mass figure of 2 kg will likely not be realisable.
5.8. CONCLUSION
Tippy was introduced for the purpose of analysing balance performance on a real
system and as a design exercise for Skippy. Its high balancing performance has been
confirmed experimentally and it has demonstrated a recently proposed new method
of balance control that aims to achieve accurate tracking of large and fast motion
commands while maintaining the robot’s balance, in 2D. The experimental results show
that the new balance controller’s performance closely resembles that of the theoretical
performance, which was furthermore experienced to be limited by structural vibrations
and imperfect drive train characteristics. Although the experiments presented in this
chapter are limited to the application on a RWP in 2D, the robot and controller are
also operable in and extensible to 3D. Causes of delays include defect electronics and
loosening of parts. The causes of delay, physical performance limits and mass figures are
taken into consideration for Skippy’s design.
6
SKIPPY MECHANICAL DESIGN
This chapter describes Skippy’s mechanical design in detail, which is the result of consid-
erations for weight reduction, physical robustness and manufacturability. Several design
revisions and decisions have been influenced by reflecting on Tippy and early simulation
studies. Various parts of Skippy are explained in detail, including its hip, the actuators, the
main spring and the ankle with its spring. The presented design leaves a few parameters
for optimisation. This final step of iterative design is presented in chapter 8. More gener-
ally, the design has resulted in the development of various theories that are more widely
applicable than to Skippy alone, including (1) a design strategy for physically robust de-
sign, (2) an approach for designing stiff, lightweight and manufacturable structural com-
ponents, (3) a generalization of the center of percussion, for placement of shock-sensitive
components such as IMUs and (4) a model to describe the behaviour and failure of com-
pression leaf springs, the latter of which is treated in chapter 7.
6.1. DESIGN OVERVIEW
The establishment of Skippy’s original design is explained in chapter 3. The design has
undergone several revisions and has been worked out in greater detail. The strategy
towards completing the design has largely been influenced by the proposed philosophy
in chapter 2, which aims to proceed through trial-and-error and to settle for a design that
is ‘good enough’. For this purpose, most design decisions are made through educated-
risk considerations and analyses rather than by performing complex simulations and
global optimisations, generating Pareto fronts or constructing morphological overviews.
For the same reason, earlier design decisions have not been overhauled unless there
were sufficient indications for the necessity of doing so.
Several of the design decisions and revisions were influenced by reflecting on Tippy,
such as its high mass, low structural stiffness and feeble electronic connections, and
others by reflecting on results of previous simulation studies, such as those in Driessen
(2015). The revisions mainly involve a change of the main motor and moving the bat-
teries from the crossbar to the torso. Most design novelties and decisions are a product
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of the challenging requirements for being lightweight, affordable and physically robust.
Figure 6.1 provides an overview of the design’s aspects of interest, each of which will be
treated in this chapter. Roughly, the chapter can be divided in four parts:
• Section 6.2 discusses design revisions of Skippy’s actuation and battery placement.
• Sections 6.3 and 6.4 explain the design strategies and decisions towards making
the robot lightweight, affordable and physically robust. In particular, section 6.3
focuses on physical robustness, and section 6.4 on the design style employed
for structural components to realize a lightweight and stiff but manufacturable
design.
• Sections 6.5 to 6.9 explain in more detail the mechanical design of Skippy’s specific
parts, namely the hip (including the four-bar linkage), the ankle and foot (includ-
ing the ankle spring), the main actuator (including the main spring), the swivel
actuator, and the head, respectively.
• Section 6.10 is a more theoretical section on IMU placement, and introduces a
generalized definition of the Center of Percussion and a method to calculate it.
The main focus in most of these sections is on practical realisation of the mechanical
design, and involves Skippy’s detailed creation in CAD software (Siemens NX 11). Most
of the related design decisions have been finalized in this chapter (or had already been
finalized in a previous stage of Skippy’s iterative design process). However, some deci-
sions on physical parameters, such as those of some link lengths and spring strength are
finalized in chapter 8 through optimisation studies and a subsequent (final) design itera-
tion. Furthermore, some parameter choices are explained in more detail in chapter 8, as
that chapter has a stronger focus on modelling and computation, whereas this chapter
focuses more on CAD.
The detailed CAD data of the nearly finished design that is presented in this chapter
provides more realistic values of Skippy’s dynamic properties (mass and its distribution)
and of physical constraints, which are required for performing realistic optimisation
studies. By physical constraints are meant limits (minima and maxima) of for example
link lengths and a joint’s work space, to prevent internal collisions of bodies.
6.2. DESIGN REVISIONS
The most prominent design revisions that have been done since completion of Tippy ex-
periments reported in chapter 5 are those regarding battery placement and of both main
and swivel actuator selection, which are discussed in this section in more detail. Battery
placement is revised upon discovery that the implementation of its originally intended
placement in the crossbar is not as feasible nor rewarding as initially conceived. Revi-
sions regarding actuation have various causes. For the main actuator, the main reasons
are that of an increase of the expected robot mass and limited maximum actuation veloc-
ity. The main reasons for revising the swivel actuation is dissatisfaction of the strain wave
gear transmission mechanism and the necessity for placing dead weights in the cross-
bar (as a consequence of moving the batteries out of the crossbar). Skippy’s increased
anticipated mass also influences other design decisions.
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Figure 6.1: Right side view of the Skippy’s design. Various design points of interest are indicated.
INCREASED MASS
As mentioned in section 5.7, Tippy’s mass of 2.8 kg has raised awareness about Skippy’s
original target mass of 2 kg (see section 3.1.2) being too tight. Skippy is expected to have a
similar mass, as it is anticipated that extra mass from new features (e.g. four-bar linkage,
springs, protective bumpers, foot) and reduced mass from better design approximately
cancel each other out. Skippy is now also more comparable to Tippy regarding battery
placement, since both (will) have the batteries placed directly on the torso rather than
on the crossbar, as explained further below in section 6.2.1. Skippy’s new anticipated
mass of up to 3 kg is combined with a reduced target jump height of at least 3 m (instead
of 4 m). This still requires a more powerful main actuator, but makes the problem more
tractable. It also influences other choices in the robot design, such as those related to
protective bumpers, and in optimisation studies.
FURTHER REVISIONS
Other revisions include the addition of an end stop in the hip to act as parallel spring
and those related to electronics. The hip end stop has been added to boost Skippy’s
jump height, as a response to the anticipated increase of its mass. It is further explained
in section 6.5. Revisions regarding electronics are a response to encountered issues
in Tippy, which mainly concern cabling and connectivity, but do not concern many
changes in the actual circuitry. This is further discussed in section 6.9.
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6.2.1. BATTERY PLACEMENT
As indicated by eq. (4.25), the maximum balance recovery angle is proportional to
the square root of the crossbar’s inertia (assuming an optimal transmission ratio). As
such, the crossbar must have a significant mass if the balance performance is not to
be sacrificed. With the intention of lowering the total mass, the original plan was to
place Skippy’s batteries in the crossbar, as depicted in fig. 3.1a, which would prevent the
necessity of using dead weights (objects that have no other purpose than having mass).
Placing the batteries in the crossbar requires the use of a slip ring to transfer power
from the rotating crossbar to the torso. The slip ring has to be able to transfer up to ca.
60 A peak current. Most of the industrial COTS slip rings with this rating have a mass of
several hundred grams, and thus offer no feasible solution. Their axial size furthermore
pushes the swivel motor further back from the crossbar, which is unfavourable for the
mass distribution. A possible solution is the use of a pancake-style slip ring, which
consists of two spring-loaded PCBs with cantilever springs as sliding-contact points,
of which a custom design for our current rating is depicted in fig. 6.2. The slip ring
takes up little axial space and is lighter and simpler than conventional industrial slip
rings. Nevertheless, the added mass of the slip ring in combination with that of extra
high-current cable length and protection to shield the batteries from crashes (the tips
of the crossbar are a vulnerable location) makes the plan less attractive than initially
anticipated. In addition, the pancake-style slip ring’s big diameter (compare to the pen
in fig. 6.2) and its sliding contact principle introduce significant friction, of which mainly
stiction, which had previously shown to negatively affect Tippy’s balancing performance.
These disadvantages, and possible yet undiscovered problems (e.g. those related to noisy
power lines), were sufficient reasons to step away from the original plan and to redesign
for the batteries to be placed directly in the torso.
Figure 6.2: The pancake-style slipring that would have been mounted on Skippy if batteries were to be placed
in the crossbar.
6.2.2. MAIN ACTUATOR
The studies conducted in Driessen (2015) assume a a Maxon RE35 24 V motor, which
has a maximum mechanical power output of 383 W with an assumed supply voltage of
30 V.This limit was reached during most of the thrust phase for the (lighter) 2 kg robot.
A more powerful motor is required for a heavier robot, as well as a transmission with a
higher power throughput in order to use the motor to its fullest potential. In addition,
the same studies have shown that the ball screw speed limit further limits the ability
to steer at lift-off, and as such it is desired to increase both the speed and power limit.
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Possible considerations are reducing the robot overall size, or replacing the motor in
combination with a different transmission mechanism or a ball screw pitch. Each of
the considerations are further explained below. The latter of these solutions has been
applied for the presented design, by replacing the RE35 motor for the more powerful
DCX32L in combination with a ball screw pitch of 4 mm instead of 2 mm.
CHANGING ROBOT SIZE
Reducing the robot overall size and thus mass eliminates the requirement for extra
power. However, one would quickly find that downscaling would severely impede the
jumping performance if speed is already a limiting factor. As explained by appendix A,
speed limit scaling is governed by a scaling factor of S2, which would imply that Skippy
half the original size would be able to jump approximately a quarter of the height. In
addition, we find that the availability and performance of technology that is chosen
for Skippy further shrinks for reduced size. For example, we find that high precision
ball screws with a nominal diameter below 8 mm have limited availability. We also find
that smaller motors generally have a lower power density and efficiency than basic
scaling laws (as assumed in appendix A) would suggest. In summary, a smaller version
of Skippy would require the use of different technologies. Since this would require major
preliminary design revisions, it was decided not to go this route.
CHANGING TRANSMISSION MECHANISM
The studies conducted in Driessen (2015) assume a Steinmeyer ball screw with a pitch
of 2 mm, with a specified maximum thrust force of approximately 2 kN and an assumed
maximum rotational velocity of 6000 rpm. These limits limit the power throughput to
6000/60× 0.002 = 400W, similar to the motor’s mechanical power output of 383 W.
Replacing the ball screw for an other type of rotation-to-linear transmission mechanism
that has higher limits on the speed (and thrust force) and thus power may offer a solution
in combination with the use of a more powerful motor.
Roller screw The roller screw offers significantly higher thrust force and slightly higher
speed than a ball screw. However, it is also substantially more expensive (ca. 2000 instead
of 300 Euro), it is slightly less efficient (ca. 80% instead of 90%) and it has a bulkier
nut. In addition, at present, a roller screw of the required (small) size is machined per
request and can thus not be classified as a COTS component. Its high cost is the main
discouraging factor, and it does not scale for bigger purchases, for which it does not offer
a long-term solution.
Ring screw A more recent invention is the ring screw (Featherstone, 2016a), which
offers significantly higher speed than the ball screw and approximately the same thrust
force, for which it could be paired well with for example Maxon’s faster and more
powerful EC-4 pole brushless motors. The invention of the ring screw has in fact been
a direct consequence of the desire for a higher speed limit in Skippy. It has been tested
up to speeds of 16 krpm (Heijmink, 2018), which is several factors higher than that of
the ball screw. However, it is still in development. One of the remaining challenges is
shrinking the size and weight of the nut whilst ensuring the right pre-load. As the ring
screw is still in development, it is not a preferred or viable solution at this stage.
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BALL SCREW PITCH
A higher ball screw pitch allows for more power throughput and an increased maximum
linear velocity. The maximum permissible rotational speed and thrust force do not
change significantly for a different pitch, which implies that a ball screw with double
the pitch allows for approximately double the power throughput and double the linear
speed. In addition, it was discovered that the Steinmeyer ballscrew with a pitch of 2 mm
was discontinued, which further triggered looking in this direction. Nevertheless, the
jumping performance is largely determined by the total transmission ratio of the hip, so
that doubling the pitch requires doubling the lever length (14 cm instead of 7 cm as used
in Driessen (2015)), effectively negating the benefit of the improved linear speed limit
of a ball screw with a higher pitch. In addition, the longer lever would make the robot
bulkier and more vulnerable.
Changing the ball screw pitch can offer a solution in combination with replacing the
motor for one that is more powerful and that is able to deliver more torque. A motor that
is able to deliver double the torque would require only half the transmission ratio, whose
implementation (e.g. by halving the lever length or doubling the ball screw pitch) would
double the speed limit.
The ability of a motor to deliver torque can be measured by the motor constant
Km = Kτ/
p
R or stall torque τs = 2τopt ∝ Kτ/R, in which Kτ and R are the motor’s
torque constant and winding resistance respectively. These measures are approximately
proportional to the torque a motor is able to deliver under the assumption of either
identical Joule heating or identical voltage respectively. The difference in use of the
motor constant and stall torque as measure typically resembles that between continuous
and peak performance applications. Like stall torque, a motor’s peak power output Pmax
is also inversely proportional to a motor’s winding resistance, and can be approximated
by Pmax ≈ 1/4U 2/R, with U the supply voltage.
From available Maxon motors that are compatible with electronics used in Tippy
(i.e. brushed, a voltage supply of 30 V and a maximum current of 50 A as limited by the
batteries and drivers), the Maxon DCX32L 24 V motor is found to be most suitable. At
a mass of 325 g, it is ca. 5% lighter than the RE35 of 340 g. Nevertheless, it is able to
deliver substantially more peak power and torque for an identical voltage. Its torque
constant and winding resistance are a factor of 1.76 and 1.07 lower respectively, and
correspondingly, the motor constant and stall torque are a factor of 1.24 and 1.65 higher.
These numbers suggest improved peak torque and power output for the cost of increased
joule heating. For a supply voltage of 30 V, the peak power output and corresponding
properties are compared in table 6.1. Pmax is the peak power output, and τopt, ωopt,
Iopt are the corresponding motor torque, velocity and current respectively. The peak
power output – and therefore also the Joule heating1 – are approximately 77% higher.
The current for maximum peak power has increased from 25.8 A to 45.4 A, which is still
within the 50 A limit of the 24v21 Pololu drivers, as used for Tippy (see section 5.4). Note
furthermore how ωopt is within the ball screw speed limit of 6000 rpm.
1Joule heating PJ,opt for peak power output is approximately equal to the peak power output, i.e. PJ,opt ≈ Pmax,
corresponding to an efficiency of 50%
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Pmax [W] τopt [Nm] ωopt [rpm] Iopt [A]
RE35 24 V 383 0.75 4889 25.8
DCX32L 24 V 677 1.23 5237 45.4
Table 6.1: Comparing Skippy’s old (RE35) and new (DCX32L) main motor for maximum power output at 30 V.
Heat Generation With the required speed and current within bounds, the major draw-
back of the new motor is an increase of heat generation. This is problematic for achieving
a lengthy sequence of making high hops. However, it is not Skippy’s requirement to do
so. The following ballpark figures show that Skippy could spend at least a quarter of its
time making its highest hops.
The heat that is dissipated from the motor’s windings to the ambient air can be es-
timated by Pwa = Tw−TaRwa with Tw and Ta the winding and ambient temperature respec-
tively, and Rwa the winding-ambient thermal resistance. Maxon typically provides the
winding-housing thermal resistance Rwh and housing-ambient thermal resistance Rha,
so that Rwa = Rwh+Rha, the latter of which can be reduced by 80% by coupling the mo-
tor to a heat-conducting (e.g. metallic) housing (Maxon Motor, 2017). This reduction is
assumed in calculations for Skippy, and is justified by (1) coupling the main motor on
an aluminium mounting (the rocker) and (2) actively cooling it with a fan and heat sink.
We have Rwa = 2.3+7.28×0.2= 3.76KW−1 for the DCX32L motor. With a maximum per-
missible winding temperature of Tw = 155◦C and an ambient temperature of Ta = 30◦C,
we find Pwa = 33.3W. The effective duty cycle of Skippy’s motor is conservatively esti-
mated to be 20% of maximum power output for preparing and making its highest hop,2
which corresponds to an average power consumption of 0.2×667= 135W. These num-
bers suggest that Skippy can spend approximately a quarter of its time (33.3/135) mak-
ing its highest hops. By applying the same calculations to the RE35 motor, we find that
Skippy would be able to spend approximately half of its time making its highest hops.
The maximum duration of each high hop session is furthermore limited by the
thermal time constants. As further presented in chapter 8, new simulation studies of
the stance phase include thermal calculations, which take both thermal resistances and
time constants into account, and have shown that during a single stance phase the coils
do not heat up more than 6 ◦C.
Anticipated lever length The motor is paired with a 4 mm pitch ball screw from SBN,
which is able to transfer nearly double the power that the motor is able to deliver,
compared to the 2 mm pitch ball screw. The studies in Driessen (2015) suggested a lever
length of 7 cm to 8 cm for a compromise between jumping and steering performance,
where a shorter lever (more speed) favours steering and a longer lever (more torque and
power) favours high jumping. Based on these figures and the new pitch (doubled) and
stall torque (1.65× higher), the new lever is expected to be maximally 8×2/1.65≈ 10cm
long. The final lever length is decided based on optimisations in chapter 8.
2Note that Skippy spends approximately 10% of its time in stance while making its highest hop according to
the figures in section 3.1, but some energy will also be spent on in-flight control and balancing.
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS: BRUSHLESS MOTORS
It has been considered to upgrade the main motor to a brushless motor, as these are
available with a better power-to-weight ratio, especially if purchased as a component set
(only the rotor and stator), so as to eliminate the need for a coupling by designing the
screw spindle to also be the motor shaft, and by integrating the motor’s housing with the
rocker frame and cooling unit. However, this solution is more expensive and more time
consuming. To save costs and time it was decided to refrain from this idea and instead
save it as consideration for a future version of Skippy.
6.2.3. SWIVEL ACTUATOR
The main reasons for revising the swivel actuation is dissatisfaction of the strain wave
gear transmission mechanism and the introduced necessity for placing dead weights
in the crossbar. However, no convincing alternative for a strain wave gear was found
that makes use of a brushed motor, which is further elucidated below. As such, it was
instead decided to stick with the DCX22S motor and the strain wave gear, albeit one
size larger and a custom housing to save weight, like in Tippy’s bend joint design. The
bigger strain wave gear solves issues regarding shaft loosening at the input hub, and
furthermore offers more flexibility for designing a slip clutch because of the higher
permissible peak torque. The corresponding component set is Harmonic Drive’s HFUC-
11-2A, which offers a peak torque of 8.5 Nm instead of 3.3 Nm. Slip clutch design is
further treated in section 6.3.2.
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
Referring to equations in chapter 4, the amount of dead weight in the crossbar could be
reduced by choosing a slightly more powerful motor and a lower gear ratio, in order to
keep the same balancing performance. It could be considered to replace the DCX22S
for another brushed motor, but this has other drawbacks, as illustrated below by the
exemplary case study of using the DCX22L motor.
The motor power Pm (eq. (4.8)) nearly doubles for using the DCX22L instead of the
DCX22S motor. By referring to eq. (4.24), it follows then that only half the crossbar
inertia I2 is required to obtain the same balancing performance (note how both I
1/2
2
and P 1/2m appear in the nominator), assuming a corresponding optimal transmission
ratio nopt. For dynamic parameters identical to those of Tippy, nopt can be calculated
as nopt ≈ 14 using eq. (4.23). Since the crossbar weighs approximately 0.3 kg, this allows
for a reduction of crossbar weight of up to 0.15 kg, whereas the DCX22L motor only
weighs 0.03 kg more than the DCX22S motor, consequently leading to an overall weight
reduction of up to 0.12 kg.
However, there are two disadvantageous consequences. Firstly, due to the reduced
transmission ratio, the no-load speed of the crossbar has nearly doubled, which makes
it more dangerous. Secondly, the transmission ratio of nopt ≈ 14 falls in an unfortunate
range of transmission ratios: the lowest strain wave gear transmission ratio available is
1:30, whereas the highest gear reduction ratio of feasible alternatives is approximately
1:7. These alternatives are single-stage planetary gearboxes, capstan drives and belt
drives (multi-stage drives are avoided for reasons of increased backlash, loss of trans-
parency or bulky and complicated design). The use of such a drive would require a
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motor with an even higher motor constant, which was found to be only achievable
by switching to flat brushless outrunners. As discussed in section 6.2.2, it was decided
not to make the switch to brushless motors due to lack of time, and that this option is
instead kept as a consideration for a future version of Skippy.
6.3. PHYSICAL ROBUSTNESS
In line with the design philosophy, Skippy is to be physically robust to survive its crashes
from falls. This is challenged by the fact that Skippy will have to survive crashes also from
its highest jump height of at least 3 m high. As the result of a crash, all the parts in the
robot are subject to a loading, which is the direct result of their inertia (deceleration) and
connectivity (internal load propagation), and a crash is survived if none of the loadings
exceed their respective permitted values that would lead to a part’s failure. A strategy for
improving robustness can therefore be established by focussing on the following three
core targets.
• Directly reducing peak decelerations
• Reducing resulting internal peak loads.
• Increasing permitted loadings.
Each of the three targets are tackled subsequently.
6.3.1. REDUCING PEAK DECELERATIONS: BUMPERS
Peak accelerations are reduced by externally protecting the robot with bumpers. The
bumpers are designed to reduce impact deceleration to a specific minimum, which
inevitably requires a certain minimal bumper thickness and energy capacity. In addition,
attention is paid to making the bumpers weight efficient, which can be accomplished as
follows:
• The main energy absorbing or dissipating material of a bumper should have a high
gravimetric energy density.
• As much as possible of the material should undergo deformation during a crash.
• The energy capacity of a bumper should not be more than necessary.
HIGH GRAVIMETRIC ENERGY DENSITY
A material with a high gravimetric energy density is able to store or dissipate a lot of
energy per unit of mass. Materials with this property include some types of polymers
such as rubbers and glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP). These are also the materials
used for Skippy’s springs, as further explained in section 6.6.1 (ankle spring, GFRP) and
section 6.7 (main spring, rubber). However, both of the materials typically have a density
that is too high to be used as a solid bumper. As for the use of GFRP, this has led to the
design of (hollow) polyhedral structures constructed from GFRP rods, as observed in
various quadcopter bumpers. This solution is feasible for robots of simple shapes that
consist of a single body, but is less feasible for multi-body systems such as Skippy due to
difficulty of design and construction. Rubbers and some other types of polymers instead
are also available as low density foams and sponges, which can be used directly as solid
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bumper. Most foams consist of rigid bubbles that deform permanently, whereas sponges
typically retain their original shape after deformation. The latter is of interest for Skippy,
since it has to be reusable for multiple crashes.
MAXIMIZING MATERIAL DEFORMATION
In lowering the required bumper mass, it is also important that as much as possible of
the sponge is utilized during a crash. This can be achieved by (1) lowering the number of
bumpers and by (2) maximizing deformation per bumper.
Skippy is to be operational in a concave environment, such as an empty room; it
cannot receive a ballistic impact. This allows for placement of bumpers at only a few
tactical places on the robot, which are the robot’s protruding parts. The bumpers are
located at Skippy’s hip, head and swivel axle, as visible in fig. 6.1. Note that the heel and
crossbar do not have bumpers. The crossbar is designed to be flexible, as explained in
the next section (section 6.3.2). The heel instead does not have a bumper because Skippy
will be programmed with a reflex causing the leg to flex when it detects that it is going to
crash, so that the heel will hit the end-stop on the head instead.
To maximize utilization of sponge within a single bumper, a sandwich construction
is made similar to that observed in conventional (e.g. motor cycle) helmets (Mills &
Gilchrist, 1991; Viana, 2006), where the sponge is encapsulated by a stiff shell. In fig. 6.1,
this shell is visible on the head’s toroidal bumper and the frontal swivel axle bumper.
The shell redistributes the load to maximize the sponge’s deformation, and is made of
carbon-fibre reinforced 3D printed plastic. The sponge torus is mounted on a flexible
frame of the same material.
BUMPER THICKNESS
A bumper has to dissipate most of the energy if the direction of the impact passes
through the robot’s CoM. If it is then assumed that (1) the robot is rigid, (2) that the
bumper has a linear force-displacement profile and (3) that the bumper deforms over
its full thickness, then it follows that the robot’s peak deceleration is amax = 2g h/t , and
the bumper peak force Fmax = 2Gh/t , where G is the gravitational force G = g m, m the
robot’s mass, h the jump height and t the thickness of the bumper. The assumption of
full compression and a linear force-displacement profile is rather optimistic. In reality
the force-displacement profile is likely non-linear and progressive, as partly caused by
hyperelastic compression, which implies an increase of the peak force. However, the
assumption of the robot being rigid is pessimistic: a significant part of the impact energy
will be dissipated due to deformation of the robot itself. Accurately modelling these
effects is time-consuming and requires accurate knowledge of all material properties.
Instead, it is assumed that these effects approximately cancel each other out and that the
linear force-displacement profile provides a reasonable approximation of the shock that
the robot endures during a crash. Actual building of the robot and experiments should
clarify whether these assumptions are to be revised, according to the iterative trial-and-
error design philosophy.
The bumpers on Skippy are designed with a sponge thickness of 3 cm, which for a
robot with a mass of 3 kg falling from a height of 3 m implies a peak force of ca. 6 kN
under the above assumptions. Bearing selection and finite element analyses (FEAs) of
structural parts are based on these figures.
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ENERGY CAPACITY
Last, the bumper should be designed to have sufficient but not superfluous energy
capacity. The required energy capacity influences the choice of the sponge (considering
its volumetric energy density), the bumper’s dimensions other than the thickness (e.g.
the torus width) and the filling density of the bumper. A sponge that is expected to have
an energy density in the right range is Misumi’s ‘low rebound’ sponge3. The sponge has
a density of ρ = 97kgm−3 and a hardness of Asker C27, with a corresponding modulus of
ca. E = 0.5MPa. The ‘low rebound’ type sponge furthermore stiffens at impact (due to its
viscosity), further improving its gravimetric energy density.
The toroidal bumper is placed close to the robot’s CoM, at which also most of Skippy’s
mass is located. This implies that the robot’s inertial (deceleration) force at a crash
passes through or close to the bumper, initiating little rotation, which makes the bumper
responsible for dissipating most of the robot’s kinetic energy. A rough estimate can be
made of the torus’ ability to dissipate this energy. As a solid body (i.e. a filling density of
1), the sponge torus as depicted in fig. 6.1 has a volume of V = 661cm3. If we assume
a deformation of ² = 0.5, and a constant dynamic modulus E = 1MPa (a pessimistic
estimate that includes stiffening from viscous effects and hyperelastic compression),
then the torus dissipates 1/2²2EV = 83J, approximately equal to the kinetic energy of
Skippy falling from a height of 3 m.
In reality, the sponge is not a single solid body and can for instance consist of sheet
segments. The filling density can then be reduced by increasing the gaps between the
segments. Thus, note that, even if the above calculations provide only a rough estimate,
the sponge’s energy capacity, stiffness and weight can be easily reduced by reducing the
bumper’s filling density if experiments conclude that the bumper is too stiff. The first of
these experiments can be done with the catapult, which is introduced in section 6.3.3.
6.3.2. REDUCING INTERNAL PEAK LOADS
Internal peak loads are reduced by (1) permitting motion where it is permissible and by
(2) choosing proper fastening techniques, both of which are further explained below.
PERMITTING MOTION
For balancing purposes the robot is desirably as stiff as possible, as discussed in chap-
ter 5. High stiffness is however not desirable for physical robustness. One possible con-
sideration is designing for Skippy to have a low stiffness only in certain directions, such
as for out-of-plane motions. However, since Skippy is a 3D robot with a yet undiscovered
full 3D behaviour, and since torsional vibrations have proven to be problematic in Tippy,
it is decided not to experiment in this direction.
To accommodate both desires for improved performance and physical robustness,
some parts can be designed so that they are stiff during normal operation but permit
motion by becoming flexible for excessive loads. A classic industrial example of this
principle is a slip clutch. A slip clutch has also been implemented in the design of the
swivel actuator, as further explained in section 6.8.
3https://uk.misumi-ec.com/vona2/detail/110300279330/
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Buckling crossbar beams The slip clutch protects the strain wave gear from torsional
impacts, but it does not protect the joint against axial and bending impacts. To protect
it from bending impacts, each crossbar beam is designed (1) to be sufficiently stiff
during normal operation, (2) to become flexible for excessive (impact) loads and (3)
to be able to autonomously restore to its original shape after substantial deformation.
The latter implies that no plastic deformation is allowed to occur and that there is no
local minimum in potential energy storage of the spring other than at its rest position.
Mintchev, de Rivaz, and Floreano (2017) presents a frame design of a quadcopter with
similar properties. The frame remains stiff during flight and becomes flexible at impact.
An affordable and practical design solution is a self-restoring compliant buckling
mechanism consisting of two curved spring steel blades mounted back-to-back, rigidly
glued to 3D printed plastic end pieces. The curved spring steel blades are those found
in tape measure. A prototype is depicted in fig. 6.3. Two blades are used per beam to
provide an equal buckling load in both directions. The blades are sufficiently stiff during
normal operation, but buckle at excessive loads. The blades snap back to their original
position after buckling, which has been verified experimentally. For safety reasons, the
blades could be shielded by a fabric sleeve (not depicted in any of the figures), such as
that used for electric cabling or chain locks.
The crossbar’s dead weights are black rubber knobs that are connected to the blades
via its 3D printed end pieces, as depicted in fig. 6.1). The knobs are the objects to
first make contact with the environment during a crash. A notable property of the
blades is that they are not very torsionally stiff. This suggests that the dead weights are
ideally axially aligned with the blades to reduce vibrations during use. Nevertheless, this
alignment also introduces the possibility for a crash that does not cause any bending
moment on the blades (namely that corresponding to an impact that is axially aligned
with the blades too), causing them not to buckle instantly (as the Euler buckling load of
the blades is substantially higher), resulting in a high radial shock on the swivel shaft. To
guarantee a bending moment on the blades for any type of crash, the knobs are placed
slightly off-axis. Investigating the influence on the performance of vibrations as caused
by the off-axis alignment of the knobs requires substantial modelling and analyses.
Instead, by following the design philosophy presented in chapter 2, it is suggested to
investigate this through experimental trial-and-error: if the vibrations appear to be of
significant trouble, then the knobs can easily be moved closer in line with the blades’
axes by reprinting the end pieces that connect the knobs to the blades.
Figure 6.3: A prototype beam of the crossbar, consisting of two tape measure blades and 3D printed end pieces.
The design is a self-restoring compliant buckling mechanism that protects Skippy from breaking when falling
on the crossbar and enables it to get back up unaided. The blades are not depicted with protection sleeves.
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PROPER FASTENING & FEWER PARTS
If a robot physically breaks, it is either due to one or multiple parts breaking in half
or due to parts breaking loose from other parts. The latter implies failure of fastening.
Many fastening mechanisms are governed by pre-tension and high internal loads (e.g.
structural screws), which require a heavy design. In addition, failure of fastening is
typically less predictable due to complications of properly modelling contact constraints
and different fastening techniques, which results in over-engineered designs. Proper
fastening design improves the physical robustness by further reducing peak loads in the
robot. The challenge here is to find lightweight solutions.
A simple strategy is lowering the number of fastening mechanisms by using fewer
parts. However, this typically also increases individual part’s complexity, which intro-
duces a trade-off for manufacturability and assembly (and thus cost). Most of Skippy’s
structural frames are made of single parts, and special is attention is paid to manufac-
turability by employing a specific design strategy, as further explained in section 6.4.
In addition, most of the robot’s parts are fastened with an increased surface area
by using bonds and by reducing the number of structural screws. Bonds include both
adhesive bonds and pressure bonds (i.e. interference fits). Screws have limited surface
area and require pre-loading (their tightening), which increases peak stress and thus
requires a heavy design. They are also less reliable than bonds because of possible
loosening due to structural vibrations, like experienced in Tippy, although this can
largely be solved by using thread-locking adhesives. Examples of bonds in Skippy’s
design include:
• glueing of carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) tubes to structural frames;
• clamping of bumper inner (3D printed) frames to structural frames using an
interference or snap-fit (visible for the head in fig. 6.19).
• clamping of the battery frame to the head frame (held in place by the addition of
only two screws);
• fitting the swivel actuator to the head through a plastic sleeve (held in place by the
addition of screws).
Skippy still makes use of threaded fastening mechanisms, but in many cases these
consist of a single (big diameter) fine thread rather than a flange with multiple screws,
such as found in tactical torches (see fig. 6.4). This solution is lighter than using a
flange, and the increased surface area of the big thread improves force distribution. The
disadvantages is limited applicability if radial alignment is important and if torques are
transferred between parts. In Skippy, single fine thread fastenings can be found in the
following parts.
• Most of the connections in the main actuator make use of a single fine thread
rather than a flange with screws, including those of the main spring, the nut
and its guides (fig. 6.17). Note that some torque is transferred between the nut
and the coupler. However, the highest torque is right-handed (as a result from
pulling the nut during the thrust phase), which would lead to further tightening of
right-handed thread. In addition, thread locking adhesives can be used to prevent
loosening.
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• The frame of the swivel actuator is connected using a single fine thread (fig. 6.18).
• The rocker axles are fixed with a single fine thread (fig. 6.17a).
• All of the hip axles and ankle axle are fixed with a single screw (fig. 6.13).
Screws in Skippy of a size smaller than M4 are only used for fixation (e.g. of electronics),
not for structural fastening.
Figure 6.4: A disassembled tactical torch with two fine thread fastenings at display, designed to be reliable and
robust. Many fastenings in Skippy are based on this technique.
6.3.3. INCREASING PERMITTED LOADINGS
Other than reducing peak loads and accelerations we can focus on increasing permitted
loads by choosing components with better shock resistance. This includes selection of
proper bearings, such as that of the needle bearings in the hip (see fig. 6.13), but also of
electronics. As a response to the encountered issues with electronics in Tippy, the cata-
pult project has been established, which serves to test various electronic components for
their impact resistance. In addition, many of the small and feeble cable connectors have
been replaced for either more rugged connectors or soldered connections, depending on
the required need for frequent removal/replacement. The catapult is further explained
below.
CATAPULT
The catapult is a mechanical device meant to do shock-testing of various components,
such as encoders and batteries, see fig. 6.5. Unlike ordinary catapults, this catapult does
not release a ballistic payload. Instead, the payload remains attached to the catapult’s
arm and smashes it into a bumper. The bumper can be either a sponge or solid rubber,
of the same materials used in Skippy’s bumpers and end stops. The catapult has a
secondary purpose of identifying the energy capacity of the bumpers.
The purpose of the catapult is to mimic crash scenarios of Skippy in a controllable
way. A crash is governed not only by peak acceleration and force, but also by an accel-
eration profile (i.e. a duration), which is influenced by the impact velocity. The required
energy to accelerate the catapult’s arm to a desired velocity is realized by pre-loading it
with passive springs. The catapult is designed so that it can accelerate the arm to an im-
pact velocity of at least 9 ms−1, which corresponds to mimicking a fall from a height of
at least 4 m.
Principle The potential energy of the springs is transferred to kinetic energy as the
springs pull on a pulley that is rigidly connected to the catapult arm, on which the
payload is mounted. The catapult is pre-loaded by a human by rotating the arm with an
angle 0<α0 < 270° from the bumper. The bumper can be placed either close to the joint
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Figure 6.5: The Catapult: a mechanical device designed and built to mimic impact conditions of Skippy in a
controlled way, for the purpose of testing various of its components for their sensitivity to shock.
(higher force, lower velocity) or far from the joint, at the payload (lower force, higher
velocity), as would be desired for using either a rubber end stop or sponge bumper
respectively. The impact velocity can be controlled by changing the pre-load angle, or by
changing the number of springs. The catapult arm, bumper and springs are all mounted
on the same (rigid) frame, which is a workbench.
Experiments 4 The catapult was at first not complete with the pulley encoder depicted
in fig. 6.5. Nevertheless, initial experiments have been carried out to find a suitable en-
coder for Skippy, based on reasonably accurate knowledge of system inertia and spring
properties. The tested encoders include CUI AMT20 (absolute) and AMT31 (relative) en-
coders, Netzer DS-25-16 absolute encoders and RLS (Renishaw) AksIM 2nd generation29 and39 absolute encoders. The encoders have been mounted on a custom encoder
test rig, depicted also in fig. 6.5, fixed to the catapult arm. The test rig can host up to two
encoders, other than the already present ENX Easy 16 relative encoder on the Maxon
motor. The motor is used to enable controlled rotation of the encoders during crashes.
Of the tested encoders, only the AksIM encoders did not suffer from decalibration or fail-
ure. The29 encoders were adopted for Skippy’s design, and the39 was later adopted
for the catapult pulley encoder.
6.4. STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The structural design regards the design of the frames that make up for its individual
rigid bodies, in particular the leg and torso, since they are the largest. It also involves
the design of the smaller bodies’ frames, including the foot, lever, follower, rocker and
coupler. The leg and torso are designed using CFRP tubes, which are rigidly glued to
4Acknowledgements — The design of the catapult and encoder test rig and its dynamic analyses have been
done by the author; the experiments have been carried out by B. Roodra P. Singh.
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aluminium end pieces. These end pieces have a design style that is shared also by the
foot and lever.
6.4.1. DESIGN STYLE
Decisions behind the design style of structural components are the result of a trade-off
between performance and affordability. High performance is governed by a high specific
stiffness and strength.
Highest performance designs can be achieved using topology optimisation and a
hybrid of materials. An example of such a design is presented in Tuerk, Zueger, Klahn,
and Meboldt (2015), which takes the quadrupedal HyQ as a case study (Semini, 2010)
and presents a custom lightweight shank design. It comprises custom wrapping of CFRP
about titanium alloy printed end pieces. The CFRP provides high specific stiffness and
strength and the end pieces allow for complex shapes and precise machining, such as
required for bearing and encoder assembly. The development and production of such
optimised designs is very costly. In addition, the optimised design requires knowledge of
all load cases. As such, this approach is more suitable for an evolved project, but not for
one that is still in its infancy.
In contrast, a design that features multiple yet simple low-quality COTS and cus-
tom aluminium parts screwed together—such as found in Tippy and the original HyQ—
allows for an affordable design, but has significantly reduced performance (i.e. a low
stiffness and strength to weight ratio). In particular, it was found that the structural vibra-
tions in Tippy were problematic as they limited the balancing controller’s performance.
A solution with a performance and affordability in between that of the two above
extremes is the use of COTS fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP) tubes that are rigidly glued
to millable aluminium end pieces. The use of COTS FRP can also be found in the de-
signs for instance Cassie (Agility Robotics, 2018) and Stoch (Dholakiya et al., 2019), both
of which make use of CFRP tubes in their structural design. Tubes are closed-section
beams, which provide more stiffness than open-section beams, as further explained in
section 6.4.2. The design of custom structural aluminium parts—including end pieces
to which tubes are connected—are inspired from an II-beam section, as a hybrid be-
tween an open- and closed section design, which provides a compromise between per-
formance and manufacturability, as further explained in section 6.4.3.
C-beam I-beam II-beam O-beam ä-beam
open section closed sectionhybrid
Figure 6.6: Examples of open and closed beam section designs based on which structural components in robots
can be designed.
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6.4.2. TUBE-BASED DESIGN
The leg and torso are designed using COTS CFRP tubes, which have a high stiffness and
strength and a low density of ca. ρ = 1.3kgdm−3, for which they offer high structural
performance.
CLOSED VERSUS OPEN SECTION
Since the balancing controller has shown susceptibility to low structural vibrations, it has
been decided to maximize the stiffness by basing the design on closed-section beams.
Tubes are closed-section beams, which provide much higher torsional stiffness than
open-section beams. See fig. 6.6 for various examples of open and closed beam sections.
For comparison, torsional stiffness is calculated as J = 2pir 3t = Pr 2t = Ar 2 for thin O-
beams, whereas it is calculated as J = 2/3pir t 3 = 1/3P t 3 = 1/3At 2 for a thin circular C-beam
of otherwise identical shape as an O-beam (i.e. an O-beam with a slit). r = D/2 is the
tube’s radius, P the perimeter and A the sectional surface area. Results for differently
shaped beam sections (i.e. non-circular ones) are similar. We find that, especially as
t ¿ r , the stiffness is substantially lower for open than for closed beam sections. At a
ratio of r /t = 10 (e.g. a tube of size D = 20mm and t = 1mm) the formulae would imply
a factor of 300 difference in stiffness for otherwise identically dimensioned beams. This
ratio is furthermore designed to be high in Skippy by choosing a minimum wall thickness
(1 mm) to further reduce weight and increase stiffness.
These calculations suggests that closed-section designs are generally preferred over
open-section designs. Note nevertheless that open-section designs are not uncommon
in robotic design. We find examples of open-section beam designs in for example
limbs of the well-known quadrupeds SpotMini and Centauro, featuring I-beam and C-
beam sections respectively.5 The C-beam section design allows for placement of bigger
electronics, but it is loaded less efficiently.
An advantage of open-section design is its assemblability and manufacturability
for methods of subtractive manufacturing (e.g. milling), which is the most common
applied method for manufacturing custom aluminium frames. However, the COTS tubes
in Skippy need not be machined, and do not need to house many components (such
as electronics). Nevertheless, the custom aluminium end pieces to which the tubes are
mounted do. This subject is further discussed in section 6.4.3.
CFRP TUBING CHOICE
All CFRP tubes in the design are COTS and purchased from Mateduc6, which provides
several types based on the manufacturing process and material usage.
Structural CFRP tubes in the leg and torso are produced using the process of filament
winding. This process allows for any combination of fibre angle lay-up, the use of high
performance uni-directional fabrics and efficient use of additives. The default lay-up,
consisting of various layers of 90° and ±20°, provides a high combined performance
in flexion, compression and torsion. It is more resistant to impact and has a higher
specific strength than tubes produced through pullwinding or wrapping. Compared
5The C-beam section design of Centauro is not instantly noticeable, since the limbs appear closed by its plastic
covers.
6https://www.mateduc-composites.com/index.php/en/
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to the process of wrapping, filament winding produces tubes with reduced tolerances
on the inner and outer diameter (±0.2mm), but this is not problematic for the use
of adhesives. Guiding tubes of the main actuator are produced using the process of
wrapping instead, as further explained in section 6.7.
END FITTING DESIGN
A disadvantage of CFRP and GFRP is that they are not very machinable: adding holes or
features in the tubes leads to destruction of fibres and introduces substantial weakness.
The CFRP tubes are glued in fittings that are part of custom aluminium end pieces. The
design of the fittings is inspired from those found in industry and other robot designs.
The fittings are external to the tube, as for example observed also in the design of
ATRIAS (Hubicki et al., 2016), so that the inside of the tube can still be accessed for
placement and fixation of electronics, and so as to reduce the local bending stress by
having an increased diameter. As per rule of thumb, the length L of the fitting is designed
so that 1.5D < L < 2D , where D is the tube’s external diameter. In addition, similar to the
designs described in for instance Fanni and Jweda (2016), and referring to fig. 6.7, the
design furthermore includes the following features:
1. a transition fit ofD−0.1mm to eliminate translational misalignment and reduce
orientation misalignment;
2. a conically shaped hull so as to avoid unnecessary material near the opening
(which for reasons of manufacturability has a minimum wall thickness of 0.5 mm);
3. a clearance fit ofD+0.3mm for adhesive;
4. an escape chamfer to reduce strain on the (imperfect) rim of adhesive.
The COTS CFRP tubes have a diameter of D ± 0.2mm, and are to be roughened and
sanded to a diameter with a tolerance of maximum D+0−0.2, so that they fit into the
transition fit and to ensure a desired gap thickness for the adhesive of 0.2±0.05mm.
L
1 2 3 4
Figure 6.7: Section view of a schematic design of the external fitting that connects the CFRP tube (dark grey)
to the aluminium end piece (blue) with glue (yellow), featuring (1) a transition fit (2) a conical hull shape (3) a
clearance for glue (4) an escape chamfer. Not to scale.
6.4.3. DESIGN OF CUSTOM ALUMINIUM STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
To warrant affordability, all metal components are to be designed so that they are man-
ufacturable using conventional CNC machines, rather than for instance by relying on
additive manufacturing technologies. A milled piece of AL7075-T6 aluminium further-
more has superior properties than that of a printed piece, both in ultimate strength and
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isotropy. In particular, the parts should be manufacturable by IIT’s internal workshop,
which has a 3+2-axis CNC-milling machine, comprising 3 automated axes and 2 manu-
ally adjustable axes. This requires the part’s geometry to be well-defined, and the number
of feature planes to be kept to a minimum.
CLOSED- VERSUS OPEN-SECTION DESIGNS
Designs of structural beams can be used as a base to design the structural end pieces
to which the tubes are mounted. Ideally, these end pieces also have a closed-section
(i.e. hollow) design, to ensure torsional stiffness and to allow for a simple transition to
the (likewise closed-section) fitting for the tube. A hollow end piece design would also
offer a practical solution for routing cables and shielding other electronics from being
susceptible to any type of mechanical interference, whereas an open-section design does
not.
Another argument against open-section designs is the high D/t ratio of the parts.
The structural components have a width on the order of 4(1)cm, as required for housing
the tubes, encoders, and other electronics. The wall thickness is generally to be kept
to a minimum of 1 mm, as constrained by manufacturability (with the exception of a
few small ribs and flanges of 0.5 mm). This would correspond to a high D/t ratio of
approximately 40; which is favourable for improving the specific bending strength and
stiffness. This ratio also implies that the torsional stiffness between that of a closed-beam
section and open-beam section would be on the order of 103, which further reduces
attractiveness of open-section designs. Moreover, it deteriorates bending performance
of simple I- or C-beam section designs containing flat material surfaces, such as those
depicted in fig. 6.6: the flat upper and lower ribs will barely take any stress as they will
bend away, as illustrated in fig. 6.8. Note that high (torsional) stiffness at encoded joints is
increasingly important to ensure functionality of the encoders, which are easily affected
by a change of the ride height, which is the distance between the encoder’s reading chip
and the magnetic disk it reads.
Figure 6.8: Bending illustrated of a vertically loaded thin I-beam (D/t = 40), which shows the top and bottom
open end plates turning away and taking less stress: effectively losing their effectiveness.
However, closed-section designs have the chief disadvantage that they are not (eas-
ily) machinable from the inside, and they furthermore complicate assembly. The parts
do require precise features for bearing and encoder placement. One possible solution
is to split the part in two (or more) and screw it together during assembly. To guaran-
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tee high performance (as if it part was not split), the matching parts should be properly
locked to each other by either using many positioning rims/pins or many screws (such
as observed on the thighs of ANYmal), of which the former (rims/pins) requires high tol-
erance (and thus costs) and the latter makes the robot heavier. Note furthermore that the
tube fitting must be present on only one of the halves, so that the parts are asymmetric.
The exact behaviour and loading of these (asymmetric) halves is more unpredictable,
which is undesired especially (1) for lightweight design (the design would have to be
over-engineered) and (2) since parts are going to be rigidly glued to each other (if one
end piece fails, the whole limb has to be disposed of).
With the advantages and disadvantages in mind, an attempt was made to adopt a
closed-section hollow design style. Figure 6.9 shows a conceptual design of Skippy’s four-
bar linkage that comprises hollow end pieces that each consist of two halves screwed
together. The hollow design features placement of the lever on the inside of the end
pieces, which would not be possible if the end piece was a single part. The advantage
of this configuration is that the lever itself can be designed to be simpler, but the
disadvantage is that the end piece of the torso now has to be longer, as the lever cannot
physically move through the tube. The complexity (regarding manufacturability) and
mass of these parts were disappointing, and so it was decided to overhaul the design
style.
Figure 6.9: The left and centre figure depict Skippy’s four-bar linkage in the new and old design style respec-
tively. The right image shows a prototype 3D print of the old design, which was found to be unsatisfactory
regarding both manufacturability and performance.
HYBRID DESIGN
A design style was adopted based on the II-beam section depicted in fig. 6.6, which is
a hybrid between closed-section and open-section design. The inside allows only for
rough material removal of simple shapes, where the open sides can be machined to im-
proved tolerance and detail, such as required for bearing holes, encoder mounts and
cavities/ribs for strengthening the parts where necessary. The hollow inside significantly
improves stiffness and strength of the part, and makes the side cavities more manufac-
turable and its corresponding ribs more effective. It furthermore enables a smooth tran-
sition to the tube fitting for end pieces and provides space to guide cables. The design
procedure of the lower end piece of the torso (the piece connecting to the four-bar link-
age) is presented below. It is presented as an example, because the design procedure of
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other frame parts is very similar, including that of the foot, lever and leg end pieces.
• First, the contours of the part are defined, which are typically constrained by
the range of motion and size of other parts (and is as such also the result of
iterative design between other parts). For this part, they are constrained mainly
by the locations of the joints, the size of the encoder (38mm), and the size and
motion range of the lever and follower, which are both mounted to the exterior.
See fig. 6.10a.
• Second, the necessary side features are defined, such as those required to mount
the encoder PCB. The features also include tentative dimensioning of pockets and
ribs for weight-saving. See fig. 6.10b.
• Third, the part is hollowed with simple features, leaving bridges where stiffness
and strength are required (e.g. at encoders and bearings). The number of under-
cuts is kept to a minimum, by minimizing the number of machine setups. For this
part in particular, inner cuts can be made from only two different machining an-
gles, as illustrated in fig. 6.10c.
• Last, the part is finalized through a few iterations of FEAs, based on which small
features are applied or changed. These include change of radii and wall thickness
and the addition of holes in the side. The main purpose of the FEAs is validating
that the parts are sufficiently strong; the secondary purpose is weight reduction
(i.e. validating that the parts have not been substantially over-engineered). Essen-
tially, following the design philosophy presented in chapter 2, the parts are de-
signed to be good enough, by making an educated trade-off between validating its
functionality and weight reduction; no time-consuming topology-optimisations
have been performed towards finalizing designs. The finalized part is depicted in
fig. 6.10d and the resulting weight reduction is typically 10-20% per part. As a side
effect, the resulting design is aesthetically pleasing.
FEA
Finite element analyses are done in Siemens NX 11, using its built-in linear static solver,
and are used to finalize a part after the completion of relevant optimisation studies that
are further described in chapter 8. The FEAs are done for several force equilibriums that
correspond to extreme scenarios of Skippy, which include that of (1) Skippy preparing its
highest jump while being close to the nadir during the stance phase (corresponding to
the second and third frame in fig. 3.2), and (2) Skippy crashing. Joint forces in the sagittal
plane are typically dominated by the former, whereas out-of-plane forces and moments
by the latter.
As an example, fig. 6.11 depicts the approximate force diagram as implemented in
an FEA study for the torso, which corresponds to the scenario of Skippy preparing its
highest jump. In this analysis, the lever joint was decided to be fixed and other forces
were defined in such a way that they are approximately in torsional equilibrium about
the lever joint.
Ff = 4kN and Fs = 2kN are the maximum force estimates as exerted by the follower
and rocker (main actuator) respectively. Ff is estimated based on analysing the moment
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(a) Defining contours (b) Side features
(c) Hollowing features (95 g)
hollowing walls
changing rounds
changing wall thickness
(d) Finalization (80 to 85 g)
Figure 6.10: Frame design
arms of the lever al and follower af. The moment arm of the lever is the distance between
the line defined by the actuator and the lever joint on the torso. The moment arm of the
follower is the distance between the line defined by the follower joints and the lever joint
on the leg, see fig. 6.14. This follows from the fact that both the actuator and follower act
as mechanical rods, since they are hinged freely at both ends. When the main actuator
exerts its maximum force Fs = 2kN, Skippy is nearly flexed, for which af is designed
to be 4.5 cm to 5 cm7, and the lever is designed to be approximately proportional to
the actuator to maximize the mechanical advantage, so that ll ≈ al ≈ 10cm, which is
approximately double af. Since most of the moment generated by the actuator and lever
is transferred through the hip (neglecting inertial forces), it follows that Ffaf ≈ Fsal, from
which it follows that the load on the follower joints reaches up to approximately double
that on the coupler.
Fg = 0.2kN is the approximated inertial force as caused by Skippy’s upward accel-
eration of ca. 10g . Inertial moments are not considered in this equilibrium, as they are
negligible for the relatively slow rotating bodies. Note furthermore that it is not impor-
tant these forces be very accurate, as they only serve the purpose of obtaining a rough
indication of whether material is over- or under-stressed. The exact forces are moreover
not known and differ per experimental trial in practice. It is anticipated the forces are
7Parameters of the four-bar linkage have been carefully chosen to take the follower’s desired moment arm
when fully flexed af,flx and extended af,ext into account, as further explained in section 8.3.3.
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correct within a margin of ±25% in magnitude and ±5 to 30° in direction.
Material is locally added (e.g. by increasing round radii and wall thickness) or re-
moved (e.g. by reducing round radii wall thickness or adding holes) if the part is locally
over- or under-stressed respectively, after which finite element simulations are repeated.
Approximately two iterations are required to obtain satisfactory results. FEA results of
the finalized torso lower frame are depicted in fig. 6.12a for the force diagram in fig. 6.11,
which shows elemental Von Mises stress in colour, reaching values up to 0.3 GPa (ca. 60%
of the yield stress of Al7075-T6). A prototype of the finalized part has been machined by
the internal workshop to demonstrate its manufacturability, see fig. 6.12b.
Similar studies are also performed for the leg, foot and lever.
Ff
Fg
Fs
Figure 6.11: Free body diagram of the torso depicting forces as implemented in an FEA. The forces correspond
approximately to those of Skippy close to its nadir while preparing its highest hop, which is one of the most
demanding scenarios. The red dot is the fixed joint in FEA; its reaction forces are not drawn.
(a) Von Mises stress distribution. (b) The final part.
Figure 6.12: Images depicting the lower end piece of the torso’s frame, with left an image showing stress
distributions of the FEA corresponding to the load case depicted in fig. 6.11 and right the machined part.
6.5. HIP DESIGN
Figure 6.13 depicts the design of the hip, featuring the lever, follower and coupler. Its
morphology is unchanged with respect to that depicted in fig. 3.1a from earlier design
studies. The follower, torso lower frame, leg upper frame and lower half of the lever make
up the four-bar linkage. All of the bodies of the four-bar linkage are hollow, so that cables
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can easily be guided from the leg to the torso through the sagittal plane. A new addition
to the hip is its end stop, which acts as a parallel spring between the lever and torso.
DESIGN STYLE AND LOADING
The hip is designed so that all torsional loads and bending loads out of the sagittal plane
on the torso and leg are transferred through the lever, instead of through the follower.
The structural design of the lever is like that described in section 6.4, based on a closed-
section II-profile, and offers both bending and torsional stiffness. The follower instead
only transfers a radial load in line with itself, for which it acts as a rod. The load is
mainly a compressive load, and has been designed so that it would not fail by buckling. It
consists of two identical parts with C-beam profiles, held together by two pivot pin axles
and two screws. The Euler buckling load is calculated as 21 kN, under the pessimistic
assumption that the follower is a C-beam over its full length (ca. 120 mm). As explained in
section 6.4.3, the expected maximum force on the follower is approximately 4 kN, which
is well under the calculated buckling load.
BEARINGS
Because the lever axles also transfer non-radial loads, the torso and leg joints to which
the lever is hinged are equipped with combined needle roller/axial ball bearings (NX7-
TV-XL). These have a combined static radial load rating of 5.3 kN, and an axial load rating
of 4.3 kN. The advantage of using these type of bearings compared to a set of angular
contact ball bearings, is that
• they require simpler mechanical features with less precise geometrical tolerances;
• they have a smaller diameter, which enables the use of simpler (non-hollow) COTS
axles, and offers advantages for placement of the selected encoders (which too
have a small inner diameter);
• they are generally more resistant to impact (roller bearings make a line contact
rather than a point contact);
• they offer a higher load-to-weight ratio, and thus offer a good solution for
lightweight design.
The disadvantage of these type of bearings is that (1) they offer slightly less precision
(increased play), (2) they take up more axial space and (3) they require hardened axles,
since the bearings do not have an inner ring. However, these effects and requirements
are not problematic for Skippy’s four-bar linkage. First, the joints are not actuated, and
only one joint is encoded, so precision is not an issue for most joints. Accurate axial
alignment, as important for the encoder in the lever-torso joint, can be realized by using
shim rings (red in fig. 6.13). The needle bearings are furthermore of the type ‘massive’,
in which play is smaller than in that of ordinary ‘drawn cup’ needle bearings. Play can
furthermore be reduced by choosing an axle tolerance class that is one or two sizes
bigger than nominal, and can be eliminated by axially pre-loading the bearing using
a screw. Second, the extra required axial space is no issue, because there is no space
constraint in the axial direction. Instead, space is radially constrained in one of the joints
because of the the encoder. If the axle diameter were too big, the encoder would have to
be placed on the exterior of the body, where it is more vulnerable. Third, the requirement
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for hardened axles is no issue, because the axles are simple7 mm COTS ‘precision pivot
pins’, available from MISUMI (GFCLSHDF) with chrome hardening.
Both the follower and coupler axles transfer only radial loads. The bearings in these
joints are NK7-10-TV-XL ‘massive’ needle roller bearings, identical to the needle bearings
in the combined bearings NX7-TV-XL, with a radial load rating of 2.65 kN per bearing.
The coupler joint has one bearing, whereas the follower joints have two bearings each.
The radial load on the follower joints is approximately double that on the coupler joint,
which is related to the size of the follower arm af and lever length, as explained in
section 6.4.
The axles of the follower and coupler joints are also COTS precision pivot pins, but of
different length. In contrast to the lever joints, they are not axially preloaded. The screws
depicted in the left side of fig. 6.13 are merely used to fix the axles, and nylon spacers
(orange) are used to centralize the bodies. Note that in total, the entire hip features only
five structural screws (excluding screws to fix the encoder), equal to the number of axles.
HIP END STOP
The hip end stop is indicated in fig. 6.13. It is mounted to the lever and compressed by
the torso, which is more clearly visible in fig. 6.14. The end stop has been introduced in
response to the anticipated increase of Skippy’s mass to boost its jumping performance.
It has been designed to do so without compromising on Skippy’s in-flight and balancing
performance, by (1) only being effective for a near-flexed configuration and (2) by not
exerting substantially more than double the torque that would be required for gravity
compensation while statically balancing for a fully flexed configuration. Compression
occurs for only the first 10° of lever rotation from Skippy’s flexed configuration. The
configuration of the hip depicted in fig. 6.13 corresponds to the touching condition of
the end stop. Since the maximum force of the end stop is designed to not be substantially
larger than that required for countering the gravitational force, it will not store more than
several joules. Corresponding calculations are further discussed in section 8.3.3.
COLLISIONS AND PROTECTION
The hip design is carefully tailored to prevent internal collisions, which is challenged by
its 180° joint range and bumper placement. The hip’s motion range is shown in fig. 6.14.
The first decision involves centralization and order of bodies. As described in sec-
tion 6.4, it was decided to centralize the frames of the torso and leg, so that they consist
of only a single part and so that they are symmetric about the sagittal plane, which is
beneficial for fitting them with end fits for the CFRP tubes. Both the lever and follower
are then placed external to these frames.
The decision for the follower to be placed external to the frame is such that it can
be fitted with a bumper that rotates with the follower, as shown in fig. 6.14. Bumper
placement on the follower (instead of on the torso) is beneficial as it rotates towards the
direction it needs to protect from impact, and also introduces fewer design problems
regarding internal collisions.
The lever is placed external to the frames so as to avoid collisions with the torso tube
when Skippy is extended (as would be the case if it was internal, see fig. 6.14a). External
placement of the lever is furthermore beneficial for its required out-of-plane stiffness,
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coupler
hip end stop
follower
lever
nylon spacers shim rings
Figure 6.13: The hip design, including the lever, follower and the coupler and their axles and bearings.
as this allows it to be wider. The follower is furthermore designed to move through the
lever, and has a width approximately equal to that of the torso and leg frames.
The lever is equipped with two bumpers, which also protect the hip from sideways
impacts (out of the sagittal plane), in contrast to the bumper on the follower, which
points only to the back in the sagittal plane. The bumper of the follower is aligned with
the upper follower joint, because its frame is not designed to take bending loads.
Most of the contours of the lever, torso and leg frames are defined based on collision
prevention, of which some considerations are described below.
• The lever outer contours are defined so that it and the main spring do not collide
with the torso and follower-torso axle and bumper when fully extended (see
fig. 6.14a) and the follower-leg axle when fully flexed (see fig. 6.14c). This has
resulted in the lever’s S-shape.
• The lever upper cavity and torso lower frame contours are defined so that they do
not collide with each other when fully flexed and extended.
• The lever lower cavity contours are defined so that it does not collide with the
follower and leg upper frame when fully flexed and extended.
• The torso lower frame features cavities on its sides so that it does not collide with
the follower when fully flexed; idem for the leg upper frame to prevent collisions
when fully extended.
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(a) Lever at 90° (extended). (b) Lever at 45°. (c) Lever at 0° (flexed).
Figure 6.14: Skippy’s hip range. The distance between the red dashed lines is the moment arm of the follower
af. When Skippy is fully flexed (more torque) af = af,flx = 5cm and when it is fully extended (more speed)
af = af,ext = 2cm.
6.6. ANKLE AND FOOT DESIGN
The design of the ankle and foot is displayed in fig. 6.15.8 It features the ankle spring, an
end stop and the same Renishaw/RLS encoder that is used in the four-bar linkage and
swivel actuator.
leg lower frame
prismatic cavity
end stop
GFRP spring
foot frame
(a) Trimetric view. (b) Frontal view.
Figure 6.15: The design of the foot and ankle. This figure shows the ankle and foot design as finalized in
chapter 8, which is slightly different from that depicted in fig. 6.1.
8Note that this figure depicts the final design following the optimisations in chapter 8, which is slightly different
from that shown in fig. 6.1.
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6.6.1. ANKLE SPRING DESIGN
The ankle torque-rotation profile ideally has an S-shape, as described in Driessen (2015),
where stiffness around zero and maximum rotation is high, but low in between. This im-
plies that the initial part of the stiffness profile is regressive and the second part progres-
sive. The desired regressive behaviour is realized by the use of a curved compression leaf
spring made from GFRP, and the progressive behaviour is realized by the use of a rubber
end stop.
CURVED COMPRESSION LEAF SPRING
The GFRP spring is hinged between the foot and lower leg frame. This construction
forms a triangle that has one edge of variable length (i.e. the spring’s edge), as shown
in fig. 6.16a. The compression spring has a regressive force-displacement profile of its
own, and the regressiveness can be altered by changing the spring’s curvature. Chapter 7
explains in detail how the stiffness profile of curved compression springs can be accu-
rately described using a pseudo-rigid body model (PRBM), and how this model can be
used to predict failure. The resulting torque-rotation profile of the joint is typically also
regressive and can be further altered by changing parameters that make up the triangle
kinematics.
−q5,0
lb
lc
−φc
rtx
φtx
φb
θa,0
(a) Kinematic triangle of the ankle spring. (b) Diagram to check for collisions.
Figure 6.16: The ankle spring design. This figure shows the ankle and foot design as finalized in chapter 8,
which is slightly different from that depicted in fig. 6.1.
GFRP GFRP is used because it has a high gravimetric energy, especially if choosing
proper fibre alignment. The spring cannot move or rotate out of the sagittal plane due to
constraints imposed by its hinges, which allows for unidirectional (UD) fibre alignment
in the longitudinal direction of the spring. In the fibre direction, realistic assumptions
for material properties are a Young’s Modulus of E = 35GPa and a maximum tensile and
compressive strain of ²×t = 0.03 and ²×c = 0.021 respectively (Kussmaul, 2016). Note that
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these values depend also on the quality of the glass fibre, and could be even higher for
high quality S-glass fibres. With a density of 1.9 kgdm−3, the gravimetric energy density
of UD GFRP can then be estimated as 1/2²2E/ρ = 4kJ/kg. This value assumes failure in
compression; it also assumes failure by the fibres instead of the bond. In comparison,
the gravimetric energy density of a high quality spring steel with a yield strength of
σy = 1.2GPa, E = 200GPa and ρ = 8kgdm−1, can be estimated as 1/2σ2y/E/ρ = 0.45kJ/kg,
approximately a factor of 10 lower.
Mounting The GFRP spring is rigidly glued to aluminium end pieces with a 3 mm
hole, through which it is hinged to the foot and leg using an off-the-shelf (Misumi) axle
and two miniature needle bearings per side. The two end pieces, two axles and four
bearings weigh 15 g and can take up to a load of 1.6 kN (as limited by the bearings).
The hollow foot design and a prismatic cavity in the leg allow it to move freely without
colliding for the ankle’s full range of motion.
The interiors have a width of 40 mm, which allow for a spring of up to 38 mm wide to
be mounted. The width is based on the width of the wide ankle bearings (NX7-TV-XL),
rather than the smaller leg tube (25 mm). This wide foot design allows for flexibility in
design for strong springs.
ANKLE END STOP
The desired progressive behaviour is realized by the use of an end stop made from
rubber, as shown in fig. 6.15a. The end stop is only compressed when the ankle joint
approaches its maximum permissible rotation. During normal operation, the end stop
should only be touched rather than be compressed substantially, but it should provide
sufficient resistance to prevent the GFRP from breaking and the foot from hitting the
leg, as could be the result after an unfortunate impact. The rubber end stops are off-the-
shelf components from Misumi, available in various hardness and size, to allow for easy
replacement and adjusting of end stop characteristics.
6.6.2. ANKLE TORQUE PROFILE CALCULATIONS
The ankle’s torque-rotation profile is the sum of that contributed by the compression
spring and that of the end stop. Only the former needs to be calculated accurately, as the
end stop is not to be compressed substantially during normal operation.
CURVED COMPRESSION LEAF SPRING
The contribution of the compression spring to the ankle joint’s torque-rotation profile
can be calculated using the triangle kinematics function γTˆ defined in appendix B as
{la, θb, θc, Ga}= γTˆ(θa, lb, lc) .
θa = θa,0− q5+ q5,0 is the triangle angle opposing the spring, with θa,0 the rest angle, q5
the ankle joint angle and q5,0 the ankle joint angle for which the ankle spring is at rest
(i.e. for which θa = θa,0). lb and lc are the fixed edge lengths of the triangles, as shown
in fig. 6.16a. la = la,0− xa is the spring length, with la,0 the spring rest length and xa the
spring’s displacement in compression.Ga is the Jacobian, for which we find
Ga,1 = ∂la
∂θa
= −∂xa−∂q5
= ∂xa
∂q5
.
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The compression spring force Fa can be calculated as function of the spring compression
xa, as described in chapter 7. It follows that the ankle torque τ5 can then be calculated as
follows:
τ5 =Ga,1Fa .
6.6.3. PARAMETER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Sizing and shaping the foot is an involved process due to conflicts of interests and vari-
ous adverse effects on performance and collision constraints. For example, for optimal
spring behaviour, it is desired for the ankle spring rest angle to be substantially larger
than the joint range (further explained below). This implies that the attachment point of
the spring is desirably “buried” deep in the leg, as shown in fig. 6.16, which is facilitated if
the lower leg frame is designed to not have a big “kink” like that shown in fig. 3.1a (effec-
tively placing the ankle joint above the line of the leg tube). Yet, the end stop is desirably
placed as far as possible from the ankle joint so as to reduce the forces on both the ankle
joint and bearings; a kink facilitates its placement far from the joint (effectively bringing
the leg and foot closer together for maximum flexion) without requiring either of the foot
or lower leg frames to be extended (introducing extra mass).
As a compromise, in the design depicted in fig. 6.1 the ankle joint is placed only
12.5 mm above the leg tube. However, in the final design (following the optimisations
in chapter 8), it was decided to remove the kink completely by placing the ankle joint in
line with the leg tube, which is the design depicted in figs. 6.15 and 6.16.
END STOP PLACEMENT AND FOOT CURVATURE
The end stop is placed on the foot at an arm of approximately 5.5 cm from the joint, and
makes contact with the leg at a joint angle of q5 = 45°.
The arm length is chosen based on being sufficiently far from the joint to withstand
impact forces during an unfortunate crash, whilst preventing the necessity of extending
the foot frame far beyond the required size of the prismatic cavity in which the spring
moves. The short arm length is made possible partly due to the choice of the same
powerful combined needle roller/axial ball bearings as found in the four bar linkage
joints (NX7-TV-XL), which offer substantially more peak load than required during
normal operation. An impact can lead to a force up to approximately 5kN on the end
stops and bearings, equal to the bearings’ peak load.
The mounting angle was decided based on early simulation studies, and can be
tweaked in practice by installing end stops of different thickness. These studies indicated
a desired joint range of ∆q5 ≈ 60°, and furthermore showed that the foot would start
rolling on its back if it would bend too far towards the leg. This could be solved by
removing the foot’s curvature (i.e. creating a straight foot), but would in turn cause the
spring to collide with the foot’s interior. Referring to fig. 6.16a, φtx is used to define the
foot’s curvature (φtx = 90° would correspond to a straight foot) and also defines the
minimum toe angle q4,min (the foot would start rolling as q4.φtx). φtx is set to φtx = 75°
based on observing that q4 > −75° for various simulations of the stance phase, whilst
leaving sufficient space for designing the spring and its operation space, which is further
explained below.
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INCREASING θa,0 AND lc/lb
Through early simulation studies it was found that the rest angle of the spring θa,0 is
ideally substantially larger than the range of the ankle joint, likely so as to avoid a bi-
stable profile of the ankle torque profile and to decrease maximum compression of the
ankle spring, each of which are further elucidated below.
A bi-stable profile implies that the ankle torque-rotation profile is not monotonic.
Whereas Fa(ya) is monotonically increasing (see chapter 7), τ5(q5) is not necessarily
monotonically increasing, which is due to the triangle kinematics. The spring’s moment
arm is maximal for θa = θa,opt = arccos(lb/lc) (assuming lb < lc), and will thus decrease if
the ankle is flexed beyond this angle (θa < θa,opt), subsequently reducing the mechanical
advantage (i.e. ∂2xa/∂q52 < 0). This will not instantly cause the spring profile to become
bi-stable, because Fa(ya) is still monotonically increasing, and bi-stable behaviour at the
very highest loads are not necessarily problematic. Nevertheless, angles substantially
lower than θa,opt should be avoided.
θa,opt is typically an angle between 60° (lc = 2lb) and 75° (lc ≈ 4lb), which suggest that
θa,min ' 45°. Since the range of the ankle joint is approximately ∆q5 ≈ 60°, θa,0' 105°.
In addition, reduced maximum compression of the ankle spring is desired to reduce
the spring’s required operation space and to reduce its chance of failure, which can be
also achieved by increasing θa,0 beyond the range of q5, and furthermore by increasing
the ratio lc/lb.
The triangle’s short side lb is placed on the leg so as to reduce the required size of
the aluminium end-piece for mounting the spring. Its minimum length and θa,0 are
constrained by collisions with the ankle encoder and its hull. The maximum length of
lc is constrained by the foot length lp: lc is defined to be 24 mm shorter than the foot:
lc = lp − 0.024. These subsequently constrain lc/lb; depending on θa,0 and lp, we find
lc/lb ≈ 3. Below follows a more elaborate explanation of how collisions constrain various
parameters and the design.
SPRING ATTACHMENT AND COLLISIONS
The attachment points of the spring to the leg and foot can be defined by triangle sides
lb and lc and mounting angles φb and φc (see fig. 6.16a), so that the spring’s rest angle is
related to q5,0 as θa,0 = pi/2+φb+φc−q5,0. The attachment points must be chosen so as
to avoid collisions between the spring, foot and leg.
Non-linear FEA studies of the flexible spring have been combined with shapes of
the foot and leg as defined in CAD software to create figures such as that depicted in
fig. 6.16b, based on which is checked for collisions, and subsequently allow for the design
to be finalized.
• φc is chosen firstly, and set to φc = −5° to prevent collisions of the spring with
the inside of the foot when fully flexed. This choice also assumes a spring of mild
curvature, with a radius of R = 180mm.9
• The shape of the prismatic cavity in which the spring is mounted to the leg is
designed to prevent collisions with the spring.
9Acknowledgements — Early optimisations conducted by Dr. Featherstone showed that the spring must not be
too regressive.
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• φb and lb are chosen as a compromise between maximizing θa,0 and minimizing
lb whilst preventing collisions with the encoder and its hull (see red circle in
fig. 6.16b), and preventing the need of excessive frame that would protrude next
to the heel, as required for housing the spring’s upper axle. In the design depicted
in fig. 6.1, lb = 5cm and φb = 5°. φb was later changed to φb = 15°, as permitted
by results of the optimisations in chapter 8, which have indicated a desire for a
reduced initial angle−q5,0 and have resulted in the updated ankle design depicted
in figs. 6.15 and 6.16. Collisions are prevented as long as lp ' 15cm and q5,0 '
−15°.
6.7. MAIN ACTUATOR DESIGN
The main actuator consists of the Maxon DCX32L brushed motor, screw drive and the
main spring, all connected in series. The screw drive is by default a ball screw, but can be
replaced for a roller screw for comparison, and is guided and protected by a lightweight
telescopic guiding mechanism. The main motor, screw spindle and their housing make
up the rocker body, which is hinged to the head. The actuator is furthermore designed
according to the desired weight distribution of the torso, as described in chapter 3, where
mass is concentrated at either of its ends, rather than in the centre. For this reason, the
main spring has been placed as close as possible to the hip joint. The rocker, guiding
mechanism and main spring are further explained below.
coupler frame
main spring
spring guide
screw spindle
nut-spring tube
spindle guide nut
rocker frame
coupling
(a) Main actuator using a ball screw, depicted for Skippy fully extended (above) and flexed (below). The actuator
length is limited by the guiding arrangement, a light-weight solution to resist buckling and provide ingress
protection.
(b) Main actuator using a roller screw, depicted for Skippy fully extended. The roller screw spindle has a smaller
diameter and is thus lighter, yet its nut is larger and thus requires a larger diameter guiding system.
Figure 6.17: The main actuator with either a ball or roller screw.
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6.7.1. ROCKER
The rocker joint is designed to be as close as possible to the motor so as to reduce the
relative motion of the motor end with respect to the torso as caused by the rocking
motion of the rocker. This allows for a smaller head and reduced motion of power and
encoder (ENX 16 EASY) cables, which are connected to the back end of the motor. The
motor is screwed directly to the rocker via its customized flange through 4 out of its 8
screw holes with M4 flat head screws.
The rocker is hinged in the head with two narrow 61803 thin section bearings, as
depicted in fig. 6.17a, which have a combined static radial load rating of 3 kN. The axes
of the actuator (motor/spindle) and rocker joint are designed to intersect to prevent
bending loads on the spindle. The rocker joint axle is therefore designed to consist of
two pieces, to be screwed in the rocker from the side, so that it does not intersect with
the actuator axis, and to offer space for mounting a coupling.
The screw spindle is held by special lightweight axial (thrust) angular-contact bear-
ings (ZKLN0619-2Z-XL), at a mass of 0.02 kg, featuring a contact angle of 60° and a static
axial load rating of 6 kN, preclamped at 2 kN to 3 kN by a ZM06 (M6×0.5) precision lock
nut to remove play.
The interior of the rocker offers space for the coupling, which is preferably rigid and
lightweight. The spindle’s end is 5 mm and the motor axle is 6 mm. The two can
be connected using (for example) the custom hub depicted in fig. 6.17, which is glued
directly to the motor shaft, and connects to the spindle using 4 M4 grub screws (2× 2
under an angle of 90°). A possible lightweight alternative is the use of a COTS 6 mm
N-coupling10 in combination with an open-section adapter to increase the spindle’s
mounting diameter from 5 mm to 6 mm.
6.7.2. GUIDING SYSTEM
The actuator is freely hinged at both ends to prevent bending loads on the spindle.
However, this also makes the arrangement more prone to buckling during compression
loads. The system is designed to be used mainly in tension, but minor compressive loads
are inevitable during balancing and in-flight control, resulting in compression forces up
to several 100 N. The arrangement is weak to buckling because of the flexible (series)
main spring and the nut, which are both weak in bending, meaning that even a load as
low as 100 N might be threatening.
To make the actuator more robust against buckling, it has been equipped with a
guiding system, and the main spring has been made hollow. The presented guiding
solution was found to be a lighter and more compact solution than the alternative of
using guiding rod(s) to either side of the actuator, which moreover does not offer the
additional advantages such as ingress protection. The guiding system weighs 61 g, which
includes the tubes, end pieces (except the coupler frame) and bushings.
TELESCOPIC ARRANGEMENT
The guiding system is a dual-stage telescopic arrangement, and consists of three tubes
that are coaxial with the actuator to guide both the nut and the spring. The part connect-
ing the nut to the spring, referred to as nut-spring tube and depicted green in fig. 6.17,
10Misumi CPN6 https://us.misumi-ec.com/vona2/detail/110300127250
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double-functions as the inner guide for the nut guide tube and outer guide for the spring
guide tube. Both the spindle and spring guide tube are depicted in black in fig. 6.17. The
tubes are best distinguished in the second image of fig. 6.17a. The nut guide double-
functions as an ingress protector for the screw drive, and has a third function as the
outer clamp of the thrust bearings in the rocker, so that the bearing housing need not
be designed with a press fit.
Note furthermore that the system relies on the ability of the spindle to move inside
the (smallest) spring guide tube, as visible in the upper picture of fig. 6.17a and fig. 6.17b.
The spring is made hollow (tube-shaped) in order for the spring guide tube to be placed
on the inner side of the spring. A hollow spring furthermore improves the spring’s
bending and torsional stiffness (and thus resistance to buckling, were there no guides).
A gap between the spring and its guide ensures that the two do not come in contact with
each other when the spring is stretched.
CONNECTIVITY
The tubes are rigidly glued to aluminium end pieces, using the end fitting design dis-
cussed in section 6.4, which are in turn connected to their respective parent parts using
a fine metric thread, so that the arrangement requires only four threaded connections,
which—compared to using ordinary connector flanges with metric screws—saves sig-
nificant weight and space.
Telescopic sliding is realized by the use of IGUS G-Sleeve bushings, which are fixed
on the inside of the outer tubes. The inner tubes slide directly in the bushings.
TUBING CHOICE
To minimize weight, the tubes are made from CFRP and have a wall thickness of 0.5 mm,
which is the minimum thickness available. Of the three tubes, only the nut-spring tube
is loaded axially. With an outer diameter of 20 mm, and an assumed failure stress of
200 MPa in tension (pessimistic), it should be able to withstand at least 12 kN, which is a
factor of 6 higher than the expected maximum force exerted by the nut.
The tubes desirably have a high tolerance outer diameter and a smooth outer surface
finish, since they are directly fitted with bushings and used as sliders. For this reason, the
CFRP guides are produced using the process of wrapping, rather than filament winding
as used for frame tubes, as explained in section 6.4. This technique provides higher
tolerance on the inner and outer diameter (±0.05mm) and a smoother surface finish.
Unlike the frame tubes, these wrapped tubes are not as isotropic since they provide
strength mainly in flexion (rather than also in torsion and compression), which fits the
guides’ loading profile. An additional advantage is that the COTS wrapped tubes are
generally available in more sizes with wall thickness as low as 0.5 mm.
6.7.3. MAIN SPRING
The main spring is a series spring that connects the nut to the coupler. Like the ankle
spring (for initial deflection), its force-displacement profile is desirably regressive, which
suggests that the previously introduced curved compression leaf springs are also good
candidates for the main spring. However, unlike the ankle spring, the main spring works
mainly in tension, and it stores substantially more energy than the ankle spring, for
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which it was decided to use a rubber tension spring instead. The rubber spring takes
the shape of a tube, so that the guiding mechanism can be centralized with the spring,
and to make it stiffer in torsion and bending.
ENERGY DENSITY
The main spring should be able to store up to approximately Es = 80J, which is several
factors higher than the energy stored by the ankle spring, and as such implies that the
need for a spring with a high gravimetric energy density is more critical. Rubbers exist
with an energy density exceeding ρEg = 10kJkg−1, higher than the ca. ρEg = 4kJkg−1
of GFRP. In addition, the high ultimate tensile strain of rubber allows it to be used
in pure tension, which leads to efficient material deformation of nearly 100%. In coil
and leaf springs, material deforms less uniformly, effectively reducing the gravimetric
energy density of the spring as a whole by approximately a factor of 1/ηE = 10, where ηE
can be described as a spring’s geometrical energy storing efficiency. A spring’s effective
gravimetric energy density could then be calculated as ρ¯Eg = ηEρEg. A GFRP leaf spring
would then be required to have a mass of Es/ρEg ≈ 0.2kg, and a spring made of high
quality spring steel would have a mass of ca. 2 kg. Note that these figures still exclude the
mass required for their assembly.
Unlike the ankle spring, the main actuator mainly functions in tension rather than
in compression. This implies that the use of curved compression leaf springs would
require an extension and fortified guiding mechanism to turn the tension spring into a
compression spring, which easily adds another 0.2 kg to the already heavy GFRP springs
of 0.2kg.
REGRESSIVENESS
One disadvantage of a pure tension spring compared to a spring that makes use of
geometry (such as the curved compression leaf springs), is that it offers less flexibility
in designing for a specific stress-strain profile and thus for regressiveness. Rubbers
naturally have a regressive stress-strain profile, but it is not as regressive compared to
what could be achieved with the curved compression leaf springs. According to the Neo-
Hookean model for incompressible hyper-elastic materials, the elastic modulus at ²= 0
is (only) three times as high as that for ² → ∞.11 A more regressive profile could be
obtained by combining the rubber tension spring with a rubber compression end stop.
Such an end stop could be incorporated in the design by slightly altering the guiding
mechanism.
This end stop is not incorporated in the current design, for the reason that it adds
more weight and complexity whereas its necessity is disputed and undetermined. For
jumping, the regressive behaviour is desired to maximize energy storage for a given
maximum force and displacement, but it is likely not as critical as for balancing, which
could benefit significantly from improved stiffness. However, the exact influence of
stiffness on balancing performance has not been quantified and is not going to be further
investigated in this thesis. If it is concluded from future studies that the spring should be
substantially more regressive, then the end stop can be added in a subsequent design
cycle by slightly altering the guiding mechanism.
11Note that even though the Neo-Hookean model is only accurate for strains up to ca. ² = 0.5 (Treloar, 1973),
these figures provide an indication of the regressiveness that can be expected from rubber tension springs.
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RUBBER SOURCING
Many types of rubber exist with different material properties. The main spring’s rubber
is required to have a high gravimetric energy density and a high elastic resilience (ability
to store instead of dissipate energy). It is furthermore desired that the rubber has a
regressive stress-strain profile.
A major drawback of most rubbers is that they typically have undesired material
properties, like viscosity and creep, and that they are difficult to characterize, because
most of the properties are governed by non-linear relations and time-dependent. In
addition, rubbers can permanently change (deteriorate) over time, due to vulnerability
of being exposed to oxygen, oil, humidity or sunlight.
Most industrial applications of rubber focus on its use as shock absorbers, which
requires a low elastic resilience instead, or rely on its longevity in exposed environments,
which requires the addition of chemicals that typically reduce a rubber’s mechanical
properties. As such, it is difficult to find a COTS rubber with the right properties. Natural
rubbers typically have a high elastic resilience, but were not available in useful form from
our suppliers. A synthetic rubber with a high elastic resilience is that used in the Super
Ball bouncing ball (Wikipedia, 2019), which is a synthetic polymer polybutadiene with
other ingredients. An attempt has been made to mould a custom high quality rubber
spring using a (similar) liquid polybutadiene rubber, but the result was not satisfactory
due to its weakness (having a low gravimetric energy density).
The main spring design currently consists of a COTS tube-shaped synthetic rubber
component from Misumi, rigidly glued to end pieces that allow for a threaded connec-
tion to the coupler and nut. The rubber is either a synthetic standard urethane or nitrile
rubber (NBR), which are not advertised to have a high elastic resilience, but do have
a high gravimetric energy density. The rubber type with the highest elastic resilience
should be selected for the final spring design, which is best identified through exper-
imentation with a universal testing machine. The rubbers are furthermore available
in different hardnesses, which allow for different spring shape designs. For example,
the urethane rubber of Shore hardness A70, A90 and A95 have a 25% secant modulus
Ec = E25 of ca. 1 MPa, 2.2 MPa 5.3 MPa respectively, as extracted from the diagram in the
datasheet 12. Tentative spring dimensions can be estimated assuming a linear spring
profile with a stiffness based on the secant modulus.
TENTATIVE SPRING DIMENSIONS
Assuming a linear stress-strain profile using the secant modulus, we can estimate the
spring force and energy as follows:
Fs ≈ Ec Axs
xs,0
and Es ≈
Ec Ax2s
2xs,0
,
where A is the spring’s cross-sectional surface area, xs main spring elongation, xs,0 the
main spring’s rest length and Fs the spring force. A spring that stores Es = 80J of energy
at a spring force of Fs = 2kN has a spring elongation of maximum xs = 8cm.13 If the
spring is strained to 100% (²= 1) (which is well within bounds of the specified maximum
12Available here: https://uk.misumi-ec.com/pdf/fa/2014/P2_0389-0390_F38_EN.pdf
13This figure assumes a linear spring profile and is lower for regressive spring profiles.
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strain, which exceeds 300% for all rubbers), then the spring has a rest length of xs,0 = 8cm
too. By solving for A using the shore A90 rubber, we find A = 924mm2, which can be
realized by a tube with an inner diameter of ca. 2 cm and an outer diameter of ca.
4 cm (A = (202 − 102)pi = 943mm2). At a density of ρ = 1.2kgdm−3, the rubber weighs
Axs,0ρ = 90g, and each of the end-pieces weigh approximately 6 g each, resulting in a
spring design that is substantially lighter than one based on GFRP springs.
The exact shape of the spring can be finalized based on optimisation studies, and
can furthermore be changed by choosing a rubber of different hardness. A softer rubber
results in a fatter but shorter spring, and a harder rubber in a longer but thinner spring.
The presented design is considered to be good a trade-off between the two extremities.
The spring length limits the minimum actuator length, as further discussed in the next
section. A wider spring requires a bigger bumper on the lever to protect it from impacts
and a longer spring further increases the minimum torso length, as further discussed in
the next section.
Note furthermore that a thin spring has an increased maximum stress also on the
glue that connects the rubber to the end pieces, because of the decreased surface area.
For Fs = 2kN and A = 943mm2, the normal stress is approximately σ = Fs/A = 2MPa,
which is still well below the glue’s listed maximum bonding stress of at least 8 MPa for
rubber 14. However, caution should be taken for (chemical) deterioration of the rubber
due to the application of adhesive, and for increased peak stress caused by shear and
local imperfections at the bond, which could lead to propagating tear and subsequent
early failure. Experiments on a small spring with a surface area of 25 mm2 have shown
failure at 73 N, corresponding to σ= 2.9MPa. The failure occurred in the rubber close to
the adhesive rather than in the adhesive itself. Whereas this is within range for normal
use, simple design measures could be taken if the bonding is not sufficiently strong, such
as changing the shape of the bonding surface to being conical, increasing its surface area.
6.7.4. ACTUATOR LENGTH
The presented design of the main actuator imposes a constraint of minimum length on
itself and thus on the torso. The actuator length (as measured from the coupler joint to
the rocker joint, when Skippy is fully extended) is constrained by the sum of the length
of the coupler frame, the main spring at rest, the guiding arrangement and the rocker:
• The length of the coupler is limited by the presence of the bumper, as can be seen
in fig. 6.14, and adds 4.5 cm to the length of the actuator.
• The length of the main spring is defined by the sum of length of its rubber and end
pieces (1 cm). The length of the rubber is assumed to be 8 cm, based on a spring
elongation of approximately 4 to 5 cm (² ≈ 0.5). It might be shortened depending
on the final choice of rubber.
• The minimum required length of the guiding arrangement equals the sum of the
lengths of the stroke, the minimum tube overlap (equal to the length of the nut
guide bushings: 4 cm), and collision safety margins as required for (unintentional)
spring elongation/compression (ca. 3 cm). The stroke is limited by the lever length
14Weicon Contact VA 5000 THIX: https://www.weicon.de/media/pdf/08/79/f2/TDS_12551030_EN
_Contact_VA_5000_THIX_Cyanoacrylate_Adhesive.pdf
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and its angular range. For a lever with a (maximum) length and range of 10 cm and
90° respectively, the stroke is maximum 14 cm.
• The rocker adds ca. 4 cm to the length of the actuator due to the presence of the
coupling, bearings and lock nut.
These numbers add to an actuator length of ca. 38.5 cm, which—in combination with a
lever of length 10 cm in Skippy’s extended configuration—constrain the rocker joint to
be at a distance of at least ca. 47.5 cm from the lever-torso joint.
SPINDLE LENGTH AND RESONANCE
The nut covers a stroke length of 134 mm for Skippy’s full work space of ∆φhip = 180°,
assuming a lever length of 10 cm and the main spring to be at rest. The threaded length
of the ball screw is 184 mm, and the nut has a length of 30 mm. This leaves a margin
of 184− 134− 30 = 20mm. Tube lengths have been chosen so that there is a margin of
threaded screw rod of 10 mm if Skippy is fully flexed or extended, assuming the spring to
be at rest. This should be sufficient, given that the main spring should not be stretched
or compressed when Skippy is fully flexed or extended.
The spindle is furthermore checked for resonance. The resonance frequency can be
approximated by assuming the spindle to be a cylindrical beam, for which the resonance
frequency of the first eigenmode is calculated as follows:
ω0 =K
√√√√ Er 20
4ρl 20
,
where K is a constant depending on beam support, E the Young’s modulus, ρ the mass
density, r0 the inner radius and l0 the unsupported length of the spindle. For our simply
supported (i.e. not supported on one end) spindle, K = 3.52 and for steel E = 200GPa
and ρ = 8kgdm−3. The unsupported length is approximated by the distance between
the nut’s centre and its unsupported end, which is l0 = 16cm if Skippy is flexed, and the
inner radius is r0 = 3.5mm. We find ω0 = 1369rads−1 = 13krpm, which is well above the
6000 rpm speed limit.
6.8. SWIVEL ACTUATOR DESIGN
The swivel actuator is depicted in fig. 6.18. It comprises the encoded Maxon DCX22S
motor, a Harmonic Drive HFUC-2A-11 strain wave gear, an RLS Aksim absolute encoder
at the output shaft and a slip clutch.
As described in section 6.2, the strain wave gear has been upgraded one size com-
pared to Tippy, to comply with higher torque at the output shaft and to provide a more
rugged grub screw connection at the input shaft. The input hub now has an inner diam-
eter of5 mm instead of3 mm, which requires the use of a shaft adapter.
In addition, the housing is custom-made to reduce weight, similar to that of Tippy’s
main actuator discussed in section 5.4.3. The custom housing allows for integration of
the slip clutch, output encoder and strong output bearing. It is furthermore designed to
be mounted to the inside of the frame of Skippy’s head, which has inner dimensions of
48×48mm.
6.9. HEAD
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SLIP CLUTCH
The slip clutch permits the output shaft (dark blue) to slip with respect to the intermedi-
ate shaft (output from the strain wave gear) (fuchsia), and consists of two friction rings
(neon yellow) that are pre-loaded with 16×8.2 disc springs (Belleville washers) and a
lock nut. The diameter of the slip clutch is ideally as large as possible, to minimize the
required pre-load, but is limited by the inner diameter of 14 mm of the encoder read
head. The pre-load can be estimated using ballpark figures, as explained below, but is to
be finalized through trial-and-error.
The pre-load force is calculated as Fpl = τslip/µ/rslip, where τslip is the slipping torque,
µ the static friction coefficient between the friction rings and the shaft (for PEEK-steel/
aluminium µ≈ 0.5) and rslip = 5mm the effective radius of the friction rings. For a supply
voltage of 30 V and a transmission ratio and efficiency of 1:30 and η = 0.7 respectively,
the actuator can deliver ca. 3.2 Nm stall torque, and approximately double this torque if
rotating at no-load velocity in opposite direction. The strain wave gear can handle up to
8.5 Nm momentary peak torque. The slipping torque should be in between these values,
e.g. τslip = 7.5Nm, for which we find Fpl = 3kN. One 16×8.2×0.9−T disc springs (DIN2093)
at 75% deflection provides ca. 1 kN load. Realizing Fpl = 3kN would require the use of 3
of these springs preloaded at 75% deflection in parallel (note that fig. 6.18 depicts only
two of them, mounted in series).
ABSOLUTE ENCODER
The RLS encoder is placed after the slip clutch, so that it measures the absolute position
of the crossbar, but before the output bearing, so that the encoder is protected. The
output bearing fixes the output shaft axially and radially to the housing, so as to fix the
reading height of the encoder irrespective of wear of the slip rings. The reading height
can be controlled by using shim rings on the actuator side of the output bearings (red).
Holes in the frame permit encoder cables to be directly wired to the centre of the head.
BEARINGS AND ALIGNMENT
The output bearing is a 3805-2RS precision thin section double row angular contact ball
bearing (25 g), which can handle the force if Skippy were to crash frontally on its head,
and the moment or radial load if it were to crash on the tip of its crossbar. The bearing
is fixed using a lightweight nylon lock nut (light brown), as typically used in piping
industry. The bearing is axially stiff, but if nonetheless a crash would cause the inner
ring to displace axially, it would be stopped by the locknut, which has an outer diameter
slightly larger than that of the bearing. It is nominally spaced by the outer ring of the
bearing by using a shim ring on the crossbar-side of the bearing (red). This arrangement
protects both the bearing and encoder.
In addition, a 61703/6703-2RS precision thin section ball bearing (4 g) has been
installed to radially align the intermediate shaft with the strain wave gear, and to prevent
dust ingress from the slip clutch into the strain wave gear. This bearing is free to move
axially, because axial alignment is already determined by the slip clutch and output
bearing.
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DCX 22 S shaft adapter
intermediate shaft
output shaft
output bearing
shim ringsfriction rings
encoderstrain wave gear (circular spline)
Figure 6.18: The swivel actuator, featuring Maxon’s DCX22S brushed DC motor, a strain wave gear, encoder,
slip clutch and a strong double row output bearing.
6.9. HEAD
Figure 6.19 shows Skippy’s head, which is the heaviest part of the robot, containing most
of the robot’s features. It has the following main functions:
• Providing housing space for the rocker and main motor, the swivel actuator and
most of the electronics, including the brain and batteries.
• Providing an environment for regulated heat flow and cooling of the main motor,
drivers and swivel motor.
• Providing a method and easy access to change the main electronics and batteries.
• Providing protection for all of its contents, and an end stop for the leg.
The protection includes the frontal bumper on the swivel axle and the toroidal bumper,
which have already been discussed in section 6.3. Note furthermore that the end stop is
not visible in fig. 6.19, but it is in fig. 6.1 (next to the brain). The end stop uses the same
sponge that is used in the bumpers, and also has a thickness of 3 cm.
HOUSING SPACE
The size and shape of the head is a compromise between accessibility and weight.
Accessibility is generally achieved by spacious design. Whereas there is no direct volume
budget on Skippy’s design, a more spacious design was found to be heavier too.
The interior of the head frame features a lengthy chamber with an inner cross-section
of 48×48mm and a length of ca. 120 mm, which fits most of the electronics and swivel
actuator. These dimensions have been determined based on (1) comparing it to the size
of Tippy’s torso interior, which at 38× 38mm was too small, (2) fitting the new swivel
actuator and electronics (3) an iteration of sample prints and assembly (i.e. trial-and-
error).15
15The iteration involved an earlier design featuring a slightly shorter length (ca. 100 mm) and smaller cross-
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detachable brain
junction PCB
battery
IMU
I
II
sponge
Figure 6.19: Skippy’s head, with various points of interest indicated. Heat waves as caused by the presence of
the motors, drivers and fan are drawn red. The approximate location of the torso’s CoPc ( ) that corresponds
to landing from a vertical hop is also shown. The two possible mounting points for the IMU are indicated as
well, complete with IMUs (in practice, only one mounting point has to be used).
The upper side of the head frame features a clevis, which houses the rocker, as
discussed in section 6.7. Ideally, the rocker is located as close as possible to the torso
tube to reduce the bending moment it exerts on the tube. In the final design, its hinge
is placed 47.5 mm above the line defined by the torso tube. The rocker rocks in a range
of ca. 7.5° for a lever length of ll = 10cm, so that the back side of the motor displaces
over a span of ca. 12 mm. This space is made available by aligning the upper side of
the chamber with the upper side of the torso tube, rather than designing for them to be
section (46× 46mm), which was printed and successfully fitted with the electronics, but of which was
concluded that it was slightly too cramped for easy assembly and disassembly.
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coaxial.
The design style of the head frame is also closed-section design. Its interior can be
milled from the front side, where the swivel actuator is to be mounted, and partly from
above. The interior features inner rounds of 10 mm or higher to facilitate its machining
and reduce machining time.
COOLING
Cooling of the main motor is realized by clamping an actively cooled heat sink on the
motor’s housing. The active cooling is done by a fan that is attached to the heat sink.
The swivel motor and drivers might also require some cooling, depending on their
use. For this reason, both the swivel motor and drivers are placed in the same cooling
environment, below the fan. To guide the air flow, the head frame has two air inlets/out-
lets at the bottom, next to the drivers. The maximum winding temperature of the main
motor is rated at 155 ◦C, whereas that of the swivel motor is rated at 125 ◦C. Nevertheless,
their maximum ambient temperature is rated at 100 ◦C. The maximum driver temper-
ature is limited by its ceramic capacitors at 85 ◦C, which is slightly lower than the per-
mitted ambient temperature of the motors. This is likely not an issue, since the ambient
temperature should not be permitted to increase beyond 85 ◦C anyway. However, even if
it would, then either of two measures can be taken.
• The fan can be configured so that it blows air from the bottom to the top, so that
the temperature of the air below the fan is lower than that above the main motor.
• The temperature limit of the drivers can be increased to 105 ◦C by replacing
the capacitors for more thermal resistant capacitors, as suggested by the Pololu
company.
ELECTRONICS
Skippy’s head houses most of its electronics, which are mostly the same as those of
Tippy. Several revisions have been done by reflecting on Tippy section 5.7, which mainly
concern issues with cabling.
Other than the two motors and their encoders (2x ENX EASY 16 relative encoders and
an RLS Aksim II absolute encoder), the head houses the following electronics:
• Two Pololu G2 24v21 High-Power motor drivers, one for each motor (identical to
Tippy), placed on both sides next to the swivel motor.
• A Pololu 5 V step-down voltage regulator, mounted on one side. The other side
offers an extra space for a miscellaneous PCB of similar size, such as for battery
wiring or monitoring.
• Two mounting options for an IMU (incidated with I and II in fig. 6.19). Placement
of the IMU is further explained in section 6.10.
• A junction PCB, to which all electronics are wired through solder connections. The
PCB has a 60-pin plug sticking out of the lower side of the head frame, to which
Skippy’s brain is connected.
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• The brain16 is plugged into the junction PCB, and screwed on the exterior of the
bottom of the head frame. The brain consists of three layers of PCB’s. The two
PCBs closest to the body are custom. The first PCB takes care of wiring and basic
electronic circuitry, similar to that found in TP-PCB. The second PCB is essentially
a downscaled version of the TI Launchpad F28377S, featuring an extra SPI port
and no more breakout pins. The third PCB is the Raspberry PI Zero.
• The batteries are placed on the exterior on both sides of the head frame, and reside
in a 3D printed housing to which they are strapped with hook-and-loop fastener.
The batteries have a capacity of 1000 mAh, in contrast to the 1300 mAh used on
Tippy, with an identical 30C/60C peak rating, implying they can deliver up to a
current of 60 A, which is still enough. Smaller batteries have been chosen to save
weight.
Note that the brain and the batteries are the only electronics mounted to the exterior of
the head frame, because they have to be easily replaceable. The electronics differ from
Tippy in the following ways:
• Skippy no longer has a separate 3.3 V step-down voltage regulator (required to
power the MCU), as it is integrated in the first PCB of the brain.
• The IMU has been designed with a custom PCB and housing so that its SPI is
accessible and to decrease its size. The housing is 3D printed to reduce costs.
• The third SPI peripheral of the MCU is now accessible, as required for using the
IMU over its SPI.
• Multiplexers have been added for reasons of expansibility, enabling connectivity
of additional peripherals that make use of SPI. The multiplexers are integrated in
the first PCB of the brain.
• The size of the brain has been reduced, as realized by removal of unused interfaces
and (bulky) breakout pins.
• All cable connections that do not require (frequent) removal are replaced for
rugged solder connections. Connections that require more frequent removal are
equipped with more rugged connectors (no more break-out pins).
6.10. IMU PLACEMENT
The IMU is preferably placed in the robot where peak accelerations are minimal, so as to
avoid saturation of the IMU readings. For this purpose, it is common in robot design to
place the IMU on a heavy body close to a robot’s CoM. Generally, shock propagation
is lower in heavy bodies that are central to the robot (i.e. far from end effectors). In
addition, accelerations as caused by rotational motions are typically lower close to the
CoM. However, if a robot’s typical behaviour is governed by a particular and extreme
impact, then more tactical placement of the IMU is at a body’s centre of percussion
(CoPc).Unlike the CoM, which is only a function of a body’s inertial properties, the CoPc
16Acknowledgement — The development of the brain including the junction PCB has been a joint effort
between the author, Antonios E. Gkikakis, B. Roodra P. Singh and Phil E. Hudson, the latter of who has
implemented its electronic design in electronic CAD software.
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is specific to the impact conditions. For a legged robot, the most extreme impact results
from landing during its running or hopping gait, and is typically well described.
6.10.1. CENTRE OF PERCUSSION DEFINITION
The CoPc is most commonly calculated for long rigid bodies (i.e. beams) that have a
single well-defined pivot point (i.e. revolute joint), such as a bat, racket or sword (in
which the pivot points are their respective handles). The CoPc is then defined as follows:
The CoPc is the point where an impact perpendicular to the body’s extension
produces no reactive impulse at the pivot point.
This implies that no instantaneous change of translational acceleration and thus velocity
would occur at the pivot point, even if the pivot point is unconstrained. For a body of
mass m and moment of inertia I about the CoM, it can be derived that
cx (px − cx )= I
m
= r 2 (6.1)
where cx and px are the (1D) coordinates of the body’s CoM and CoPc respectively with
respect to the pivot point, and r is its radius of gyration. Referring to the slender beam
depicted in fig. 6.20 of length l with a uniform mass distribution so that I = 1/12ml 2 and
pivoted at one of its ends so that cx = 1/2l , we find px = 2/3l .
The fact that the inertias I and m are always positive implies that also cx (px − cx ) is
positive, which implies that the pivot point and the CoPc are always on opposite sides
of the CoM (i.e. if cx > 0 then px > cx ). Note furthermore that the appearance of the
product cx (px − cx ) in eq. (6.1) implies reversibility: if instead an impulse is applied
at the (unconstrained) pivot point, then no reactive shock is produced at the CoPc.
This concept follows from conservation of momentum, which enables us to extend the
definition of the CoPc for a rigid body of any shape with any number of joints in the
following way:17
For a given impulse on (e.g. the joints of) a rigid body, the CoPc is the point at
which no reactive instantaneous change of translational velocity occurs.
Note that in this definition the CoPc is a function of the applied impulse, whereas in
the former definition it was not because the impulsive conditions were included in the
definition. In 2D this point is always defined except if the applied impulse results in a
pure translation (which would correspond to an impact being applied at the CoM). In
3D this point is generally not defined, as a rigid body does not include a point or set of
points with zero displacement in the case of the most general rigid body displacement.
This follows directly from Chasles’ theorem, which says that the most general rigid body
displacement is described by a translation along a line – the screw axis – in combination
with a rotation about an axis parallel to that line. The displacement is minimal along the
screw axis, and zero only along the axis for the special case of a pure rotation.
17Despite efforts of the author in searching for such a generalized definition of the CoPc in literature, none
have been found.
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Figure 6.20: A slender beam suspended from a pivot on a frictionless slider, with the CoM ( ) at cx = 1/2l and
the CoPc ( ) at px = 2/3l from the pivot point. The initial response is shown in grey: if struck by an impact at
the CoPc (left), then no initial displacement occurs at the pivot, and the other way round (right).
6.10.2. CENTRE OF PERCUSSION DERIVATION
The CoPc of a rigid body is a function of the applied impulse. The impulse results in a
specific instantaneous change of spatial velocity ∆vˆ of the rigid body, based on which
the CoPc can be calculated. Based on conventions used by Featherstone (2008), we
can express vˆ as a Plücker coordinate vector (and thus also ∆vˆ ) so that it describes
the velocity in coordinates of the frame O in the rigid body with respect to the global
reference frame (i.e. the global velocity in body coordinates):
vˆO =
[
ω
vO
]
=

ωx
ωy
ωz
vOx
vO y
vOz
 ⇒ ∆vˆO =
[
∆ω
∆vO
]
=

∆ωx
∆ωy
∆ωz
∆vOx
∆vO y
∆vOz
 ,
where ∆ω = [∆ωx ∆ωy ∆ωz ]T describes the change of angular velocity of the rigid
body about the x, y and z axes of coordinate frame O, and ∆vO = [∆vOx ∆vO y ∆vOz ]T
the change of translational velocities along those axes, both with respect to the global
reference frame. O can be any frame in the rigid body, but it will be used to describe
the frame that coincides with the joint that connects the rigid body to its parental body,
following the conventions for describing rigid body kinematics in Featherstone (2008).
The change of translational velocity ∆vP of the point P in the rigid body can be
calculated as
∆vP =∆vO −OP ×∆ω , (6.2)
where OP = [OP x OP y OP z ]T is the vector describing the translation from O to P
in coordinates of O. If ∆vP = 0 then P defines the CoPc: p = OP . However, solving
eq. (6.2) for OP does not generally have a solution in 3D, as explained previously (Chasles’
theorem). In 2D we have ∆vP z = ∆vOz = ∆ωx = ∆ωy = 0 (assumes the xy-plane) so that
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eq. (6.2) simplifies to [
∆vP x
∆vP y
]
=
[
∆vOx
∆vO y
]
−
[
OP y∆ωz
−OP x∆ωz
]
.
For ∆vP = 0 we find[
px
py
]
=
[
OP x
OP y
]
= 1
∆ωz
[−∆vO y
∆vOx
]
= 1
dωz
[−dvO y
dvOx
]
, (6.3)
which is defined as long as ∆ωz 6= 0 (non-pure translational displacement). Note from
eq. (6.3) that only the ratio of ∆vO matters, not the magnitude.
A method to calculate ∆vˆO of a body in a multi-rigid-body system as the result of an
impulse is explained below. We first calculate the change of joint velocity variables∆q˙ as
the result of an impulse and then calculate ∆vˆO from ∆q˙ .
IMPULSIVE EQUATION OF MOTION
The EoM of a multi-rigid-body system can be written in the canonical form Hq¨ +C = τ,
where q are the joint position variables and τ the corresponding joint forces, H the
joint-space inertia matrix and C the joint-space vector of force terms. For an open-loop
system, the impulsive equation of motion amended for inelastic impulsive contact can
be expressed as [
H J (Dc,q)
J (Dc,q)T 0
][
q˙+
ρc
]
=
[
Hq˙−+ ι
0
]
. (6.4)
q˙− and q˙+ are the joint velocities before and after impact respectively, so that ∆q˙ =
q˙+ − q˙−. Dc is the impulsive contact condition, as function of q , so that Dc(q) = 0 at
contact. J (Dc,q) is the Jacobian of Dc to q . ι are the applied impulses at the joints (zero
if the impulse is only caused by impulsive contact). The length of Dc equals the number
of contact points. ρc are Lagrange multipliers so that ιc = J (Dc,q)ρc are the contact
impulses.
∆q˙ can be found by solving for [q˙+ ρc]T in eq. (6.4) for specified impulsive contact
conditions. Note that if the impulsive contact occurs directly at one or multiple of the
joints, then eq. (6.4) simplifies toH11 H12 1H21 H22 0
1 0 0
 0q˙+2
ιc
= [H12
H22
]
q˙+2 +
[
ιc
0
]
=
[
H11 H12
H21 H22
][
q˙−1
q˙−2
]
+
[
ι1
ι2
]
=Hq˙−+ ι , (6.5)
in which the subscripts 1 and 2 are defined to distinguish between joints at which
impulsive contact occurs and at which not, respectively, so that q˙+1 = 0. In this case it
follows that ∆q˙ = q˙+− q˙− can be directly calculated as
∆q˙ =
[
∆q˙1
∆q˙2
]
=
[ −q˙−1
H−122
(
H21q˙−1
)] . (6.6)
Closed-loop systems Remember that eqs. (6.4–6.6) only apply to open-loop systems
(i.e. for systems where q˙ are independent joint velocity variables). For closed-loop sys-
tems, we have to take reaction impulses into account that result from joint constraints.
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This can be done by replacing the joint velocity variables q˙ for independent joint veloc-
ity variables y˙ and H for H˚ in eq. (6.4), so that q˙ =Gy˙ and H˚ =GTHG , where G is the
velocity mapping or JacobianG = J (q , y). Substitutions in eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) are similar,
i.e. we substitute q˙ = [q˙1 q˙2]T for y˙ = [y˙1 y˙2]T and make corresponding substitutions for
H . Equation (6.6) becomes
∆y˙ =
[
∆y˙1
∆y˙2
]
=
[ −y˙−1
H˚−122
(
H˚21 y˙−1
)] . (6.7)
∆q˙ can then be calculated usingG :
∆q˙ =G∆y˙ . (6.8)
VELOCITY IN BODY COORDINATES
The change of global velocity in body coordinates of a body ∆vˆ can be calculated from
∆q˙ and coordinate transforms that define the kinematics of the multi-rigid-body system.
Following the conventions of Featherstone (2008), body velocities can be calculated
recursively according to
vˆi = Xi λ(i )vˆλ(i )+Si q˙i , (6.9)
where vˆi is the global velocity of body i in body coordinates of the frame that coincides
with the 1-DoF joint to which body i is connected to its parent. The corresponding joint
velocity of the 1-DoF joint of body i is q˙i , which is part of the tuple q˙ = [q˙1 · · · q˙i · · · q˙n]T.
λ is the parent array of the kinematic tree, so that λ(i ) is the parent of body i ; λ(i ) =
i − 1 if the kinematic tree is unbranched. vˆλ(i ) is the parent body velocity, and v˙0 = 0.
Si is the joint axis vector, which is a function of joint type (e.g. revolute, prismatic).
Xi
λ(i ) is the coordinate transform that describes the position and orientation of body
coordinates of body i relative to those of λ(i ). It is calculated as the product of the joint
transform XJi (qi ) and the tree transform XTi , i.e. Xi λ(i ) = XJi XTi . XTi is a function of the
displacement and rotation between coordinate frames of bodies λ(i ) and i for qi = 0,
whereas XJi is a function of joint type and position qi . For descriptions and templates
(for various joint types) of XJ, XT and S refer to Featherstone (2008).
Since vi is a vector, and thus eq. (6.9) a vector equation, we can write
∆vˆi = Xi λ(i )∆vˆλ(i )+Si∆q˙i . (6.10)
Having obtained ∆vˆi , the CoPc for body i can be directly calculated using eq. (6.3) for
vˆO = vˆi .
IMU PLACEMENT
The IMU is placed on the torso. By using the dynamic model of Skippy described
in section 8.2, we calculate the CoPc of its torso for a landing from a vertical jump,
by assuming initial conditions similar to that of the landing of the stance phase in
preparation for a high jump. Recall furthermore that Skippy is a closed-loop system.
The initial position variables are set so that Skippy’s initial hip angle φhip =
q6(0) + q7(0) ≈ 38° and the foot angle q4(0) so that Skippy’s CoM is approximately
above its support point. The the independent joint velocity before impact is set to
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y˙− = [0 −1 0 0 0]T, to emulate a landing from a vertical jump, corresponding to only
a non-zero vertical velocity and zero joint velocities. Note that the magnitude of q˙(0)
is irrelevant for the calculation of the CoPc, implying that the CoPc is identical for falls
from different heights. Impulsive contact occurs directly at joint 1 and 2, so that we can
use eq. (6.7) for y˙−1 = [y˙−1 y˙−2 ]T and y˙−2 = [y˙−3 y˙−4 y˙−5 ]T to calculate ∆y˙ . We then proceed
to use eq. (6.8), eq. (6.10) and eq. (6.3) successively to calculate the CoPc. We find
p = [px py ]T = [0.50 0.14]Tm for the torso (i = 7), which is approximately 8 cm above
the heat sink of the main motor (see fig. 6.19). We furthermore find that changing initial
conditions for a vertical landing within limits imposed by optimisations do not signifi-
cantly change p , especially not px . For example, for a vertical landing from a somersault,
for which we set (per estimate) y˙(0)= [0 −8 0 4 0]T), we find p = [0.52 0.25]Tm.
The IMU is to be placed close to the CoPc to reduce the shock it receives at landing.
The performed calculations show that the CoPc is close to Skippy’s head, which suggests
that the IMU be also placed in this region. More precisely, the CoPc is calculated to be
close to and above the main motor and its heat sink. This is not a practical location for
the IMU because of (1) its potentially hot environment (the IMU is sensitive to change
of temperature), (2) the magnetic field of the motor (which could disturb the IMU’s
magnetic sensor) and (3) the lack of structural frame and bumpers (to mount and protect
the IMU from crashes). The closest mountable position is that below the rocker (position
I), as shown in fig. 6.19, which is out of the heat stream of the cooling unit, and still only
ca. 1 to 2 dm away from the CoPc.
The position second closest to the CoPc (a few centimetres further away) is that
inside the torso tube (position II), as also shown in fig. 6.19. This position is further
away from the heat stream, and furthermore allows the IMU to be mounted under an
angle of 45°. The latter increases the saturation limit of vertical acceleration by up to a
factor of
p
3/2 to
p
2, which is a consequence of the way saturation limits in the IMU are
built-in. The translational saturation limit of 16g applies to each of its axes (x, y and z)
separately, which implies that the acceleration is limited by a cube rather than a sphere
in geometrical terms, so that its orientation matters. Note that this effectively makes
placement of the IMU at position II more robust to impact than placement at position
I, because it is located less than a factor of
p
3/2 away from the CoPc. Nevertheless,
position II is more difficult to reach and assemble, partly due to the presence of cables
from the foot and hip crossing the torso. For this reasons, both mounting positions of
the IMU have been kept available in the final design.
6.11. CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented Skippy’s mechanical design in detail, including its actuators,
springs, hip (four-bar linkage), and head. The design comprises various novelties and
unconventional design choices, which have been the result of reflecting on previous de-
sign studies and a desire for lightweight, physically robust and affordable design. They
include (1) a structural design comprising CFRP tubes and closed-section frame parts,
(2) helmet-inspired bumpers and a tape-measure buckling system for physical robust-
ness, and (3) light-weight spring design of a rubber tensile spring and a GFRP curved
compression leaf spring. To warrant or support the design’s feasibility, various of the
part’s functionality, survivability and manufacturability have been tested in isolation.
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Design decisions of which feasibility is less certain have been accompanied by sugges-
tions for easy alterations, which is in conformity with an educated-risk strategy that sup-
plements the trial-and-error design philosophy as presented in chapter 2. For example,
this includes the possibility of easily changing the axial alignment of the dead weights on
the crossbar blades, of replacing the main and ankle spring to obtain a different spring
stiffness and of altering the main actuator design to include an end-stop for obtaining
a more regressive main spring, if so desired. The design has also resulted in new theo-
retical contributions, such as modelling of curved compression leaf springs and revising
the centre of percussion for placement of components that are sensitive to shock, the
former of which is further treated in chapter 7. Having obtained accurate inertial param-
eters and physical constraints with the new CAD model, few remaining parameters are
finalized in optimisations which are further treated in chapter 8.

7
MODELLING OF CURVED
COMPRESSION LEAF SPRINGS
This chapter presents a plug-and-play formula for curved compression leaf springs, based
on a simple 1-DoF pseudo-rigid body model. The spring profile covers a great range of
regressiveness. Comparisons with simulation studies show good correspondence with the
spring profile for large deflections. In addition, the theory can be used to predict failure
of the spring. The model is used to describe Skippy’s ankle spring for simulation and
optimisation.
7.1. INTRODUCTION
The work in this chapter was inspired from the search for a simple analytic represen-
tation of Skippy’s ankle spring, which can be described as a curved compression leaf
spring, to be usable in simulation and optimisation. The spring has a regressive spring
profile, which is a popular and promising choice for various robotic applications, and
seem to be advantageous for tasks such as jumping and hopping (Driessen, 2015; Sey-
farth et al., 2006). In comparison to ordinary linear springs, they allow for up to twice
as much energy storage per unit of elongation for identical peak force, and they offer
more bandwidth for delicate control tasks that require little force. For the particular ap-
plication in Skippy, the regressive spring enables an increase of the stroke shortly before
take-off that can be used to steer the robot (i.e. to control its take-off momentum).
To obtain a regressive spring profile, one either has to exploit material properties or
geometry. This research focuses on the latter, as it describes the regressive behaviour that
results from the geometry of the curved compression leaf spring, of which the ordinary
‘buckling column’ is a special case.
BUCKLING COLUMN
An extreme but yet simple example of a regressive spring is the buckling column, which
remains stiff until it buckles. Euler’s critical load theory can be used to calculate the
137
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Figure 7.1: Compression leaf spring at rest (x = 0, F = 0), with left the continuous representation and right the
corresponding 3-link pseudo-rigid body model (PRBM).
load at which buckling occurs, but it cannot be used to obtain the spring profile after
buckling.
Numerical non-linear finite element analyses offer accurate solutions, but are typ-
ically employed for case-by-case studies that lead to look-up tables, which are usually
not generalizable to different shapes. A more practical solution is that of algebraic ap-
proximations, which can be obtained using pseudo-rigid body models (PRBM). These
models divide the flexible body in multiple rigid bodies that are interconnected with lin-
ear springs. The springs are rotational springs, axial springs or both. Some studies have
been done on generalizing these models (Venkiteswaran, 2017), whereas others are ded-
icated to specific structures, such as the previously mentioned buckling columns (Boyle,
Howell, Magleby, & Evans, 2003).
However, the buckling column is not always practical to be used as spring, because
(1) its behaviour around the critical load is very unpredictable due to high sensitivity
to the direction of the applied load and imperfections of the shape, and (2) the spring
profile is only C 0-continuous at the point of buckling.
CURVED COMPRESSION LEAF SPRING
The buckling column can be generalized to a compression spring with curvature, which
offers a great variety of regressiveness. Figure 7.1 (left) shows such a compression spring
with rest length L and rest arc width a. A spring of this type has seen previous usage in
robotics in for instance a bowleg hopper (Zeglin & Brown, 2002) and a climbing robot
(Degani et al., 2011), and it is to be used in Skippy’s ankle as described in section 6.6.1.
If a = 0, the spring represents a buckling column. As a/L is higher the profile is less
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Figure 7.2: Half a compression leaf spring.
regressive and less sensitive to imperfections in its shape and load. The PRBM shown
in fig. 7.1 (right) is used to derive the spring profile as function of its shape.
Many studies on PRBMs focus on deriving dynamics (frequency response) (Akano
& Fakinlede, 2013; Boyle et al., 2003; Y.-Q. Yu, Li, & Xu, 2018) or generalize the use
of PRBMs (Venkiteswaran, 2017). This study focuses on only statics, but is novel in
that it focuses specifically on accurately describing the spring profile (1) of a generic
curved compression leaf spring (2) with a single algebraic formula (3) that is accurate
for large deflections reaching 50% of the spring length (L/2). In addition, (4) a formula
is presented to predict failure of the spring. In particular, the algebraic formulae for the
spring profile and its failure prediction are useful for optimisation studies, such as those
of Skippy as presented in chapter 8.
7.2. DERIVATION
The PRBM consists of three rigid bodies and two linear torsion springs that interconnect
the three links. The torsion springs are defined to have identical stiffness, and the top
and bottom link have the same length. The mechanism is symmetric, which allows us to
further simplify the system to a 1R PRBM having only two links and one spring, of which
the second link is always aligned vertically, as shown in fig. 7.2.
7.2.1. KINEMATICS
To preserve the shape of the original spring, the link joints are constrained to coincide
with the arc that describes the shape of the original spring.1 The arc is defined by lengths
1Note that this implies that the sum of link lengths (2l1 + l2) does not equal the arc perimeter. Alternatively,
one could define the sum of link lengths to equal the arc perimeter, but this does a poorer job on preserving
the shape for low radii and, correspondingly, was found to deteriorate results.
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L and a, but can also be defined by its radius R and spanning angleΘ:
R =L
2+4a2
8a
≈ L
2
8a
if L À a (7.1)
Θ=2arcsin L
2R
(7.2)
The arc perimeter P is then calculated as
P =RΘ (7.3)
The link lengths l1 and l2 are furthermore determined by the relation:
λ= p1
P/2
= P −p2
P
= θ1
Θ/2
= Θ−θ2
Θ
(7.4)
where λ is a characteristic radius and p1 = Rθ1 and p2 = Rθ2 are the perimeters of the
parts of the arc that cover the first and second link respectively, see fig. 7.2. The char-
acteristic radius is typically defined as a ratio between lengths, not angles or perimeters
(Boyle et al., 2003). The definition used here was found to give more accurate solutions
for this particular shape of spring for a wide variety of spring curvatures (i.e. different
anglesΘ). Note that forΘ→ 0, λ is also the ratio of beam lengths (i.e. λ≈ l1/(l1+ l2/2)).
We can calculate l2 as follows:
l2
2
=R sin θ2
2
=R sin
( p2
2P
Θ
)
=R sin
(
(1−λ)
2
Θ
)
(7.5)
Subsequently, for l1 we find
l1 =
√
l 21x + l 21y , with (7.6)
l1x =
√
R2−
(
l2
2
)2
− (R−a) and
l1y =L− l2
2
.
7.2.2. STATICS
The bending moment M exerted by the torsion spring at the joint that connects both
rigid bodies equals
M = k(φ−φ0) (7.7)
where k is the spring constant,φ the joint rotation with respect to the vertical andφ0 the
joint rest angle. φ0 follows from previously derived kinematic relations:
φ0 = arctan l1x
l1y
(7.8)
Displacement y as function of φ equals
y
2
= l1y − l1 cosφ (7.9)
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From the principle of virtual work (F dy/2=M dφ) it follows that the force F equals
F (φ)=2dφ
dy
M = k(φ−φ0)
l1 sinφ
(7.10)
If we then express F directly as function of y we find:
F (y)=
k
(
arccos
(
l1y−y/2
l1
)
−φ0
)
√
l 21 −
(
l1y − y/2
)2 (7.11)
The stiffness k can be approximated using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory:
k =λkc E I
Lc
(7.12)
with E the material’s Young’s modulus, I the beam’s cross-sectional second moment of
area, Lc the characteristic length and kc the stiffness coefficient.
For an Euler buckling column kc =pi2/4≈ 2.47 and for a cantilever beam kc = 3. Since
our system very closely represents that of the Euler buckling column, we use the former
kc =pi2/4, which should be accurate especially for initial deflection.
The characteristic length Lc represents the length over which bending occurs, which
equals Lc = P/2 for the original flexible body, whereas it would equal Lc = l1+l2/2 for the
PRBM. Since we are aiming to represent the flexible body, the former definition leads to
slightly more accurate results, even when applied to the PRBM.
The characteristic radius factor λ is required to effectively place the spring in the
joint rather than in the centre of the body, such that the moment in the joint felt by F is
only caused by the arm of the first body. A possibly even more sensible definition of λ in
eq. (7.12) is λ= l1/(l1+ l2/2) or λ= 2l1/P , but for now we will stick with the definition in
eq. (7.4).
7.3. VALIDATION
Validations of the stiffness profile defined by eq. (7.11) have been performed by com-
paring it with that generated by non-linear FEAs. The FEAs are done using Siemens’ NX
Nastran 11. The model used for analysis is the symmetrical model displayed in fig. 7.2,
with 24 unidirectional elements of each 3 mm long. A load of F = 300N is applied and the
static displacement is calculated over at least 50 iterations of re-calculating the stiffness
matrix.
The shape of the spring is defined by the length L = 144mm and various arc widths a
ranging from a = 0.1 (practically straight) to a = 16mm. The cross-section is rectangular
with a width w = 24mm and thickness t = 1.5mm, which has a second moment of area
of I = t 3w12 = 6.75mm4. For the Young’s modulus we choose E = 35GPa, to represent a
unidirectional glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP), as used in Skippy’s ankle spring.
For the algebraic model, this leaves only λ undefined. λ mainly affects the stiffness
profile after initial deformation and is ideally (like kc) a function of displacement.
We chose λ = 0.6 empirically, to fit well with FEA results for the range of 0% to 50%
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Figure 7.3: Spring profile: force F versus displacement y according to FEAs (solid) and algebra (dashed) for
various arc widths a (see legend). Parameters: kc = pi2/4, λ= 0.6, L = 144mm, I = 6.75mm4, E = 35GPa. Black
x-marks correspond to a maximum compressive strain of ²×c = 0.21 according to FEAs, which is assumed to be
the compressive strain at which material failure is imminent (see also fig. 7.6).
deformation (i.e. 0< y < 72mm). For better fits for displacements exceeding y ≈ 72mm ,
λ should be slightly increased.
See fig. 7.3 for the results of the FEAs and the algebraic model. Results correspond
well, both for low and high deformation. See also results for different combinations
of λ and kc in fig. 7.4. These include combinations of choices in (Boyle et al., 2003),
where kc = 2.65 and λ = 0.85, and λ = 23 , which corresponds to all rigid bodies having
equal length (i.e. l1 = l2 = l3). Of these alternatives, the choice λ = 23 and kc = pi2/4
(fig. 7.4b) leads to the best results, yet not outperforming those in fig. 7.3 for the range
0< y < 72mm.
NORMAL STRESS
Note that our model does not include deformation due to normal stresses. The stiffness
due to deformation caused by normal stresses can be included by also modelling axial
springs in the bodies of the PRBM, like in (Venkiteswaran, 2017). However, this intro-
duces a significantly more complicated system and the resulting additional deformation
is negligible if the slenderness ratio2 (P/t ) of the beam is sufficiently high, which is the
case for our system. As a ballpark figure for our system, the deformation due to normal
stress can be approximated by F L/(AE) = F L/(w tE), which equals a mere 0.01 mm for
F = 100N.
2The slenderness ratio is proportional to the inverse of the beam geometry factor fbg = I /(AP 2)
(Venkiteswaran, 2017); for the specific case of the rectangular beam profile fbg = t/(12P ).
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Figure 7.4: Results for different values of λ and kc.
7.4. FAILURE
Failure of the material occurs if the maximum tensile or compressive strain in the spring
exceeds that of the material’s failure (ultimate) tensile strain ²×t or failure compressive
strain ²×c respectively. For springs made of GFRP, these values are assumed to be ²×t =
0.03 and ²×c = 0.021 respectively, as copied from Kussmaul (2016). However, note that
these values largely depend on the type of fibres used, and they furthermore assume
that failure occurs in the fibres rather than the bond. For E = 35GPa, the corresponding
ultimate tensile and compressive stresses are σ×t = E²×t = 1050MPa and σ×c = E²×c =
735MPa respectively.
Maximum strain in compression and tension are approximately equal (compressive
strain is only slightly higher due to normal stress), so failure is likely to occur due to
compression. This strain is maximum on the inner side in the middle of the spring.
The maximum compressive strain ²cmax is calculated as
²cmax = Mbt
2I E
+ Fn
AE
(7.13)
to which both the bending moment Mb and normal force Fn contribute. The term
introduced by Fn is typically negligible (if the slenderness ratio is high). We can set Fn = F
and as a first approximation of Mb we can try Mb = M (eq. (7.7)), which is according to
the PRBM.
See fig. 7.5 for a comparison between maximum compressive strain according to
FEAs and the strain calculated by eq. (7.13) with Fn = F and Mb = M . The strains from
FEAs have been recorded as the worst principle compressive strain at the centre node
that is located on the mirror plane of the spring. It is evident that the theory significantly
underestimates strains. For the system with a = 0.1mm, failure occurs at y = 46mm
according to simulations and at y = 67mm according to theory.
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Figure 7.5: Maximum compressive strains corresponding to data in fig. 7.3, with strains according to eq. (7.13)
with Mb = M and Fn = F dashed. The fit is poor. The failure compressive strain ²×c = 0.021 is plotted dash-
dotted in black.
SHAPE FACTOR
The discrepancy is best explained by the poor prediction of the spring’s shape by the
PRBM. In the PRBM, the second body remains always vertical, which implies that the
moment experienced at the centre of that body is equal to that experienced at its joints
(Mb = M). In reality however, the body always deflects further from the line of F at the
centre than at its joints, which indicates that M always underestimates Mb at the centre
of the body.
To rid this discrepancy, we introduce a shape factor fs such that Mb = fsM . For our
choice of λ = 0.6 and the range 0 < y < 72mm, it was found empirically that a constant
shape factor of fs = 1.25 leads to good results, see fig. 7.6.
The shape factor is largely dependent on the relative size of the second body, i.e.
of λ. A more general expression for fs, as function of λ, was empirically found to be
fs = 1+ (1−λ)1.5.
THINNER SPRINGS
To increase the maximum displacement of the spring before failure, one could increase
the slenderness ratio of the spring by reducing the thickness t . See figs. 7.7a and 7.7b
for results of springs with various t , a = 0.1mm and all other properties unchanged
(L = 144mm, E = 35GPa, w = 24mm, kc =pi2/4, λ= 0.6).
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Figure 7.6: Maximum compressive strains, similar to fig. 7.5, but with theoretical values compensated by a
shape factor such that Mb = 1.25M .
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Figure 7.7: Results for different values of t and a = 0.1mm.
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7.5. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
The shape of the analysed curved compression spring is simple and well-defined, com-
prising a constant thickness, width and radius. This has the advantage that the spring is
simpler to analyse and produce. The disadvantage of this simple shape is that the spring
does not deform equally over its full length, which makes the spring heavier than nec-
essary. Since the bending moment is proportional to the moment arm (and since nor-
mal stress is negligible for springs with a high slenderness ratio), the spring is deformed
much less close to its hinges than at its centre. This suggests that spring material close to
its hinges is not utilized efficiently. An improved spring shape can be obtained by making
the spring thicker or wider at the centre, so that the maximum bending stress is approx-
imately constant over the full length of the spring. Similar shapes are observed in bows
and conventional leaf springs.
Nevertheless, the simple shape welcomes the use of GFRPs for affordable custom
orders, which (as a material) has an energy density that is at least several times higher
than the spring steel that is used in conventional helical springs. The GFRP ankle spring
with dimensions equal to those resulting from the optimisations in chapter 8 weighs only
m = 28g, calculated as m = P w tρ (with w = 38mm, t = 2.4mm and P = 159mm and
an assumed mass density of ρ = 1.9kg/dm3), and it does not fail under the assumption
that ²×c = 0.21. At a mass of only 28 g, improving the shape of the spring will not lead
to substantial weight reductions. In addition, difficulties were already encountered in
finding a company that could produce even just the simple spring shape (as presented
in this chapter) from a unidirectional high quality (S-glass) GFRP. As such, the spring
is considered good enough, which is in line with the design philosophy as outlined in
chapter 2; further improving the spring’s shape is instead recommended for future work.
Such an improved shape could be of particular interest for a future design iteration of
Skippy if it would require a more powerful spring or if ²×c = 0.21 turns out to be over-
estimated. For this purpose, it is useful to understand to which extend the spring shape
could be improved. This is further explained below.
7.5.1. SHAPE EFFICIENCY
To understand the extend to which the spring can be improved by altering its shape, we
can compare its potential energy storage E with that of a bending beam Ebb of identical
shape that is loaded with a pure bending moment, which is considered to be the ideal
case.
It can be calculated that Ebb = 1/6E²2×cP w t , where P w t is the spring’s volume. 3
The energy stored in the spring E can be found by integrating the force F over the
displacement y until failure (indicated by the x-mark in fig. 7.3), i.e. E = ∫ y×0 F dy , where
y× corresponds to elongation at which maximum compressive strain ²cmax = ²×c = 0.21.
This integration can be approximated numerically using FEA data or analytically using
eqs. (7.11) and (7.13).
We can define the spring’s shape efficiency ηE = E /Ebb, for which we find ηE ≈ 43%.
The value is calculated using FEA data and differs slightly for different spring parameters,
3Essentially, the volumetric energy density of a beam loaded in pure bending equals one-third the volumetric
energy density 1/2E²2×c of its material loaded in pure tension.
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but not more than 1 %, as shown in table 7.1.
ηE ≈ 43% suggests that in the most ideal case the spring’s volume (and thus mass)
can be reduced by up to 57 %. Such an improvement is however not achievable in
practice, for several reasons:
• Hingeability — Since the bending moment is exactly zero at the hinges, it is
suggested the spring’s cross-sectional surface area has to be infinitesimally small
at its hinges. Since the spring needs to be physically held in place at its hinges,
this is not possible. The spring needs to have sufficient width and thickness at its
hinges to be held in place and to account for material stresses other than those
caused by the bending moment.
• Other stresses — In addition, stresses other than that caused by the bending
moment are present in the material, and these stresses become more prominent
if the spring has a variable cross-section. This is especially noticeable for a spring
of varying width: if the spring is not hinged over its full width, then it will bend
more out of the plane. When using a fibre-based material (non-isotropic), it might
be required to add more off-axial (e.g. diagonal) fibre layers, which weaken it in its
axial direction.4
• Machinability — A spring of varying width would have to be trimmed with curved
rather than straight lines. This is substantially more difficult for FRPs than for steel.
Local imperfections could lead to premature cracking and failure of the spring.
A spring of various thickness made of a FRP faces similar issues, as the spring
thickness will have to be discretized according to the layer thickness of the FRP.
With ηE ≈ 43% and the above listed culprits, it is estimated that an optimised spring
cannot reduce the weight by more than a factor of two. For the case of Skippy’s spring
as presented in chapter 8, which weighs 28 kg, no more than 14 g could be saved by
optimising its shape.
a [mm] 0.1 1 2 4 8 12 16
P w t [cm3] 5.18 5.18 5.19 5.19 5.23 5.28 5.35
E [J] 5.70 5.71 5.71 5.71 5.72 5.75 5.79
Ebb [J] 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.4 13.4 13.6 13.8
ηE [%] 42.7 42.8 42.8 42.7 42.6 42.3 42.0
Table 7.1: Energy storage of springs in fig. 7.3 (i.e. springs of various arc widths a, and L = 144mm, w = 24mm,
t = 1.5mm, ²×c = 0.021 and E = 35GPa) and for pure bending beams of identical dimensions. The spring’s
shape efficiency approximately equals ηE ≈ 43%, independent of shape. Calculations have been repeated for
a third of the failure strain (²×c = 0.007, not listed), for which also ηE ≈ 43% was found.
7.6. CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented an analytic representation of a curved compression leaf
spring, based on a 1-DoF PRBM. Despite its simplicity, the model provides an accurate
fit for the spring’s force-displacement profile for at least 50% compression, and for
4Axial here refers to the line of y and F , which is the line passing through both hinges.
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a large range of spring curvatures. This is partly due to the choice of the stiffness
coefficient kc, the definition of the characteristic length Lc and the definition and choice
of the characteristic radius factor λ. The stiffness coefficient kc = pi2/4 is based on
that of the buckling column rather than that of a cantilever beam, because the system
more closely resembles the buckling column. The buckling column is in fact a special
case of the system. Both the characteristic length and characteristic radius factor are
based on perimeters rather than beam lengths of the PRBM, which further improve the
model accuracy. A fixed characteristic radius factor at λ = 0.6 was empirically found
to provide accurate results for a wide range of curvatures. The model is amended by
failure prediction based on calculating maximum bending strain and a shape factor
to compensate for the difference in shape between the PRBM and that of the real
spring. The simplicity and coverage of the models make them suitable for optimisation
purposes.
8
DESIGN OPTIMISATIONS
To conclude a process of iterative design, single-objective optimisation studies have been
performed to finalise Skippy. The optimisation studies make use of inertial data from
the detailed CAD model presented in chapter 6. They have shown that Skippy is good
at making somersaults, but not at making ordinary straight-up hops. As a result, few
changes have been applied to Skippy’s design, comprising a longer leg, which have resulted
in an increase of Skippy’s jump height, especially for making straight-up hops. Skippy’s
design is then finalized based on this design. The optimisation problem is furthermore
an example of machine and behaviour co-design and of designing at the performance
envelope, and demonstrates its complexity despite (1) being a simplified (single-objective)
optimisation problem (2) applied to a simplified system (2D) of (3) a robot with only few
actuators (Skippy has 1 actuator in the sagittal plane). Nevertheless, it has resulted in a
high performance design capable of outperforming other robots and animals.
8.1. INTRODUCTION
The design presented in chapter 6 has been the result of iterations and is nearly finished.
This chapter finalizes a first version of that design through optimisation studies, in which
few remaining physical parameters are chosen for achieving controlled high hops.
The optimisation studies are single-objective optimisations, with a focus on prepar-
ing Skippy’s highest jump. As such, the resulting design will be good at a particular type
of hopping (high hopping), but not necessarily at all types of hopping, or at any be-
haviour other than hopping. The optimisations are furthermore limited to 2D (the sagit-
tal plane), and have been done in various stages, which has mainly been done to simplify
the optimisation problem and to accelerate decision-making.1 This chapter in partic-
ular presents the optimisations towards the robot’s finalisation, which considers only
1 Acknowledgements — Dr. Featherstone has performed earlier stages of optimisations and has implemented
most of the corresponding Skippy model, as described in section 8.2. Several specific ideas and implementa-
tions concerning the modelling and optimisation are also that of Dr. Featherstone, for which due credits are
given throughout the remainder of this chapter in separate footnotes.
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few physical parameters for optimisation. Earlier iterations between mechanical design,
simulations and optimisations have already resulted in selection of most of the robot’s
physical parameters. These include parameters such as those of the ankle and the torso
length, as discussed in section 6.6 and section 6.7 respectively.
The iterative approach does not guarantee that the results are a global optimum, but
this is neither the objective. Instead, as for Skippy, the objectives of the optimisations are
to
• find a system that is ‘good enough’ at making high jumps,
• obtain an understanding of which and how parameters influence the jumping
performance (i.e. as a guide for heuristic design), and
• select the few remaining parameters in an optimal way (i.e. to provide a justifica-
tion for their selection).
The optimisations also serve a more general purpose, namely to
• be exemplary for machine and behaviour co-design,
• be exemplary for designing at the performance envelope, and
• illustrate the inherent complexity of such an optimisation problem, even for such
a simplified system.
The optimisations are an example of machine and behaviour co-design, as only the final
outcome is specified in advance, namely that of reaching a specific jump height. It is
the task of the optimiser to find both an optimal command signal and optimal physical
parameters. It is also an example of designing at the performance envelope, as the
model and command signal are not tied to a specific controller, but have instead been
implemented to be operable in saturation. This has been done by imposing physical
constraints on the velocity, voltage and current. The idea is similar to that of a bang-bang
controller, but it is worth noting that
• we consider the limits of multiple parameters (i.e. velocity, voltage and current)
instead of one;
• the physical limits are directly related to the capabilities of the hardware (they are
not software limits like maximum joint torque);
• the command signal is slightly more complicated than a single step up and step
down, as further explained in section 8.3.2.
Skippy’s model that is used for optimisations is described in section 8.2. The opti-
misation set-up and results are described in sections 8.3 and 8.4 respectively, based on
which Skippy’s design is finalised. A discussion follows in section 8.5.
8.2. SKIPPY MODEL
This section describes the model of Skippy, as used for optimisations and for calculations
performed in section 6.10. The presented model is more realistic than that of previous
simulation studies on Skippy, such as those conducted in Driessen (2015). The model
includes a four-bar linkage instead of the 1:1 geared hip joint depicted in fig. 3.1b, and
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implements a foot with rolling contact rather than a point foot. In addition, the models
of the motor, main spring, ankle spring and end stops are more realistic compared to
those of previous studies.
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Figure 8.1: Full kinematic model of Skippy in its open-loop zero configuration q = 0, not to scale. Loop
closure constraints would be satisfied if the points connected by the two dotted lines coincided, forming
revolute joints. Joint coordinate frames and corresponding joint numbers are drawn in red; body names and
corresponding numbers are written in black. Their transformations and loop closure kinematics are fully
defined by the 14 indicated parameters.
8.2.1. DYNAMIC MODEL DESCRIPTION
Skippy’s planar closed-loop system is modelled as an open-loop planar mechanism with
loop closure constraints. The open-loop kinematic model is depicted in fig. 8.1, and
the closed-loop kinematic model in fig. 8.2. It consists of ten generalized joints and
ten bodies, both of which are numbered 1 to 10. Joint i connects body λ(i ) to body i ,
where λ is the parent array describing the connectivity of the kinematic tree, as listed in
table 8.1. Joints are either revolute or prismatic. Most of the numbered joints and bodies
are named, with body λ(1) = 0 being the fixed ground. Joint types and names are also
listed in table 8.1.
The ten joint positions are elements of the tuple q , and corresponding joint forces
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φhip ≈ 16°
Figure 8.2: Full kinematic model of Skippy in its closed-loop configuration. Parts that are not modelled as rigid
bodies (ankle spring, main spring and nut) are drawn in gray. The 14 kinematic parameters indicated in fig. 8.1
are to scale, according to their values described in section 8.3.3 and to Skippy shown in fig. 6.1. The left figure
depicts Skippy’s closed-loop zero configuration, for which y = 0 and φhip = 0 (fully flexed). The right figure
depicts a non-zero hip angleφhip, corresponding to the touching condition of the hip end stop (like in fig. 6.13).
are elements of the tuple τ:
q =

q1
q2
...
q10
 and τ=

τ1
τ2
...
τ10
 .
Corresponding joint variables are either angles (in rad) or distances (in m), and joint
forces are either torques (in Nm) or forces (in N), for revolute and prismatic joints
respectively. Some of the numbered joints and bodies are fictitious, as they do not
physically appear in Skippy, whereas other physical joints in Skippy do not appear in
q , because they are the result of kinematic loop closure constraints. This is further
explained below.
BODY AND JOINT DESCRIPTIONS
Bodies 1 to 3 are fictitious massless bodies, and their coordinate frames all coincide.
Joints 1 and 2 are prismatic joints in the horizontal (x) and vertical direction (y) that
determine the position of Skippy’s toe, which effectively make Skippy a floating robot.
q1 and q2 are held at zero by fictitious actuator forces τ1 and τ2, so that Skippy always
makes contact with the ground. Consequently, τ1 and τ2 are the GRFs. These joints have
been introduced to (1) monitor the GRFs and (2) solve impulsive equations of motions
for Skippy’s landing from a previous jump, as described in section 6.10. τ1 and τ2 are
calculated using hybrid dynamics, as further explained in section 8.2.2.
Like joint 1, joint 3 is a prismatic joint in the horizontal direction. It is introduced
to implement—together with joint 4—the wheel-like 1-DoF rolling of Skippy’s curved
toe, which has a finite radius of rt x . Joint 4 describes the foot angle and the robot’s
overall orientation, and is referred to as base joint. The 1-DoF rolling is implemented
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i λ(i ) joint type joint name body name
1 0 px
2 1 py
3 2 px
4 3 r base foot
5 4 r ankle leg
6 5 r lever-leg lever
7 6 r lever-torso torso
8 7 r follower-torso follower
9 7 r rocker rocker
10 9 px main coupler
Table 8.1: Skippy body and joint names and properties. A joint is either revolute (r) or prismatic in its local x
axis (px) or y axis (py). Joint numbers of independent joint variables are bold.
with a kinematics loop closure function that takes q4 as independent position variable,
as further explained in section 8.2.2.
Bodies 4 to 10 are the foot, leg, lever, torso, follower, rocker and coupler respectively.
The inertia of the swivel actuator and crossbar have been merged with the torso. Fur-
thermore, to simplify model dynamics, some of Skippy’s smaller and flexible bodies have
been merged with other rigid bodies. These include the ankle and main springs, nut and
actuator shaft. The mass and inertia of the ankle spring at rest have been added to the
foot, as the effect of its deformation on dynamics is negligible.
The main spring introduces an additional DoF and thus additional state variables.
However, the main spring and nut are not modelled as separate rigid bodies; the mass
and inertia of the main spring (at rest) and nut have been added to the coupler. The
additional DoF is modelled separately as a massless 1D dynamic system acting on the
coupler. Te rotational inertia of the actuator shaft (consisting of the screw spindle, motor
rotor and coupling) has been added to this dynamic model as reflective terms. This is
further explained in section 8.2.3. Its mass has been added to the rocker.
Skippy has two more joints that do not appear in q and table 8.1, because they are the
result of kinematic loop closure constraints of the hip. These are the revolute joints that
connect the lever to the coupler (lever-coupler joint) and the follower to the leg (follower-
leg joint). As fig. 8.1 depicts the open-loop kinematics, the joints appear dismantled.
The points connected by dotted lines are to be coincided to satisfy the loop-closure
constraints.
The loop-closure constraints reduce the number of DoFs of the linkage mechanism
from 5 (q6 to q10) to 1. The independent joint variable that is used to describe the
position of the hip is q10. The number of independent joint variables of the model has
thus reduced from 10 to 5, and the fictitious actuators of Skippy’s foot (ground fixation
q1 = q2 = 0) further reduce the number of DoFs to 3. Corresponding calculations of the
dynamic model (including loop closure) are explained below in section 8.2.2.
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8.2.2. HYBRID DYNAMIC AND LOOP CLOSURE CALCULATIONS
Hybrid dynamics and loop closure of the robot is done as described in Appendix B of
Driessen (2015), except that they are adjusted to incorporate the new joint variables and
loop closure constraints. A summary of their implementation follows below.
LOOP CLOSURE
The EoM of an open-loop multi-rigid-body system can be written as
τ=Hq¨ +C , (8.1)
where H is the joint-space inertia matrix andC a joint-space tuple of force terms. Solving
eq. (8.1) for q¨ (forward dynamics calculations) requires joint position variables q to
be independent from each other, which is not the case for closed-loop mechanisms.
Instead, we can write
τ˚= H˚ y¨ +C˚ , (8.2)
where y are independent joint position variables, τ˚ the corresponding joint torques, and
H˚ =GTHG (8.3)
C˚ =GT(C +Hg ) , (8.4)
with the velocity mapping or Jacobian G = J (q , y) = ∂q/∂y and the tuple of convective
accelerations g = G˙ y˙ = J (Gy˙ , y)y˙ , so that q˙ = Gy˙ , τ˚ = GTτ and q¨ = Gy¨ + g . The joint
position variables q are calculated from y with the loop closure function q = γ(y). For
Skippy we choose
y =

y1
y2
y3
y4
y5
=

q1
q2
q4
q5
q10
 , and correspondingly τ˚=

τ1
τ2
τ4
τ5
τ10
 .
The corresponding loop closure function γ(y),G and g can be calculated as
q = γ(y)=

q1
q2
−rtxq4
q4
q5
λhip(q10)
 G =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 −rtx 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 Ghip
 g =

0
0
0
0
0
ghip
 ,
where γhip,Ghip and ghip are the loop closure function, velocity mapping and convective
accelerations of the hip mechanism respectively, as calculated in appendix C.2 q10 = 0
is furthermore defined to correspond to a hip angle φhip = q6+q7 = 0, which is defined
as Skippy’s fully flexed configuration, see fig. 8.2. The hip angle φhip also describes the
2In software, the definition of g includes also a stabilization factor, which is further explained in Featherstone
(2008).
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angle between the physical leg and torso tubes, which are parallel to the extended body
segments of the diagram depicted in fig. 8.1 (although they are not coaxial). Figures 6.1
and 6.14c also depicts Skippy in its fully flexed configuration, which shows the torso and
leg tubes parallel to each other. Skippy is defined to be fully extended for φhip = 180°, for
which the leg and torso tubes are also parallel, as depicted in fig. 6.14a.
HYBRID DYNAMICS
Obtaining joint forces of the locked joints 1 and 2 calls for inverse dynamics calcula-
tions, whereas obtaining joint acceleration of all other joints calls for forward dynamics
calculations. Hybrid dynamics calculations are implemented to combine the two. This
is done by separating the state variables so that y = [y1 y2]T, in which the subscript 1
corresponds to the variables of which joint accelerations are known and 2 to variables of
which joint forces are known. We have y1 = [y1 y2]T = [q1 q2]T and y2 = [y3 y4 y5]T, and
correspondingly divide H˚ , τ˚ and C˚ in quadrants so that[
τ˚1
τ˚2
]
=
[
H˚11 H˚12
H˚21 H˚22
][
y¨1
y¨2
]
+
[
C˚1
C˚2
]
.
Since the foot is constrained to make contact with the ground, we have y1 = 0 and thus
y˙1 = y¨1 = 0. It follows that
y¨2 = H˚−122 (τ˚2−C2)
τ˚1 = H˚12 y¨2+C1 ,
which complete the hybrid dynamics calculations. Note that y1 also corresponds to
joints at which impact occurs from landing. As such, the terms H˚21 and H˚22 correspond
exactly to those in eq. (6.7).
8.2.3. MAIN ACTUATOR MODEL
Skippy’s series elastic main actuator is modelled as a 1D dynamic system, to interact with
the coupler (body 10) of the main dynamic model described in section 8.2.1. The model
incorporates rotational inertia of the actuator shaft. The implementation is similar to
that described in Driessen (2015), and is based on the following equations:
τ10 = Fs (xs, x˙s) (8.5)
q10 = xn−xs (8.6)
τm = Imx¨nn− 1
n
(Fs+Ffric) (8.7)
Fs, xs and x˙s are the main spring force, displacement and velocity respectively. xn is the
nut position. n = 2pi/p is the transmission ratio in radm−1 with a pitch of p = 4mm. τm
is the main motor rotor (output) torque and Im the rotational inertia of the rotor, spindle
and coupling. Their corresponding rotational position is φm = xn/n. Ffric models the
friction of the ballscrew as sliding friction, and is calculated as Ffric = sign(x˙n) 1−ηη |Fs| for
x˙n 6= 0, with an efficiency of η= 0.9.
Compared to the implementation in Driessen (2015), the motor model (i.e. the model
relating motor torque to voltage and current) and spring model (Fs (xs, x˙s)) have been
implemented to be more realistic, each of which are further elucidated below.
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MOTOR MODEL
A DC motor model is implemented for the purpose of being able to (1) command the
motor to operate in saturation based on a maximum voltage and current limit, and
(2) calculate heat generation. The motor model that is used is identical to that defined
in chapter 4 and Driessen (2015), except that it has been amended with temperature
calculations and a temperature-dependent winding resistance.3 Motor inductance is
not modelled for the reason that it is computationally costly (as it requires many tiny
integration steps due to the fast dynamics of the current) whereas its effect is negligible
for the simple voltage profile that is commanded to Skippy.
The temperature-dependent winding resistance is calculated as R =R25(1+αCu(T −
25◦C)), where R25 is the winding resistance for a temperature of T = 25◦C (as provided
by the catalogue) and αCu = 0.0039 is the thermal resistance coefficient for copper
(Maxon Motor, 2017). As a result, an increased temperature effectively reduces the
motor performance. However, it was found that during a single stance phase the coil
temperature does not increase more than 6 ◦C, so the effect on performance reduction is
hardly noticed.
MAIN SPRING MODEL
The main spring has been implemented with a (continuous) regressive polynomial
as force-displacement profile, rather than a regressive piecewise linear function like
in Driessen (2015). As explained in section 6.7, a regressive spring profile is generally
preferred for improved energy storage and control bandwidth, but the required regres-
siveness for balance control has not yet been investigated. As discussed in section 6.7 it
is first attempted to make Skippy operable with only a linear rubber element, without
the addition of an end stop to make the profile more regressive, so as to save weight
and reduce complexity. The linear rubber spring is modelled as an incompressible
neo-Hookean solid and a linear damper. According to the neo-Hookean model, the
spring force under pure elastic deformation is
Fs,λ =
4
7
Fs,2
(
λ− 1
λ2
)
(8.8)
where λ = ²+ 1 = xs/xs,0 + 1 is the extension ratio of the main spring, xs,0 the length
of the unloaded spring and Fs,2 is the spring force under pure elastic deformation at
an extension of λ = 2 (xs = xs,0), proportional to its cross-sectional surface area, to
be determined through optimisation (tentative sizing of the spring has been provided
in section 6.7). This model is only mildly regressive, as it implies that for xs → ∞
the stiffness is only three times lower than for xs = 0. Note however that the model
is only accurate up to strains of ca. ² = 0.5 (Treloar, 1973); rubbers typically become
slightly more regressive for higher strain, as more accurately described by for instance
the Mooney-Rivlin solid model. Since regressiveness is desired, the Neo-Hookean model
thus makes a safe (pessimistic) assumption about the rubber’s actual regressiveness.
The spring’s energy losses are taken into account by including a linear damper in
3Acknowledgements — The temperature calculations and respective implementations have been done by Dr.
Featherstone.
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parallel to the non-linear neo-Hookean element:
Fs = Fs,λ+dsx˙s (8.9)
where ds is a damping coefficient.
8.2.4. ANKLE SPRING
The GFRP ankle spring is modelled using the compression leaf spring formulae derived
in chapter 7 and the triangle kinematics defined in section 6.6.1. The end stop that is
used to implement the progressive part of the ankle spring profile (effectively limiting
ankle joint rotation), is implemented using the end stop model described next.
8.2.5. END STOP MODELS
Skippy’s model includes two visco-elastic end stops, one in the ankle and one in the hip.
Both end stops are implemented with the same model, which uses a quadratic spring
profile and a damping that is proportional to compression x, so that the spring force
calculation takes the shape of
F = kx2+d xx˙ for x > 0, (8.10)
where F and x are either a force and displacement or torque and rotation respectively, k
a stiffness coefficient and d a damping coefficient. Non-linearity in this function stems
from contact geometry rather than from hyperelastic deformation like that described by
the Neo-Hookean model (Azad & Featherstone, 2014b).
The ankle end stop is attached on the foot and makes contact with the torso. It is
implemented to act directly on the ankle joint, so that x = q5−φea,o, where φea,o is the
angle at which the ankle end stop starts being compressed.
The hip end stop is attached on the lever and makes contact with the torso. It is
implemented as a torsional spring to act directly on joint 7, so that x =−q7+φeh,o, where
φeh,o is the lever angle at which the hip end stop starts being compressed.
8.3. OPTIMISATION ENVIRONMENT
Simulations are done in Matlab and Simulink, using Dr. Featherstone’s Spatial v2 library
Featherstone (2014). Optimisations are performed with Matlab’s built-in fmincon func-
tion, using the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm. The algorithm was
found to give better results than the default but faster interior point algorithm, possi-
bly because some of the optimisation parameters were found to converge to either their
lower or upper bound. The SQP algorithm allows for the parameters to be exactly equal
to their bounds and for solutions to slide along constraints.
The optimiser attempts to minimize the cost function f(x), where x are optimisation
parameters, subject to bounds of x and constraints. With a focus on Skippy’s most
demanding task of reaching its maximum jump height, the cost function has been
defined to maximize the vertical take-off velocity vend, implemented as f(x) = −vend.
The velocity is calculated as the result of a simulation of Skippy’s stance phase, using
the model described in section 8.2, which is affected by the choice of optimisation
parameters and subject to constraints.
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The constraint function is further explain in section 8.3.1. The optimisation param-
eters x contain both parameters that define the command signal and physical param-
eters. The command signal is defined in section 8.3.2 and the selection of optimisation
parameters is explained in section 8.3.3.
8.3.1. CONSTRAINT FUNCTION
Constraints can be either or a combination of
• Linear inequality constraints, so that Ax ≤ B is satisfied, where A and B are
numerical matrices.
• Linear equality constraints, so that Aeqx = Beq is satisfied for numerical matrices
Aeq and Beq.
• Non-linear inequality constraints, so that C(x)≤ 0 is satisfied for the function C(x).
• Non-linear equality constraints, so that Ceq(x) = 0 is satisfied for the function
Ceq(x).
All the constraints are based on simulation results, which require the use of non-linear
constraints. The most important ones are those related to steering, as described by the
robot’s momentum at take-off. The momentum of the robot’s mass in the horizontal
direction px is constrained to be zero at take-off (i.e. px,end = 0, which is an equality
constraint), so that the robot hops on the spot (rather than it moving either forward or
backward). The angular momentum of the robot about it’s CoM pr must be constrained
at take-off so as to avoid uncontrolled rotation of Skippy during its flight phase. Either it
must be constrained to zero, so that it does not rotate at all, or it must be within a feasible
range in order for Skippy to make one somersault, (rather than for it to land on its head),
such as demonstrated by the biped of Hodgins and Raibert (1990).
TAKE-OFF MOMENTUM FOR MAKING A SOMERSAULT
The angular momentum that Skippy should have to make one full somersault can be
estimated as follows, based on Skippy’s flight time tf, mass m and radius of gyration r in
the sagittal plane (or rotational inertia):
pr = 2pimr
2
tf
Skippy’s radius of gyration is a function of Skippy’s configuration, and is significantly
higher when fully extended than when fully flexed: r = 0.242m when fully flexed and
r = 0.393m when fully extended. The flight time can be approximately related to the
jump height as tf ≈ 2
√
(2h/g )4, from which we find tf = 1.6s for a jump height of
h = 3.2m. For a mass of m = 3kg, we then find pr = 0.69Nms or pr = 1.82Nms to make
a full somersault if Skippy would be either fully flexed or extended respectively. Note
that, in reality, Skippy cannot change its orientation instantly, due to having a specific
orientation and velocity shortly before landing and after take-off. A more conservative
range of feasible angular momentum to make a somersault is approximately 1 < pr <
4This relation is exact if Skippy would land in the same configuration it had at take-off, and if aerial friction is
neglected.
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1.5Nms. The exact landing conditions can then be tuned by the in-flight controller,
which controls Skippy’s configuration during the flight phase.
SOMERSAULT VERSUS STRAIGHT JUMPS
The angular momentum at take-off is constrained at either pr,end = 0 (equality) or
1 < pr,end < 1.5Nms (inequality), enabling Skippy to jump straight up or to make
a backward somersault respectively. Earlier studies have shown that Skippy is more
inclined to generate positive angular momentum instead of zero (having simulated a
higher jumping height if it is allowed to have positive angular momentum at take-off),
which is related to its asymmetric design and heavier upper body (Driessen, 2015). As
such, Skippy is expected to be able to jump higher when it aims for a somersault, rather
than for it to jump straight up. It is perfectly acceptable if Skippy makes its highest hop
while somersaulting, but it should still be able to jump straight up sufficiently high
so that it can meet the initial conditions in preparation for the stance phase of the
highest (somersault) jump. In the presented simulation studies, these initial conditions
assume that Skippy lands from a previous jump of 1.5 m high, as further explained
in section 8.3.3. To build in room for error and to be conservative on Skippy’s actual
capabilities, it was decided that Skippy should be able to jump straight up without
somersaulting to a height of at least 2 m.
OTHER CONSTRAINTS
Other than momentum constraints, the non-linear constraint function includes various
other inequality constraints:
• To prevent Skippy from flexing further than is physically possible (because it
would collide with the head), it is constrained to q10 ≥ 0 for the full duration of
the simulation (correspondingly φhip = q6 + q7 ≥ 0), which corresponds to the
configuration shown in fig. 6.1.
• To reduce the effect of possible slipping (which is not modelled because the robot
is constrained to the ground), the tangential GRF τ1 at take-off is constrained to be
less than 15 N, i.e. |τ1,end| < 15.5
• For purposes of in-flight control, it is not desired that the main motor is still in
saturation and at maximum speed at take-off. The speed limit of the motor at take-
off is |φ˙m,end| < 300rads−1 ≈ 3krpm, which is approximately half the speed of the
6000 rpm speed limit of the ball screw. To prevent the motor from operating in
saturation at take-off, the total duration of the stance phase is constrained to be
tend > trise+ tsat+0.02s.
5Slip occurs if the ratio of the tangential to the normal GRF |τ1/τ2| exceeds a certain value, as determined
by the coefficient of static friction between the ground and (rubber) toe. This suggests that it is better to
check for this ratio rather than for an absolute value of the tangential GRF. However, shortly after landing and
before take-off, τ2 is nearly zero, for which the ratio most certainly exceeds the permissible value and thus
causes the modelled robot to slip. However, the induced slipping would only last for several milliseconds, and
if the tangential GRF is minimal, the effect is negligible in reality (or even non-existent, due to the contact
material’s unmodelled finite stiffness, which influence contact dynamics). Nevertheless, after simulations,
the ratio |τ1/τ2| is also checked for the remainder of the stance phase, to assure that the robot does not slip
while thrusting. Results are shown in fig. 8.5a.
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8.3.2. VOLTAGE COMMAND SIGNAL
The optimised command signal is motor voltage. Since voltage is the actual command
sent to the motors on the real robot, it directly allows for the motor to operate in satu-
ration by applying maximum voltage. As such, the use of a voltage command instead of
for instance a commanded position, velocity or torque of the motor or an end effector
(e.g. the position of the CoM or a joint variable) provides more transparency for discov-
ering the robot’s behaviour at the performance envelope. Especially commanding end
effector position (requiring inverse dynamics for motor torque calculations) has shown
to be particularly inefficious for Skippy due to the low stiffness of the main spring for
high loadings (Driessen, 2015).
The voltage command is generally feed-forward, but it is clipped if either the ball
screw velocity or motor current would exceed their respective maxima. This effectively
enables Skippy to be operated in saturation of multiple variables (voltage, current
and speed), by sliding along either of their limits. The implementation is according to
Driessen (2015). These studies have also shown that maximum voltage is commanded
during most of the stance phase in order to reach a maximum jump height, except for
the final part of the stance phase, during which the voltage may be dropped for the
purpose of steering. By steering is meant controlling the robot’s horizontal and rota-
tional momentum at lift-off. The motor should furthermore not operate in saturation
at landing, to prevent slipping of the foot. Nevertheless, the command signal should
be defined in such a way that it is maximal during most of the stance phase, and the
optimiser should be allowed to tweak only the beginning and the end of the commanded
profile. This is different from more conventional approaches in optimal control that
define the command signal to be a smooth spline.
The simplest command signal would consist of only a step up to maximum voltage
U =Umax at t = 0 for a predetermined time tsat, followed by a step down to zero voltage.6
However, step changes of voltage (discontinuity) are not realistic due to unmodelled
motor inductance and increase the likelihood of the robot to slip at impact. They
furthermore provide the optimiser with only 1 parameter to optimise (the duration tsat),
leaving little freedom for finding the optimal command signal. The steps have been
replaced for quadratic functions, providing the optimiser with 5 tunable parameters
that fully define the command signal.7 Each of the quadratic functions are defined by
a duration (trise and tfall) and a curvature parameter (crise and cfall), so that the entire
command signal Uc is determined by the following equation:
Uc =

Umax
(
t 1+crisetrise − t 2
crise
t 2rise
)
if 0≤ t < trise
Umax if 0≤ t − trise < tsat
Umax
(
1− (t − trise− tsat) 1+cfalltfall + (t − trise− tsat)
2 cfall
t 2fall
)
if 0≤ t − trise− tsat < tfall
0 otherwise
(8.11)
6Negative voltage is avoided to prevent the motor from doing negative work, although in principle it is possible
and it possibly leads to improved steering performance.
7Acknowledgements — The replacement of steps for quadratic functions has been introduced and imple-
mented by Dr. Featherstone.
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U
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trise tsat tfall
Umax
cfall = crise = 1
cfall = crise = 0
cfall = crise =−1
Figure 8.3: The commanded voltage profile that is used for stance phase optimisations is fully defined by the
following 6 parameters: the maximum supply voltage Umax, the durations trise, tsat and tfall and the curvature
parameters crise and cfall. The different colours show the effect of different values for curvature parameters.
The curvature parameters take values between −1 and 1. The resulting profile is shown
in fig. 8.3 for various values of the curvature parameters.
8.3.3. OPTIMISATION PARAMETERS AND BOUNDS
Parameters that are to be optimised include those defining (1) the command signal, (2)
the robot’s initial conditions and (3) the physical system, each of which are explained
subsequently. Of all the parameters that define the system, only few are selected for opti-
misation. Below follow explanations regarding the selection of optimisation parameters.
An overview of them is provided at the end of this section and in table 8.3.
COMMAND PROFILE
The commanded voltage profile is defined by the six parameters listed in section 8.3.2,
and is furthermore affected by the current limit and speed limit of the ball screw. The ef-
fective maximum supply voltage Umax is increased from 30 V to 31 V, in correspondence
with the experienced average voltage of 8 nominally charged LiPo cells during the Tippy
experiments reported in section 5.6. The maximum current is Imax = 50A, as limited by
the drivers, and the speed limit of the ball screw is 6000 rpm.8 This leaves the five pa-
rameters trise, tfall, tfall, crise, cfall for optimisation, which have been given the following
bounds:
0.02≤ trise ≤ 0.12s (8.12)
0.05≤ tsat ≤ 0.2s (8.13)
0.02≤ tfall ≤ 0.12s (8.14)
−1≤ crise ≤ 1 (8.15)
−1≤ cfall ≤ 1 (8.16)
INITIAL CONDITIONS
Skippy has five independent generalized joint positions, two of which are constrained,
leaving three DoFs, and thus six effective state (position and velocity) variables. Initial
8This speed limit was previously based on recommendations of colleagues in the robotics community, as
mentioned in section 3.1.2. However, it has recently been experimentally verified that the ball screw is still
operational at this speed (under load) using the custom experimental rig that has been developed and used
to test the ring screw by Heijmink (2018) (see section 6.2.2).
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velocities are chosen to emulate landing with a vertical impact velocity of 5.5ms−1 , cor-
responding to landing from a previous (straight up) hop of ca. 1.5 m. This height corre-
sponds to the decreased minimum target jump height of 3 m (see section 6.2) and the
requirement that the target jump height should be achievable after landing from a pre-
vious hop that is not higher than half this target height (see chapter 1 and section 3.1.2).
The initial joint velocities are calculated assuming inelastic impact using eq. (6.7) for
q˙−1 = [q˙−1 q˙−2 ]T = [0 − 5.5]T. This leaves only the choice of initial position states q4,0
(robot orientation), q5,0 (ankle) and q10,0 (main), which have been given the following
bounds:
−0.47rad≤ q4,0 ≤−0.25rad (8.17)
−15°≤ q5,0 ≤−10° (8.18)
0.2≤ q10,0 ≤ 0.75m (8.19)
The bounds of q4,0 and q10,0 are based on a range of their values that resulted from
previous optimisations. The range of q10,0 corresponds to a hip range of 20°<φhip < 80°.
Bounds for q5,0 are based on iterative design, and have been determined based on
feasible ankle spring designs (preventing collisions) described in section 6.6.3.
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
Deciding on which of Skippy’s physical parameters to optimise and their bounds is
challenging, as (1) there are many, (2) many of them have dependencies that are not
necessarily easily found (or their relevance to the optimisation problem is small), (3)
many combinations of parameter choices lead to infeasible designs, although this is
not always clear prior to implementation in CAD (4) many combinations of parameters
choices form a feasible but poor design, as caused by the optimiser having converged to
a poor local minimum. As such, the strategy has been to solve the optimisation problem
in various (iterative) stages, and to intermittently lock parameters based on the notion
that they were ‘good enough’ and their implementation in the CAD model.
The physical parameters that define Skippy can be subdivided in
• 14 kinematic parameters shown in fig. 8.1, defining joint coordinate transforms
and loop closure,
• 28 inertial parameters (a mass, CoM coordinates and rotational inertia for each of
the 7 non-massless rigid bodies depicted in fig. 8.1),
• miscellaneous parameters, relating to the main actuator, ankle and end stops.
KINEMATIC PARAMETERS
The 14 kinematic parameters depicted in fig. 8.1 fully define the rigid body kinematics.
Whereas these 14 parameters are independent if all seven bodies are not massless, some
are barely effective since they do not or only marginally alter the transmission ratio from
joint q10 to the end effector (toe). For instance, the triangle defined by the sides ll, lr and
lm (depicted in red in fig. C.1) as a whole can be rotated without affecting its transmission
ratio ∂q10/∂q7 by keepingφl−φr−φu constant. Likewise, the four-bar linkage (defined by
link lengths lu, lf, lk and lv) as a whole can be rotated without affecting its transmission
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ratio ∂q7/∂q6 by keeping φu +φv constant. The transmission ratio can also be kept
constant by equally scaling all the lengths lv, lu, lk and lf.
Simply allowing for the optimiser to change all these kinematic parameters thus
leads to an ill-conditioned optimisation problem. In addition, a change of kinematic
parameters also requires a change of inertial parameters, as a body’s mass and inertia
scale up with its size. Loading scenarios on a body also change with size: typically,
a larger body demands a stronger structural design, making the robot heavier still.
Inadequate consideration of these effects could lead to the optimiser shooting off in an
infeasible direction. For instance, a larger robot will always result in higher jumps if the
mass of the robot is not changed. Lastly, a change of parameters could lead to physical
collisions, which in some cases only become clear when updating the CAD model, and
are thus not easily implemented as constraints.
Most of the kinematic parameters are fixed by choices in (1) earlier stages of simu-
lation and optimisation and (2) the mechanical design presented in chapter 6, which is
further elucidated below.
Four-bar linkage The four-bar linkage kinematics are defined by the link lengths lv, lu,
lk and lf and the angleφu+φv, which have all been assigned values preliminary based on
required and desired properties that are ‘good enough’. As such, none of the parameters
are being optimised, although this does not exclude them from being optimised in a
future more elaborate optimisation study. The following constraints were proposed that
describe the properties of the four-bar linkage, based on which its parameters can be
solved:9
• The moment arm of the follower is af,flx = 5cm when Skippy is fully flexed and
af,ext = 2cm when fully extended, see fig. 6.14. These are the most important
constraints, as they are directly related to the mechanism’s internal forces and its
proximity to a singularity. The torque transferred through the hip is calculated as
the product of the force on the follower Ff and the follower’s moment arm af, as
also explained in section 6.4. A smaller arm implies a bigger force, and the linkage
mechanism is at a singularity if the moment arm equals zero. When fully flexed, Ff
is approximately double that on the main spring Fs for ll = 10cm and af,flx = 5cm,
as explained in section 6.4. The moment arm is allowed to be shorter when Skippy
is extended, because less torque is transferred through the hip, which explains why
af,ext < af,flx.
• The overall size of the four-bar linkage is constrained by lf + lk = 24cm, which
places the torso and leg tube approximately 10 cm apart when fully flexed. A
smaller linkage mechanism leads to higher internal forces and increases the effect
of play in the joints. The size defined by lf+ lk = 24cm is big enough to realize the
aforementioned lever moment arm of af,flx = 5cm, which would not be possible
for a substantially smaller linkage mechanism.
• The total hip range ∆φhip = ∆q6 +∆q7 = 180° corresponds to a lever-torso joint
range of ∆q7 = 90°, which on average corresponds to the transmission ratio of
9Acknowledgements — Dr. Featherstone coined the idea of isolating the four-bar linkage, constrained it, and
implemented an optimisation routine for solving its parameters.
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∂6/∂7 = 1 of the (simplified) 1:1 geared mechanism depicted in fig. 3.1b that had
proven to work well in Driessen (2015).
• For the full motion range of the hip, the transmission ratio of the four-bar linkage
(i.e. from (input) lever rotation to hip rotation ∂q7/∂φhip = ∂q7/(∂q6+∂q7)) does
not differ by a factor greater than 1.5 over Skippy’s full work space so as to limit the
non-linearity of the mechanism.
With these constraints, the four-bar linkage has been solved to have the following
parameters: lv = 50mm, lu = 42.7mm, lk = 120.6mm, lf = 119.4mm and φu+φv = 51.7°.
Its transmission ratio (∂q7/∂φhip) is highest when flexed. φu is furthermore fixed at
φu = 20°, mainly for reasons of mechanical design, which puts φv at φv = 31.7°.
Torso and leg The torso length and its inertial properties are largely tied to placement
of the rocker joint. In the presented optimisations, neither positioning of the rocker
(defined by lr and φr) nor that of the leg (defined by lg and φg) are optimised.
As discussed in section 6.7.4, the rocker joint is constrained to be at least 47.5 cm
away from the lever-torso joint, for a lever length of ll = 10cm. To keep the robot small,
to limit internal forces, and to make the robot better at jumping with zero angular
momentum, positioning of the rocker joint is such that it is close to its minimum
distance from the hip, at [xr,x xr,y ]= lr[cosφr sinφr]= [480 47.5]mm.
It was quickly found that allowing for the leg length to be optimised without altering
inertial properties results in the optimiser favouring maximum leg length. This makes
sense as it leads to an increased stroke length and it furthermore reduces build-up of
positive angular momentum. However, increasing the leg length without altering its
inertial properties does not necessarily correspond to a realistic design due to increased
loadings, increased inertia and possible collisions—such as those between the foot and
the crossbar when Skippy is fully flexed. As such, the leg is momentarily fixed so that
its heel makes contact with the bumper on Skippy’s head, and so that the foot does
not touch the crossbar when Skippy is fully flexed. The corresponding parameters are
[xg,x xg,y ]= lg[cosφg sinφg]= [500 17.5]mm.
Lever and foot The lever is defined by its length ll and offset angle φl. Early optimi-
sation studies have shown a desire to minimize this angle, in order to maximize the
mechanical advantage when Skippy is flexed and to minimize it when extended. The
mechanical design limits the lever angle at φl = 15°+φu = 35°, for collision would oth-
erwise occur between the lever, main spring and torso tube for smaller angles (as visible
in fig. 6.14a). The resulting transmission ratio of the hip (i.e. from coupler to hip rotation
∂q10/∂φhip) is a factor of 3.11 higher when fully flexed than when fully extended.
Of the kinematic parameters, this leaves the lever length ll, foot length lp and toe
curvature rtx for optimisation, which are relatively easily changed in the mechanical
design, and have been given the following bounds:
9cm≤ ll ≤ 10cm (8.20)
15cm≤ lp ≤ 20cm (8.21)
20mm≤ rtx ≤ 30mm (8.22)
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The lever length is estimated based on ball-park figures in section 6.2.2, and its max-
imum length is limited by mechanical design, as explained in section 6.7.4. The foot
length is longer than in Driessen (2015) (lp = 12cm), as previous optimisation studies
have shown that a longer foot is more desirable, and it furthermore permits housing of a
bigger ankle spring.
MISCELLANEOUS PARAMETERS
Miscellaneous parameters include that related to the main actuator, ankle spring and
hip end stop. The main actuator consists of the main motor, the ball screw and the main
spring. As decided by preliminary design decisions, the main motor is a Maxon DCX32L
motor, and the ball screw pitch is 4 mm. Parameters of the ankle spring include those
defining the compression leaf spring, its attachment points (see fig. 6.16a) and the end
stop.
Main spring The main spring model, as defined by eq. (8.8) and eq. (8.9), requires the
three parameters Fs,2, xs,0 and ds to be defined. The spring behaviour is nearly identical
if Fs,2 and xs,0 are scaled identically for sufficiently high strain. As such, xs,0 is fixed at
xs,0 = 8cm, leading up to strains of ca. ² = 1 (since spring elongation was found not
to exceed xs,max = 8cm), leaving only Fs,2 for optimisation, which has been given the
bounds
1≤ Fs,2 ≤ 2.5kN, (8.23)
based on an expected maximum actuator force of ca. 2 kN. Spring damping is set to
ds = 50Nsm−1, corresponding to an efficiency of ca. 90% to 95% during the stance phase.
Hip end stop The hip end stop acts as a parallel spring on the torso-lever joint and
is effective only when Skippy is close to its fully flexed configuration. As discussed in
section 6.5, the end stop makes contact over a range of a lever-torso angle of ∆q7 = 10°
from Skippy’s flexed configuration, corresponding to a hip angle of φhip ≈ q6+q7 ≈ 16°,
as depicted in figs. 6.13 and 8.2. The end stop is assumed to exert a torque of 40 Nm when
Skippy is fully flexed, which has been chosen in correspondence with the requirement
described in section 6.5 which states that it should not exert more than double the torque
required for gravity compensation while balancing. The end stop makes contact for a
torso-lever angle q7 of φeh,o = q7,o + 10° where q7,o ≈ −8.5° is the torso-lever angle for
y = 0 that satisfies the loop-closure constraint, i.e. for which φhip = 0. At a torque of
40 Nm and a rotation of 10°, it follows that the stiffness coefficient k in eq. (8.10) can be
calculated as 1.3kNmrad−2, and that the total energy stored in the spring equals up to
a mere 2.33 J. With a designed moment arm of 42mm, the end-stop delivers up to ca.
0.9 kN.
Ankle spring The ankle end stop is fixed at an angle φea,o = 45° by mechanical design,
as mentioned in section 6.6, and offers up to ∆q5 = 60° of ankle rotation without being
compressed (calculated as φea,o − q5,0), which was found to be high enough to not be
compressed during normal operation (i.e. making hops instead of crashing).
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The contribution of the compression leaf spring to the ankle torque profile can
be described by only four independent parameters, such as by the triangle lengths lb
and lc and the rest angle θa,0 (depicted in fig. 6.16a) and the spring’s arc angle Θ or
radius R (see eqs. (7.1) and (7.2)).10 If spring failure is also taken into account, then
an additional parameter is required to describe the ankle spring independently, like the
spring thickness ta.
As explained in section 6.6.3, most of the ankle design parameters have been decided
based on previous simulation studies and mechanical design issues (e.g. collisions),
namely lb = 5cm, R = 180mm, θa,0 = pi/2+φb+φc−q5,0 = 90°−q5,0 and lc = lp−0.024.
Note that the latter two (lc and θa,0) are—despite being predefined and no optimisation
parameters—a direct function of optimisation parameters (namely q5,0 and lp). As such,
an update function fu(x,parameters) is introduced that updates parameters that are a
direct function of optimisation parameters x and other parameters, which is called at
every iteration executed by the optimiser. This function is also used to update inertial
properties of bodies based on their change in size, as further explained below.
The remaining ankle spring parameter that is used for optimisation is its width:
38× (2/3)3 = 11.3≤wa ≤ 38mm, (8.24)
with an assumed ankle spring thickness of ta = 3mm, which is one of the available
GFRP thicknesses.11 Remember that only the product t 3a wa is relevant for determining
the ankle spring profile. In practice, the spring stiffness can be conserved by choosing
a different thickness and width. The upper bound in eq. (8.24) corresponds to the
maximum spring width that can fit in the prismatic cavity in the frame, as explained
in section 6.6. The lower bound corresponds to a spring with a stiffness that would be
equal to that of a spring of the same width and a thickness of 2 mm.
INERTIAL PARAMETERS
Inertial characteristics of body i are fully defined by a mass mi , radius of gyration about
the CoM ri and coordinates of the CoM ci = [ci ,x ci ,y ], expressed in their body’s local
coordinate frame Ψi , as depicted in fig. 8.1. The model consists of 10 rigid bodies,
of which 3 are fictitious, resulting in 7× 4 = 28 inertial parameters. Note that due to
rigid-body connectivity, these 28 parameters are not independent, and many of the
parameters only have a marginal effect on the system’s dynamics.
The inertial parameters are closely tied to the robot’s size, as defined by the kinematic
parameters, and are thus no strong candidate for optimisation parameters. This is the
result from Skippy’s tight mass budget and preliminary design decisions (e.g. placing
both motors in the head), which leaves little leeway for moving mass around without
changing the robot’s kinematics.
The inertial parameters that correspond to the design depicted in fig. 6.1 are listed in
table 8.2. While optimising, the parameter update function fu is used to update inertial
10Note that the overall spring stiffness can be scaled (i.e. for all y , as defined in chapter 7) by changing the
spring width w or thickness ta (defined as t in chapter 7), but also by equally scaling lb and lc and R, which
is why only four instead of five independent parameters are required to describe the spring profile.
11The GFRP is available with thicknesses in steps of 0.3 mm (i.e. 2.4, 2.7, 3.0 mm) and 1 mm (i.e. 1, 2, 3.0 mm),
which is related to the finite number of fibre layers of which it is composed.
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i body name mi [kg] ri [m] [ci ,x ci ,y ] [m]
4 foot 0.175 0.065 [0.012 0.099]
5 leg 0.267 0.207 [-0.239 -0.009]
6 lever 0.248 0.079 [-0.013 0.098]
7 torso 1.481 0.189 [0.485 -0.004]
8 follower 0.057 0.053 [-0.004 -0.043]
9 rocker 0.488 0.063 [-0.010 -0.000]
10 coupler 0.2024 0.121 [0.179 0.000]
total 2.918
Table 8.2: Inertial parameters of Skippy, corresponding to the design depicted in fig. 6.1.
parameters of the bodies whose kinematic parameters are optimised, which include the
foot and ankle spring. These updates are based on estimates on how change of body
size influences change of mass and inertia, for the purpose of improving practicality of
the optimisations and to prevent the optimiser from unjustifiably favouring as-large-as-
possible bodies.
In particular, the change of foot and spring size require their respective inertia
to be updated. This is facilitated by distinguishing between inertial data of the ankle
spring and foot excluding the ankle spring. Inertial data of the foot and ankle spring
are extracted separately from CAD data, and are merged as follows to calculate inertial
parameters of body 4 (which entails the foot including the ankle spring):
m4 =mp+ma (8.25)
c4 = 1
m4
[
mp ma
][cp
ca
]
(8.26)
I4 =
[
mp ma
]([r 2p
r 2a
]
+
[‖cp‖2
‖ca‖2
])
−‖c4‖2m4 → r4 =
√
I4/m4 , (8.27)
in which the subscripts p and a correspond to data belonging to the ankle spring and
foot respectively. Calculations of I4 follow from the parallel axis theorem. For example,
doubling the ankle spring width would double its mass ma, after which eqs. (8.25–8.27)
can be used directly to update inertial parameters of body 4 to high degree of accuracy.
Similar calculations are performed for changing the foot and spring length, which other
than mass also require their coordinates of the centre of mass and radius of gyration to
be scaled. In the presented design (depicted in fig. 6.1), the foot has a nominal length of
lp = 0.184m.
IMPLEMENTATION
With the optimisation parameters and their bounds defined in eqs. (8.12–8.24), the tuple
of optimisation parameters x can be defined as
x = [trise tsat tfall crise cfall q4,0 q10,0 q5,0 ll lp rtx Fs,2 wa]T .
Note that some parameters in x are on the order of 1×10−2 (e.g. command times),
whereas other parameters are on the order of 1×103 (e.g. Fs,2). To give all parameters
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equal importance for optimisation, each of them have been normalized so that their
respective lower and upper bounds take the values 0 and 1 respectively. The termination
tolerance on the normalized parameters (StepTolerance) is set to 1×10−4.
x has furthermore been implemented in such a way that optimisation parameters
can be easily added or removed, which has been done to facilitate locking physical pa-
rameters along the process of iterative design and to check whether hardware that is
optimised for making a somersault is able to hop straight-up and vice versa. The latter is
done by allowing only command signal parameters x1 = [trise tsat tfall crise cfall q4,0 q10,0]T
to be optimised12, while assuming the hardware parameters from a previous optimisa-
tion (i.e. by locking x2 = [q5,0 ll lp rtx Fs,2 wa], which requires their removal from the
optimisation parameters).
8.4. RESULTS AND REVISIONS
Since the optimisation algorithm is not global, the outcome may be dependent on the
initial estimate of x . The initial estimate is taken from a previous similar simulation
result. Due to sparsity of feasible points (as caused by the chaotic nature of the system),
the initial estimate is not necessarily feasible either, for which the optimisation was
regularly observed to converge to an infeasible point as well. A solution is said to be
feasible if the constraints (as described in section 8.3.1) are satisfied within a specified
constraint tolerance of 1×10−4. If this happened (or if there was sufficient suspicion that
the optimiser converged to a small local minimum), then the optimisation was repeated
for another initial estimate of x , until it converged to a feasible point.
8.4.1. INITIAL RESULTS
Results and a discussion of optimisations corresponding to the design presented in
chapter 6 and parameters listed in table 8.2 are described below.
RESULTS
In optimising for either ordinary hopping (pr,end = 0) or somersaulting (1≤ pr,end ≤ 1.5),
the optimiser had indicated a strong preference for somersaulting, resulting in pr,end =
1.5 and a corresponding jump height of h = 3.50m. The resulting system was found to
be able to hop to a height of only h = 1.77m for pr,end = 0 (by optimising for only the
initial conditions and command signal parameters x1, as described in section 8.3.3). An
optimised system for pr,end = 0 was found to be able to reach a height of h = 1.89m,
which is only marginally higher than 1.77m, and was still able to reach a height of 3.04 m
when somersaulting (for pr,end = 1.5). The results of the optimisation can be found in
table 8.3.
The difference between results for ordinary hopping and somersaulting is remark-
ably big. It is bigger than that from early simulation studies using tentative physical
parameters similar to those presumed in Driessen (2015). In particular, the result for
ordinary hopping is unsatisfactory, and retrying for different initial conditions did not
improve the result.
12Note that q5,0 is not a command signal parameter, as it is directly related to the ankle spring’s rest configu-
ration.
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original system updated system
pr,end lb 1.5 0 1.5 0 ub
trise 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.12
tsat 0.05 0.154 0.0929 0.1532 0.0602 0.20
tfall 0.01 0.01 0.0109 0.0890 0.12 0.12
crise -1 1 1 1 1 1
cfall -1 -1 -0.9973 -0.469 0.5457 1
q4,0 -0.47 -0.2625 -0.3552 -0.3858 -0.3827 -0.25
q10,0 0.02 0.0357 0.0442 0.0346 0.0336 0.075
q5,0 -0.1745 -0.1745 -0.1745 -0.1798 -0.1859 -0.3491
ll 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10
lp 0.15 0.152 0.1558 0.15 0.1597 0.20
rtx 0.02 0.03 0.0297 0.03 0.024 0.03
Fs,2 1000 2000 1648 2000 1999 2000
wa 0.0113 0.0113 0.0113 0.0153 0.0197 0.038
h for pr,end = 0 1.77 1.89 2.19 2.33
h for pr,end = 1.5 3.50 3.04 3.98 3.84
Table 8.3: Optimisation results for ordinary hopping (pr,end = 0) and somersaulting (1 ≤ pr,end ≤ 1.5). The
optimisations indicate a strong preference for somersaulting. All values are in SI base units. The lower bounds
(lb) and upper bounds (ub) of x are also included.
DISCUSSION
A possible explanation for the big difference in jump height is the big difference in
inertial properties of Skippy’s upper body and leg, which was underestimated in earlier
studies: the upper body has substantially more inertia than the leg, and its CoM is located
further from the hip (towards the head) than initially estimated. As explained in Driessen
(2015), for a simple 2R linkage mechanism, an upper body with more inertia than the
lower body generally leads to more build-up of positive angular momentum. The effect
can be countered by early initiating steering with the ankle, albeit at the expense of
jump height. A possible solution is increasing the size of the leg or reducing the size
of the torso. This theory is supported by rerunning optimisations while allowing for
also the leg length (lg) or torso length (described by c6,x ) to be optimised, which have
shown higher ordinary hopping heights for a longer leg or shorter torso (reduced c6,x ).
However, implementing a shorter torso in the current design is not straightforward, as
for instance it would lead to collisions of the main actuator’s guiding mechanism (see
section 6.7). In addition, for somersaulting the jump height decreases for a shorter torso.
This makes sense from the points on which original design decisions were made, as
explained in section 3.1: for good hopping performance, the robot’s CoM is preferably
as far as possible away from the hip axis to maximize the stroke length. More specifically,
early design decisions specified that a majority of the torso’s mass should be at the head
and that another part of its mass should be at the hip, but that its middle portion be as
light as possible, in order to obtain a good compromise between balancing and hopping
performance. These specifications have been successfully adhered to in making the
design that is presented in chapter 6, and due to Skippy’s light weight budget, it is not
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feasible to make significant changes to its weight distribution unless preliminary design
decisions would be overhauled.
In summary, substantially changing Skippy’s kinematic and inertial properties (1)
possibly leads to a design with reduced balancing and overall jump performance (per-
mitting somersaults), (2) requires an overhaul of preliminary design decisions, introduc-
ing a lot of delay, which is not in line with the trial-and-error philosophy presented in
chapter 2.
A compromise is found by only applying marginal changes to the design, which
mainly involves an increased leg length.
8.4.2. UPDATED DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The new design features an extended leg that is 8 cm longer. Despite early considerations
against increasing the leg length, it has been made possible as follows.
• An extension of 8 cm enables usage of Skippy’s toroidal bumper as the foot end
stop, so that it also makes contact at the heel, and so that the original foot end stop
can be removed (see fig. 8.4). The added weight of the increased leg length and
required crossbar shaft fortifications are nearly compensated for by the removal of
the dedicated foot end stop.
• FEA have indicated that the leg frames of the longer leg are still strong enough to
withstand the increased loadings.
• The leg length was initially limited partly because the foot would otherwise collide
with the crossbar. Substantially increasing its length would require a lengthy and
thus feeble crossbar shaft, leading to a heavier and less robust design. However, the
optimisations have shown a desire for a shorter foot and a smaller ankle rest angle,
which increases the gap between the foot and crossbar. For an extension of 8 cm,
the crossbar shaft still requires to be extended to prevent collisions, but only by
3.75 cm. The marginal extension of the crossbar shaft does not require significant
fortification on the torso head.
The lower leg frame and foot have also undergone small changes. Both optimisations
have indicated desire for a smaller foot, see table 8.3. As such, the nominal foot length
has been reduced to lp = 16cm (previously lp = 0.184m). The lower leg frame has been
changed so that the ankle joint is now in line with the leg tube rather than it being above
it (essentially removing the described kink in section 6.6), and has thus been moved
down. The design corresponds to the one depicted in figs. 6.15 and 6.16. This change
allows for (1) an increase of the ankle spring rest angle θa,0 (see also section 6.6.3),
(2) lowering the heel in accordance with the lower end stop, and (3) lowering the now
smaller foot so that the crossbar cannot make contact with the ground for y = 0. The
new ankle spring rest angle is θa,0 = pi/2+φb+φc− q5,0 = 100°− q5,0 (previously θa,0 =
90°− q5,0). The new leg size is defined by [xg,x xg,y ] = lg[cosφg sinφg] = [580 5]mm
(previously [500 17.5]).
Inertial data of the updated system can be found in table 8.4. A right-side view of
the original and updated design are depicted in fig. 8.4 for y = 0. Note that the updated
system is only 16 g heavier.
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i body name mi [kg] ri [m] [ci ,x ci ,y ] [m]
4 foot 0.175 0.064 [0.012 0.097]
5 leg 0.286 0.242 [-0.269 -0.000]
6 lever 0.248 0.079 [-0.013 0.098]
7 torso 1.480 0.193 [0.491 -0.003]
8 follower 0.057 0.053 [-0.004 -0.043]
9 rocker 0.488 0.063 [-0.010 -0.000]
10 coupler 0.202 0.121 [0.179 0.000]
total 2.936
Table 8.4: Inertial parameters of Skippy, corresponding to the updated design depicted in fig. 8.4b. Unaffected
bodies are in grey.
dedicated foot end stop
(a) Design presented in chapter 6. (b) Finalized design.
Figure 8.4: Skippy’s final design update only features minor changes: it mainly concerns an increased leg
length, smaller foot and removal of the original dedicated foot end stop. Areas with change are encircled in
red.
8.4.3. UPDATED DESIGN RESULTS
Optimisation results of the new design are also listed in table 8.3. For ordinary hopping
and somersaulting, the updated design was found to hop to heights of h = 2.19m and
h = 3.98m respectively when optimised for somersaulting, and to heights of h = 2.33m
and h = 3.84m respectively when optimised for ordinary hopping. As can be seen in
table 8.3, these results are all better than the previous results. The most prominent
increase in performance is that for ordinary hopping, whose results are now satisfactory
as the jump height exceeds 2 m. In favour of better performance for ordinary hopping,
the results that are adopted for Skippy’s final design are those of the latter. These results
correspond also to the design depicted in fig. 8.4, comprising a foot length ll = 16cm
and toe radius rtx = 24mm. Results of corresponding simulations are plotted in fig. 8.5.
For jumping a somersault (pr = 1.5), it can be observed from fig. 8.5c that voltage is in
saturation for most of the stance phase, which contributes to the high jump height. In the
beginning of the stance phase of both simulations, the voltage is clipped so as to prevent
the nut velocity from exceeding its maximum velocity of 0.4 ms−1, which can be seen in
fig. 8.5d. The current has not saturated, but has reached a maximum of 49.3 A, which is
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(a) The GRF is shown to be within a 90° friction cone
(|τ1/τ2| < 1), except shortly after landing and shortly
before take-off.
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(b) Angular momentum build-up of Skippy depicted
for jumping straight up and for making a somersault.
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(c) Voltage command signal Uc as defined by eq. (8.11)
and the actual input voltage U , clipped by the limiting
nut velocity x˙n (shown in fig. 8.5d).
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(d) Nut velocity x˙n, causing the input voltage U to be
saturated so as to not exceed the maximum permissi-
ble speed of 0.4 ms−1.
Figure 8.5: Simulation results of the updated design, corresponding to hardware optimisation for jumping
straight up (pr = 0). Results are shown for Skippy jumping straight-up (pr = 0) and for Skippy making a
somersault (pr = 1.5).
close to the 50 A limit. Furthermore, the maximum force on the actuator is 1899 N, which
is close to the anticipated maximum of 2 kN for which the actuator has been designed.
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CHECKS FOR CORRECTNESS
Various measures have been taken to check for correctness and validity of simulations.
This includes calculation of the energy audit to check for energy flow and leakage in
the system, following the approach in Driessen (2015). At all times, the potential and
kinetic energy of the system plus work done by the motors minus the heat loss should be
constant. For the full duration of the simulations, the maximum deviation of energy was
observed to be only 1 mJ, which is attributed to numerical integration, and suggests that
the system has been solved with sufficient precision. Other checks are related to physical
constraints of the system that are not included in the constraint function discussed in
section 8.3.1. These are the following:
• It is checked for the full duration that the GRF does not go out of a 90° friction
cone, i.e. that |τ1/τ2| < 1, as the robot would have otherwise slipped. This is true
for most of the stance phase, as can be seen in fig. 8.5a. The ratio is exceeded only
shortly after landing and shortly before take-off, which is due to the low vertical
reaction force. As explained in section 8.3.1, this is likely not problematic in reality.
• The generated voltage command signal (see eq. (8.11)) is defined to be continuous
so that it is generatable by the motor in reality, as motor induction is not included
in the model. However, bear in mind that the actual command signal is also the
result of current and velocity saturation. It is checked that these saturations do not
cause the command voltage signal to be infeasible.
• It is checked for the full duration that q4,0 ≤= 75°, as the foot otherwise start rolling
on its back.
• It is checked for the full duration that the robot does not collide with the ground
(e.g. as possible at the hip).
• It is checked for the full duration that the foot end stop is not compressed by more
than several degrees. The latest results have shown that it is not compressed at all.
• It is checked that the internal strain of the ankle curved compression leaf spring
is not unrealistically high, as it would cause the ankle spring to break. Chapter 7
assumes a compressive strain limit of 2.1%. Note however that real experiments
will have to be done to identify the actual strain limit, as it is a function of the fibre
quality, which could be decisive for the choice of the final spring thickness and the
choice between cheaper E-glass fibres or the more expensive S-glass fibres.
Of these checks, only the latter did not pass. At an ankle rotation of ∆q5 = 60° (corre-
sponding to end stop compression of 15°+ q5,0 ≈ 5°), the maximum compressive strain
can be calculated as 2.62 % using eq. (7.13), which is higher than the reported permis-
sible maximum of 2.1 %. However, this value can be reduced by choosing a thinner and
wider spring, since the optimiser had returned an optimal spring width of only wa =
19.7mm whereas the frames offer space for a spring of up to wa = 38mm. Reducing the
spring thickness from ta = 3mm to ta = 2.4mm (which is an available thickness), requires
the spring to have a width of wa = 19.7× (3/2.4)3 ≈ 38mm13 to conserve the spring pro-
file, and decreases the maximum strain to ²cmax = 2.4/3 = 2.09% < ²×c = 2.1%. Note that
13Coincidentally, this value corresponds to the maximum permissible width.
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this does not leave a safety margin, but the presumed value of ²×c = 2.1% is highly un-
certain, as explained in chapter 7: ²×c might be higher or lower depending on the qual-
ity of the GFRP and its layering. Experiments will have to point this out. If it is lower,
then Skippy can either be equipped with a weaker spring (which is slightly sub-optimal,
but still functional), or additional research could be done in optimising the shape of the
spring, which can boost the energy density of the spring by up to an estimated factor of
two, as explained in section 7.5.
8.5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented single-objective (i.e. maximizing jump height) optimisation
studies and an accompanying planar model of Skippy, and has resulted in finalisation of
Skippy’s design. The optimisation studies focus on the stance phase preceding Skippy’s
highest hop, which is Skippy’s most demanding behaviour, and have shown that Skippy
can realistic straight-up hop to a height of h = 2.33m and to somersault up to a height
of h = 3.84m, which are higher than the jump height of any other continuous-hopping
robot or animal. The simulations were furthermore based on a target height of at least
3 m, by assuming a previous hop to be 1.5 m high. Whereas it is not a necessity, the jump
height can likely be further increased by landing from a higher previous hop, which could
be a subject of future studies.
To reduce the complexity of the design process, the optimisation problem has been
simplified and the design is done iteratively. In iterative design, components and pa-
rameters are finalized successively, rather than all being globally optimised at once. The
solution is not guaranteed to be globally optimal for the fact that many parameters (or
their bounds) have already been fixed based on previous iterative design steps. However,
referring to the design philosophy as presented in chapter 2, this is not necessarily a bad
thing, as the design should be good enough rather than optimal.
In addition, the optimisation problem has been simplified to being a single-objective
optimisation and is only 2D. Since the cost function is defined to maximize jump height,
the solution does not guarantee that Skippy is also good at balancing, or at any behaviour
other than making high jumps. It is nevertheless advised to build the presented design of
this thesis. In line with the design philosophy governed by trial-and-error, this will assist
in finding Skippy’s shortcomings in reality.
Follow-up studies are needed to investigate the topic of Skippy’s combined capabili-
ties of hopping and balancing, which are currently carried out by other PhD students in
the Skippy Project. One possibility is performing multi-objective optimisations, as they
are targeted to optimise a repertoire of behaviours (e.g. jumping, balancing, etc.). How-
ever, the implementation and optimisations require more time as they are more com-
plex. The optimisation time can nevertheless be improved significantly by switching to a
more efficient computational environment than Matlab and Simulink, and by switching
to a more efficient optimisation algorithm (that is based on a global, non-gradient-based
method). These tasks could be carried out in parallel to experimentation on the first built
version of Skippy.
Defining, implementing and understanding the optimisations have required several
design iterations, which have spanned several months. The studies presented in this
chapter have focused only on the final iteration that leads to the final design, and have
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been included partly to be exemplary for the encountered difficulties, despite the relative
simplicity of the optimisation problem. The problem is relatively simple because it
concerns (1) a robot with few (actuated) joints, conveyed by (2) a simplified model of that
robot (i.e. it is 2D), covering (3) only one of its behaviours in isolation (single-objective
optimisation), assuming (4) most of its parameters to be fixed. It illustrates how much
more complex an optimisation problem can be of a full-fledged humanoid if it would
also be designed for high performance by machine and behaviour co-design, design at
the performance envelope and holistic design. A problem like that could be no longer
tractable, which could explain why a lack of high performance in more complex robots
is observed.

9
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
9.1. DISCUSSION
HIGH PERFORMANCE
This thesis has focused on the design of the hopping and balancing robot Skippy, as
a case study of a design philosophy that promotes simple but physically high perfor-
mance design. The project has been triggered by the notion that legged robots are under-
performing compared to their biological counterparts, despite the more powerful build-
ing blocks technology has had to offer for already multiple decades. The design philoso-
phy claims that this paradox is best explained by over-complexity in robot design, and is
furthermore governed by the ten key points listed in section 2.4.2.
In particular, high performance can be achieved by aiming for (1) holistic design, (2)
design at the performance envelope and (3) machine and behaviour co-design. Abiding
these strategies is a daunting task for designing complex robots; the Skippy project
has illustrated that this can be a challenging task even for a robot that is intentionally
simple. Nevertheless, it has lead to results that indicate that legged robots can indeed be
designed to outperform animals in terms of physical skills. In particular, the thesis has
resulted in a realistic design of Skippy, capable of reaching jump heights of 3.8 m while
somersaulting or 2.3 m when performing straight up hops.
The design is holistic, because all of its individual parts are intimately interconnected
and explicable only by reference to the whole. This has been facilitated by applying a
method of iterative design. Whereas this implies that some of its components have been
chosen on a presumptive basis, revisions have been done where necessary, such as that
of the main motor and ball screw pitch in chapter 6.
The design is targeted on behaviour at the performance envelope, as its natural dy-
namics are designed to coincide with the most extreme behaviour it is expected to de-
liver. This has been tackled by analysing its behaviour in physical saturation (i.e. satura-
tion defined by current limits, voltage limits, speed limits, force limits, etc.), rather than
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by analysing its closed-loop behaviour as affected by control laws and imposed torque
limits. Both the actuator design criterion introduced in chapter 4 and the optimisations
in chapter 8 are an example of this.
The design is also an example of machine- and behaviour co-design, because only its
final action has been specified in advance—namely, reaching a specified jump height—
not the action sequence to achieve it. Both the system and action sequence are found
coherently. Co-optimisation of both motion control parameters and hardware parame-
ters in chapter 8 is a direct example of this. More general, the iterative design strategy
between mechanical design and simulations are also an example of machine- and be-
haviour co-design. A disadvantage of step-wise and iterative design is that it is unlikely
that a global optimum is being tracked. However, this should not be required if the re-
sults are good enough.
Many of the design decisions are technology-inspired rather than bio-inspired solu-
tions, which have also contributed to the high performance design. An example of this
is the preliminary design choice of using a crossbar, which does not have a joint rotation
limit and therefore allows for high balance-offset angles. The use of a four-bar linkage
to obtain a desired non-constant transmission ratio is another example of technology-
inspired design.1 Another example is the search for spring materials that excel in high
gravimetric energy storage, which have lead to the use of rubber and GFRP.
PROGRESS
The design philosophy described in this thesis also focuses on improving progress in the
development of high-performance robots. The strategies of holistic design, design at the
performance envelope and machine and behaviour co-design are counter-productive in
this regard, as they slow the design process down. The optimisation problem described
by chapter 8 is exemplary of this, as it requires a lot of time despite its relative simplicity:
the cost-function is single-objective, the model describes a simplified (2D) robot that
only has few DoFs/actuators, and it focuses only on optimising a reduced number of
parameters.
The design philosophy promotes iterative design by trial-and-error, designing for re-
duced risk management, physical robustness, and for the robot to be good enough rather
than optimal, which are all believed to improve progress in robot design and to facilitate
design for high performance. Tippy—the balancing-only precursor of Skippy—has been
a direct consequence of designing for trial-and error, and both robots have been de-
signed with reduced risk management, to be physically robust, and good enough rather
than optimal. They have furthermore been designed not to be bigger than necessary,
by having a size and weight limited by the chosen technology and performance target.
Compared to for instance humanoids, both robots are small and lightweight at ca. 3 kg,
which have reduced the need for risk management and improved their physical robust-
ness. An even smaller robot would have arguably been more fruitful regarding progress,
judging from the progress of Salto (the hopping robot designed by UC Berkeley). Nev-
ertheless, the Salto project has been ongoing for a longer time and has a greater history
of building small robots. In addition, their different scale uses technologies that are not
well scalable to robots of bigger (e.g. humanoid) size, whereas Skippy is based on the
1Coincidentally, the kinematics of the four-bar linkage were found to be similar to that of a biological knee.
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type of technologies (e.g. harmonic drives, milled frames, motor and bearing types) that
are also used in those robots.
Design choices have typically been made using ball-park figures and simplified
simulations up to the point of obtaining fulfilling expectations of their feasibility, in order
to accelerate decision making. Design decisions whose feasibility is deemed less certain
have been accompanied for by suggestions for possible alternatives or easy alterations.
This procedure can be described as an educated-risk design strategy, which blends in
well with the trial-and-error design philosophy. For example, it is worth noting that a
likely possible culprit of poor balancing performance is too low a stiffness of either of
the springs in Skippy, which can be fixed in practice by increasing regressiveness of
respective spring profile. For the ankle spring, this only requires its replacement for a
spring with a bigger radius. For the main spring instead, a possibility is modifying the
main actuator to include an end stop, as explained in section 6.7.3.
Despite the proposed measures to improve the design progress, Skippy does not yet
exist. The development of Tippy has—regardless of the intention of improving progress
by learning through experience—significantly contributed to delays. Nevertheless, the
Tippy project has lead to substantial contributions and experience, and as such has
been very useful as a pre-design phase in preparation for the design of Skippy. For
some design decisions it has been challenging to find a productive balance between
spending time on exercising rounds of trial-and-error and spending time on making
elaborate studies to make the better choices for one final design. Similar trade-offs have
been experienced in the exercising of iterative optimisations. The optimisation problem
becomes progressively more time consuming when focusing on a broader problem. It
can be accelerated by staging it in iterations and by making design assumptions, at the
greater risk of having to fall back to major design revisions or to give in on performance.
Another possible explanation for the encountered delays is that the project was so
ambitious. Despite the intention of settling for a design that is merely good enough, the
high objectives and expectations of Skippy have pushed to new theories and technolo-
gies and a design that is likely better than necessary. For instance, it has been a strug-
gle to adhere to a mass budget that is significantly lower than 3 kg; the original target
mass of 2 kg in combination with a 4 m jump height have proven to be intractable. If,
for instance, the target was set to reach only half the jump height (2 m), the problem
would have been much more tractable and the project would have likely accelerated. A
continuous-hopping robot reaching heights of 2 m is still impressive as it outperforms
other robots and animals. Another ambitious requirement of Skippy is that it was not
allowed to have more than two actuators, which has required the development of new
design solutions to synergize hopping with steering and balancing (i.e. the passive ankle
joint). Significant amounts of time have been spent in an attempt to improve its lim-
ited ability to steer, which might have been avoidable if it had been considered to add
an extra actuated joint and body. Ironically, the argument for using only two actuators
was that of simplicity, as it is the minimum number of actuators required to control a
robot in full 3D. However, it has been proven by Salto-1P that a high-performance robot
with more actuators can be simpler, which uses additional actuators (i.e. the thrusters)
to substantially ease the balancing and in-flight control problem.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that if it were not for Skippy’s ambitious objectives,
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many of the theories and ideas useful for high-performance robot design would have
likely never been found. Such contributions include (1) the actuator design criterion
(chapter 4), (2) a generalization of the centre of percussion (chapter 6) and (3) curved
compression leaf modelling (chapter 7), which are a direct product of the thesis. Previous
such contributions of the project include the invention of the ring screw and new
balancing algorithms.
9.2. CONCLUSION
Through the case study design project of the hopping and balancing robot Skippy, it
is shown that proper design for high physical performance (1) can indeed lead to a
robot design that is capable of physically outperforming humans and animals and (2)
is already very challenging for a robot that is intended to be very simple. In particu-
lar, the robot design can reach a record jump height of 3.8 m in realistic simulations.
The endeavour for holistic design, design at the performance envelope and machine
and behaviour co-design have contributed to the high performance, but have also
challenged the design procedure, and the overly ambitious objectives have further
complicated it. During the development, many complications were encountered in the
decision-making progress of the iterative design strategy, involving trade-offs between
exercising trial-and-error and elaborate simulation studies, but they have also lead to
the development of new theories. These new theories include an actuator design crite-
rion, a generalization of the centre of percussion and modelling of curved compression
leaf springs. These are contributions of the thesis in addition to the realistic design
of Skippy—exemplary for light-weight, physically robust and affordable design—and
the design, creation and demonstrations of Tippy—designed to be customizable and
educational. As such, it could be concluded that the thesis project has been productive,
and that the design philosophy has paid off.
9.3. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
As discussed in section 8.5, it is advised to proceed with building Skippy, despite the
fact that optimisation studies have only been single-objective. This will assist in finding
Skippy’s shortcomings in reality, which is in line with the design philosophy governed by
trial-and-error. Possible limiting factors on the performance, such as spring stiffness, are
easily altered in practice.
The design of Skippy, as presented by chapter 6 and finalized in chapter 8 is nearly
ready to be sent off to the mechanical workshop for production, lacking mainly the
required technical drawings. Exact dimensioning of the ankle spring, bumper sponge
(regarding the cutting pattern and filling density), their caps and main spring are best
finalized through experimentation, including (primarily) material identification and
(secondarily) jumping experiments, abiding the design strategy of trial-and-error.
To validate the results that claim jump heights of up to 3.8 m in chapter 8, the
first jumping experiments should focus on the stance phase in preparation for the
highest jump. Note that the simulations do not use feedback control, whereas the system
is highly chaotic in reality: during stance, the robot experiences ca. 10g downward
acceleration, making it susceptible to tipping over. Nevertheless, the stance phase lasts
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only 0.2 s, so the robot does not have that much time to tip over. It is expected that with
sufficient trials, the stance phase can be reproduced in reality with only feed forward
control, by dropping it from a predetermined height corresponding to Skippy’s initial
conditions (ca. h = 1.5m). In parallel, control strategies that combine 3D hopping and
balancing should be worked out in greater detail, as required for making a sequence of
hops.
For the longer term, revisions for a future version of Skippy are to be made based
on the experimental results and new developments of control theories. Some consider-
ations are already listed below.
• The resulting design is heavier (3 kg) and slightly bigger than originally antic-
ipated in Driessen (2015); Featherstone (2014) (2 kg). The weight of a possible
future versions is preferably reduced, for which the most obvious solution is
reducing Skippy’s overall size. However, Skippy’s original sizing was also based on
minimizing size and weight, and was largely limited by preliminary choices of the
used technologies in the robot. A major influence is the speed limit of the ball
screw. As explained in section 6.2 and appendix A, a robot that is subject to a speed
constraint suffers from substantial performance reduction if it is downscaled. The
recent developments of the ring screw and availability of small roller screws rid
us of the speed constraint, and subsequently open doors to downscaling the
robot. Nevertheless, downscaling the presented design remains difficult: many of
the selected off-the-shelf component types already have (near-)minimum size,
including some of the bearing types, electronics, batteries and the harmonic drive,
none of which can be simply scaled down. Some of the wall thickness of milled
structural components are minimal, which might imply that downscaling requires
resorting to different design style or machining technology. Skippy’s weight could
also be reduced using brushless motors.
• As discussed in section 6.2, using brushless instead of brushed motors (both for
the main and swivel motor) could further boost the performance of Skippy. In
the presented work, brushed motors were chosen mainly due to time constraints.
Brushless motors generally have a better power-to-weight ratio and are further-
more available as rotor/stator units, so that the motor shaft and housing can be de-
signed to be an integral part of the frame and their respective transmission shafts,
thereby saving significant weight. In addition, brushless motors are available with
a higher torque density, which offers more solutions for transmissions with lower
gear ratios, which is of especial importance for the swivel actuator.
• Skippy makes use of a parallel spring in the hip, which boosts its jump height.
In the presented design the spring stores 2.3 J when Skippy is fully flexed. Energy
storage is limited because it covers only a small portion of the hip range ∆φhip. In
a future design, this end stop could possibly be upgraded to a spring that covers
Skippy’s full hip range, providing it does not significantly hinder Skippy’s other
behaviours, such as in-flight behaviour or balancing. Simulation studies will have
to point this out. However, even if the spring provides only the force required for
gravity compensation for a balanced configuration, it would store up to ca. 15 J,
which is a significant improvement over the currently installed end stop. A spring
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that covers the full range cannot be implemented by making use of a (compressive)
rubber end stop. A possible design solution is the use of a rubber tensile spring that
is spanned between the lever-leg joint and follower-torso joint.
• Like in Salto-1P, it could be considered to add an extra actuated joint to Skippy,
providing it indeed leads to substantially simplified design and control. It should
also be investigated whether such an actuator would not excessively spoil the per-
formance by adding the required additional weight. An example of such an actu-
ated joint could be a control-moment gyroscope, a tail like in Salto-1P (essentially
a crossbar in the sagittal plane), or thrusters, each of which would be able to alter
Skippy’s orientation and rotational velocity in flight.
• Skippy’s GFRP ankle spring is now defined by simple shapes, comprising a con-
stant width and thickness. For the purpose of further reducing weight and offering
possibilities for housing a stronger spring in Skippy’s ankle (if so desired), its shape
can be optimised by introducing a width and thickness that vary over the length of
the spring, as explained in more detail in section 7.5.
• Optimisations can be expanded to include more optimisation parameters and
to make fewer assumptions. In particular, multi-objective optimisations can be
used to come to a design that offers a desired trade-off between different types of
hopping and balancing behaviours. These optimisations will be especially fruitful
if Skippy’s 3D balancing and gait switching will be better established.
A
JUMPING AND SCALING
m
×2=
23m
=
23m
Figure A.1: A simple jumper’s actuator scaling visually explained.
This appendix includes derivations on how robot and animal scaling affects the jump
height using simple assumptions on scaling laws, based on different actuator limits.
The actuator limits are either a force limit, velocity limit or a power limit (a combined
force and velocity limit). The actuator here refers to the actuator (or muscle) that is
responsible for preparing the jump, and exerts a vertical force F (either through some
type of transmission or on its own) which allows the robot or animal to gain height and
jump. The jump height of the robot is h and the total height is htot = h+ s, following the
definitions in table 2.1.
The simple scaling laws assume that if a robot or animal scales with size S, its stride
length s will scale with S too, and its mass m with S3. It also assumes that the actuator
scales equal to the size of the robot, so that its maximum output force Fmax scales with
S2 and its maximum velocity z˙max with S. A visual representation of these assumptions
on scaling can be seen in fig. A.1.
Variables of the scaled robot are denoted by an apostrophe (i.e.ä′), e.g. m′ =mS3.
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FORCE LIMIT
In the first case, it is assumed that the maximum output force F = Fmax is the limiting
factor. The actuator pushes with maximum force F = Fmax >G =mg over a stride length
s, after which the robot lifts off, so that the work done equals W = ∫ s0 Fmax dz = Fmaxs,
and the resulting potential energy at apex is Pa =mg (h+ s) =Ghtot. By solving W = Pa
for the total jump height we find
htot = W
G
= Fmaxs
G
,
of which we find that it does not scale:
h′tot =
FmaxS2sS
GS3
= htotS0 = htot .
It follows that the jump height decreases for increased robot size only due to the in-
creased stride length s:
h′ = h′tot− s′ = htot− sS .
VELOCITY LIMIT
If we instead assume actuator velocity z˙max to being the limiting factor, which would
be the case for small jumpers under the assumption that z˙ ′max = z˙maxS, then the jump
height follows directly from the energy balance at take-off and apex. We find:
h = z˙
2
max
2g
(A.1)
h′ = z˙
2
maxS
2
2g
= hS2 (A.2)
POWER LIMIT
Suppose now that, by using appropriate and perfect transmissions and/or power modu-
lating springs, the mechanical power output W˙ = F z˙ of the actuator is the only limiting
factor, so that the actuator power output equals W˙max = Fmax z˙max at all time. It follows
that W˙ ′max = S3W˙max.
The energy balance at any point in time t during the thrust phase reads
W =K +P
W˙maxt = 1
2
mz˙(t )2+mg z(t )
If we neglect the gravitational potential energy (mg z) during the thrust phase1 , we have:
W˙maxt ' 1
2
mz˙2 (A.3)
1This essentially ignores the difference between htot and h, which is acceptable for small jumpers since the
stride length is significantly shorter than the jump height.
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Rewriting gives
z˙ '
√
2W˙maxt
m
(A.4)
Integrating gives
∫
0
dz '
√
2W˙max
m
∫
0
p
t dt
z '
√
2W˙max
m
2
3
t
p
t
→ t '
(
3
2
z
√
m
2W˙max
)2/3
(A.5)
By filling eq. (A.5) in eq. (A.4) we find
z˙ '
√
2W˙max
m
(
3
2
z
√
m
2W˙max
)1/3
=
(
3
2
z
2W˙max
m
)1/3
=
(
3zW˙max
m
)1/3
(A.6)
At take-off we thus have
z˙end '
(
3sW˙max
m
)1/3
(A.7)
The jump height can now be calculated as follows:2
h = z˙
2
end
2g
'
(
3sW˙max
m
)2/3
1
2g
and scales as follows:
h′ = z˙
′2
end
2g
'
(
3SsS3W˙max
S3m
)2/3
1
2g
' S2/3h .
This suggests that, even for proper transmissions, smaller jumpers jump less high.
2Note that this equation is a factor of 3/22/3 off from the one derived in Armour et al. (2007), in which the
incorrect assumption is made that acceleration is constant. However, the scaling factor S2/3 is identical, which
is the only relevant result.
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TRIANGLE FUNCTIONS
The functions γT¯ and γTˆ, referred to as “triangle functions”, are loop closure functions
of a simple triangle mechanism that has one edge of variable length and three revolute
joints, as depicted in fig. B.1. The triangle has edge lengths l1, l2 and l3 and correspond-
ing opposite joint angles θ1, θ2 and θ3, with respective joint angle velocities θ˙1, θ˙2 and
θ˙3. The edge length l1 is variable with velocity l˙1.
l1
l2
l3
θ2
θ3
θ1
Figure B.1: A simple triangle mechanism that has one edge of variable length (l1), used for calculation of
triangle functions γT¯ and γTˆ.
γT¯ takes the variable side length l1 as independent position variable, and calculates
the opposite angle and the two other angles, the Jacobian of those angles GT¯ and the
corresponding convective accelerations gT¯.
γTˆ takes the variable angle θ1 as independent position variable, and calculates the
corresponding opposite length and the two other angles, the Jacobian of those variables
GTˆ and the corresponding convective accelerations gTˆ.
Both functions require knowledge of the fixed lengths l2 and l3, and calculation of
the convective accelerations also requires an independent velocity variable. We have:
The functions that are described in this attachment have been originally derived by Dr. Featherstone.
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{θ1, θ2, θ3,GT¯, gT¯}= γT¯(l1, l2, l3, l˙1) , (B.1)
{l1, θ2, θ3,GTˆ, gTˆ}= γTˆ(θ1, l2, l3, θ˙1) . (B.2)
γT¯
For γT¯, angles θ1, θ2 and θ3 opposite to l1, l2 and l3 are calculated using the cosine rule:
θ1 = arccos
l 22 + l 23 − l 21
2l2l3
θ2 = arccos
l 23 + l 21 − l 22
2l3l1
θ3 = arccos
l 21 + l 22 − l 23
2l1l2
The JacobianGT¯ is then calculated as
GT¯ =
GT¯,1GT¯,2
GT¯,3
=
∂θ1/∂l1∂θ2/∂l1
∂θ3/∂l1
=
 l1/(l2l3 sinθ1)−cosθ3/(c sinθ1)
−cosθ2/(c sinθ1)
 ,
and the convective accelerations gT¯ are
gT¯ =
gT¯,1gT¯,2
gT¯,3
= l˙ 21
∂2θ1/∂l 21∂2θ2/∂l 21
∂2θ3/∂l 21
=
 l˙
2
1
(
1/l2/l3−cosθ1G2T¯,1
)
/sinθ1
l˙ 21
(
(l 22 − l 23 )/(l3l 31 )−cosθ2G2T¯,2
)
/sinθ2
l˙ 21
(
(l 23 − l 22 )/(l2l 31 )−cosθ3G2T¯,3
)
/sinθ3
 .
γTˆ
Likewise, for γTˆ we find
l1 =
√
l 22 + l 23 −2l2l3 cosθ1 ,
GTˆ =
GTˆ,1GTˆ,2
GTˆ,3
=
∂l1/∂θ1∂θ2/∂θ1
∂θ3/∂θ1
=
 l2l3 sinθ1/l1(l 23 − l 22 − l 21 )/(2l 21 )
(l 22 − l 23 + l 21 )/(2l 21 )−1
 ,
gTˆ =
gTˆ,1gTˆ,2
gTˆ,3
= θ˙21
∂2l1/∂θ21∂2θ2/∂θ21
∂2θ3/∂θ21
=
θ˙
2
1(l2l3 cosθ1−G2Tˆ,1)/l1
θ˙21GTˆ,1(l
2
2 − l 23 )/l 31
−θ˙21GTˆ,1(l 22 − l 23 )/l 31
 .
C
SKIPPY ’S LOOP CLOSURE
This appendix describes loop closure of Skippy’s hip, including both triangle kinematics
of the actuated lever and that of the four-bar linkage.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Figure C.1 shows a planar kinematic model of Skippy’s hip joint in its zero position,
consisting of 5 joints and 6 bodies, which are all numbered. Bodies and joints 0 to 5
correspond to bodies 5 to 10 in Skippy’s model described in chapter 6. As such, bodies
0 to 5 are called leg, lever, torso, follower rocker and coupler respectively, and the leg
is considered as the ground. Joints 1 to 4 are revolute joints (described in radians) and
joint 5 is a prismatic joint on the x axis (described in meters). The five joint positions are
described by joint variables and are elements of the tuple q = [q1 q2 q3 q4 q5]T. Joint i
connects body i to λi , where λ= [0 1 2 2 3] describes the connectivity tree.
The loop closure constraint is satisfied when (1) the coupler at A’ (atΨ4) connects to
the lever at A, and (2) the follower at S’ connects to the leg at S. In fig. C.1 this constraint
is not satisfied. The mechanism has 1 DoF, for which we define one independent joint
variable y = q5. The objective is to find the loop closure function q = γ(y), which
expresses q as function of y , and to obtain the velocity mapping or JacobianG = J (q , y)=
∂q/∂y and convective acceleration tuple g = G˙ y˙ = J (G , y)y˙2 = y˙2∂G/∂y = y˙2∂2q/∂y2, so
that the joint velocities can be calculated as q˙ =G y˙ and joint accelerations as q¨ =G y¨+g .
Derivations are done by making use of the predefined loop closure functions γT¯ and
γTˆ, which calculate the kinematics of a triangle mechanism that has one variable edge
length. See appendix B for an explanation and derivation of both functions.
THE FIRST TRIANGLE
To define the loop closure constraint of the actuated lever (making A and A′ coincide)
only one triangle is required, drawn in red in fig. C.1.
We define the variable input length lm = q5,o−q5 = lr cosφr−q5, with time derivatives
l˙m =−q˙5 and l¨m =−q¨5. q5,o is an offset length that describes horizontal translation from
coordinate frames Ψ5 to Ψ4 for q5 = 0, and has been introduced so that q5 can be set
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Figure C.1: Full kinematic model of Skippy’s hip joint in its zero position (q = 0). The loop closure constraints
are not satisfied. Not to scale.
to a desired zero value for a specific configuration.1 The static lengths that complete the
triangle are the lever arm length ll and the rocker joint length lr, see fig. C.1. We then
calculate the corresponding opposing angles of the triangle using eq. (B.1):
{θm, θl, θr,GI, gI}= γT¯(lm, ll, lr, l˙m)
By analysing the geometry in fig. C.1 we find for q2 and q4
q2 =−θm−φr+φl+pi/2 (C.1)
q4 =−θl+φr . (C.2)
From eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) we find q¨2 = −θ¨m and q¨4 = −θ¨l, from which we can find the
velocity mappings and convective accelerations:
q¨2 =G2q¨5+ g2 q¨4 =G4q¨5+ g4
=−θ¨m =−(GI,1 l¨m+ gI,1) =−θ¨l =−(GI,2 l¨m+ gI,2)
=−(GI,1(−q¨5)+ gI,1) =−(GI,2(−q¨5)+ gI,2)
= GI,1︸︷︷︸
G2
q¨5−gI,1︸ ︷︷ ︸
g2
= GI,2︸︷︷︸
G4
q¨5−gI,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
g4
1In Skippy, for practical purposes, q5,o is defined so that q5 = 0 when Skippy is fully flexed (i.e. when the torso
and leg tubes are parallel to each other, like in fig. C.1).
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THE SECOND AND THIRD TRIANGLE
Calculation of the remaining entries (q1, q3, G1, G3, g1 and g3) requires the second and
third triangle, which are drawn blue and green in fig. C.1 respectively. The third (green)
triangle is drawn twice, to demonstrate that two of its sides have fixed length if the loop
closure constraint is satisfied (i.e. lf = l ′f and lv = l ′v are static if S coincides with S′).
For the second triangle we use the input angle θh1 = pi/2− q2, with time derivative
θ˙h1 = −q˙2. With the static lengths lk (lever centre length) and lu (hip upper joint dis-
tance), we calculate
{lh, θk, θu,GII, gII}= γTˆ(θh1, lk, lu, θ˙h1)
For the third triangle we use the variable input length lh, with time derivative l˙h =
GII,1θ˙h1. The static lengths are lv (hip support joint length) and lf (follower link length).
We calculate
{θh2, θv, θf,GIII, gIII}= γT¯(lh, lv, lf, l˙h)
COMPLETE LOOP CLOSURE FORMULAE
We now have all the ingredients to complete q = γ(y),G and g . For q = γ(y) we find:
q = γ(y)=

θf−θu+φv+φu−pi/2
−θm−φr+φl−φu+pi/2
θv−θk+pi/2
−θl+φr
q5
 (C.3)
Derivation of G1, g1, G3 and g3 is slightly less trivial. A derivation of G3 and g3 follows
below.
q¨3 =G3q¨5+ g3
= θ¨− θ¨k
= l¨hGIII,2+ gIII,2− θ¨k
= (θ¨h1GII,1+ gII,1)GIII,2+ gIII,2− (θ¨h1GII,2+ gII,2)
= (θ¨mGII,1+ gII,1)GIII,2+ gIII,2− (θ¨mGII,2+ gII,2)
= ((l¨mGI,1+ gI,1)GII,1+ gII,1)GIII,2+ gIII,2− ((l¨mGI,1+ gI,1)GII,2+ gII,2)
= ((−q¨5GI,1+ gI,1)GII,1+ gII,1)GIII,2+ gIII,2− ((−q¨5GI,1+ gI,1)GII,2+ gII,2)
= ((−q¨5GI,1+ gI,1)GII,1+ gII,1)GIII,2+ gIII,2− ((−q¨5GI,1+ gI,1)GII,2+ gII,2)
=GI,1(GII,2−GII,1GIII,2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
G3
q¨5+ gI,1(GII,1GIII,2−GII,2)+ gII,1GIII,2− gII,2+ gIII,2︸ ︷︷ ︸
g3
A similar derivation can be done for G1 and g1. Starting from q¨1 = q¨5G1+g1 = q¨1 = θ¨f−θ¨u,
we find
G1 =GI,1(GII,3−GII,1GIII,3)
g1 = gI,1(GII,1GIII,3−GII,3)+ gII,1GIII,3− gII,3+ gIII,3
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